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Gumiîif r y  o f  T h e s is

This thesis is concerned to trace the development of the 
theories of perfect competition and monopoly in the histori*̂  of 
economic thought, from 1700 to 1926. It is shown that in the process 
of this development the concepts of competition and monopoly were 
to undergo a number of transformations as they developed from 
essentially crude beginnings in the pre-Gmithian era to a much more 
fully worked out form at the end of our period.

In particular we stress the distinction between the Classical 
view of competition and monopoly and that of the French mathematical 
economist, Augustin Cournot. The Classical economists, following 
Adam Smith (1TT6), were concerned to analyse free cor-petition, the 
mechanism by which economic resources ir.ove between trades in order 
to equalise profit differentials. In their analysis monoyoly was 
treated as the opposite of free competition and used to denote cases 
where barriers to such movement exist. In contrast, Cournot (I838) 
analysed the notion of unlimited or gure coi.petition, a market 
structure under which producers are so numerous that each acts as 
^ price-taker. In his analysis, monopoly is defined as the case of 
a single producer, and pure competition and monopoly represent polar 
cases 2̂  a classification of market structures based on the number 
of producers in the market.

The modern theories of perfect competition end monopoly are seen 
as evolving from a synthesis of these two strands of thought, pre
eminently in the work of Marshall (1890). In this synthesis, Cournot*s 
analysis was integrated with the earlier Classical ideas as far as 
competition was concerned, whilst the Classical analysis of monopoly 
was abandoned in favour of Cournot's treatment. This conpromlse 
gave rise to a number of conceptual problems which were to be 
instrumental in calling into question the traditional belief that 
competitive analysis was generally applicable to capitalist economies.
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1.

Chapter 1 

Introduction

"his thesis is concerned withthe development of the theories of 
perfect competition and monopoly in the history of economic thought 
from 1700 to 1926. During this period these concepts developed 
from crude beginnings into fairly refined and complex theories.
Hiis cevelopment was not, however, linear, and we shall find that 
there were a variety of different treatments of the concepts as 
between different authors and different schools of thought. It will 
he CUT task in this thesis to trace this development and investigate 
the Vf.rious notions held by economists with respect to competition 
and monopoly, and the inter-relationship of these concepts.

in important theme of this thesis concerns the role played by 
'MatheiTiatical Economists' in the theoretical developments in the 
period As has been noted by Stigler in his classic article on 
hhe histoiy of perfect competition theciq-,^ the Classical economists 
tended to treat the concept of competition casually. Only in the 
inid-l?th century were "the first steps in the analytical refinement 
of the concept of competition... made by the mathematical economists" 
khilsi literary economists had great difficulty in formulating even 
simple concepts such as the demand curve, the field was open for 
impon ant clarificatory advances by the judicious use of a little 
algebra or geometiq-. Tany of the developments we shall discuss in 
the second half of this thesis were just such developments, and we 
may mention the narres of Cournot, Jenkin, Edgeworth and Marshall 
0S examples of economists with the mathematical technique to make such 
a contribution.

1. 'eorge J. Ctigler, 'Perfect Competition, Historically Contemplated' 
Journil of Political Fconcmy. vol. 65, 1957, pp. 1-17,

2. .bid. , p. 5.



Mathematical techniques do not merely enable the clarification 
of confused ideas, however, they also provide a theoretical impetus 
of their own, turning ideas in new directions. The best illustration 
of this is in the work of Augustin Cournot, which may be singled out 
as being the most important contribution to the development of competi
tion and monopoly theory in our period. Cournot demonstrated with 
the aid of some elementary calculus that it was possible to distinguish 
models of price according to the number of producers operating in 
the market; ranging from unlimited competition at one extreme to 
monopoly at the other. Tliis demonstration which follows directly 
from his mathematics would have been difficult, if not impossible, to 
analyse using a non-mathematical approach. Moreover, as we shall see 
in a moment, it presented a view of competition and monopoly which was 
radically different from the Classical view, and which gave rise to 
a new dimension in the discussion of these concepts.

It seem desirable at the outset to distinguish our terms in 
this thesis. By perfect competition I shall refer to that model of 
price whereby not only are producers treated as price-takers, but
also only normal profits are earned in a particular trade. The 
condition that producers are price-takers will then be simply referred 
to as pure competition, following Chamberlin;^ whilst free coi- etition 
is the mechanism which equalises profits between trades. Mono,ol: ,
or sometimes pure or ' erfect mono^ ol^-, will be used to refer to a 
single producer selling at a single price.

1. Edward K. Chamberlin, Hie Theory of Monopolistic Competition 
(Oxford University Press, I962) , p. 6.

2. This usage seems in accord with most modern usages of these 
terms. For a different suggested terminology, however, see Stigler, 
op. cit., pp. 1U-I5.



If one takes a broad view of a competitive economy, one can 
imagine it as an hydraulic system wherein the principle of gravity 
determines the level of water in each part of the system. The injection 
of additional water at some point will raise the level throughout the 
system bringing about a new equilibrium solution.^ In this physical 
analogue, if each chamber of the system represents an industry, 
whilst economic resources are the fluid in the system, then the principle 
of free competition ensures the attainment of equilibrium. Economic 
resources will move between industries in response to differences in 
rates of return, and equilibrium will be attained when these 
differences, just like the differences in the water level, have been 
eradicated. On this broad view, therefore, free competition is the 
mechanism which brings about the equilibrium allocation of resources 
in a capitalist economy.

It was such a broad view of the concept of competition that was 
introduced by Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations in 1776, and which 
became the basis of the Classical treatment of competition. The 
Classical economists were concerned to analy^se the operation of the 
entire economy in terms of a limited number of aggregate economic 
variables. In this general analysis they invoked the principle of 
free competition as a ineans of simplifying the problem to manageable 
proportions. In like manner, Leon Walras when he presented his much 
more sophisticated analysis of general equilibrium in the l670s, 
also relied on the principle of free competition to simplify his 
analysis. By assuming the operation of free competition, it was possible 
with one broad, stroke to deal with the problem of resource allocation 
and so solve the complex problem of general equilibrium.. The idea was 
thus an extremely powerful one, and it is no wonder that it was to 
ha.ve such a tremendous influence on economic thought from the time of 
Adam Smith.

1. I believe it was Irving Fisher who actually built such a machine 
in order to demonstrate the workings of general competitive equilibrium.
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We shall see in chapters 2 and 3 that Adam Smith adapted the 
concept of free competition,from the hercantilist notion of freedom 
of trade. This concept implied the absence of restraints on the 
movement of labour and capital between trades. In contrast exclusive 
privileges which gave rise to restraints on such freedom of movement 
were called "monopolies” by the Mercantilists. This juxtaposition 
of freedom of trade and monopoly became the distinction of competition 
and monopoly which was such an important part of the Classical 
doctrine. Moreover, the Classical economists retained the Mercantilist 
notion of monopoly as involving barriers to the movement of resources 
in their treatment of the case. In their view, trades could be divided 
into two classes: those subject to the rule of free competition, and 
those in which new entry was restricted. P.s is well known they 
thought of the former as the general rule sud the latter as the exception 
which was to be condemned.

Whilst it would be a misrepresentation to treat the Classical 
economists as having a single view of competition and monopoly, we 
ray present an idealised view of their conception of these ideas.
Reduced to its bare essentials, the Classical view of competition and 
monopoly can be interpreted as distinguishing the cases in terms of 
the elasticity of supply. Free competition to the Classical economists 
was a means to an end (the representation of equilibrium in the economy) 
so that it is not surprising that it did not receive explicit and 
S2uster.8tic treatment in their work. Nevertheless, we can interpret 
their discussions of it as referring to the case of infinitely 
elastic supply (Figure l.l).

Figure 1.1

price

It
output



The natural price is that price, (according to Sndth) which is just 
sufficient to pay the rent of land, the wages of labour, and the 
profits of stock, all a.t their natural rates. Such a price is 
invariant to the effects of changes in the demand for the product. 
Implicitly, therefore, a competitive industry in Classical economics 
is a constant cost industry, free competition ensuring the equality 
of price and cost of production.

The Classical analysis of monopoly in contrast envisaged, in
the extreme case, no new entrants to a trade, and hence a fixed
supply. The supply curve under Classical monopoly was then perfectly 
inelastic (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2

price

output

In this case, it was not price but output which was invariant to 
changes incfemand. Price under monopoly is not fixed by cost of production, 
but varies with the level of demand. Clearly, there are problems with 
this dichotoirisation, not least how to deal with increasing and decreas
ing returns, and we shall see in this thesis how various authors 
attempted to deal with these problems.

For the moment, however, let us contrast this notion of free 
competition and monopoly with the concepts of pure competition and 
pure monopoly. The concept of free competition as we have seen is 
relevant to the problem of inter-industry equilibrium when one takes 
a. broad view of the whole economy. Pure competition, on the other 
h.and, describes a market situation in which a large number of 
producers maximise profits talcing market price as given. That is, 
pure competition is a model of intra-industry equilibrium, and the 
focus of analysis in this case is the much more narrow one of a 
pio.rticular industry.
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In his Foundations of Economic Analysis Paul Samuelson has stressed 
the logical separation of these ideas.^ Under the assumption of pure 
competition, the internal conditions of equilibrium for the model are 
defined by the assumption of profit maximisation. Subject to the 
condition that in the "long run" net revenue cannot be negative, profit 
maximisation implies a set of marginal equalities which represent the 
internal equilibrium conditions of the model. The assumption of free 
competition gives rise to an external condition of equilibrium, which 
is of an entirely different nature from the first. It is an "arbitrary 
assumption or hypothesis" that net revenue will not only be non-negative

n
but also that it will be non-positive.^ Such a condition need not be 
imposed on the pure competition model or, conversely, it may be 
associated with alternative, including oligopolistic, models of 
price determination. In Samuelson*s oninion

"this classification cuts across that of pure and impure competition, 
Tnus defined, free entry is a condition to be looked for empirically, 
rather than one imposed upon the data a priori."'"

Hiere are nevertheless strong reasons for linking the logically 
distinct ideas of pure and free competition. Such an integration 
gives rise to an equilibrium, solution which, as is well loiown, has
certain desirable welfare properties. If one can assume that all 
prices in the economy are parametric and, moreover, that all resources 
are free to take advantage of the opportunities available, subject 
onlj to technological constraints, then setting aside the thorny 
question of the optimal distribution of income, and ignoring external
ities, one can assert that perfect competition gives rise to a social 
optimum in the sense of Pareto.^ Despite all the ifs and buts this 
conclusion is a tremendously important one, and would alone justify the 
link of the concepts of pure and free competition.

1. Paul A. Samuelson. Foundations of Economic Analysis (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 19^7) chapter i.

2. ibid., p. 88.

3. ibid., p. 67.

^ . See, for example, J. de V. Graaf, Theoretical Welfare Economics 
(Cambridge University Press, 1957).
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From a purely positive viewpoint, however, there are also strong 

reasons for such a link. Yfhen the question of general equilibrium is 
raised, it is clearly necessary to take some view on entry conditions. 
Reference to empirical data on new firms and bankruptcies clearly rule 
out the "arbitrary assumption" that no entry and exit would be an 
appropriate general rule for any model. When one considers the pure 
competition model in particular, it is difficult to conceive of any
barriers to entry which would limit resource mobility, and still be 
consistent with there being a large number of small producers in the 
market. Certainly the traditional barriers (economies of scale, large 
capital requirements, advertising) are all ruled out by the assumption 
of pure competition. Moreover, the problem of superior resources is 
overcome by the imputation of quasi-rents to them in the long run.
It thus appears that there is a strong case for integrating the 
logically separate ideas of pure and free competition into the com
posite notion of perfect competition from both a positive and a norma
tive point of view.

The historical counterpart of these arguments will be discussed 
in detail in this thesis. We shall see that it was in Cournot's work 
that the first treatment of the pure competition model was to be 
found. And, moreover, we shall see that Cournot analysed solely the 
problem of intra - industry equilibrium and made no mention of the 
Classical idea of free competition. The post-Cournot period of 
competitive analysis saw a gradual fusion of the ideas of Cournot and 
the Classical economists into the perfect competition model. This 
fusion gave rise to a number of problems; around the turn of the century, 
which as we shall see centred around the classic synthesis of Classical 
thought with that of Cournot in Marshall's Principles of Economics.
It was only at the very end of our period that the perfect competition 
moael becanie well understood by the mainstream economist, and with it, 
its limitations and weaknesses.

Also the modern theory of monopoly dates, both in conception and, 
in large part, in realisation, from the work of Cournot. Cournot 
Ignored the Classical notion of the limitation of supply, and instead 
analysed the case of a single producer determining price according to 
the assumption of profit maximisation. So successful was his work 
that practically all the major economists after him took over his 
analysis of monopoly in its entirety. Thus in contrast to the 
synthesis which was the feature of post-Cournot work on competition, 
the second half of the 19th century saw a replacement of the vague
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and imprecise Classical ideas on monopoly with the modern monopoly 
model. Again ve shall see that Marshall's Principles had a central 
role in bringing Cournot's work to the attention of the general 
economist.

The modern theories of competition and monopoly it will be 
contended in this thesis are the result of a synthesis of two 
different strands of thought on these subjects. On the one hand 
this synthesis took the Classical notions of free competition and 
monopoly as opposites, and on the other it took Cournot's notions 
of pure competition and pure monopoly as the poles in a spectrum. Hie 
resulting sysnthesis was to leave both views of competition and monopoly 
(as opposites or as polar cases) as inadequate. Pa,ther, a somewhat 
complex and unsure structure was to remain as the general treatment 
of price determination. Tliat this structure was not to survive 
unchallenged for long was the inevitable result of this attempt to 
sunthesise these different ideas.

It is not my intention in this introductory chapter to present a 
complete discussion of the modem theories of perfect competition and 
monopoly. The reader is referred to any of a number of excellent 
textbooks for such a discussion.^ Nevertheless several concepts and 
ideas associated with these models are best dealt with here in order 
that we may take a general view on them. We shall consider three such 
topics: the ossuniptions of the competition model, the notion of supply 
end demand, and (only briefly) some weaknesses of perfect competition 
and monopoly. This discussion will be followed by an outline of the 
scope and limitations of this thesis.

1. A particularly useful treatment of Marshallian competitive analysis 
i;s given in C.A. Tisdell, Microeconomics : the theory of economic 
allocation (Sydney: Wiley International, 1972).
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In his ess eg' on 'The ’'ethodology of Positive Fconor.ics', 'ilton 

^r5edi'pn r.akes a distinction between the "assumptions" of a lodel and 
its abstract content:-

"a hypothesis or theory consists of an assertion that certain 
forces are 5 and by implication others are not, important for a 
particular class of phenomena and a specification of the manner of 
cction of the forces it asserts to be important. We can regard the 
hypothesis as consisting of two parts: first, a conceptual world or 
abstract model simpler than the "real world" and containing only the 
forces that the hypothesis asserts to be important*, second, a set of 
rules defining the class of phenomena fcr which the "model" can be 
taken to be on adequate representation of the "real world" and specify
ing the correspondence between the variables or entities in the model 
and observable phenomena."^

•Wiese two parts are very different in character. Whilst the model 
itself is abstract and complete, the set of rules for applying the
model must by their veiŷ  nature be "concrete and in consequence

?incomplete". It is these latter rules, which specify the correspondence 
of the model to the real World, which we shall first consider.

Standard textbook treatments of perfect competition give various 
lists of these "rules" or "assumptions". Thus a typical list might 
include the assumptions that there be m.any producers, a homogeneous 
product, a perfect market, and free en tip/ and exit to and from the 
r arket. Wiese assumptions describe an environment to which the model 
of perfect competition is thought to be applicable, and as such they 
fulfill an important function by providing an econor leal way of 
presenting the theory end indicating its applicability. Moreover, 
the% provide inportant insights into the ideas on compte tit ion held by- 
various writers. For these reasons they are of interest in a history

1. ’'ilton Friedman, "The Methodology of Positive Fccnomics' in 
7'ssays in Positive Economics (University of Chicago Press, 19^6), p. Pl.

ibid., pp. P)'-5.

3. fee, for exa.cr-e, James T'. Fenders on and Richard P. '̂ ûandt. 
Microeconomic Theor:: / Mathematical Approach (few ^brk: ^cCraw-Fill, 
1958) pp. 6C-7.
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of competitive analysis, and so receive attention as appropriate in 
the charters below.

However, given that their role is to relate the abstract model to
reality, it follows that it is not possible to draw up a complete list
of them. In other words, it is not possible to draw up a list of
"necessary and sufficient descriptive conditions" for the perfect
competition model to hold. Such an endeavour, whilst it may be of
clarificatory use, must in principle be doomed to failure. Of
several economists who attempted such a task, this fact is nowhere better
illustrated than in Frank H. Hnight’s Fisk, Uncertainty and Profit 

2published in 1921. In this work, Knight lists eleven assumptions in 
all, of which the first eight are "the conditions necessary to perfect 
competition".^ We can do no better than list these assumptions to 
illustrate, regardless of their other strengths and weaknesses, the 
fundai’ental impossibility of such an attempt. They are:-

"l. Tlie members of the society are supposed to be normal 
huiman beings... a "random sample" of the population of the industrial 
nations of today.

2. We assurae the members of the society act with complete 
"rationality."... they are supposed to "know what they want" and to 
seek if’intelligently".... They are supposed to know absolutely the 
consequences of their acts when they are performed, and to perform 
them in the light of the consequences.

3. The people are formally free to act as their motives prompt.. 
... each controls his own activities with a view to results which 
accrue to him individually.

1. For a more detailed discussion of the role of "assumptions", see 
Friedman, op. cit., pp. 23-30. Friedman’s view that a theory can only 
be tested on its predictions will be investigated in more dep)th in 
Chapter 10 below.

2. Frank H. Knight, Risk, Uncertainty and Profit (University of 
Cliicago Press, 1971).

3. ibid., p. 79.
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....U. We must also assume complete absence of physical obst
acles to the making, execution, and changing of plans at will; that 
is, there must be "perfect mobility" in all economic adjustments, no 
cost involved in movements or changes. To realize this ideal all 
the elements entering into economic calculations... Diust be continu
ously variable, divisible without limit.

••••5. ... There must be perfect, continuous, costless inter
communication between all individual members of the society. Every 
potential buyer of a good constantly knows and chooses araong the 
offers of all potential sellers, and conversely.

....6. Every member of the society is to act as an individual
only, in entire independence of all other persons..... Individual
independence in action excludes all forms of collusion, all degrees 
of monopoly or tendency to monopoly.

7. We formally exclude all preying of individuals upon each 
other.

....8. The motives for division of labour and exchange must 
be present and operative...... The principal condition is diversifica
tion of wants associated with specialization of productive capacities 
or dispositions, or with physical restrictions on the range of 
productive activity.

....9. All given factors and conditions are .... to remain 
absolutely unchanged. Tney must be free from periodic or progressive 
modification as well as irregular fluctuation.

'"'*70..... Every,' productive agency or capacity is an
inseparable part of the personal endowment of some member of the 
society.

....11..... each individual produces a single commodity."^

Tliese eleven assumptions represent a formidable attempt to 
describe a perfectly competitive economy. However, even setting 
aside assumptions 9 through 11, it is clear that Knight has adopted 
a very broad framework of discussion. Indeed his framework is so 
broad that specific assumptions usually connected with perfect 
competition, such as large numbers of traders, and product homogeneity, 
CO not even recieve explicit attention. Moreover, when we come to 
consider individual assumptions we find often vague or over-general

ibid., pp. 78-80.
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statements. Thus Knight assumes the members of society are "normal 
human beings" (assumption l), and that they don’t prey on each other 
(assumption 7). Or again, resources are assumed to be infinitely 
divisible and costlessly mobile (assui;iption U). Clearly, statements 
at this level of generality paint a picture with broad brush strokes 
but leave much of the detail hidden.

In his essay ’Perfect Competition, Historically Contemplated’, 
Ceorge Ctigler singles out Knight’s work as providing the complete 
formulation of the concept of perfect competition.^ He admits, 
however, that Knight’s list "is by no means a statement of minimum 
requirements". Assumption 5» for example, that there be complete 
knowledge, is over-sufficient since

"If each seller in a market knows any n buyers, and each seller
knows a different (but overlapping) set of buyers, then there will
be perfect competition if the set of n buyers is large enough to
exclude joint action. Or let there be indefinitely many brokers in
any market, and let each broker know many buyers and sellers, and
also let each buyer or seller know many brokers - again we have perfect 

2competition". '

Similarly, mobility of resources need not be complete:-

"if one resource were immobile and all others mnbile, clearly
the retruns of all resources in all uses could be equalized...... Even
in the general case in which mobility of resources is required, not all 
the units of a resource need be mobile. If some units of each resource 
are mobile, the economic system will display complete mobility for all 
displacements up to a limit that depends upon the proportion of 
mobile units and the nature of the displacement.""'

Stigler agrees with us that it is not possible to list the 
minimum assumptions of the perfect competition theory. However, he 
does so for a different reason:-

Ceorge J. Stigler, op. cit., pp. 10-lU.

2. ibid., p. 12.
3. ibid., p. 13. For further examples, see ibid., pp. 11-lU
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"The minimum assuniptions for a theoretical model can he stated 
with precision only when the complete theory of that model is known.
The complete theory of competition cannot he known because it is an 
open-ended theory; it is always possible that a new range of 
problems will be posed in this framework, and then, no matter how 
well developed the theory was with respect to the earlier range of 
problems it may require extensive elaboration in respects which 
previously it glossed over or ignored."^

Stigler’s position, however, appears to be refuted by Friedman’s 
argument. It is not the fact that a theory is open-ended which makes 
it impossible to list its minimum assumptions, but rather that these 
assumptions of their very nature cannot be fully listed. Stigler’s 
view that the perfect competition model is open-ended (as presumably 
are all theories) is beside the point. Rather, the point is tiat 
given their role, the idea of "necessary and sufficient" assuiaotions 
for a theory is a non-seouitor.

Trie practical implication of this argum.ent is that in our view 
the listing of assumptions of perfect competition is less important 
than in Stigler’s. Whilst accepting a complete listing is not possible 
for all time, Stigler’s view is that such a listing at a given time 
can be carried out to some degree of fulfillment. Tiis contrasts with 
our view that attempts at such a listing are ill-conceived. Stigler’s 
general emphasis on the "assumptions" of perfect competition theory in 
his essay culminates in his emphasis on the American writers,
J.E. Clark and Frank Knight, as providing the complete formulation of 
the theory. In this thesis, we shall treat the assumptions of the 
theory as only one component of it, and on this view the works of

2Knight and Clark become much less important than in Stigler’s view.

1. ibid., p. iH.

2. For reasons of time limitation a planned appendix on the American 
contribution has not been incorporated in this thesis. Our general view, 
however, is that even on Stigler’s own terms, the works of Clark and 
■"night, and in particular the latter, suffer from over-generality in 
their treatment of the problem. Tieir works provide useful insight,
but certainly not any outstanding contribution to perfect competition 
analys is.
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Next consider the notion of supply and demand. Again consider 
Friedman’s distinction between the two elements which comprise a theory: 
a system of tautologies or "language" by which concepts and ideas 
are organised into a consistent filing system; and a set of substantive 
hypotheses designed to abstract essentials from complex reality.^ The 
idea of sui'-ly and demand has been, and still is, used in both of these 
ways. Friedman, himself, notes its role as a means of classifying 
econoi.dc forces according to whether they act through the buyers or 
Sellers in a market:-

"viewed as elements of the language of economic theory, these are 
the two major categories into which factors affecting the relative prices 
of products or factors of production are classified.... In a (consumer 
good) market there is a clear end sharp distinction between the 
economic units that can be regarded as demanding the product and those
that can be regarded as supplying it in these cases the simple
and even obvious step of filing the relevant factors under the headings 
of "supply" and "demand" effects a great simplification of the 
problem and is an effective safeguard against fallacies that otherwise 
tend to occur."

As a classificatory system, the criteria by which the idea of supply 
and demand should be judged are ones of usefulness, comprehensiveness, 
etc. Used in this sense, the phrase SU;. i ly and demand has no substan
tive content, and, as long as this is recognised, no harm is done by- 
using this classificatory system where appropriate.

The phrase supply and demand does, however, have a more restrictive 
use, which does have substantive content. This usage is irrevocably 
bound up with the competitive model. In the pure competition model 
the equality of supply and demand, when these are taken as functions 
of price,determines the competitive price as indicated in Figure 1.3.

]. Friedman, op. cit., p. T. The relationship between this division 
and that noted above is not clear in Friedman’s work.

2. ibid., pp. 7-8.
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Figure ].3

price price

O output i K output

Formally, if there are n firms (i = l...n), then under pure competition, 
their n output rates are determined, by the n equations that price, p.
equals marginal cost, c ’̂ (x^):-

P = c ' p , p (1.1)

whilst market price is determined by a further equation expressing the 
equality of demand, D(p), and supply, S(p)

D(p) = S(p) (1.2)

Equation (1.2) is thus an integral part of the pure competition model. 
Moreover, such an equation does not appear in the monopoly model, or many 
of the other models put forward as explanations of the price phenom
enon. In its substantive sense, then, the idea of supply and demand 
should be applied only to cases where the competitive model is in 
view.

Tliat it is necessary to stress this distinction in the usage of 
the phrase .-juppl.,- even today, gives a strong indication
that historical confusion over this point has been pervasive.
Inevitably, in a period when concepts and ideas about competition 
være often vague and confused, economists spoke loosely of price being 
determined by supply and demand, without realising that to have 
substantive content this idea involved the operation of competitive 
theory. Maithus expressed the general Classical view when he said:-

probably not a single instance of a change of price can be 
found, which may not be satisfactorily traced to some previous change 
in the state of the demand and supply."^'

1. T.R. Malthus, Principles of Political Economy. 2nd edition (Tokyo: 
hyo Bun Kwan, 1936), p. 62.
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Tlie fact that such a view finds sympathisers today, even given our much 
more advanced analysis of price theory, should make the reader beware 
of falling into the trap of confusing these two notions of supply and 
demand.

The concept of supply and demand as we shall see in this thesis
occupied a central position in the attempt to synthesise the free and 
pure competition treatments of price the or)'. We have seen that the
equality of supply and demand was not only an equation in Cournot's
model of pure competition, but was also a feature of Classical
competition (and monopoly) analysis. On the one hand, Cournot’s
narrow view of the pricing problem, and on the other, the Classical
inter-industry view, both employed supply end demand analysis to
determine price. In the fusion of these ideas in the second half of
the 19th century, supply and demand analysis was to act as the bridge
between these developments. In effecting this integration, however,
we shall see that a number of refinements had to be made to the concept
of supply and. demand before the modern analytic structure could be
erected.

Lastly let us briefly consider the relative merits of perfect 
competition and monopoly analysis, /n obvious difference between the 
models arises over the problem of increasing returns. If producers in 
an industry are price-takers, then it will not pay them to licit their 
production if their marginal costs are decreasing. Hence, in an industry 
with falling costs, firms will grow in size so that the assumption 
that they are too small individually to affect price will be violated.
The theory of perfect competition is thus inconsistent with falling

I
marginal costs. Such a problem does not, however, arise under monopoly 
where the size of the firm is determined as long as marginal costs 
fall less sharply than marginal revenues. This latter eventuality is 
ensured at some stage on the plausible assuinption that marginal costs 
are non-negative.

FormallyJ if the monopolist faces an inverse demand function 
p = p(x), where p is price and x is output, and his total costs are 
c = c(x), then he will maximise profits by equating marginal revenue 
and marginal cost
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p + X - c * (x) = 0 (1.3)

aind the sufficient condition for equilibrium is that marginal cost 
i.s less negatively sloped then marginal revenue

2 - c"(x) < 0 1.4)

Hiese conditions are clearly met in Figure 1.4(a) where production is
l.imited to output x., even though marginal costs are falling. If we 
mow assume equations (1.3) and (1.4) relate to a firm under pure
c^ompetition, then taking price as a parameter we have

p - cl(x) = C (1.5)

aand

-c"(x) < 0 (1.6)

Itn Figure l.H(b) the firu will not liiidt production to output
blut expands indefinitely.

Figure 1.4

(a) price

\ M R
M C
X  A

(b) price

0 outputXoutput

The implications of these simple results are far-reaching. In 
1the advanced technological economies of the West, industries are rare
iin which rising marginal costs set in at low output rates relative to
itotal industry size. But if this is not the case, the theory of pure
(Competition cannot be appropriate. This conclusion would seem to
fapply to most manufacturing industries, the industries which, as we
-Shall see, were most widely believed to be competitive by the Classical
^economists. Since monopoly theory is not so hampered by falling costs
iit would thus appear to be superior to perfect competition in this 
]respect. We shall see that towards the end of our period of study a 
rnuiiber of economists were beginning to become aware of this point as
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the precise nature of these theories came more clearly/ into view.

A major weakness of the theory/ of monopoly, on the other hand, as 
has been pointed out by Hicks amongst others, is its inability to 
unarrbigously sign the effect of a rise in demand on price.^ Whilst the 
Comparative static effects of changes in cost are more or less the 
saire in both the perfect competition and monopoly models, the simple 
competitive result that s. rise in demand will raise price is not 
repeated in the monopoly m^odel.̂  Rather one can only say generally 
that price may rise or fall following the demand increase. Since this 
problem is touched on by several authors in this thesis (although none 
were to give a definitive treatment of it) we shall investigate this 
"weakness" further here.^

Formally, we can write the monopolist’s demand function x = x(p,a) 
where x is output, p is price, and a is a shift parameter. Then the 
monopolist will set price to satisfy the equilibrium condition

X + p.x^ - c ’(x).x^ = 0 (1.7)

where x^ = ~ .  Using the implicit function rule, the effect of a 

change in on price is then given by

in =
x^ + {p - c ’(x)}x^^ - x^ x̂  c"(x)

+ {p - c’(x)}L P
-  Xr2 c"(x)

irJ:

(1.8)

J.^. Hicks, Value end Capital (Oxford: Clarendon Press, I968),
:p. 33-;.

2. A rise in demand will, of course, only lead to a rise in price in 
long run competitive equilibrium in increasing cost industries, 
however, in so far as markets are competitive (and here I am thinking 
particularly of agricultural markets) the increasing cost assumption 
seers reasonable. See Tisdell, op. cit., ch. 8.

'. The standard reference for this problem is Joan Robinson, Tire 
Economics of Imperfect Competition (London: Macmillan, I969), chapter h 

Die results discussed below cen be found in Robinson’s work although 
she conducts her argument in terijs of geometry which is a rather 
cumbersome tool for this particular problem.
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Since the denominator of equation (1.8) is negative by the second order 
conditions, the rise in demand will raise price if the numerator is 
positive. Generally, however, the numerator is unsigned, the crucial 
unknowns being the way in which the demand curve shifts and the slope 
of the marginal cost curve. It would appear therefore that monopoly 
theory does suffer a crucial weaJtmess in this respect.

Two particular cases are, however, worthy of note. Firstly, an 
iso-elastic shift in demand at the old price implies that

Xp + {p - c'(x)} x^^ = 0*

Tnus the numerator of equation (1.8) simplifies to

“ ^ *x •c"(x)? o

In this case, therefore, the direction of price change will be the 
same as the slope of marginal cost: rising if marginal cost rises and 
falling if marginal cost falls. Conversely, if marginal cost is 
constant, price rises if the demand shift is less than iso-elastic, and 
falls if it is more than iso-elastic. In Figure 1.5 we illustrate the 
intermediate case of an unchanged price with an iso-elastic demand 
mhift and constant costs.

An iso-elastic demand shift implies that

= 0

By the first order conditions

On substitution

X
p - c'(x) = - X

p

p - c’(x) = - —  
po'

.*. x^ + {p - c'(x)} x̂ ,̂ = 0
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Fifure 1.5

price

0 output

In contrast to an iso-elastic demand shift, a parallel demand 
sh-ift would imply that

rp - c*(x)i.x = 0   ̂ ' pa

SC) that the numerator of equation (1.8) becomes

X - c"(x).x .X
C. Ot P

In this case, the rise in demand will raise price even when marginal 
costs are falling as long as the marginal cost curve is less steeply 
sloped than the demand curve. Again, we have drawn the intermediate 
case in Figure 1.6 where the parallel rise in demand leaves price 
unchanged because the marginal cost curve is parallel to the demand 
curves.

Fi[.ure 1.6

price

P'

0 output

In the case of a. parallel demand shift it is clear that only in 
industries wit 
price to fall.
industries with very sharply falling costs will a rise in demand cause 

1

1. Hie case may occur, however, since the second order conditions only
constrain the marginal cost curve to be less steeply sloped than the 
marginal revenue curve, so that it may be more steeply sloped than the 
demand curve.
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It r.&y be reasonable to take the two cases discussed above as
lin.iting cases for a shift in demand?" The demand curve will shift
iso-elastically if the demand curve of the new buyers is identical to
that of existing buyers; whilst a parallel shift involves the addition
of a completely inelastic demand curve. Hence, it might not be
unreasonable to assume that the additional demand is somewhat less
elastic than existing demand, causing a less than iso-elastic shift.
If this is the case then the rise in demand will lead to a rise in
price if marginal costs are constant or increasing, and also if they
are decreasing, as long as sharply falling costs are not in evidence.
There thus seems to be a presumption that price will rise, and we shall

2see below that both Edgeworth and Sraffa supported this conclusion.
*.e shall argue in chapter 10 that there is a need for further research 
on this problem of shifting demand under monopoly, but it is hoped 
that we have at least made a case here for suggesting that this
problem of monopoly theory is not so formidable as at first sight it
appears.

In considering the merits of monopoly analysis relative to
perfect competition theory, we do not mean to imply that we believe that
we can treat each industry as having but a single seller. Such an 
assertion is clearly grossly incorrect. P. much better approximation 
î ':ght be that groups of producers sell related products so that the de
mand function of any single producer depends on his rivals’ prices as 
well as his own. Thus, if there are n related products, the demand 
curve for producer 1 would be

Xp = Xp(r\ (T'9)

As is well known, in a problem of this sort it is necessary to make 
some assumption concerning "conjectural variation" terms in order to 
derive determinate results. We shall see in chapter 10, however, that 
on Cournot t̂ rpe assumptions this more general problem, reduces to one 
which has many of the features of the analysis of perfect monopoly.
In this context, we shall argue that the merits and weaknesses of the 
r"onopoly model are an important problem for the analysis of capitalist 
economies.

1.
See Robinson, op. cit., pp. 70-75.

2. Marshall, however, thought that there was a presumption that a rise 
in demand would lower monopoly price. See chapter 9 below.



The concept of competition as has been noted by Stigler is "as 
pervasive end fundamental as any in the whole structure of classical 
a-nd neoclassical economic theory".^ This being so, there is a danger 
that a study of the history of competition (and monopoly!) theory 
might become a study of the whole of economic theory. In order to make 
my task manageable, therefore, I have restricted myself to a fairly 
narrow view of competition and monopoly as follows.

In the first place, we shall be concerned to examine the views 
of different writers in our period as to the theories of competition 
and monopoly. That is, we shall consider their attempts to explain 
economic reality via competitive or monopoly analysis rather than their 
attempts to describe economic reality as competitive or otherwise. 
Clearly, there is much to be learned from descriptive accounts of 
the capitalist environment from the point of view of economic history 
of the period. Whilst being of great interest, such accounts usually 
offer little analytical insight into the workings of the economy, and 
9-s e general rule will be ignored in what follows.

In the second place, and perhaps more controversially, this thesis 
<ioes not concern itself with the ideological aspects of the ideas of 
competition and monopoly. Following Joseph Schumpeter’s excellent 
discussion of ideology in economics", we may agree that certain writers 
in our period accepted the competitive theory of price determination 
for ideological reasons, i.e. for reasons coloured by the desire to see 
things as they would like them to be. Such motivations were presumably 
fairly common amongst the bulk of essentially conservative economists 
we shall meet in this thesis. But, an has been stressed by Schumpeter, 
such considerations of ideological influence are irrelevant as far as 
the truth or falsity of a particular piece of analysis is concerned.
It is not logically admissable to condemn a niece of analysis by 
Imputing an idological bias to its author. Awareness of the 
possibility of such a bias should make us doubly vigilant with respect 
to the consistency and appropriateness of the analysis, but in the end 
from the point of view of science (the point of view adopted in this 
thesis) the analysis must be evaluated as itself, and independently of 
its source.

I. Joseph Pi. Schumpeter, history of Economic Analysis (Few York; 
Oxford University Press, 195^0 pp. 3^-^3.
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This limitation extends to the closely related issue of value 
judgements and welfare economics. As Schumpeter has noted,^ value 
judgements often reveal a writer's ideology, but they are separate 
from that ideology. Nevertheless, ideological bias and value 
judgements often go together, and this is particularly the case with 
respect of competition and monopoly analysis. Throughout our period 
of study, writers constantly held the position that competition 
was good and monopoly was bad. Whilst, frequently, such judgements were 
no more than articles of faith, several writers towards the end of 
the period did attempt to base their judgements on explicit pieces of 
analysis. Such embiyonic attempts at welfare economics are not given 
emphasis in thesis, partly for reasons of space and time limitation.
In addition, however, it was felt that it was important to distinguish 
competition and monopoly as positive as opposed to normative theories 
of price. Too often, modem textbooks move quickly from a basic 
positive discussion of these models to their normative properties.
In doing this, sight is often lost of the basic scientific task of 
evaluating a theory as an explanation of reality. In this thesis, we 
shall endeavour to concentrate on the positive theories of competition 
and iionopoly in order to facilitate such an evaluation of these 
theories.

The third limitation we should mention is the restriction of our 
discussion to perfect competition and monopoly, to the exclusion of 
other models of price. Ttius, models such as bilateral monopoly, 
price discrimination and oligopoly do not receive systematic attention 
in what follov/s. Again, reasons of space limitations, plus the desire 
not to turn this thesis into a compendium of alternative models, are 
behind this decision. However, it was felt in certain cases, notably 
the discussion of Cournot’s work in chapter 5 and Sraffa’s work in 
chapter iQ, that such alternative models should be discussed in so far 
as they have bearing on these writers’ideas on competition and monopoly. 
In these cases, therefore, the writer has exercised his prerogative of 
bending his own rules, since, as will be made clear below, not to do so 
would involve important misrepresentation of the views of these writers.

1. ibid., p. 37.



Chapter 2

Cr;r ,,pt i tion and Monopoly Prior to Adam Siriith

The purpose of this chapter is to outline some of the ideas 
and concepts of competition and monopoly current in the economic 
literature prior to the publication of Adam Smith’s Wealth of dations 
in 1776. For reasons of space a detailed discussion is not possible, 
and I have endeavoured to give more weight to post-1700 work.
Section I discusses ideas of monopoly; while sections II-V deal 
with competition; and section VI draws some conclusions. Analysis 
of ronopoly was negligible prior to 177&, and in section I 
I have not stuck rigidly to my planned emphasis on lOth century work. 
In the case of competition, section II reviews the development 
of a nunber of important concepts by 1720, while sections III-V 
review the work of ttiree irportant l6th centuip'' writers on competition: 
Cantillon, Turgot and Steuart.
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I. Monopoly Theory^

The term, monopoly, differs from competition in that the
latter came late to economic writing, whilst the former was from

2the beginning used in an economic sense. Monopoly, and the equivalent 
words of other Western European countries, are adapted from the 
late I,at in, monorolium, which in turn derives from the Greek,
V'cvomu/(̂ ov. formed on povo (one) and TT(.o>.-e'Jv (to sell). Thus, 
literally, monopoly means one seller, and has been used to mean 
this since Aristotle’s time.

The term has, however, been applied to a much wider range of 
economic situations than just the literal one seller. Indeed by 
ITOO it had been used in connection with a great number (.of restrictive 
practices, and different situations. In particular, it was widely 
used to cover the case of,a few sellers. Sir Edwin Sandys supported 
this usage in the House of Commons in l6oU:

"The name of monopoly, though taken originally for personal 
unity, yet is fitly extended to all improport ion able paucity of 
the sellers in regard of the ware which is sold. If ten men had

?
the onlji sale of'all the horses in England, this vere a monopoly.^

1. For a more detailed discussion of seme of the points touched 
on in this section, see Raymond de Roover, ’Monopoly Theory Prior 
to Adam Smith: A Revision,’ Quarterly Journal of Economics,
65 (November 1951), pp. ^92-52^.

2. Monopoly is of course used today outside of the economic 
context, e.g. a monopoly/ of knowledge, but this figurative use 
dates only from the 17th century. See The Oxford Dictionary.

3. Quoted in Alfred E. Bland, P.A. Browm and Richard H. Tawney,
ed., English Economic Histor^r; Select Documents (London: Bell, 19lb), 
n. )4U6.
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This usage of monopoly ignored the earlier suggestion by Sir Thomas
More that oligopoly be used to represent the case when sellers are
few.^ But it was widely adopted by Mercantilist writers, who also
used monopoly to denote cases where entry into a trade was not free.
Likewise, monopoly was extended to cover a whole series of situations,
which are still today called monpolistic practices. For example,
Althusius, or Johann Althaus (1557-1638), a German political

Si 
3

2theorist, lists nineteen forms of monopoly. Similar comprehensive
usage of the term can be found in Peri's work.

This widened economic usage of the word, is largely explained 
by the emotional content which it developed. Monopoly was regarded 
as bad from early days. It was outlawed by a number of Roman laws, 
and also the Codex. Scholastic thought condemned it as inconsistent 
with the principle of equality laid down by commutative justice; 
while Mercantilists argued that it infringed the natural right of 
every person to practise the trade of his choice. In England it 
Was illegal in common law, and the laws of many European nations 
prohibited it. Inevitably this universal condemnation of monopoly 
in thought and law, meant that the word itself became a terra of

1. Sir Thomas More, Utopia (I5l6), ed. by Edward Surtz, and 
J.H. Dexter, Vol.  ̂of the Complete Works of St. Thomas More 
(New Haven; Yale University Press, I965), pp. 68-9. This term,

(oligopolium in the Latin original (15l6)\ was omitted from the first 
English translation of 1551.

2. Johannes Althusius (Althaus), Politlca Method!ce Digesta. ed. 
Carl Joachim Friedrich, pp. 306-308, cited by de Roover, op.cit., 
pp. 513-4.

3. Giovanni Domerico Peri, II Negotiants (Venice, I707), pp. 74-5, 
cited by de Roover,op cit.,p. 5l6.



opprobrium: it was "a word odious all the World over".^ But once
a word has gained a negative (or positive) emotional value, people 
endeavour to capitalise on this fact by applying it as widely as 
possible. Hence it was used, particularly by attackers of

2restrictive policies, to cover all kinds of restrictive practice.

These semantic points, the widened use and the negative emotional 
value of the term monopoly, are important factors which worked against 
the analytical development of the concept before ITOO. Indeed the
analytical progress of the concept was meagre, to say the least,

3prior to Smith. We shall glean some points from the pre-lTOO 
literature, before moving on to a number of specific treatments of 
monopoly.

Firstly, Aristotle’s treatment of monopoly deserves mention for 
its simplicity in contrast to the complexities we shall encounter 
below. He relates how Thales the Milesian sets out to show that 
philosophers can become rich if they set their minds to itĴ

:. Anon., A Discourse consisting of Motives for Enlargement and 
Freedome of Trade ... (164-5), as quoted in William Cunningham, The
Growth of English Industry and Commerce, 6th ed., 2 vols. (Cambridge 
University Press, 1921), Vol. 2 p. 231 n.2.

p. Defenders of particular restrictions, of course, tried, by adopting 
a narrow literal definition of monopoly, to argue that the interests 
they spoke for were not monopolies. See, for example, John Wheeler,
A Treatise of Commerce (l60l). Facsimile Text Society, series 5, no.2 
(Hew York: Columbia University Press, 1931).

?. We shall see in the next chapter that Smith failed to improve on
this state of affairs.

4 . Aristotle, Politica, trans. by Benjamin Jowett, vol. 10 of The
Works of Aristotle, ed. W.D.Ross (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1921),
I, 11.
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Learning from the stars that the coming year would produce a bumper
olive harvest, he hired all the olive presses in Chios and Mletus at
a low price, "hen after the harvest the demand for presses was
great, he vas in e position to charge the price he chose, and
consequently grc./ rich. Aristotle saw clearly the principle behind
his story: Thales device for getting rich "is of universal application"
end "is nothing but the creation of a nonopoly". It is clear from
this passage that A.i istotle used the term, mono ' ol: , literally.^
he treated it as a familiar occurrence of real life, in particular "an
art often practised by cities".'" he clearly saw that when a man
ic the only seller of a good, he is able to choose the rrice he
charges freely. Rut he did not go further than this and analyse the 
oitinum ^rice which the monopolist would charge. Such a solution had 
to wait for the work of Cournot.3

fe shall g ass quickly over the Scholastic Doctors, who approached 
r.onoroly, a.s other subjects, from an ethical viewpoint. Tney 
tended to give it a broad meaning, to cover all practices which 
prevented the attainment of the just price, ’’ore specifically, 
it was chastised for iaising price above the just price; for 
restricting supply and so a nation’s prosperity; and for involving 
e XT'lei tat ion .

. Aristotle also relates how a man of Sicily gained a monopoly 
of iron: "be was the only seller", ibid., I, 11.

2. lie indeed recommends it as a means by which a city may raise 
revenue.

3. See below, chapter V.
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In his discussion of early monopoly theory, cle Roover was particularly
concerned to rehabilitate Scholastic monopoly theory.^ Nevertheless,
on his own evidence it is clear that whilst the Scholastic doctors
had much to saj'' on monopoly doctrine, their analytical contribution
was negligible. Rather than go over a subject which has received
excellent treatment at the hands of de Roover, the reader is
recommended to verify for himself from de Hoover’s essay that as
far as monopoly theor; was concerned there was very little in the2
“'cholastic literature.

’’oving on to the Mercantilist literature, we find a voluminous 
discussion of monopoly. This largely reflects the prevailing 
economic trends, of which we will mention three. Firstly, at the 
local level of agriculture and production, monopoly, in the sense of 
the restriction of the free entry of individuals into a trade, was 
still perpetrated by the medieval craft gild system. More important, 
however, in terrj; of the quantity of literature devoted to it, was 
the rise of large scale enterprise from the ]4th century in Italy, 
the 15th centurqy in Germany, and the l6th centur;/̂  in England. This 
tended to be concentrated in the commercial and financial spheres, 
rather than in manufacturing prior to 1TT6.' Such big commercial

1. de Roover, op. cit., passim.

R. 'Riilst we have purposely excluded the Scholastic discussion of 
competition from our study, we may hazard a guess that explicit 
analysis of this case was also negligible. Fee, however, 
toseph , Rchumpeter, history of "̂ conoi.ic Analysis, Part R, chapter 2

"ost writers up to the middle of the IGth centurm tended to treat 
Manufacture as typically being carried out on a 3E.all scale.



enterprises as the East India Company, or the Merchant Adventurers, 
could not fail to attract the attention, and alarm, of economic 
writers, and, particularly in England, a fierce popular debate was 
carried on over these "monopolies". Thirdly, an important factor, 
again in England, was the large number of monopolies (in the strict 
literal sense), created by royal decree in the reigns of Elizabeth I 
and James I.^ These legal monopolies were the subject of intense 
Parliamentary and popular debate, which did not die down till the 
1623/4 Statute of Monopolies made many of them void.^ Nevertheless, 
they had evoked such a strong feeling in the country, that in the 
English mind for many years, "monopolies" were to be associated with 
the royal prerogative.

The popular discussion of monopoly in the l6th and IJth centuries, 
like its counterpart today, was interminable, but not of great 
theoretical interest. An idea of the arguments used can be gleaned 
from the report on the debate in Parliament in l6o4, which leans 
on the anti-monopoly side, and from Wheeler's treatise of I601, 
which is on the defensive side.^ Nothing would be gained by recounting 
these arguments. However, it is possible to distinguish two trains 
of thought concerned with the structure of trades, which are of interest, 
These may be loosely associated with the distinction between attackers 
and defenders in the monopoly debate.

1 . A list of such monopolies granted by Elizabeth can be found in 
Bland, Brown and Tawney, op.cit., pp. 440-3. It reveals a very 
wide range of monopoly rights, typically given to one person for a 
specific number of years,

2 . The statute is reprinted in Bland, Brown and Tawney, ibid.,
pp. 465-8. A further declaration was passed in 1639» ibid., pp. 4j2-5

3 . Adam Smith believed that monopoly was the result of government 
regulation, although he may have been following Pufendorf here, 
rather than a specifically English line of thought. See chapter 3, 
section 3.

 ̂ . Reprinted in Bland, Brown and Tawney, op.cit., pp. 443-53.
5 . John 'Tr 1;  ̂_ . r'5., ! .
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On the one hand, was the idea that the ideal system was one 
in which all trades were regulated, so that everybody earned a 
comfortable subsistence, neither more nor less. This idea was an 
integral part of medieval thought, and the basis of the gild system.
If this view were adopted, then both monopoly and freedom of trade 
were evils of a well-conducted society. Becher, for example, put 
this view forward.^ On the one hand monopolium was an evil since 
it robbed many people of their proper subsistence, whilst the mon
opolist received too much profit. On the other hand, polypolium 
was an evil since it meant that a great number of people would receive 
less than their proper subsistence, in the overcrowded trade. The 
ideal was a happy medium, a regulated trade. The idea that a governed 
trade was conducive to stability and prosperity, was used by many of 
the defenders of the trading companies. FTiilst denying their 
company was a monopoly on the one hand, on the other, they supported 
its restrictions and regulations in the name of order. Misselden, 
representing the interests of the Merchant Adventurers, was particularly
explicit in distinguishing a trade that was monopolised from one

2which was governed. The same idea continues today in business 
circles where the fear of "cut-throat competition" is used as an 
argument for restriction.

On the other hand, attackers of "monopoly" tended to give the 
term a broad and practical meaning, and to include within it all 
situations where there was restraint on freedom of trade. It was 
argued that a fundamental principle of law and nature was the3 .
freedom of a m.an to practise the trade of his choice. This is

1.' Johann Joachim Becher, Politische Diseurs ... (l668), cited by 
Eli F. Hecks Cher, Mercantilism, trans. by Mendel Shapiro, 2 Vols. 
(London; Allen and Unwin, 1935)» Vol. 1: p. 271.

2 s.. Edward Misselden, Free Trade or the Meanes to make Trade Florish,
2nd ed. (London: n.p., 1622), pp. 53-87.

3. This argument rested on a misinterpretation of the medieval 
concept of liberty, which implied rather a set of privileges and
duties for specified groups, than a set of rights applicable to all.



the first argument listed in favour of the enlargement of trade, 
in the synopsis given of the Commons* debate on free trade of l6o4:

"Natural Right - All free subjects are b o m  inheritable ... to 
the free exercise of their industry in those trades whereto they 
apply themselves and whereby they are to live... it is against the 
natural right and liberty of the subjects of England to restrain it 
(merchandise) into the hands of some few",^

Supporters of freedom of trade classed all restraints on trade as 
H^nopolies, and necessarily evil. As time progressed, and medieval 
society gave way to a capitalist one, this view came to be dominant 
in the public mind. Adam Smith was to do little more than support 
a strengthening position when he made it the central principle of 
his Wealth of Nations in 1776.

One result of this latter train of thought which is important
for us is the association of the term, monopoly, with conditions of
entry into a trade. ^T h e re a s freedom of trade implied no entry
restrictions, monopoly implied some restrictions on entry, the actual
strength of these being left vague. This categorization of the problem
tended to take the emphasis away from the single seller criterion of 

2monopoly. Even those writers who used the single seller definition
of monopoly, however, failed to make any analytical advance before 
1700.■ The best of the pre-1700 ideas are probably summed up in 
Misselden*s definition of monopoly

1.- Instructions touching the Bill for Free Trade (l6o4), reprinted 
in Bland, Brown and Tawney, op.cit., pp. 443-4.

2. Which is not to say that it did not have operational advantages 
at the time.

3.. See, for example, Wheeler, op.cit., and Sir William Petty, 
Economic Writings, ed. by Charles Henry Hull, 2 vols. Reprints of 
Economic Classics (New York; Augustus M. Kelley, I963), vol. I: 
pp. 74-7.



"Monopoly is e kinde of commerce, in buying, selling, changing 
or bartering usurped by a few and sometimes but by one person, and 
forestalled from all others, to the gaine of the monopolist and. the 
detriment of othei- men. Tne parts then of a monopoly e.re twaine: the 
restraint of the liberty of commerce to some one or a few; and. the 
setting, of the price at the pleasure of the monopolism to his 
private benefit and the prejudice of the publique. Upon which two 
hinges evei.y i, onop;oly turneth. " '

This statement expresses the best of pre-1700 state of thought on 
monopoly with great clarity, whilst at the same time showing little 
analytical advance on Aristotle.

before moving on to luth century discussion of monopoly, we 
shall discuss briefly the work of Pufendorf, not because of any
outstanding contribution he made, but rather because it seems likely

2that his work had some influence on Smith’s views on monopoly. 
Pufendorf starts from the position that "the name itself is odious",

3
injustice being synonyx.ous with the term monopoly.- Ke then goes 
on to link the word with government patronage

1. Misselden, op. cit., p. 57* Tlie first sentence is a direct 
trans]. at ion of Althusius.

2. Samuel von Rufendorf, De Jure Naturae et Gentium (1672), 2 vols., 
Tne Classics of International Law (hew York: Oceans Publications 
Inc., 1934), Vol. 2: pp. 738-40.

3. Hugo Grotius, De Jure Belli ac Pacis (l62S), trens. by Francis W. 
Kelsey et al, 3 vols.. The Classics of International Lew (New York: 
Oceana Publications Inc., 1964), Vol. 2: p. 353, however, argues 
that "not all monopolies ere contrary to the law of nature". He 
goes on to say that only monopolies which set an unfair price are 
unjust, and. so should be penalised in law.



"a monopoly means that if one man has secured for himself alone 
the power to sell certain goods, no others may have the same powers... 
But a monopoly in the proper sense of the terra cannot be established 
by private citizens, because it has the force of a privilege".

No private person has the right to forbid others to enter a trade, 
so that for a monopoly to exist, it strictly must be under government 
patronage. From this line of argument it would be logical to declare 
all monopolies due to patronage illegal. Pufendorf, however, 
showing himself to be influenced by the arguments of the merchant 
companies, becomes a pragmatist at this point, and argues that in 
certain cases such monopolies may be desirable, although they should 
be restricted to the trading of luxuries with remote places.
Turning to trade carried on without government interference, Pufendorf 
argues that private persons can "only carry on spurious monopolies... 
maintained by clandestine frauds and conspiracies". Such practices are 
indeed unjust, and should be punishable in law. But the existence of 
a single seller in a trade is not evidence of a monopoly, and should 
not be condemned, unless he has actively worked to restrict the freedom 
of entry of others to that trade -

"a man who is the only one to import certain merchandise from 
some remote region does not exercise a monopoly, provided no other men 
are forbidden to secure the same merchandise from that place".

Pufendorf was a jurist and as such was concerned to distinguish 
justice from injustice. In his attempt to do this with regard to 
monopoly, he tried to expound a set of principles which would at the 
same time be consistent with classical teaching, popular prejudice, 
and the vagaries of the law. The result, not surprisingly, of such

1. The ad hoc arguments he uses in favour of trading companies include 
the need to insure against risk; economies of large scale operation; 
and the relative advantage of a large company as a tax source.
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&n atter.pt, was a complex and not veiy consistent argument, which 
Contrasts markedly with that of Aristotle. It would % robably not 
he worth mentioning it, but for the influence Pufendorf’s book 
probably had on Smith. For this reason we cey distinguish certain 
features of Pufendorf*s analysis: namely, his single seller 
definition; his association of monopoly with government; and. his 
acceptance of the mercantilist idee that monopoly refers to restraint 
of the freedom of persons to enter a trade. ’P^ese ideas we shall 
meet a,gain in Smith. Fut, as to analysis of monopoly, in a positive 
sense, there is none.

Treatment of monopoly by economic writers between.1700 and 1776 
was sparse indeed. However, Pcstlethwayt in his Universal Dictionary 
of Tra.de and Commerce has an article on it.^ This article is mainly 
concerned with a practical description of "monopolies" in England, 
and the state of the la.w to deal with them. However, he does give 
f definition, or rather two definitions, of monopoly:

’’"onci olies are allowances of the King by grant, or otherwise, 
for the sole dealing in any thiiî _,, by which others are restrained from 
any freedom they had before. T.ough a monopoly i..a.y be more truly 
defined a kind of cci.i. erce usurpeo by a few, and sometimes but by one

p
1 erson, to his or their private (^ain, and to the detriment of others"."

T. o first definition is a t}pical 17th century mercantilist one, 
linkin^ monopoly to royal patronage and restraint of trade; while the 
second gets closer to the older idea of a sinp.le seller, although the

hsla.chy Postlethwsyt, The Universal Dictionary of Trade and Commerce, 
Translated froiii the French of the celebrated Monsieur Savary... with 
large additions, 2 vols. (London; J. 2 P. Mna.pton, 1751-5),
Vol. II^ ĵ p. 200-2. Adam frith possessed a copy of the third edition 
of tnis work, published in 1766.

2. Tiis definition has been copied out word for word from Gerard de 
' ^Tfnes, Consuetude vel Lex Merca.toria, or, the Ancient Ls.w Merchant 
(London: n. p., 1622).
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possibility of a few sellers is also included. After giving his 
definitions, Postlethwayt makes no further use of them, however, in 
the article. But he does make two points, the second of which is 
of some interest to us. Firstly, he classes monopolies as reasonable, 
unreasonable or indifferent,depending on whether the commodity 
concerned is a luxury, a necessity or in between. Secondly, in a 
discussion of the East India Company, he says:

"it is not the interest of the East-India company to increase 
the quantities of the woollens they export, but rather to contract 
them... for at all markets where there are any demands for goods, 
the smallness of the quantity naturally enhances the price;"

He goes on to argue that if the same profit can be earned by selling 
5,000 cloths or 10,000, the lesser quantity will be preferred as 
involving less capital and risk. Although he does not develop these 
thoughts, other than to argue that they mean production, employment 
and prosperity are lower under monopoly, and although they are just 
practical observations, no doubt also made by others,^ they are 
nonetheless suggestive. Postlethwayt fails to pose the crucial 
question of how far sales should be contracted in the best interests 
of the company. And even if it had occurred to him, it is unlikely 
that he could have given a satisfactory answer.

A slightly better performance can be attributed to Sir James
Steuart. In his model of double competition, discussed in section V
below, he assumes a continuous oscillation of price due to the

2vibration of competition from side to side of the contract. wTien 
competition is on the side of demand, prices rise; but at some price 
peak "competition changes sides, and takes place among the sellers".

1., Postlethwayt was a notorious plagiarist.

: 2. Sir James Steuart, An Inquiry into the Principles of Political 
Oe con on,y (1766), edited and with an introduction by Andrew S. Skinner, 
2 vols. (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1966) Volume 1: pp. 172-8.
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and price falls to a trough, before it again rises. But if the sellers
are all of one interest, the high price will not induce them to
compete; what then will happen to it? Steuart gives the answer to
this question in his discussion of the openings of trade with a new
country by traders "all in one interest",^ ' A company is free to set

2
its own price, and it will do this according to the state of demand."’ 
Steuart delineates three possible price policies the company may 
follow, depending on the state of demand.^ The third policy which 
is "perhaps the most familiar", is one of price discrimination.
The monopolist encourages as many as possible to buy at a high 
price, before bringing price down by degrees "in proportion as demand 
sinks". "By this operation, the traders will profit as much as 
possible, and sell off as much of their goods, as the profits will 
permit." The other two monopoly policies are more important to us, 
however, since they involve only a single price. The first policy, 
is to maximise profits by maintaining the high price established by 
the competition of the natives. In discussion of this policy,
Steuart has a very inadequate conception of demand. He says "no 
check can be put on their raising their prices, as long as the 
prices they demand are complied with". This suggests that Steuart 
is here assuming a very inelastic demand. On this interpretation, 
he is on the right track towards solving the price determination 
problem under monopoly. Tie interpretation is further backed up 
by his association of the second policy, lowering price, with an 
elastic demand. If when price is lowered the door is opened to a

1.. Steuart, ibid., pp. 166-71. See also ibid., pp. l6l-5 and pp. 
388 ff. Steuart does not use the term monopoly in these passages, 
but it is clear that this is what his analysis is of.

2.. Companies "are masters of their price, and can regulate their 
profits by the ’height' of demand; whereas they ought to keep them 
constantly proportioned to the real value of the merchandize". 
Steuart, ibid., p.390.

3.< Steuart, ibid., pp. 170-1.
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great demand, then profits per unit sold may be less, but overall, 
"the profits may be greater". Steuart here clearly sees that the 
nature of the demand function effects the pro fit-maxi iris in g price of
a monopolist; and further that the optimal price will be lower, the 
rrore elastic demand.^ This is, at least, some advance, if not a 
great one, compared to the barren analytical picture before Smith.

Other writers in the period 1700-76 provided nothing of interest 
for us. Some, like Oaliani, who treated monopoly as essentially the 
same problem as the sale of a unique object, only added more 
confusion to an already confused subject."' Writers continued to use 
the ten., loosely, and typically in a derogatory way, but offered 
little analysis. And indeed, as the great debates over monopolies 
in England in the first half of the 17th century subsided, with 
the outlawing of many of the more notorious ones, less attention was 
given to the monopoly problem in the literature. Writers in the 
iBth century began to turn their attention to the fast changing 
sectors of the economy, agriculture and manufacture, where elements 
of monopoly were less in evidence. The study of these sectors was 
to lead to the development of new tools of analysis.

1. Fteuart is, of course, neglecting complications introduced by 
taking costs into the picture.

2. Eerdinandc Galiani, Della I’oneta (].75l), translated and reprinted 
in Arthur E. ’'onroe, ed.. Early Economic Thought : Ceclections from 
Economic Literature Prior to Adam Grith (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1951), pp. 279-99.
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II. Elements of Competitive Theory in 1700

l8th century writers on price determination were not without 
foundations upon which to build. By 1700 a number of ideas and concepts 
had been developed on price by various writers. As has been stressed 
by Bowley, these ideas on price were generally of secondary importance 
to the writers concerned.^ In this section we shall look at three 
important ideas which were to have significance in the l8th century
for competitive theory. Before we do this, however, it is necessary
to make one or two general points.

In the first place, it should be noted that the actual term
competition, or its French equivalent concurrence, had not appeared
in the economic literature by 1700. The term, unlike monopoly,
was not at first a purely economic one, but was adopted by economics

2from popular usage, where it was used to mean rivalry. The first 
use of the term in an economic context appears to have been made in 
France. In his Spirit of the Laws (1748), Montesquieu argues in 
favour of general international trade that

"it is competition (concurrence) which sets a just value on 
merchandise, and establishes the relation between them".^

1. Marian Bowley, Studies in the History of Economic Theoiqy before 
1870 (London : Macmillan, 1973), chapter 2.
2. See Stigler, op. cit., p. 1.

Even in common usage it appears to have been adopted only in
the 17th century. The Oxford Dictionary dates its first written use 
as 1608.

3. Baron de Montesquieu, The Spirit of the Laws, trans. by Thomas 
Nugent (New York: Hafner Publishing Company, 1949), p. 322.
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The term does not occur again in the book. However, it is used more 
frequently by the Physiocrats, and from them it was taken over by 
subsequent economists.^

Prior to the l8th century, economic writing used the expression 
freedom of trade, or free trade as the opposite of monopoly. This 
phrase stood for the policy of opening trade to all, whether it be 
internal or external, in contrast to restraining trade. We have 
already referred to the Mercantilist debate on free trade and monopoly. 
This debate provides nothing of interest for competitive theory 
directly. But it does provide a background against which theoretical 
development took place. As we move to the l8th century, the idea of 
freedom of trade gained ascendency in the popular and philosophical 
debate. Smith’s Wealth of Nations consolidated this trend, and formed 
the basis of the 19th century doctrine of free trade and laissez- 
faire, In the process, the term competition came to represent this
policy, and as such to gain positive emotive content as opposed to
the negative content of monopoly. This development has been a major 
determinant of the theoretical developments in this field, and is so 
even today.

Turning to specific elements of competitive theory developed 
by ITOO, we shall first consider what Marian Bowley has called the use/
scarcity formulation of the determination of value.

"it had been a commonplace since antiquity that any good having 
exchange value must be capable of satisfying a want and be limited 
in supply in relation to that want - usefulness or utility on the one

O
hand, scarcity on the other.

1. In English, Steuart appears to have been the first to use the term 
in an economic sense; see section V below. For various examples of 
Physiocratic usage see Ronald L. Meek, The Economics of Physiocracy; 
essays and translations (London; Allen and Unwin, 1962).

2. Bowley, op. cit., p. 65.
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Bowley cites Plato as an early example of this formlation:-

"Cnly I'hat is rare is valuable, and. water, which is the best of
all things... is also the cheapest."'

The use-vo-lue of an anti cle does not determine its exchange value; its 
scarcity rust also be taken into account. Tliis observation can be 
found in r.ost of the works which dealt with exchange value from 
Plato onwards, '"alynes puts it thus:-

"thin^s particula.vly are also deare or rood cheape, according to 
the rlertie or scarcitie of the thinrs themselves, or the use of

Thus the use/scarcity formulation was a commonplace solution of the 
paradox of value b^ ITCO.

It is important, however, to note that this formulation was but 
a rudimentary be^_:irmin̂  to deiiand and supply analysis, which wan to be 
developed much later. Indeed by 17CC the conjunction of the terris
sr-n-']y and de I.and had not appeared in the literature even. Tvio
developments in the fori.ulation by 17^0 deserve attention here.
Firstly, "icholas "arbcn i.iay be particularly noted for using 
the use/scarcity formulation of exchange value to assert the transitory 
nature of price."' Parbon was concerned to show that gold and silver, 
like all other commodities, do not possess intrinsic value. In the 
process of doing this he devotes a whole section of his Discourse on 
^rade (IÊ9P) to the transitoiy nature of price -

1. Plato, ce> us. (Pew York: Arno Press, 1973).

E. ' elynes. Canker of England's Common health, quoted by Bowley, op 
cit., ppi. 66-7.

3. Eowley, op. cit., pp. 73-5 also stresses this point.



"The Price of Wares is the present Value; And ariseth by Computing 
the occasions or use for them, with the Quantity to serve that Occasion...

There is no fixt Price or Value of any thing for the Wares of 
Trades ; The Animals, and Vegetables of the Earth, depend on the Influence 
of Heaven, which sometimes causes Murrains, Dearth, Famine, and 
sometimes Years of great Plenty; therefore, the Value of things must 
accordingly Alter. Besides, the Use of most things being to supply 
the Wants of the Mind, and not the Necessitys of the Body; and those 
Wants, most of them proceeding from imagination, the Mind Changeth; the 
things grow out of Use, and so lose their Value...

Nothing in it self hath a certain Value; One thing is as much 
worth as another; and it is time, and place, that give a difference to 
the Value of all things."^

Here we see the rudiments of comparative static analysis of market price. 
Market price varies as use on the one hand, and scarcity on the other, 
vary. Barbon thus made an important contribution to the development 
of the use/scarcity formulation of price.

Barbon also made a semantic contribution by adopting the terms 
use and quantity in his explanation of price determination. John 
Locke, also writing at the end of the IJth century, used the term 
quantity as well. He, however, couples this term with the term vent;-

1. Nicholas Barbon, A Discourse of Trade (1690) (Baltimore;
John Hopkins Press, 193H), pp. 15-18. see also Nicholas Barbon,
A Discourse concerning coining the new money lighter (1696) (Famborough; 
Gregg International, 1971), for further emphasis of this point.
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"that which regulates the price... is nothing else but their (the 
articles) quantity in proportion to their vent."'

Tliis statement is incorrect if by vent Locke meant sales. Thiis point 
was quickly noted by John Law, who argued

"the Prices of Goods are not according to the Quantity in
o

Proportion to the Vent, but in Proportion to the Demand".'

Tn refuting Locke, Law coupled the terms quantity and demand in 
explaining price:-

"Roods have a Value from the Uses they are applied to; And their 
Value is Greater or Lesser, not so n.uch from their more or less 
valuable, or necessary Uses: As from the greater or lesser Quantity
of them in porportion to the Demand for them. Exam:le. Water is of 
great use, yet of little Value; Because the Cujantity of Wafer is much 
greater than the Demand for it. Diamonds are of little use, yet of 
great Value, because the Demand for Diamonds is much greater, then the 
Quantity of them.

1. John Locke, Gome considerations of the consequences of the 
lowering of interest and raising the value of money (iCpl), in vol. H
of Tie Works of John Locke, 12th ed. (London: n.p., I82H), pp. 35-6.

2. John Law, Money and trade considered, with a proposal for 
supplying the nation with money. (1705) (New York: Augustus W. Kelley,
1966), p. 5.

3. Law, ibid., p. H.
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Thus by the start of the l8th century some substantive and semantic 
advance had been made in explaining price determination. The advance, 
however, was not great.

Our second point concerns the treat:ent of costs in the analysis of 
price.Mercantilist writers were primarily concerned with the determination 
of market price, and had little to say about the relation of market 
price to cost. Barbon, however, does make the point that the market 
price must cover costs for losses to be avoided. Ke distinguishes 
the costs of the merchant and the costs of the artificer. The costs 
of the merchant consist of "prime cost, charges and interest." The 
costs of the artificer are

"the Cost of the Materials, with the time of working them; the 
Price of Time... (being) according to the Value of the Art, and the 
Skill of the Artist".^

These respective costs are important

"for if the Price of their Wares, so alter by Plenty, or by 
Change of the Use, that they do not pay the Merchant Interest, nor 
the Artificer for his Time, they both reckon they lose by their Trade".

Barbon intimates a deeper understanding of the relation of cost to 
price, when he suggests that cost may be used as an approximate 
measure of value, but he retreats at once to the position that "the 
Market is the best Judge of Value". Thus we are left with only a, 
vague notion of the relation of cost and price in his work.

We must turn to another school of thinkers for a better discussion 
of market price and cost. The Scholastic Doctors concerned as they 
were with the Just Price, inevitably considered the question of the 
relation of costs to this price. Later Schoolmen held that account 
must be taken of utility, scarcity and cost in estimating the Just 
Price. Closely linked to this line of approach were the 17th century

1. , Barbon, Discourse of Trade, p. l6.

2.,. Barbon, ibid., p. l6.



Philosophers of Natural Law. Of these, the most important for our 
purposes is Samuel von Pufendorf, and we shall confine ourselves to 
his discussion of market price and cost.^

Pufendorf starts his discussion by distinguishing the legal price, 
set by law, from the "common or natural price", which is fixed by the 
relation of its scarcity and the desire for it. The latter price, 
unlike the former, has some latitude for variation although "no 
general definition can be made so accurate as to establish the limits 
of this latitude". ' At the same time, however, Pufendorf suggests 
that the common or natural price is the price which just covers cost.
It is set "by the general valuation and judgement of men... who are 
sufficiently acquainted with both the merchandise and the market".
The well-informed merchants tend to establish a price which just 
covers costs

"merchants can include in their estimation the time they have 
spent, the plans they have formed, and the troubles they have met in 
acquiring, preserving, or distributing their merchandise, as well as 
all necessary expenses for the labour of their servants. And it would 
surely be inhuman, and likely to destroy the industry of men, to try 
to allow a man for his business, or any other sort of occupation, no 
more profit than barely permits him to meet his necessities by 
frugality and hardships".^

The merchants’ efforts tend to set the cost price. However, "it is 
also well known how subject a market is to sudden and frequent changes" 
and these cause price variations. Scarcity of buyers causes price to 
fall, while scarcity of goods causes price to rise.

l.v Pufendorf, De jure naturae (i 6T2), Book V, chapter 1,

2', . Pufendorf, ibid., p. 687.

3., Pufendorf, ibid., pp. 686-7.

H.v Pufendorf, ibid., n. 688.
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■Pufenclorf^s discusnicn of tLe relation of ma!rket price end cost 
is not coTi'pletelp forrulated. Although he strongly suggests in 
exemples that he regards price variations fror cost as aberrations 
due to particular circunistarices, he nowhere explicitly seys this.
ITor dC'es he explicitly explain the i.echenism by which the connon or 
natural price tends to just cover costs. Nevertheless, his work 
contains the seeds of, usin̂ , drith’s terir.s, the rarket price/natural 
price distinction. This conceptual distinction, therefore, was at 
least in embryo form in the literature by ITCC. And associated with 
it, due to its historical development, was the ides that the corrron 
or natural price was a just price. Despite the embryonic nature of these 
ideas, it is easy to see with hindsight the seeds of SLÛth’s anaJytic 
structure in Dufendcrf’s work end we nay surmise that this work was 

least one of the sources of his competitive theory.

Tlie third important idea which can be discerned in the y.re-lTDf 
literature is that the level of the market price is related to the 
nu’-bei’ of buyers and sellers in the market. TTie more buyers there 
are relative to sel.lers, the higher the price; and vice versa. This

a^years to have been accepted by most Ifth century economic
thinkers. It was at the centre of the•’ercantilist debate on monopoly 
and freedom of trade, kecher,^ for exar.ple, argues that free trade 
(lGlypoliur ) in the labour market brings forth too many craftsr.en, in 
the sense that it induces increased rivalry to the advantage of 
rerchants and dealers, and sc leads to the impoverishment of the 
craftsmen. Tiie rore traders on one side of the market, the more is 
their rivalry, and the greater the advantage to the other side.

condemned freedom of trade, since bj opening both sides of the 
i-crket to all, it impoverished both sides.

Fufendorf half integrates the idea that the number of traders
IS important with the use/scarcity formulation of price determination.

1. Tee Kecks cher, hercentilisn;. Vol. I, P* DTI.
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"For a scarcity of purchasers and money... with an abundance of
commodities decreases the price... On the other hand plenty of buyers
and a scarcity of goods increase the price".^

Locke put the idea succinctly:

"/JLl things, that are bought and sold, raise and fall their 
price, in proportion as there are more buyers or sellers, l̂ fhere there 
are a great many sellers to a few buyers,... the thing to be sold will 
be cheap. On the other side, turn the tables, and raise up a great
many buyers for a few sellers, and the same
thing will immediately grow dear".

Locke clearly regarded this explanation as equivalent to his quantity/ 
vent formulation of market price determination. The idea that 
the number of buyers relative to sellers determines price is a simple 
one derived from common observation. It was to remain important in 
Smithian and classical developments of competition theory.

We shall now look in some detail at the work of three important 
contributors to competitive theory in the l8th century.

1. Fufendorf, op.cit., p. 688,

2. Locke, op.cit., p. 39.
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I I I .  R ic h a rd  C a n t i l lo n

"î'r. Locke... like all the English writers on this subject, has 
looked only to Market ^hices."^

Tne first loth century predecessor of A.dsm Smith of interest to 
us is Richard Cantillon, a French banker of Irish extraction. He 
wrote his important work. Essai sur la nature du commerce en general, 
in the early lT30s, althou^ it wan only (posthumously) published in 
French in ITRR.^ The Essai contains a number of features related to 
competitive theory, which are also to be found in Smith's Wealth of 
Rations. Hi is is particularly the case with the elements of what 
Adam Sriith called, the theory of natural price. Cantillon’s work is 
less completely formulated than Smith’s, but it seems likely that it 
nad some influence on the ideas in the vJeglth of Notions.̂"

Cantillon’s Essai, like Smith’s Wealth of Rations, is a prime 
example of the fact that early writers made no attempt to build a 
consistent model from which to derive their results. The Essai 
Trcvides a wealth of real-life insight into the phenomenon of price 
determination, but does not attempt to bind this observation into a 
consistent whole. Consider the following, typical, loose description

The Rutcher keeps up his ^hice according to the nurber of 
buyers he sees; the Buyers, on their side, offer less according as 
they think the Butcher will have less sale: the price set by some
is usually followed byr others. Come are more clever in puffing up 
their wares, others in running them down. Though this method of 
fixing Market prices has no exact or geometrical foundation, since

Cantillon, Essai sur la nature du conarerce en general... ed. with 
■?n English translation by henry Higgs (London: Macimillan, 1931), p. IIT 
R. For further biographical details see the articles by W.S. levons 
and m. higgs included in the Higgs edition of the Essai.
3. Sr.lth possessed a copy of the Essai, and indeed mentions 
Cantillon by name, (Wealth of Nations, p. TC), although in the context 
of computing the subsistence ware.
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it often depends on the eagerness or easy temperament of a few 
Buyers or Sellers, i' 
more convenient way.
Buyers or Sellers, it does not seem that it could be done in any

,,1

Such a description is realistic, rather than analytical. It might
be argued that it described a competitive situation, but this is
only plausible by default, i.e. it does not describe a monopoly
situation. Cantillon, like Smith, was only describing reality, and
not constructing a model to underpin his theorems. Hence it would be
incorrect to say that Cantillon was concerned with perfect competition

2as far as his descriptions of the market are concerned.

Since Cantillon did not explicitly build a model, it is not 
surprising that he regarded his analysis as applicable to all 
sorts of market situation. Thus, in the quotation above, he describes 
a situation of price leadership by a few traders, or again, he suggests 
in a number of places that competition need not be only in price

"(Entrepreneurs) can never know... how long their customers will 
buy of them since their rivals will try all sorts of means to attract 
customers from them."

Of particular interest is the fact that Cantillon regarded his analysis 
as applicable regardless of the number of traders. Whether there 
is one seller or twenty, Cantillon did not see a need to differentiate 
his theory. The only consequence of there being fewer sellers as 
opposed to more is that price will be higher. This is so even if 
the number of sellers be reduced to one

"Supposing two Tailors make all the cloaths of a village...

1. Cantillon, op.cit., p. 119.

2. Just as like descriptions of real-life price determination 
today do not describe perfect competition.

3. ibid., p. 51. See also p. 21.
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If one dies, the other finding himself more pressed with work will 
be able to raise the price of his labour,... till the Villagers find 
it to their advantage to have their cloaths made in another Village,
Town, or City losing the time spent in going or returning, or till 
some other Tailor comes to live in their Village and to share in the 
business of it

Conversely, an increase in the number of sellers, reduces the sales and 
revenue of each

"But if four Tailors are enough to make all the cloaths for a 
Town and a fifth arrives he may attract some custom at the expense 
of the other four; so if the work is divided between the five Tailors
neither of them will have enough employment, and each one will live

2more poorly."

This is the simple view of the relation of price to the number of traders 
which we have already encountered in the preceding section. For the 
present we only use it to show that Cantillon, (and Smith also), 
did not think that the actual number of traders in a market might 
make a qualitative difference to his price theory.^

Enough has been said of Cantillon’s market descriptions. We 
shall now examine his theoretical contributions, and in particular 
his contributions to the analysis of cost-price. These fall into two 
categories, which we shall take in turn: his analysis of intrinsic
value, and his analysis of resource allocation. Both elements are 
important as precursors of Smith's natural price analysis, although 
we shall argue that Cantillon failed himself to integrate these 
elements into a single whole.

1. ■ ibid.,p.21.

2. ibid., p. 25. Cantillon does not explicitly state that price will
fall in this case though he no doubt believed it would.

3. For Augustin Cournot, however, writing a century later, it was
the primary consideration. See chapter V below.
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Csjitiilon’s discussion of the concept intrinsic value occurs in 
Part one, chspter ten of the Essai. Following Petty, Cantillon 
believed that there were only two factors of production: land and 
labour.

"The Land is the Source or latter from whence all Wealth is 
produced. The labour of ran is the Form which produces it: and Wealth 
in itself is nothing but the Maintenance, Conveniencies, and Super
fluities of Life."^

Commodities are produced using land and labour and the intrinsic 
value of a commodity is defined by Cantillon as the money measure of 
the physical inruts used in its production:-

"the Price or intrinsic value of a thing is the measure of the 
quantity of Land and of Labour entering into its production, having 
regard to the fertility or produce of the Land and to the quality of 
the Labour.

We are not concerned here with Cantillon's attempts to make this 
conception numerically operative. Father we shell assume that such 
a conception is useful and proceed from there. Given it, Cantillon 
argues that

"if two Acres of Land are of equal goodness, one will feed as 
man;' Cheep and produce as much Wool as the other, supposing the 
Labour to be the same, and the Wool produced by one Acre will sell 
at the sane Price as that produced by the other.

However, differences in physical inputs will give rise to different 
prices or intrinsic values

"if the Wool of the one acre is made into a suit of coarse

1. ib id.., p . 3.

P. ibid., p. 29. A similar definition makes up the chapter heading
(ibid., p. 27).

3. ibid., p. 27.
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Cloth anc the Wool of the other into a suit of fine Cloth, as the 
latter will require more work and dearer workmanship it will he 
sometimes ten times dearer, though both contain the sai.e quantity 
and quality of Wcol.’’̂

The above pa.ssa.ges suggest that Cantillon assumed that goods 
a.lways exchange at their price or intrinsic value. This is not the 
case, however. He also refers to price in the sense of actual market 
price end we shall reserve this usage for the term. Market price is 
fixed according to the usual use/scarcity forrulation:-

"The Villagers come to Town on Market-Days to sell their produce
end to buy the things they need. Prices are fixed by the proportion

o
between the produce exposed for sale and the money offered for it.

This price need not coincide with intrinsic value. On the one hand, 
Tortillon argues that the niarket price diverges from intrinsic 
value because of "the Hum-ours and Fancies of men". If a man sells his 
Ca rden

"possibly no one will give him half the expense he has incurred. 
It is also possible that if several persons desire it he may be 
given double the intrinsic value, that is twice the value of the 
Land and the exnense he has incurred".'''

]. ibid., p. 27.

2. ibid., p. 13.

3. ibid., 1. 29.
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Or. the other bane, variations in supply also cause divergences of 
price and. intrinsic value

"if the "^armers in a State sew mo re com than usual, much more 
than is needed for the year’s consumption, the real and. intrinsic 
Value of the corn will correspond to the Land and T,ahour which enter 
into its procuction; hut as there is too great an abundance of it snd 
there are more sellers than buyers the Ma.rliet Price of the Com will 
necessarily .fall below the intrinsic price or Value. If, on the 
contrary, the Rariors sow less corn than is needed for consumption there 
will be more buyers than sellers and the Market Price of corn will 
rise above its intrinsic value".^

Î arket prices are pictured as continually fluctuating, whilst 
intrinsic values ai-e talcen as fixed

"Tlicrc is never a variation in intrinsic values, but the 
impossibility of proportioning the ^reduction of merchandise end 
produce in a state to their consu],ption causes a daily variation, and 
a. _erietual ebb end flow in Market Prices."^

Nevertheless, Cantillon concludes that when situations are stable, market 
price and. intrinsic value tend to coincide

"TTowever, in well organised Societies the ^'arket Prices of 
articles whose consumption is tolerably constant and uniform do not 
van;/ much from the intrinsic value; and. when there are no years of 
too scanty or too abundant production the Magistrates of the City 
are able to fix the Market Prices of many things, like bread and meat, 
without any one having cause to complain."^

1. ibid., pp. 29-31.

2. ibid., p. 31.

3. ibid., p. 31. similar assertion about the coincidence of
market price and intrinsic value "in general" appears on p. 119.
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It vas this coincidence of market price and intrinsic value under 
stable conditions which was the important result for Cantillon, for 
it allowed him to proceed as if price and intrinsic value were the 
saire thing.

We shall make two points concerning Cantillon’s analysis vis a vis 
that of Adam Grrdth. Firstly, despite a superficial similarity in 
their approaches, Cantillon*s intrinsic value is a different concept 
from. Griith’s natural y rice. In both cases, the concept is differentiated 
from i.arket price and treated as a fixed price around, which market 
price oscillates. Eut in contrast to Smith’s view of natural price 
as a cost price, for Cantillon intrinsic value was a money measure 
of the cuEmtities of land and labour used in production. In Cantillon’s 
view, the intrinsic value of a commodity could be evaluated from, 
knowledge of the production function, without recourse to the factor 
m̂ arket. Clearly such a procedure involves measurement problems, and 
Smith in the 17ealtn of Iatjons circumvented these by defining the 
natural price as the sum of the natural rates of wages, profit and rent, 
he shall see in section IV below that this procedure was also adopted 
by the Fhysiocrats. For the present we ray note that it represented 
an important simplification over Cantillcn’s concept of intrinsic 
va].ue.

The second point of comparison between Cantillon end Smith is 
that, at least in his discussion of intrinsic value, Cantillon did 
not invoke the mechanism of free competition to bring adjustment of 
market price to intrinsic value. Rather, he argued that divergences 
of rarket price are due to accidental circumstances, and under stable 
circumstances they tend to disappear. Hence Cantillcn’s position 
seers to have been little more than an act of faith that under stable 

conditions commodities tend to exchange at their intrinsic values 
"without any one having cause to complain". He shall see in chapter 
3 below that Smith was to improve greatly on this view by his 
explanation of the adjustment of market price to naturel price by 
tie princip]e of free coi.petition. In this analysis it was the movement 
of resources in response to profit differentials which brought about 
cornyetitive equilibriui: Cantillon, however, does not suggest such a 
mechanise' brings about adjustment to intrinsic value, so that i j i  

important gap in his analysis of intrinsic value remained to be filled.

Tl:is in not to say that Cantillon nowhere discusses the idea of



resource mobility, however, huite separate from his discussion of
intrinsic value, he does, in fact, describe the luechcnisui by which
resources ere allocated in an economy. Hi is arises cut of his
discussion of "les entrepreneurs" (translated es "undertakers") in
rart one, chapter thirteen.^ Tiie function of the undertakers is to
carry on the business of production end exchange in the ftate. Since
they produce at a given cost, oi- buy at a given price, in order to
sell at an uncertain price, they bear the risk inherent in business.

o
Consequently, they are "as it were on unfixed wages",^ in contrast to 
hired people who are on fixed wages. Undertakers may make a profit or 
a loss in a particular branch of trade but such an occurrence causes 
the movement of resources between trades to balance out these discrep
ancies.

"Huey proportion themselves in a state to the Custorers or 
consuj.ption. Tf there are too many Hatters in a City or in a street 
for the number of people who buy hats there, some who are least 
patronised must become bankrupt: if they be too few it will be a 
profitable Undertaking which will encourage new Hatters to open 
shops there and so it is that the Undertakers of all kinds adjust 
themselves to risks in a State".''

It is the movement of undertaleers and resources between trades in 
response to profit and loss which adjusts production to consumption.

bith the advantage of hindsight we can see that Cantillon here 
mas grasped the essentials of the resource allocation function of the 
price system. And it may well be that it was from this or a siiiilar 
passage that Smith took his concept of free competition. Cantillon 
hir.selfj however, does not fully integrate his ideas on resource 
allocation with the rest of his system. And, in particular, the idea 
of resource mobility is not used to explain the adjustment of market 
price to intrinsic value. It may well be tha.t Cantillon implicitly 
saw this link but if he did so he failed to make it explicit. 
Nevertheless, many of the elements of Smith’s analysis are clearly 
present in Cantillon’s discussion, and we must credit him as being an 
important precursor of Smith’s competitive model.

1. See also Part I, chapter xiv, ?. ibid., p. 55*
S. ibid., p. 93.
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IV .  T u rg o t

Anne Robert Jacques Turgot, Baron de l’Aulne wrote his major work. 
Reflexions sur la formation et la distribution des richesses, in 1766.^ 
This work is important for us, both as a means for discussing 
developments in French (particularly Physiocratic) thought by this 
date, and for Turgot’s own contributions. We shall look at three 
aspects of Turgot’s work: his treatment of the competitive mechanism,
the current price (prix courant), and the fundamental price (prix 
fondamental).

As has been indicated above, the term competition (concurrence)
came into common usage in economics in the work of the Physiocrats.
Quesnay used it a number of times in his works to mean the rivalry 
of buyers (or sellers), and Turgot followed him in this usage.
Thus Quesnay speaks of "the competition of workers" or the "competition 
among farmers", and similarly Turgot refers to 'the competition among 
the workmen" and "the competition among the sellers of com".^

In Turgot’s work competition took up a central position as the
mechanism by which theoretical results were established. Consider, 
for example, the proposition that the landlords procure the agricultural 
surplus in rent. Turgot states clearly that it is the competition of 
farmers for the use of land which fixes the rent:-

1. A.R.J. Turgot, Reflections on the formation and the distribution 
of riches (New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 19^3). Although written in 
1766, it was published (in the Physiocrats’ Ephemerides du Citoyen) in 
three parts in 1769-70.

2. Quesnay also uses the phrase free competition (libre concurrence) 
to mean the unrestricted rivalry of nations in a situation of free 
external trade. See Chapter 3 below.

3. See Meek, Economics of Physiocracy, pp. 105, 107 and elsewhere.

4̂. Turgot, Reflections, pp. 8, 29.



"The competition of rich Undertakers in agriculture fixes the 
current price of leases in proportion to the fertility of the land and 
the price at which its products are sold, always according to the 
calculation the Farmers make, both of their expenses and of the profits 
they ought to draw from their advances: they cannot give the Proprietor 
more than the surplus."

When the number of competitors for the use of the land is such that 
competition is great,all the surplus will accrue to the landlord.

"But, when the competition among them is very keen, they give 
him all this surplus, the Proprietor only letting his land to him 
who offers the highest rent."^

Similarly it is the competition of workmen for jobs which procures 
them the subsistence wage

"(The employer) pays him as little as he can; as he has the choice 
among a great number of Workmen, he prefers the one who works cheapest.
The Workmen are therefore obliged to lower the price, in competition

2with one another."

Similar usage of competition to achieve individual theoretical 
results can be found in Quesnay*s work. However, it is in Turgot’s 
Reflections that we first find in the literature a general conception 
of theoretical equilibrium determined by the competitive mechanism.

1. ibid., p. 56.

2. ibid., p. 8.

3. For example, with reference to the subsistence wage,

"The level of wages, and consequently the enjoyments which the 
wage-earners can obtain for themselves, are fixed and reduced to a 
minimum by the extreme competition which exists between them."
Meek, op.cit., p. 19^.
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Some flavour of this conception can be gained from the following 
quotation from a letter from Turgot to Hume (25 March 1T6T)

"a kind of equilibrium establishes itself between the value of 
all the productions of the land, the consumption of the different
kinds of commodities, the different sorts of works, the number of men
employed at them, and the price of their wages.

Wages can be fixed and remain constantly at a definite point 
only in virtue of this equilibrium, and of the influence which all 
the parts of the society, all the branches of production and commerce, 
exercise upon one another. This granted, if you change one of the 
weights, a movement cannot but result from it in the whole of the 
machine which tends to restore the old equilibrium."^

Here we have a clear statement of the general equilibrium concept.
It is clear throughout the Reflections that Turgot believed it was 
through competition that it was attained. Hence in Turgot’s work we 
have the foundations of one of the most powerful ideas in the history 
of economic thought.

This general conception forms the background against which we 
must look at Turgot’s more specific contributions to the competition 
model. In the first place, we shall look at his discussion of the 
current price. Turgot distinguishes two types of situation in an 
important passage for us: the price formed in isolated exchange, which
he associates by implication with the "birth of commerce", and the 
price formed in competitive exchange, which he takes to be the norm 
of his time. We shall look in more detail at each of these cases.

1. Turgot, op.cit., p. 108. The specific reference to wages 
arises because the correspondence concerned the effect of a tax 
on wages.

2. ibid., pp. 28-31.



In a rather modern vein, Turgot describes an exchange economy, 
in which reciprocal wants (besoins réciproques) are the basis of 
exchange. He assumes two parties bartering corn for wine. Each 
person aims ’bo receive as much and give as little as he can’’.
For exchange to occur ’’it is necessary that the two parties should 
agree both as to the quality and the quantity of each of the things 
exchanged. ’’̂

’’If the parties are not in accord, it will be necessary that 
they should approach one another by yielding a little on one side and 
a little on the other, offering more and contenting themselves with 
less.

Suppose they agree on a price of one bushel of corn for six pints of 
wine. This price for them expresses the equivalence of corn and 
wine. But it is a price particular to them, and other prices will hold 
in other isolated exchanges. The conclusion Turgot draws from this
reasoning is that under these conditions it is not possible to call
any price ’’the true price’’ (le prix veritable) since

"so long as we consider each exchange as isolated and standing 
by itself, the value of each of the things exchanged has no other 
measure than the need or the desire and the means of the contracting 
parties, balanced one against the other, and it is fixed by nothing 
but the agreement of their will.

This problem is solved when exchange becomes competitive. In this
case

"The value of corn and of wine is no longer debated between 
two isolated Individuals in relation to their relative wants and 
abilities; it is fixed by the balance of the wants and abilities of
the whole body of the Sellers of wine’’.̂

1. ibid., p. 28.

2. ibid., p. 28.

3. ibid., p. 29. 4. ibid., p. 30,
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In this situation, a current price is established which Turgot 
conceives of as a "mean price" and which is accepted by all traders:

"The price mid-way between the different offers and the different 
ids will become the current pr:

Sellers will conform in exchanges.
demands will become the current price, whereto all the Buyers and

«1

At any given moment in a competitive economy every commodity will have 
a "current price", thus determined in terms of every other commodity:-

"in a countr;'- where Commerce is very brisk, where there is 
much production and much consumption, where there are many offers 
and demands for all kinds of commodities, each kind will have a 
current price relatively to each other kind; that is to say, a certain 
quantity of one will be equivalent to a certain quantity of each of 
the others".^

Thus, Turgot conceptualises a situation of general equilibrium in a 
competitive economy.

Turgot nowhere uses the phrase competitive exchange or competitive 
economy. However, it is an apt description of his ideas, and so has 
been used here. This is not to say that Turgot in any but the 
vaguest way laid down the conditions under which it could exist.
For him it did exist in the form of thriving, modem, capitalist 
economies, and he did not see the need to go deeper than this.
In this,of course, he did only what all other economists of the time 
did. However, his approach of contrasting competitive exchange with 
isolated exchange did break new ground. It suggested , firstly, that 
different explanations of price were appropriate for different 
situations: an idea not to be fully exploited till much later. And, 
secondly, by implication, it put the numbers of buyers and sellers as 
the crucial distinguishing characteristic of each situation. Turgot 
does not explicitly mention the number of traders involved in

l.ibid., p. 30.

2. ibid., p. 31.
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competitive exchange, but his distinction based on numbers was to be 
the forerunner of later similar treatments,^

The current price is determined by offer and demand (l’offre et
2

la demande). This phrase appears to be due to Turgot, and offers 
a semantic step within reach of the supply and demand phrase. His 
actual analysis of offer and demand was not, however, closely related 
to modem supply and demand analysis. On one side, the sellers of an 
article offer it in competition with each other, while on the other, 
the buyers compete in their demand for it. Thus, for example, the 
price of land

"must vary according as there are more or fewer people who wish 
to sell or buy lands; just as the price of all other articles of 
commerce varies in accordance with the varying proportion between 
offer and demand".^

1. In his unfinished essay Value and Money, reprinted in Ronald 
L. Meek, Precursors of Adam Smith (London: Pent, 1973).
Turgot proceeds from the case of one seller, and one buyer, to two of 
each in much the same way as Edgeworth was to do over a century 
later (see chapter 8, below). Unfortunately this manuscript breaks off 
prior to the discussion of competitive exchange.

2. Hume uses the words in a letter to Turgot (undated, op. cit.,p. lOH), 
but he may have been following Turgot here. Certainly Turgot appears
to have been the first economist to use the phrase widely and 
consistently.

3. Indeed, in the translation we have used, l’offre et la demande 
is in places rendered supply and demand. We have consistently used 
offer and demand in this section, however.

U. Turgot, Reflections, pp. i+9-50.
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Price is established by a vague sort of balance of offer and demand 
from which a "mean price" emerges. This "mean price" is such that in 
some (unexplained) sense each side to the exchange gains equally from 
it.^ Turgot does not pursue these matters further, so that one must 
conclude that his analysis of offer and demand left much to be desired. 
Nevertheless, few economists were to go beyond it in the following 
hundred years.

Turgot, following Quesnay, distinguished a fundamental price from 
the current price

"One must distinguish two prices, the current price, which is 
established by the relation of offer to demand, and the fundamental 
price, which, in the case of a commodity, is what the thing costs 
the workman".

This price, for both Quesnay and Turgot, was the cost price. Quesnay 
expresses this clearly

"The fundamental price of commodities is determined by the expenses 
or costs which have to be incurred in their production or preparation."^

This cost price is a minimum price below which current price cannot 
fall. Turgot, again

"although the fundamental price be not the immediate principle 
of the current value, it is nevertheless a minimum below which it 
cannot fall. For if a merchant loses by his trade, he ceases to sell 
or manufacture; if a workman cannot live by his labour, he becomes

1. This is made clearer in Value and Money which is a more com
prehensive rendition of pp. 28-31 of the Reflections.

2. Turgot, Reflections, p. 107. This and subsequent quotes are 
from Turgot’s letter to Hume (25 March I767). He does not discuss 
the fundamental price in the Reflections itself.

3. Meek, Economics of Physiocracy, p. 93.
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a mendicant or leaves the country".^

The fundamental price included ’’ a certain profit" as an incentive to 
the merchant or workman to continue production.

For Quesnay the fundamental price played no role other than 
being a ndnimum price, below which current price should not fall. 
Current price was determined by use/scarcity and in a closed economy 
was not "subject to any rule or any order". In an open econony 
it was regulated by World prices. For Turgot, however, fundamental 
price did play a role. In general equilibrium in an economy at a
given time a fixed proportion is established between current prices
and fundamental prices. In the case of wages

"The proportion which the current value of wages bears to their 
fundamental value was established by the laws of this equilibrium and 
by the combination of all the circumstances under which all the parts

O
of the society are placed."

In particular, the proportion between the two prices depends on the
keenness of competition. In the case of the workman’s profit

"in a nation where trade and industry are free and vigorous, 
competition fixes this profit at the lowest possible rate.

But regardless of the exact proportion, the important thing was that 
it was more or less constant given the time and place. Any exogenous

1. Turgot, op. cit., p. 108. The fundamental price of labour was 
for Turgot the subsistence wage.

2. Meek, op.cit., p. 93.

3. Turgot, op. cit., pp. 108-9. 

ibid., p. 108.
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shock to the position of general eruilitriuu would bring about a new 
ecuilibriur. in which the proportion between current and fundamental 
price was the same, although this right take time.

"You augment the fundamental value: the circuistances which have 
before fixed the proportion which the current value bears to this 
fundamental value cannot but cause the current value to rise until the 
prcDorticn is re-established. I am aware that this result will not 
be sudden; and that in every complicated machine there are frictions 
which delay the results most infallibly demonstrated by theory. Even 
in the case of a fluid perfectly homogeneous, it is the same with the 
eruilibriui- of the values which we are examining."'

The close similarity of this discussion of fundai:ental value in 
Turgot’s letter to Iiuî .e, with Smith’s discussion of natural price in 
the T'ealth of Rations, published nine years later, leads one to 
conjecture whether indeed there were further letters (perhaps between
H.r; ot and Smith) on this subject.' The evidence available at present 
certainly joints toward some connection between their ideas, and if 
this could be corroborated then it would seem that we must point to 
Turgot :i.s bein^ a ver; important precursor of Cmith indeed. Rote, 
’lov.cver, tb r t at least in his letter to Rume, Turgot does not explain 
t’. ' ’“echanisr \:hicl' re-establishes the proportion between tne current 
value and the fui.dai. ental value. Like Cantillon, he simply asserts 
t';at equilibrium will be re-established, but does not invoke the idea 
of cb ipit̂ ' of resources as Cirith was to do. In the die a 1th of Rations 
"hit]- vss able to er ploy the principle of free competition to integrate 
'-iir -c del of price determination irto a consistent whole, and it sppeers 
her t at least in this respect he was to go beyond the ideas of Turgot.

'hre generally, we may note the tremendous achievement of Turgot 
-"th respect to competitive analysis. Ifnilst the Reflections was but 
-, sRmetch of a treatise on economics, that sketch was no less than a 
clear and consistent statement of the concept of general competitive 
equilibrium. In contrast to Smith who was to clothe his analysis in 
much descriptive detchl, Turpot was able, in a few pages, to get down 
many of the essentials of the general competitive model in a fashion

1. ibid., p. 1 9 R. Unfortunately time limn tâ
tions have prevented me pursuing this line in depth. Gchuivpeter, however,

says he knows of no cogent evidence of a direct dependence of Smith on 
Turqct’s work. See History of Economic Analysis, p. 19?.
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which points directly to Ualras. Whilst not agreeing completely 
with Schumpeter that Turgot’s analytic performance outranks Smith’s, 
it is clear that it must be ranked very high indeed. Nevertheless, 
as Schumpeter himself notes, success in economics depends not only 
on intellectual performance, but on finish, as well as elaboration, 
application and illustration. Smith’s work had such finish, and 
whilst one must admire the clarity of Turgot’s thought, one must 
also conclude that despite its promise its scantiness was its 
n:ost important limitation.^

]. See, however, Schumpeter, ibid., pp. 2^7-9 • Our opinion of Turgot 
differs from Schumpeter’s in that he sees Turgot’s work as a, piece of 
pure analysis analogous to a seminal one page article in physics. At 
least a.s far as his competition analysis is concerned, our view is that 
despite its importance, his work was only an outline and it is important 
not. to read more into it than is in fact there.
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V. sir James Steuart

Sir James Steuart's major work, An Inquiry into the Principles 
of Political Oeconomy, was published in 1767, nine years before Smith's 
Wealth of Nations.̂  Unlike the other writers we have considered, 
Steuart's competition theory is of interest to us more for its 
stark originality, than for its place as a precursor of Smith.
Steuart, perhaps more than any other writer of the eighteenth century, 
was an individualist who developed his own concepts and theories.
His work is at the same time profound, original and confused. For 
these reasons it failed to win over many supporters when it was

2published, and was later completely overshadowed by Smith's book. 
Nevertheless, as we shall see, it contains much of interest to our 
study of the development of competition theory.

In what follows we shall place our emphasis on Steuart's 
originality, leaving the reader to note elements in common with other 
treatments of competition. The first point worthy of mention is the 
^ibe use of the term competition in the Inquiry. As has already been 
noted, Steuart appears to have been the first economic writer in 
English to use the term. He almost certainly translated it from 
the French concurrence, and like the French writers he used it to 
mean rivalry. But he also introduced new concepts of single and 
double competition which he gave a central role in his theory.
These concepts, as we shall see, made competition more than a simple 
noun of action; it became the name of a particular model of economic 
behaviour. This important development was not pursued by Smith, and 
did not appear again till after the Classical period of economics.

1. In this section, I have used the edition, edited by his son, 
which comprises the first four volumes of his Works (6 vols., l805): 
Sir James Steuart, Works, vols. 1-^, An Inquiry into the Principles of 
Political Oeconomy (New York: Augustus M. Kelley, I967).

2. Smith contributed to this by not once mentioning Steuart's 
Inquiry in his Wealth of Nations.
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Steuart was concerned to treat political economy in a scientific 
mannar in the Inquiry. This led him to define and classify his terms 
at tie outset of his argument, so as to prevent loose thinking. It is 
Book II of the Inquiry, Of trade and industry, which is the central 
section for us. Steuart starts from the proposition that trade is 
based on reciprocal demand, and goes on to define demand first, and 
later c o m p e t i t i o n These concepts are closely related, the relation 
being brought out in the following extract from Steuart’s summary of 
Book II:-2

"Demand and competition are both relative to buying and selling; 
but demand can be applied to buying only, and competition may be 
applied to either.

Demand marks an inclination to have, competition an emulation to 
obtain a preference.

Demand can exist without competition, but competition must 
constantly imply demand.

3
Demand is called simple, when there appears one interest only on 

the side of the buyers.

Competition is called simple, when it takes place on one side

1. Steuart defines demand in op. cit., Book II, chapter ii, and 
comtetition in Book II, chapter vii.

2. op. cit.. Volume 2, p. 219. In his earlier definitions, he
gets into a tangle over the symmetry of his classifications due to the 
fact that demand applies only to the buyers in a contract, while 
competition may be applied to both sides of the contract. This tangle 
is almost avoided in his summary of the position, quotec above.

3. Steuart emphasised in the Inquiry that it was the number of 
separate interests rather than the number of separate people that was 
important. For example

"Twenty people demanding from the same determinate interest form 
but a simple demand; it becomes compound or high, when different

interests produce a competition." ibid.. Volume 1, p. 233.
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of the contract only, or when the emulation is at least much stronger 
on one side than on the other.^

Demand is called compound, when more interests than one are 
found among those who desire to buy.

Competition is called compound, when an emulation is found to 
prevail on both sides of the contract at once."

Steuart's work is notable for his distinction of simple and
double (or compound) competition in itself. This distinction is a
formalisation of the by now common idea that the number of parties on
either side of the contract determines the price. But it is this
formalisation which is important, for it replaces a vague proposition
with distinct models of economic behaviour. The consequences, as
we shall see, of postulating double competition are different from
those achieved under simple competition. Steuart's formal approach to
price determination makes him the objective forerunner of the approach

2which was only much later adopted generally by economics.

Before we proceed to discuss the operational use made by Steuart 
of his classification, and in particular the relation of double 
competition to perfect competition, it is necessary to develop some 
subsidiary features of his analysis. In the first place, Steuart made 
self-interest the governing principle of economic behaviour:-

"The principle of self-interest will serve as a general key to 
inquiry; and it may 

principle of my subject.
this inquiry; and it may, in one sense, be considered as the ruling

m 3

1. What we would call monopoly is thus an important subcase of simple 
competition.

2. The separation of monopoly and free trade was not at all a formal 
one in the sense that distinct models were defined. Furthermore, 
emphasis on monopoly wained seriously in the l8th century.

3. op. cit., p. 2l8.
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In the context of the market, this of course meant that buyers attempted 
to gain the lowest price, and sellers the highest. Secondly, the 
price of a good, according to Steuart, is comprised of two elements:
"the real value of the commodity, and the profit upon alienation".^
The real value of the good depended on three factors: the labour 
Productivity of the industry, the cost of materials, and the cost of 
the workman's subsistence, all taken at their average values.
Although he is not completely clear on this, he seems to equate 
"real value" with (average) unit costs. Given this interpretation, 
his statement that price cannot be less than real value, and that 
profit (per unit) is the amount price is above real value, falls
into place. The real value of a commodity is given, but the profit
upon alienation can vary and depends on the price.

Steuart assumed that there were three main groups of actors in 
an econony: manufacturers, merchants and consumers. Manufacturers 
produce goods, and consumers ultimately buy them. In between, 
merchants carry on the important function of trade. In his theory of 
double competition, Steuart explicitly assumes that both the buyers and
the sellers in a market are merchants. As sellers, they have paid
the manufacturers a given price, and must sell above this price to 
make a profit. Merchant-buyers, on the other hand, must buy at a 
price below that which they hope to sell to consumers. Under the 
influence of double competition, according to Steuart, a price is 
established which provides both buyers and sellers with reasonable 
profits. Double competition supports an ideal balance of work and 
demand, and this balance enables the economy to flourish and grow in 
harmony.

"Double competition is what is understood to take place in almost 
every operation of trade; it is this which prevents the excessive 
rise of prices; it is this which prevents their excessive fall.

1. ibid., p. ? h 2 ,

2. Andrew Skinner in his edition of the Inquiry argues that Steuart's 
real value is the same as Cantilion's concept, intrinsic value
(p. l6l). This is clearly not the case.
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While double competition prevails, the balance is perfect, trade and 
industry flourish."^

This welfare proposition is of course unsupported, but as we know 
ones like it have been associated with competition by many writers in 
the history of economic thought.

The features of double competition emphasised by Steuart were 
that it should involve merchants only, and that emulation should 
occur on both sides of the market. The reason for the first assumption 
lies in the specialisation of the merchants. Since merchants engage 
in trade full-time, they are able to study in depth the conditions 
of the market. Their knowledge of the true situation means that they 
do not wildly err in their bids and offers;

"Posts, and correspondence by letters, are a consequence of 
trade, by the means of which merchants are regularly informed of 
every augmentation or diminution of industry in every branch, in 
every part of the country. From this knowledge they regulate the 
prices they offer; and as they are many, they, from the principles
of competition which we shall hereafter examine, serve as a check

2upon one another."'

In like manner, their full knowledge prevents goods of the same 
quality being sold at more than one price.

The assumption of rivalry on both sides of the market enables a 
balance to be attained. This balance, however, is not at a single 
fixed price, but occurs over a range of prices. Steuart assumes a 
speculative market model in his explanation of this. He assumes that 
competition vibrates from one side of the market to the other, the 
amount of vibration differing between markets. Suppose, for example, 
that competition is strongest amongst buyers. This causes price to 
rise, and sellers' competition, according to Steuart, will decline as 
they expect prices to rise even higher in the future. However, as

1. op.cit., p. 26U

2. ibid., p. 2kO.
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price rises, buyers* margins fall, and so does their competition, 
till price finds a level. At this point, competition switches to 
the sellers’ side, as they are eager to profit at this peak price.
Now price falls, and buyers* competition falls also, as they expect 
a lower price in the future. Price reaches its lower level, when 
sellers* margins fall enough to reduce their competition sufficiently.
We have here a dynamic market model of price, a notable feature of which 
is buyers* and sellers* speculation over future prices. In this model, 
competition vibrates from one side of the market to the other, and 
in each market a range of equilibrium prices is established, which 
provide reasonable profits (presumably on average over the cycle);

"Here is the criterion of a perfect balance: A positive moderate
profit must balance a positive moderate profit; the balance must 
vibrate, and no loss must be found on either side.

Thus Steuart presents an original theoi^' of an equilibrium 
price range under double competition. When such an equilibrium 
exists in an economy, trade flourishes and industry grows. Given 
these equilibrium prices, manufacturers know the extent of the demand 
for their goods, and adjust their output accordingly. Thus resources 
are allocated in the econony, and there is "a balance of work and 
demand".

This desirable state of affairs does not come about, however, 
Steuart argues, if manufacturers or consumers participate in buying 
and selling. This is because they, unlike merchants, do not coldly 
calculate their profits, and behave in the manner described in the 
dynamic market model above. Rather they are too passionate and rush 
headlong into competition, upsetting the balance

"so soon as consumers or needy manufacturers mingle in the
operation all proportion is lost. The competition between them is

2
too strong for the merchants; the balance vibrates by jerks".

1. ibid., p. 2^0,

2. ibid., p.
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In this situation competition is simple, being on the side of the 
impassioned non-merchants, to the advantage of the other side. Such 
a situation upsets the balance, and is therefore an evil. In such a 
situation, it is necessary for the statesmen to intervene in order to 
restore the balance of double competition,

Whilst much of his work is evidently highly original, it is easy 
to see why Steuart’s Principles was largely ignored by subsequent
economists. Generally, we may note his laboured style, his old-
fashioned use of the benevolent statesman around which to build his
analysis, and also his general Mercantilist views which were out of
keeping with the trend towards Liberalism, typified in Smith’s work.
All these factors must have discouraged people from reading his work.
But also, as has been noted by Schumpeter, his very penetration of
thought, his tendency to dig "below the smooth surface on which /, Smith
happily sailed his course", must also have pmt off his readers,^
Thus, ^nith’s relatively simple theory of the naturel price was much
easier to grasp than Steuart’s idea of competition vibrating ‘̂rom one
side of the market to the othei', and it was not therefore surprising
that it rfas this theory which was to sweep the field, /nd, in
retrospect, we can see that this was probably ri^ht, in that Steuart*s
ideas are not only more difficult but also are conceptually less
2 at isfactGig than Smith’s, Nevertheless, truly original thinkers are
rai'e indeed in any science, and it is hoped that the brief leviow of
Steuart’3 ideas on competition in this section has at least indicated
that his contribution is not to be belittled.

I, history of Economic Analysis, p, 17^.
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V I . C o n c lu s io n s

Tnis is not the place for a detailed discussion of the sources 
c f Ciûth’s views on competition and monopolyRather, we shall just 
i.ake one or two points which seen to stand out ficm the discussion 
above. Tirstly, we have seen in this chapter that many cT the eler.ents 
of faith’s discussion of competition and i.onopoly can he identified 
in the pre-Grithien literature. Gone of these ideas can he traced 
hack to the Mercantilists and the Gcholastic Doctors, whilst others 
indeed go hack to antiquity. Tîie Mercantilist influence seems tc have 
been particularly strong with regard to the distinction of freedom 
of trade and rone poly, which Gr.ith was to adapt into his farous system 
of political econory. We may also note the long historical pedigree 
of the use/scarcity analysis of market price which Smith also took 
cvei from the writers of the 17th century.

The essence of Smith’s contribution, as we shall see in chapter 3, 
W6S, however, his analysis of market and netural price in Book I, 
chapter vii of the Wealth of Nations. We noted in section II above 
th- t M.e seeds of such a distinction nny be found in the work of 
■^ufendorf { l C . 7 2 ) and possibly in that of the later Schoolmen, 
fort airly, these writers discussed the basis of price in contrast to 
th.c ’superficial’ discussion of market price in the I'ercantilist 
literature. Moiecver, as already noted Smith probably derived the 
actual te IT: natural , rice from "'̂ ufendorf ’ ? work, however, their 
i.refitment of price determination was not ver;,̂  analytical end, 
moreover, often confused. In these circumstances it seers inappropriate 
to argue, as some writers have, that Smith's analysis is a direct 
attempt to develop Dufendorf’s work, father it would seem that Smith 
rust at least in part have relied on the work of more contemporary 
economists.

1. Ihis fascinating study is unfortunately a subject in itself, 
one tine limitation prevented r.e from giving it but cursory attention, 
for an introduction to the subject see Schumpeter, op. cit., pp. 
lCl-]fo, and Fowley, op. cit., chapter 3.

3. I am particularly thinking of Bowley’s work, cited in the previous 
lootnote, in this context. Despite the impressive case Bowley makes

out for the direct link with fufendorf, in my opinion she fails to take 
account of the possible French influence on Smith after 1750.



ihie similarity of Smith's ideas with those published by- Cantillon 
(1755) Ejid. those expressed by Turgot in his letter to Hume (1767) 
suggest (in my opinion strongly) that these ideas must have been 
’in the air’ in the third quarter of the l8th century, if not actually 
in print. This, of course, does not detract from Smith’s performance 
of adapting these ideas and synthesising them with the older ideas 
of the Mercantilists and the Natural Law Philosophers. The measure 
of the success of this synthesis is the total domination of economic 
thought it was to have in the century after 1776. However, in my 
opinion, the textual evidence, particularly with regard to the French 
economists, supports the view that 5clth was working along similar 
lines to several other writers when he wrote the Wealth of Nations. 
Whether there was an interchange of ideas on price theory, and the 
question of who influenced who, are unfortunately questions outside 
our scope of inquiry/-.
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Chapter 3.

Adam Smith’s Conception of Competition and Monopoly

In this chapter, we shall examine Adam Smith’s conception of 
competition and monopoly in his classic work An Inquiry into the 
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations.^ This book is of fundamen
tal importance to our study, not so much for the originality of 
its ideas, which as we shall see owed much to his contemporaries and 
precursors, but for the way it combined them into an analysis of 
price, which was to have an enormous influence on 19th century 
economic thought. At least until the publication of J.S.Mill’s 
Principles in 18^8, Smith’s book provided the basic text from which 
economists leaint their craft. And even into the present century, 
Smith’s work provided the framework through which economics was 
taught, through its strong influence on Mill’s text, and later on 
Marshall’s Principles.

1. All references are to Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 
edited by Edwin Cannan in 2 vols., 6th edition (London: Methuen,
1950). Unless otherwise stated, references are to Vol. I of this work,
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Smith’s analysis of competition and monopoly must be viewed 
against the background of his advocacy of laissez-faire policy.
As is well known, in contrast to the mercantilist writers who 
argued that it was necessary for the government to regulate the actions 
of selfish individuals in order to obtain a beneficial social order; 
Smith, like the Physiocrats, argued that the pursuance of this same 
self-interest, if unregulated by government intervention, would, 
in fact, ensure a harmonious and beneficial outcome. It was as if 
"an invisible hand" directed the selfish interests of individuals 
towards the common good.^

Smith’s advocacy of laissez-faire dictated his general usage of 
the concepts, competition and monopoly. Although he was not entirely 
consistent on this. Smith reserved the term monopoly, with its

2negative emotional value, for situations of government intervention.
Hence he was able to advocate laissez-faire policies in contrast 
to the universally disliked monopoly. This line of approach was not 
of course conducive to analytical advance with regard to monopoly, 
and as we will see in section m  below, only modest advance was made.

In contrast. Smith’s contribution to competitive analysis was 
of great importance. We have already seen that Turgot took the idea 
of competition and instituted it as the mechanism by which a general

3
equilibrium of the economy was attained. In Turgot’s system, prices 
Were determined by the balance of competition, (in the sense of rivalry), 
on the side of the sellers and the buyers, in some proportion to the

1. The reader is referred to Viner (1960) for a good comprehensive 
discussion of Smith’s place in the intellectual history of laissez-
faire. reference is J. Viner, ’Tie Intellectual History,' of Laissez-
fpv're’ Journal of Law and Pccnomics, October i960.
2. Smith was not, of course, being original in doing this. See, 
for example, the discussion of Fufendorf’s views on monopoly in 
chapter 2, section 1, above.

3. Chapter 2, section U.
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fundamental or cost price. Smith vent further, and in his famous 
chapter vii of Bool: I of the Wealth of Nations, invoked the edditionel 
principle of free competition (i.e. the free mobility of resources 
between trrdes) to ensure the equality of market and natural (cost) 
price in equilibriutr.. In Giiiith’s general equilibrium therefore, 
prices were established and resources were allocated by the mechanism 
of competition, albeit competition used as we shall see in two 
different senses. It was Smith’s contention that this competitive 
equilibrium wes an ideal ordering of the economy, and that therefore 
government intervention was undesirable.

Smith’s equilibriura model of competition is discussed in detail 
in section I below. It is a model of inter-industry equilibriurr.
His discussion of the theory of the firm, and market structure, 
which was much less satisfactory, is discussed separately in 
section II. Section III discusses monopoly, whilst section IV 
draws some conclusions.
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I. The Theory of Market and Natural Price

Adam Smith’s theoiy "of the natural and market price of 
commodities" is contained in Book I, chapter vii of the Wealth of 
Nations. As has been noted by Schumpeter this "rudimentary equilibrium 
theory" was "by far the best piece of economic theory turned out 
by A. Smith". Furthermore, it became the basis of subsequent 
economists’ analyses of competitioni-

"the purely theoretical developments of the nineteenth century 
consist to a considerable degree in improvements on it".^

This being so, we must be careful in this section, not to read into 
Smith’s statement of the theory more than is actually there. It is 
all too easy to attribute more to Smith’s words than is justifiable, 
because of our familiarity with subsequent developments of his work.
We shall find in this section, that despite the suggestions i up licit 
in it. Smith’s actual analysis was basically fairly crude.

He begins his analysis by distinguishing the natural price from
the market price. The latter is simply "the actual price at which

2any commodity is actually sold". On the other hand, the natural 
price is conceived of as a cost price

"V.lien the price of any commodity is neither more nor less than 
what is sufficient to pay the rent of the land, the wages of the 
labour, and the profits of the stock employed in raising, preparing and 
bringing it to market, according to their natural rates, the

3
commodity is then sold for what may be called its natural price." 

Specifically, then, the natural price is the cost price, given that

1. History of Economic Analysis, p. I89

2. Wealth of Nations, p. 58.

3. ibid., p. 57.
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ir.pvts are paid at their natural rates.^ By implication, since the
natural price is conceived of as fixed. Smith assumes that the industry

2opeiates under conditions of constant costs. Finally, the natural 
price is conceived of as a minimum price in the long run:-

"Though the price... is not always the lowest at which a dealer 
ometimes sell his goods, it is the 

to sell them for any considerable time.
may sometimes sell his goods, it is the lowest at which he is likely

,i3

At the first stage of his analysis he states that the market 
price of a commodity "may either be above, or below, or exactly the 
same with its natural price". It "is regulated by the proportion 
between the quantity which is actually brought to market, and the 
demand of those who are willing to pay the natural price of the 
commodity".^ It is easy to read into Smith’s explanation of the 
determination of market price, a "supply and demand" account of the 
adjustment mechanism. However, such an interpretation would be mislead
ing. Smith, as we shall see, had only a primitive conception of what 
we know today as supply and demand analysis. And furthermore, like 
his predecessors, he did not use the term supply in direct conjunction 
with the term demand. Rather, as in the quotation above, he uses the 
tern quantity in contrast to demand^, and in this chapter we shall 
refer to his analysis as a "theory of quantity and demand" in order 
to emphasise its nascent state.

1. Smith, for the purposes of this analysis, assumed that the 
natural rates of wages, profit and rent are given.

2. Smith did not, of course, explicitly say this. Rather, as we
have seen in the last chapter, he was just following an established
tradition of defining a fixed price for the commodity in contrast 
to the market price.

3. op. cit., p. 58.

4. ibid., p. 58.

5. Smith does use the term supply indirectly with demand, in statements
such as "the quantity brought to market is just sufficient to supply 
the effectual demand" (p. 59). It is easy to see that such a statement 
could soon be adapted to the shorthand "supply and demand", as indeed 
it was.
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Smith conceived of a fixed quantity of a commodity being brought

to market. This quantity confronts the effectual demand, the demand
of those buyers willing to pay the commodity’s natural price. This
demand may be interpreted in two ways. On the one hand, it could be
interpreted as meaning the quantity of the commodity demanded, in
which case we may accept Smith’s statement that the position of the
market price relative to the natural price is determined by the
proportion between quantity and demand.^ Equally, however, there
are grounds for interpreting it as simply the psychological desires
of the effectual demanders, in which case the idea of a proportion

2between quantity and demand loses its precision of meaning. We 
shall find that both interpretations were adopted by followers of 
Smith, and that it was to be a long while before confusion over the 
concept demand was finally banished from the literature.

Smith argued that if an excess quantity of the commodity was in 
the market, market price would fall below natural price. This was 
because sellers would compete to sell their stocks. The extent of the 
price fall would depend on the eagerness of the competition, which 
in turn would depend on the amount of the excess quantity and whether 
the commodity was perishable. On the other hand, an excess 
effectual demand would cause market price to rise above the natural 
price. In this case, competition of buyers would be active.

1. Hollander supports this interpretation. See S. Hollander, The 
Economics of Adam Smith (London: Heinemann, 1973), p.ll8.

2. In support of this interpretation we may note Smith’s contrast 
between effectual demand and absolute demand (p. 58), the difference 
being that absolute demand is desire not backed by purchasing power.

3. This implies that Smith conceived that sellers may withold some 
of their stock from the market, so that quantity is not completely 
fixed as postulated above. As always with Smith, there are instances 
where he says contradictory things. Overall, however, it seems fair 
enough to say that he assumed quantity was fixed.
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Price would rise more when there was a large excess effectual demand, 
when the commodity was a necessity, and when "the wealth and wanton 
luxury of the competitors"^ was an important factor. Finally,

"when the quantity brought to market is just sufficient to
supply the effectual demand and no more, the market price naturally
comes to be either exactly, or as nearly as can be judged of, the

2same with the natural price".

In this case, the competition of buyers or sellers is not required to 
adjust the market price.

As was noted in chapter 2 above. Smith’s analysis of market and 
natural price bears a close resemblance to Cantillon’s discussion of 
market price and intrinsic value. However, Smith’s analysis, as 
recounted so far, improves on Cantillon’s in two respects. Firstly, 
as noted in chapter 2, Smith does away with the idea that intrinsic 
value measures the real inputs of land and labour used in producing 
the commodity, by defining natural price as a cost price. This move, 
for which precedent exists in, for example, the Physiocrats’ 
fundamental price, immediately makes the theory more applicable by 
removing the problem of measuring intrinsic value. And secondly, des
pite its crudity to modem eyes. Smith’s discussion of quantity and 
effectual demand gives more substance to the analysis of the deter
mination of market price than Cantillon’s version of the use/scarcity 
analysis. Although he does not conceive of quantity and demand as 
functions of price, and despite his ambiguous use of the term demand, 
his statement, by bringing things more into the open, invited the 
refinements which were later to be made. Smith’s achievement, like 
Marshall’s, was as much in opening the door to new analysis, as in 
making that analysis himself.

In the second stage of his analysis Smith drops the assumption 
that the quantity of the commodity brought to market is given. He

1. op, cit., p. 58

2. ibid., p. 59.



now argues that "the quantity of every commodity brought to market 
naturally suits itself to the effectual demand'.’.^ If there is an 
excess quantity, market price will be below natural price, so that 
wages, profits and/or rents must be paid below their natural rate.
This will cause labourers, employers and/or landlords to withdraw 
part of their labour, stock and/or land from this employment. The 
quantity of the commodity will be thereby reduced and "will soon be 
no more than sufficient to supply the effectual demand".

"All the different parts of its price will rise to their natural 
rate, and the whole price to its natural price."

An excess effectual demand will have exactly the reverse effects. It 
will give rise to factor rewards in excess of natural rates, increased 
production, and a reversion to the natural price.

"The natural price, therefore, is, as it were, the central price, 
to which the prices of all commodities are continually gravitating. 
Different accidents may sometimes keep them suspended a good deal 
above it, and sometimes force them down somewhat below it. But 
whatever may be the obstacles which hinder them from setting in this 
centre of repose and continuance, they are constantly tending 
towards it." ^

This rudimentary equilibrium theory set the framework for the 
nineteenth century analysis of price. It had the merit of being 
simple, and employing concepts that were directly observable in 
reality. For Smith, and for later writers, it was considered generally 
applicable to all commodities, although he did admit certain

1. ibid., p. 59.

2. Smith suggests that decisions to enter or leave an industry are 
înade by the factor owners alone in these pages (pp. 5 9 - 6 o ) .  At 
other points in the book he takes a more realistic view that 
decisions upon resource allocation are primarily taken by the employer 
of capital (see, for example, pp. 58, 6U).
3. op. cit., p. 59. 
k., ibid., p. 60.
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exceptions to it.^ Implicitly equilibrium was considered unique and
highly stable, although Smith does allow the possibility of oscillatory

2movements towards equilibrium. It was a great analytical landmark, 
which despite its crudity was to have a profound impact on economic 
thought. We shall note here two features of it, which are of 
importance in tracing the development of perfect competition theory.

In the first place, it is an analysis of industry equilibrium.
Smith was not concerned to analyse the behaviour of individual produ
cers in this important chapter. We shall see in the next section 
that his discussion of business behaviour elsewhere in the book is 
much less satisfactory. Here we may note that Smith’s concentration 
on industry equilibrium set the pattern for later economists’ 
analyses, particularly in the English tradition. We shall find in
Marshall even, that much more weight is given to industry analysis 

3that to the firm. It was not until the 1920s that serious attention 
was given in England to the competitive firm, which in turn led to 
disenchantment with perfect competition for many. The slowness of 
this development can in large part be attributed to the influence of 
Smith’s book, and in this sense it can be said to have hampered 
the development of a true understanding of perfect competition theory.

In the second place, in Smith’s model the adjustment of price to 
equilibrium is accomplished by the mechanism of competition. Smith 
brought competition to the centre of the stage. But it is important 
to note that Smith uses the term in two senses in his analysis.
Firstly, he refers to the competition of buyers or sellers, the 
eagerness of which governs price rises or falls. As has been noted 
by Stigler, this is competition "in the sense of rivalry in a race - 
a race to get limited supplies or a race to be rid of excess supplies"^

1. See section III, below.

2. For example, he says that new entrants to a profitable industry 
would soon reduce market price to the natural price, "and perhaps for 
some time even below it", (p. 62).
3. See chapter 9»
4. George J. Stigler, ’Perfect Competition, Historically Contemplated’,

pp. 1-3.
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This is not the type of competition which adjusts market price to 
natural price, however. This adjustment entails the movement of 
factors of production to the most profitable employments in an econony, 
and is dubbed by Smith free competition.^ It is this latter type of 
competition which ensures Smith's resource allocation result. It 
is clearly completely different from competition in the sense of 
rivalry. The distinction between these two uses of competition is 
important, and has not always been explicitly recognised in the 
critical literature on Smith.

Smith's equilibrium solution represents a synthesis of a number 
of strands of thought which we have already encountered. But it is 
more than this, since it encompassed a vision of the operation of 
the entire economy. This vision provided both an explanation, and 
the elements of a justification of the operation of the economy. 
Inevitably therefore it was to have a powerful impact on economic 
writing for many years to come.

1. This phrase first appears on p. 63. Smith also uses the term 
perfect liberty to represent this assumption (see pp. 58, 6U and lOl).
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II. Market Structure and the Theory of the Firm.

Unlike his analysis of natural and market price, Smith’s discussion 
of market structure and the behaviour of the firm is not concentrated 
in one place in the book, but rather is distributed throughout it.
Like his contemporaries and predecessors, he did not adopt the 
scientific procedure of making rigid assumptions from which to 
derive his model. Rather he took the view, which was generally 
followed by later Classical economists, that his analysis was of 
general applicability,^ and proceeded from there to give real-world 
descriptions of markets. He was not, however, unaware of the types 
of conditions necessary for his analysis to operate, as we shall see. 
But, in drawing his scattered observations together in this section, 
we must be careful not to attribute too much unity to his descriptions.

We shall begin with his discussion of the commodity. Product 
differentiation was not an important feature of the bulk of the products 
of agriculture and manufacture in late l8th century Britain, of course. 
Consequently Smith does not mention the problem very much. However, 
he was aware that in comparing the prices of a commodity in two 
countries, it was necessary to take account of the relative quality 
in each. Thus, English grain is superior to Scottish grain so that

"though often dearer in appearance, or in proportion to the
2

measure of its bulk, it is generally cheaper in reality"

In a number of places he explicitly stipulates that he is comparing 
commodities of "the same degree of goodness"^, but in general takes

1. Thus, he says, "the quantity of every commodity which human 
industry can either purchase or produce, naturally regulates itself 
in e v e r y  country according to the effectual demand" (p. U02), or, 
again, "the market price of every particular commodity is... 
continually gravitating, if one may say so, towards the natural 
price" (p.62) Italics added.

2. op.cit., p. 77.

3. For example, ibid., p. 8.
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this as understood. Closely linked to this assumption of product 
homogeneity, is the condition that only one price can rule at one 
time in a market. Smith appears to assume this condition:

'Vhen the quantity brought to market exceeds the effectual demand, 
some part must be sold to those who are willing to pay less (than 
the natural price), and the low price which they give for it must 
reduce the price of the whole.

He realised, of course, that markets separated by great distances,
2such as Scottish and English grain markets, could have different

prices. But further than this he did not explicitly lay down
3assumptions for the single price theorem to hold.

Turning to Smith’s discussion of the traders in a market, we 
again find his descriptions are ’realistic’ rather than analytical.
He assumes that employers of capital attempt to make a profit.

"As soon as stock has accumulated in the hands of particular 
persons, some of them will naturally eii^loy it in setting to work 
industrious people, whom they will supply with materials and subsist
ence, in order to make a profit by the sale of their work, or what 
their labour adds to the value of the materials."^

In order to attain his profit, the employer will produce as 
efficiently as possible:

"The person who employs his stock in maintaining labour, necessarily 
;hes to employ it in such 

quantity of work as possible.
.wishes to employ it in such a manner as to produce as great a

„ 5

1. ibid., p. 59.

2. ibid., p. 77.

3. devons appears to have been the first economist to do this, 
see chapter 8.

k ,  op.cit., p. 50. 5. ibid., p. 259.
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In addition, he will invest in the most profitable line

"The consideration of his own private profit, is the sole motive 
which determines the owner of any capital to employ it either in 
agriculture, in manufactures, or in some particular branch of the 
wholesale or retail trade.

When Smith comes to consider how the employer of capital selects 
a level of sales which maximises his profits, however, his analysis 
is much less satisfactory, His answer is that the employers will 
best achieve their interest by trying as far as possible to supply 
the effectual demand. Thus, with regard to the importation of gold 
and silver

"The merchant importers, like all other merchants, we may believe,
endeavour, as well as they can, to suit their occasional importations

2to what, they judge, is likely to be the immediate demand."

In like manner, the corn dealers serve their interest by meeting the 
demand:

"it is the interest of the people that their daily, weekly and 
monthly consumption, should be proportioned as exactly as possible 
to the supply of the season. The interest of the inland corn dealer 
is the same. By supplying them, as nearly as he can judge, in this 
proportion, he is likely to sell all his c om for the highest price, 
and with the greatest profit; and his knowledge of the state of the 
crop, and of his daily, weekly, and monthly sales, enable him to 
judge, with more or less accuracy, how far they really are supplied

O
in this manner."

Smith’s solution to the problem of output detenrjination of the firm 
is not very satisfactory. This is because he fails to distinguish 
the individual producer from the group of producers. In both of the 
passages quoted above this distinction is left unclear, so that

1. ibid., p. 35^.
2. ibid., p. 47.
3. ibid., Vol II, pp. 25-6,



inevitably confusion arises as to what Smith means. Does he envisage
producers colluding to regulate supply, or does he envisage each
producer endeavouring to meet demand in his own particular part of
the market?^ Whichever is the case. Smith fails to clearly formulate
the problem of the equilibrium of the firm, or provide a satisfactory 

2answer to it. He was more concerned, as were the Classical economists 
after him, with economic groups rather than individual consumers or 
producers. Concern with individual behaviour was to develop only

3much later.

Smith's discussion of market structure was also unsatisfactory. 
In his discussion of Smith's market structure assumptions, Stigler, 
whilst accepting that the evidence is weak, concludes that he 
asaumed that rivals acted independently, and were sufficient in 
number to eliminate extraordinary gains.^ But this overstates the 
case. With regard to the question of independent action, we have 
Smith's important real-world observation that

"People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merri
ment or diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against

1. Marshall was to sketch a solution along these latter lines. See 
chapter 9 below.

2. There is a political repercussion of this failure to distinguish 
individuals from groups, which is a recurrent theme in the Wealth 
of Nations; namely, the position that individual interests are 
coincident with group interests, so that individual striving will 
produce the common good.
3. On a broad level it might be argued that the essential difference 
between classical and neoclassical economics is the former's emphasis 
on economic groups, and the latter's emphasis on individuals. With 
regard to the equilibrium of the firm, Cournot's pioneering work 
(see chapter 5), despite its early date (I838), should be classified 
with the latter school of thought.
k ,  op. cit., p. 2.



the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices."^

On -the question of the number of producers supplying a market,
Smiti was equally realistic, and was quite prepared to accept that2in some markets there were only a few.

However, as Stigler points out. Smith did argue that the more 
procucers there were, the less would be the likelihood of collusion 
to laise price. Thus, when speaking of the capital invested in the 
grocery trade in a particular town, he says

"if this capital is divided between two different grocers, their 
competition will tend to make both of them sell cheaper, than if it 
were in the hands of one only; and if it were divided among twenty, 
their competition would be just so much the greater, and the chance 
of their combining together, in order to raise the price, just so 
mud the less."^

Clearly, the number of producers is important in that the more the 
producers, the more their competition, and the less chance their 
collusion, so that the lower will be price. But this observation 
provides the miechanism by which market price is adjusted to natural 
price; it does not define a market structure of many independent 
producers within which firm and industry equilibrium are both deter
mined.

The role of the numbers of producers in Smith's schema was of 
secondary importance to the adjustment brought about by changes in 
their number. An excess effectual demand, will induce new producers
to £ trade, hence reducing price to the natural price; and conversely
for an excess quantity supplied. The actual number of producers 
in the market in equilibrium was determined by the number necessary 
to supply the effectual demand, and might be few or many. Since 
Smith did not provide an analysis of producer equilibrium, market
structure was not an issue as far as he was concerned.

1. op.cit., p. 130. See also p. 127.
2. See the quotation in the next paragraph.
3. op. cit., p. 3̂ 2
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In sum, therefore, whilst of much interest for the insight which 
they provide into the operation of the l8th century economy of 
Britain, Smith's observations of business behaviour and market 
structure fall short of being a satisfactory analysis. His concern 
was with equilibrium of the group of producers, and not the members 
of the group, and this emphasis he bequeathed in general to the 
Classical analysis of competition.
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Ill. Monopoly

As with his treatment of competition, it is possible to separate 
Smith's attempt at analysis of monopoly in Book I, Chapter vii of 
the Wealth of Nations from his more general discussion of monopoly 
in the rest of the book. In this latter discussion, as we shall see 
below. Smith followed the common practice of using the term to cover 
whatever he wished to condemn. In Book I, Chapter vii, however, he 
appears to use monopoly in a more restricted sense. In this Chapter,^ 
monopoly is defined to encompass three ideas:

(1) Firstly, monopoly implies some privilege which is the 
result of government action. If a monopoly exists it must be due to 
’’particular regulations of police."^

(2) Secondly, by implication, the privilege granted is the 
exclusive privilege to carry on a trade. In other words, it is a 
guarantee that no new traders will enter that trade. In modern 
terminology, barriers to entry are guaranteed absolute in the trade.

(3) And thirdly. Smith appears to have restricted the term 
monopoly to the case of one seller, as implied by the statement

”a monopoly (is) granted either to an individual or to a trading 
company".^

Ignoring for the moment the issue of how consistently Smith stuck 
to this definition of monopoly, we shall treat it as his basic 
analytical definition in Book I, Chapter vii of his book. Stated in 
the clear form above, it would seem that Smith's conception of 
monopoly differed little from the modern conception. This impression

1. ibid., pp. 62-6 .̂

2. ibid., p. 62.

3. ibid.; p. 63
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would be misleading, however. Whilst modem economists would stress 
the importance of the single seller and entry barrier assumptions, 
and ignore the government regulation condition. Smith clearly 
thought that entry barriers enforced by government action was the 
essence of monopoly, whilst the single seller condition was of 
purely minor importance. For Smith, as was noted in the last section, 
the actual number of sellers was unimportant. The important issue, 
as he saw it, was how easy it was for new sellers to enter a trade, 
in order that market price might be reduced to the natural price.
It is this emphasis which we must remember in assessing Smith's 
analysis of monopoly.

Smith introduces monopoly as the third of three reasons why the 
market price might remain above the natural price for a reasonable 
time, instead of falling towards it. Clearly this will occur if 
some restriction exists on the adjustment of quantity to effectual 
demand. Firstly, secrets of trade and manufactures prevent such an 
adjustment because they mean potential entrants are uncertain as to 
the outcome of entry. Secondly, scarce factor supplies prevent 
adjustment, since they restrict the means by which quantity might 
be increased. Finally, absolute entry barriers due to government 
action directly and absolutely prevent such adjustment. This last 
restriction. Smith terms monopoly:

"The monopolists, by keeping the market constantly understocked, 
by never fully supplying the effectual demand, sell their commodities 
much above the natural price, and raise their emoluments... greatly 
above the natural rate."^

Monopoly easily fits into Smith's analysis as the complement of 
competition. Smith assumos generally that prices are determined 
by quantity and demand. The distinction between competition and 
monopoly arises, because, in the former case, market price adjusts 
to natural price, whilst in the latter it remains above natural price. 
Nevertheless, both cases are treated in terms of price determination 
by quantity and demand. This finding is surprising, given the fact 
that the modern theory of monopoly is not consistent with supply and

1. ibid., p. 63.
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demand analysis. The paradox is easily resolved, however, when we 
remenber that Smith’s conception of monopoly differed substantially 
from the modem one.

This point also must be borne in mind when we consider Smith’s 
famous statement that

"the price of monopoly is upon every occasion the highest which 
can be got".^

Clearly, a profit maximising monopolist in the modern sense would not 
charge the highest price he could get, i.e. the price where he 
sold but one unit of a commodity to a single b,nyer. Rather he would 
choose price and output such that total profit was a maximum,
i.e. such that marginal cost equalled marginal revenue. In the context 
of Snith’s treatment of monopoly, however, the above statement 
makes good sense. Consider a single seller given the right to 
practice a trade without threat of new entry. In these circumstances. 
Smith said, given the quantity produced by the monopolist, market 
price would be established above natural price by the interaction 
of quantity and demand. This price would be the highest that could 
be got in the sense that any other assumption about entry barriers 
(i.e. they are lower, or ultimately competition is free) would 
involve a lower market price.

We have already noted in section II above that Smith’s theory of 
the firm was inadequately formulated. We see this again here with 
his discussion of monopoly. Smith assumes the quantity the mono
polist will supply is given, so that price is determined by demand, 
given that quantity. Such an assumption is of course not justified 
when we come to consider the theory of the firm explicitly.^

1. ibid., p. 6k .

2. Smith seems to have been aware that there were problems involved 
with his assumption that the firm’s quantity is fixed. He, however, 
regarded the possibility that a trader might destroy some of his
stock in order to raise the price as unlikely (ibid., p. 159).



Generally, the quantity it supplies, and hence the price, is precisely 
the variable it uses to maximise its profits. Smith swept the 
problem under the carpet by his assumption that quantity was given.
So that his analytical contribution to the theory of the monopolistic 
firm was negligible.

In Smith’s price schema, free competition ensures that new firms 
enter an extra-profitable trade, and provide the adjustment 
mechanism to natural price. Under monopoly, on the other hand, 
regulations of police prevent the entry of new firms, so that price 
is the highest that can be got. In between these two cases, comes 
a third possibility: that of limited entry. Laws which provide only 
partial entry barriers prevent price falling to the natural price 
more or less, depending on how many firms are able to enter the trade;

"All those laws which restrain, in particular employments, the 
competition to a smaller number than might otherwise go into them, 
have the same tendency (to keep up price), though in a less degree 
(than monopoly)."^

Such laws, for example, "exclusive privileges of corporations" and 
"statutes of apprenticeship", are called by Smith "a sort of enlarged 
monopolies". These "enlarged monopolies" occupy the middle ground in 
Smith’s price schema, which is clearly based on the entry barriers 
condition in the market.

This price schema was to exert a powerful influence on future 
economic analysis. Besides being an important contribution in the 
positive sense, it provided strong support for the popular dichotomy 
between the monopoly and free trade (competition) price:

"The one is upon every occasion the highest which can be squeezed
out of the buyers, or which, it is supposed, they will consent to 
give: the other is the lowest which the sellers can commonly afford
to take, and at the same time continue their business."

1. ibid., pp. 63- k .

2. ibid., p. 63.
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Smith’s analysis of price provided a rationalisation of the idea 
that monopoly was evil because it raised price, whilst free competition 
led to a low price. Whilst this view was commonly held. Smith’s 
analysis provided the most complete rationalisation of it to date.

Further by identifying monopoly with regulations of police.
Smith was able to employ his analysis to support his political 
conmitment to laissez-faire. Monopoly arose because government 
action prevented entry into a trade. Monopoly price was always the 
highest that could be got, and so socially undesirable. Therefore, 
the proper system of political econoiiy was a freely competitive one
i.e. one in which there was little or no government interference 
with trade. It would be easy to criticise this chain of reasoning.
For instance, it relies on classifying only government induced 
restrictions on supply as due to monopoly, and ignoring other 
"natural" limitations on supply. Or again, it relies on a peculiarly 
restrictive notion of the firm, whereby it is not assumed to adjust 
its output to maxiiri.se profits. Nevertheless, Smith’s argument was, 
despite its shortcomings, to be the foundation of British economic 
policy for much of the 19th century, and was still to have its 
supporters well into the present centuiy.

The above argument abstracts from the fact that Smith by no 
means stuck rigidly to the definition of monopoly outlined. Rather, 
having established monopoly as socially undesirable, he tended 
throughout the Wealth of Nations to use it loosely in a variety of 
ways, but usually to represent things he disapproved of. We shall 
now review some of the principal usages of the term employed by 
Smith elsewhere in the book.

In Book I, chapter vii of the Wealth of Nations, Smith uses the 
term monopoly to imply absolute entry barriers which secure a trade 
for a single seller. VThen entry barriers are less than absolute 
there exists "a sort of enlarged monopoly" in which there are 
several sellers. Whilst it is possible that absolute entry barriers 
may protect several existing sellers. Smith took the view that monopoly 
only exists if there is one seller; several sellers indicating the 
enlarged monopoly case. This distinction is adhered to at several 
points in the book, but in other places it is not. Thus, for 
example. Smith contends that tariffs on the importation of a certain
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good, give a monopoly of the home market to domestic producers of 
that commodity

"By restraining, either by high duties, or by absolute 
prohibitions, the importation of such goods from foreign countries 
as can be produced at home, the monopoly of the home market is more
or less secured to the domestic industry employed in producing them.

This example is one of many, which show the wide meaning attached
to monopoly by Smith. Generally Smith used the term to cover the
enlarged monopoly case, where entry barriers might not be absolute
and where more than one producer might exist. It is clear from
the above quotation that for Smith monopoly was given a much wider
meaning than is the rule today. In particular, all tariffs were
examples of monopoly since they restricted free competition in a
trade, and on the basis of Smith’s laissez-faire views, they were
condemned. Similarly, other regulations of police which restricted
free competition, such as restrictions on exportation, and the

2Act of Navigation were regarded ss monopolies by Smith. In 
general, all government laws which restricted free competition were 
monopolies.

Smith further extended the term monopoly to cover government 
laws, even when they had little or no direct bearing on the freedom 
of entry into a trade. Thus, for exanple, those laws in Spain and 
Portugal which protected the rich and the debtor are labelled 
monopoly by Smith on the grounds that the uncertainty of payment

3they caused upset the natural order of the economy. Government 
policies, as opposed to laws, were also condemned as monopolies.

1. ibid., p. i+l8.

2. ibid., p. i+2T, and Vol. II, p. 153. The Act of Navigation gave
a monopoly of the British carrying trade to British ships.

3. ibid.. Vol. II, p. 110.
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Thus, again, the Portuguese government’s policy encouraging trade
with the E. Indies in the l6th century was a monopoly policy according
to Smith.^ In general, all government actions, apart from the minimum

2requirements of justice, police, revenue and arms, were examples of 
monopoly to Smith, and hence to he condemned.

Smith, of course, did not reserve the term monopoly solely for 
"regulations of police". We have noted already, that in Book I, 
chapter vii monopoly wee introduced along with secrets of trade 
and scarce factor supplies, as a reason why market price might remain 
above natural price. These other reasons are characterised by Smith 
at certain points as natural, (as opposed to police) restrictions on 
entry, and hence as only a sort of monopoly. Thus, for example, the 
owners of the limited supply of land in a town only act "the part 
of a monopolist".^ In some places, however, such natural restrictions 
are simply termed monopolies. Thus, for example, land which is 
naturally limited in supply, yields a rent which is "the highest which 
the tenant can afford to pay", and

"the rent of land, therefore, considered as the price paid for 
the use of the land, is naturally a monopoly price".

Or again, poor communications cause "the monopoly of the country 
producers" in some country markets, as they restrict the supply 
from outside producers to these markets.^ In each of these cases.

1. ibid., p. 20U. To Smith, the Mercantilists’ advocacy of 
government policies to secure the common good was an anathema as 
evidenced by his pronouncement

"Monopoly of one kind or another, indeed seems to be the sole 
engine of the mercantile system", ibid.. Vol. II, p. 129.

2. See Smith’s 1763 Glasgow University lectures. Lectures on Justice, 
Police, Revenue and Arms, edited by Edwin Gannan (London:
1896) for his discussion of the proper functions of government.
3. Wealth of Nations, p. 119. ibid., pp. 1U5-6.
5. ibid., p. IU8.
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the restriction of quantity which prevents the natural price being 
established is not dependent on any government action, and yet it 
is still called a monopoly by Smith.

In conclusion, we may once again stress the two most prominent 
features of Smith’s discussion of monopoly. Firstly, his association 
of it with limitations on supply, which established it analytically 
as the complement of free competition; and secondly, his association 
of it with government actions. This former association was to have 
an important influence on the analytical development of price theory" 
by the Classical economists. We shall see in the next chapter that 
the Classical economists’ discussion of monopoly is largely of interest 
because of the different interpretations put on this aspect of 
Smith’s analysis. The latter emphasis of Smith’s discussion of 
monopoly was not, however, pursued by the Classical economists.
Its main importance was to lie in the policy of laissez-faire which 
it gave support to.
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IV. Conclusion

Smith’s analysis of competition and monopoly in Book I, Chapter vii 
of the Wealth of Nations is a landiriark in the history of economic 
thought. In this chapter. Smith was to construct an analysis of 
price determination which was to be a pervasive influence on much 
of the subsequent work in this field. We have seen that most of the 
ideas employed by Smith were current in the literature at the time 
he wrote, and that his work was largely one of selection and synthesis. 
Further, we have seen that his analysis was fairly primitive, and 
left much room for improvement. These points, however, do not 
detract from his achievement of presenting the first fully-fledged 
analysis of price in the economic literature. It is this 
achievement, perhaps more than any other, which has earned him the 
title of the founder of economic science.

Nevertheless, it would be to err just as much on the other side to 
suggest that Smith’s analysis of competition and monopoly was an 
analysis of essentially perfect competition and pure monopoly.
Rather we must conclude that Smith’s analysis was of free competition 
rather than perfect competition. He analysed the movement of 
resources between trades, bringing inter-industry equilibrium, 
whilst the question of intra-industry equilibrium was not posed, 
much less solved. Monopoly, in this framework, meant, essentially, 
restrictions on the movement of resources, which prevented the attain
ment of inter-industry equilibrium. Smith further restricted the term 
to restrictions on supply due to government action in the cause of 
his anti-mercantilist, laissez-faire ideology. His view of competition 
and monopoly then differed markedly from the modern conception of 
these ideas. This modern conception, as we shall see in chapter 5, owes 
its origin more to the work of Augustin Cournot, and not directly 
to the work of Adam Smith.
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Chapter h

The Classical Economists and Competition and Monopoly

In this chapter, we shall examine the work of what we shall call 
the Classical economists; those economists who wrote within the 
framework mapped out by Smith, up to about 18T0. These writers 
were mainly British although several important members of the 
school were not.^ As with any school of thought these writers had 
certain differences as well as certain things in common. Of the 
common elements, we may notice that they all worked within a frame
work derived from Adam Smith. They all turned out general theories 
of the economy in terms of a few economic groups. More particularly, 
they all gave the theory of value a central place in their works. 
McCulloch, for example, went so far as to define economics as "the 
science of values" , while John Stuart Mdll commented at the begin
ning of his discussion of value:-

"The subject on which we are now about to enter fills so 
important and conspicuous a position in political econony, that in 
the apprehension of some thinkers its boundaries confound themselves 
with those of the science itself."

Moreover, (although here there were important differences) they, like 
Smith, made competition an integral part of their theory of value.

1. For our purposes, J.B, Say’s name stands out in this context.

2. J.R. McCulloch, Principles of Political Econoiry (First edition 
1825, Third edition (one used) I8U3) (Edinburgh: W. Tait, I8U3), p.3.

3. J.S. Mill, Principles of Political Economy (First edition I8U8, 
Seventh edition (one used) I871) reprinted as vols. II and III of 
F.E.L. Priestley et al, éd.. Collected Works (Toronto: University Press, 
1965), p. I4.55. F. List criticised "Smith’s School" for teaching 
"nothing else than the theory of values"; see F. List, The National 
System of Political Economy (First edition (one used) I8U1) trans.
by S.S. Lloyd (Longmans, 1916).
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^ithin any group it is possible to r.ake sub-divisions. One such

division, which immediately suggests itself, is between those
economists who supported a labour theory of value (the hicardians,
:̂ cr short), and those who did not. Another division, perhaps not 
so obvious, is between those economists who tended to smooth over 
problems in competitive theory (the orthodox economists) and those 
"he tcch a more critical and individualistic line (the
individualistic group).^ Both sub-divisions will prove useful in
this chapter. The first, because of the tendency of the Picardians 
to adopt a i) ore fundamental and abstract viewpoint, which, amongst 
other things, led them to say very little about competition and 
monopoly. M d  the second, because it was the individualistic group 
who most attacked the empirical relevance of the theory of competition, 
and hence, amongst other things, had the most to say about monopoly, 
which was regarded ss the opposite of competition. I shall, of 
course, not hesitate to cut across these sub-divisions, in what 
tcllows, if need be.

Certain economists of the period, of whom the m est important is 
Cournot/" are not dealt with here, on the grounds that they were 
not in the Classical tradition in our terms. Of the remaining writers 
•we shall see that, although they m;ay have refined and developed 
"dam Crith’s analysis, they failed to advance knowledge in any 
Cuncar entab way. Tnis distinction must be reserved for Cournot.
"f.ey, rather, adopted Adam Smith’s perspective on economic reality, 
and though they were able to gain minor insights, they were not able 
to m.alie major advances in their analyses of competition and monopoly.

1. The Picardians would probably be classified as a sub-group of 
the former, while Bailey and Senior figure prominently in the latter,

2. Mention should also be ma.de of the contributions of Ellet and 
lardner to monopoly theory. These writers were concerned with 
practical problems (specifically with canal and railway pricing 
respectively) and their works had no influence on subsequent economists 
A planned discussion of their contribution to be given in an Appendix 
has been omitted because of time limitations. For a discussion of 
Ellet’s contribution, see, however, C.B. Calsoyas, ’TVie Ththem,atical 
Tneorp^ of Monopoly in lf39: Cliarles Ellet Jr.’ Journal of 'Political
T" con GIT : , vol. 58, 1950, pp. 162-70.
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We shall examine the Classical conception of competition first 
in Section I. Section II deals with monopoly, while in Section III 
we will briefly examine the reasons why the Classical economists 
did not achieve more in these spheres.
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I . The Classical Analysis of Competition

The Classical economists developed their analysis of competition 
within the framework laid down by Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations.
It is not surprising,therefore,that in assessing their work we shall 
be primarily concerned with their interpretation and development of 
the ideas in that book. Before we move on to discuss some of their 
specific contributions, however, it is important to develop some 
general considerations to put their work in context.

The first point to note is that the Classical economists took 
over from Smith the idea that free competition is the general rule 
in the economy, and that exceptions to the rule are rare and put
under the heading of monopoly. A typical statement of this view is 
the following:-

"Exchangeable commodities may be divided into two sorts: those 
Upon the value of which competition produces its full effect, and 
those upon which it does not produce its full effect. We shall 
confine our observations to the former, because they constitute the 
general rule.

For the orthodox majority of Classical economists only a few commodities 
were not considered subject to free competition, and these were 
generally afforded little comment. Only a few individualistic 
economists questioned the empirical relevance of free competition, 
and their work will be reviewed in detail in section II below.

Secondly, whereas Smith only uses the term free competition 
sparsely in his book. Classical economists raised competition to a 
central position in their work. It was central to Classical value 
theory, which in turn was central to Classical economic thought.

1. Quoted from a review of Samuel Bailey’s Critical Dissertation 
(possibly written by James Mill), Westminster Review, January
1826, p. 167.
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It was perhaps inevitable, therefore, that it tended to acquire for 
Classical economists a wider significance than solely as a mechanism 
of price adjustment. This point is well illustrated in J.S. Mill’s 
famous statement that

"Only through the principle of competition has political economy
any pretension to the character of a science. So far as rents,
profits, wages, prices are determined by competition, laws may be 
assigned for them. Assume competition to be their exclusive 
regulator, and principles of broad generality and scientific precision 
may be laid down according to which they will be regulated."^

These sentences must strike a sympathetic chord for any economist
brought up on the predominantly competitive assumptions of modem
economic theory. Nevertheless, they are incorrect in the sense that
economic theories need be based on competitive assumptions no more
than on any other assumptions. Mill, and implicitly other Classical
writers, impressed by the power of Smith’s analysis, tended to
elevate competition to a position above that of ordinary economic
theories. Whilst clearly it is not logically tenable to place
competitive theory above other theories, nevertheless, this view has
had a pervasive influence on the history of economic thought ever 

2since.

Thirdly, Classical economists, like Smith, tended to concentrate 
their attention on free competition and inter-industry equilibrium, 
rather than market structure and the theory of the firm. They were 
concerned, basically, with the long run determination of the 
equilibrium values of aggregate economic variables, such as wages, 
profits and rent. In this framework, the central theorem of Classical

1. Principles, Book II, chapter iv, p. 239.

2. Discussion of the reasons for the pervasiveness of this view is 
postponed to Chapter 10, below.
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value theory was the equalisation of returns in all directions, 
which was brought about by the mechanism of free competition.
They were thus primarily concerned with inter-industry equilibrium, 
and paid less attention to intra-industry equilibrium. In addition, 
since they did not clearly distinguish theory and practice, regarding 
the 19th century capitalist economy as essentially competitive, they 
tended to describe real-world market structures rather than define 
the market structure relevant to their theory. This failing we 
have also noted in Smith’s work. It follows then that there is 
little of interest with regard to market structure and the theory 
of the firm in the work of the Classical economists. In this section, 
we shall only briefly look at the Classical contributions in these 
areas, before passing to two subjects where the Classical contribution 
was important: namely, in the development of Smith’s analysis of 
long run equilibrium, and his analysis of supply and demand.

Starting with the consideration of market structure, the Classical 
economists saw the principle of competition as being broadly applicable 
to "all civilized and commercial countries".^ J.S.Mill argued that 
in "a rude state of society" custom was the primary force determining 
the distribution of income, etc. However, in time, competition becomes 
the dominant force and the market economy evolves, although

"competition, in fact, has only become in any considerable degree
gOA

period’
the governing principle of contracts, at a comparatively modem 

... 2

In this context, then, the Classical economists regarded their 
theory of competition as being applicable to modem capitalist 
economies, and they were not concerned in general to abstract a market

1. J.R. McCulloch, Principles, p. 316, For similar expressions see 
the works of Marcet, Maithus, Senior and J.S.Mill.

2. J.S. Mill, Principles, pp. 239-24L. Mill argued that custom still 
had an effect even in the modern market economy, so that theorems 
derived from an assumption of competition in economic theory are 
subject to "a general correction" (p. 2UU),
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structure from their description of real-world markets. To take 
the example of the number of sellers, for example, whilst on the 
one hand, McCulloch refers to "thousands of sellers" entering a 
m a r k e t o n  the other, there are references to one or a few sellers 
in a market. Clearly, such references are essentially isolated and 
descriptive and we would not be justified to read any significance 
into them one way or the other. Generally, the Classical economists 
were not concerned with market structure.

Nor were the Classical economists interested in presenting a 
theory of the competitive firm. They did say, as did Smith, that 
the firm would close down if less than ordinary profits were earned. 
For example. Senior: writes

"It is true that unless that result (profit) were expected,
2production would not be continued."'

And again, they believed that a firm would try to maximise its 
profit, although they rarely stated it as baldly as this. But they 
did not conceive of the firm choosing an equilibrium output to 
achieve this end. Rather, when they made a coniment about the firm, 
it was vague and loose. Bailey, for example, writes

"No man, who bestows his time and attention on the production of 
a commodity, will continue to produce it for the purpose of 
exchanging it against another commodity, which he knows cost less 
to the producer than his own and, on the other hand, every producer 
will be willing to sell as large a quantity of his commodity as he

O
can dispose of at the same price as his fellow producers."

1. Principles, p. 3l6.

2. N.W. Senior, An Outline of the Science of Political Economy, 
(1836), (London: Allen and Unwin, 1951), p. 100. Senior quotes 
Torrens to the same effect (pp. 98-IOO).

3. Samuel Bailey, A critical dissertation on the nature, measures 
and causes of value: chiefly in reference to the writings of Mr. 
Ricardo and his followers... (1825), Reprints of Economic Classics, 
(New York: Augustus M. Kelley, I967), pp. 199-200.
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Bailey and the other classical writers were not aware that the profit 
maximisation assumption defines an equilibrium output for the competi
tive firm. Rather, like Smith, they felt that the firm would sell 
as much as possible at the market price.

The Classical writers had more to say about determination of 
the market price than the theory of the firm, but again their 
analyses offer little advance on Adam Smith. Consider, for example, 
the model of the market presented by Senior.^ He assumes that each 
party in an exchange tries "to give as little, and obtain as much 
as possible". In doing this he envisages each attempting to 
estimate the utility and the limit to the supply of each commodity 
exchanged. Hence each dealer is not viewed as simply reacting to the 
price signals of the market, but as trying to delve into the causes
of the value of each commodity, in order to ascertain their relative 
value. Senior notes, correctly, that "this is, however, a 
troublesome operation." Hence, in its stead, he argues that each 
dealer estimates the current relative value of commodities by 
taking an average of past prices. They therefore adopt a usual or 
traditional price. Senior goes on to argue that the institutional 
development of a money commodity greatly facilitates the dealers’ 
estimate of the competitive price. If there is a money commodity 
(explicitly assumed homogeneous) all dealers can easily estimate its 
value from its utility and its scarcity. Then all that has to be 
done is for each trader to determine "the quantity of each (commodity] 
that is usually exchanged for a given quantity" of money, and their 
relative value is inferred". Senior sees price determiination in 
the market as a matter of dealers estimating relative values by 
estimating usual prices; behaviour which is quite different from 
their responding to price signals as in modem market theory.

Another description of market price determination can be found

1. N.W. Senior, Outline, p. 96.
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in Malthus’ P r i n c i p l e s The relation of the growth of the competitive 
relative price system and the growth of the market econoiry is again 
stressed in Malthus’’ work. He starts by arguing that relative value 
is determined by reciprocol demand in the market

’’Vhen this reciprocol desire exists, the rate at which the 
exchange is made, or the portion of one object which is given for an 
assigned portion of the other, will depend upon the estimation in 
which each is held by the parties concerned, founded on the desire 
to possess, and the difficulty of procuring possession of it.’’

In the first instances of exchange, he argues that each small group 
of traders would fix its own relative values. But when individuals
hear of better terms of trade elsewhere, they will not continue to
exchange at the poorer ones.

’’After a certain time it might be expected that a sort of average
would be formed... a current relative value of all commodities in
frequent use would be established .’’

This process is facilitated by the development of money. The result 
is a market economy with a set of competitive relative prices.
Malthus does not suggest traders take past average prices to estimate 
relative values as did Senior. But again his description closely 
links the development of these prices to that of the market econony.
And this implies a strong historical influence on them.

J.S. Mill discusses another aspect of price determination in
2the market in his chapter on ’Competition and Custom’. This is the

1. T.R. Malthus, Principles of Political Economy, (First edition 
1820; second edition (one used) l8s6). Series of Eeprints of Scarce 
Works on Political Economy, 3 (Tokyo: Kyo Bun Kwan, 1936), pp. 51-2. 
This passage bears a close resemblance to Turgot’s treatment of market 
price (see chapter 2, section U above), and indeed Turgot is mentioned 
by name (p. 51).
2. J.S. Mill, Principles, Book II, chapter iv, pp. 2^2-3.
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single price theroem. He says

"There is no proposition which meets us in the field of political 
economy oftener than this - that there cannot he two prices in the 
same market. Such undoubtedly is the natural effect of unimpeded 
competition."

Setting aside for the present his observation that in the retail 
trade in the real-world this proposition does not hold, he goes on 
to argue in terms of the wholesale trade:-

"in the wholesale markets therefore it is true as a general propo
sition, that there are not two prices at one time for the same thing: 
there is at each time and place a market price, which can be quoted 
in a price-current."

He gives as the reasons for this that both buyers and sellers are 
businessmen, who apply only business considerations to their 
purchases and sales,^ There are two points of interest in Mill’s 
discussion. Firstly, he confuses the concept of a perfect market 
with that of competition. Although it is usual to assume a perfect 
market when considering the competitive model, it is not true that a 
perfect market is consistent only with this model. The perfect 
market and the single price theorem are consistent with other market 
models also. At a time when other models were not dealt with it is 
not surpising, however, that Mill did not perceive this distinction. 
Nevertheless, confusion over the two concepts ha.s persisted in the
literature and we shall have cause to return to this subject in a 
later chapter. Secondly, we can see that although he was aware of 
the types of assumption necessary for the theorem to hold. Mill did 
not state explicitly the conditions which give rise to a perfect 
iî"̂ rket. This, of course, is explained again by the Classical 
economists’ failure to explicitly state the market assumptions they 
were making. All in all then. Mill’s statement that competition 
produces a single price must be interpreted as no more than an 
empirical observation, the analysis of which was essentially crude.

1. Mill also notes that better transportation facilities would make 
prices more uniform in retailing (pp. 2^2-3).
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Turning now to the Classical economists’ discussion of long run
equilibrium, we find a much more satisfactory analysis. We shall look
at the treatments given by Senior and Ricardo, in that order. Senior
presented a highly individual account of Smith’s theory in which he 
distinguished two cost ideas: "the cost of production on the part of
the producer or seller" and "the cost of production on the part of the
consumer or purchaser". The former is that cost which just enables
the producer "to continue to produce". The latter is the cost to
the potential buyers, or some people on their behalf, of producing the
commodity themselves. No seller will produce if price is less than
the former, and no buyer will buy if price exceeds the latter (it
being then worthwhile for him to produce the commodity himself). In
the case of perfectly equal competition, by definition, the commodity
may be produced with equal advantages by everybody. Hence these minimum
and maximum costs would be the same, and so price will equal them.
If price is below cost, production will be "discontinued or diminished"
so that supply falls and price rises to cost. If price exceeds cost,
extra profits attract new producers, increasing supply and lowering
price to cost.

Hence "under free competition, cost of production is the regulator 
of price". Senior recognised, however, that "its influence is subject 
to much occasional interruption". He then goes on to list the condi
tions under which "its operation can be supposed to be perfect".
Firstly, there must be "no distrubing causes", by which he presumably 
means no exogenous changes in supply or demand. Secondly, "capital 
and labour can be at once transferred, and without loss, from one 
employment to another". And, thirdly, "that every producer has full 
information of the profit to be derived from every mode of operation".
If we add to these assumptions. Senior’s first axiom of political 
economy, "that every man desires to obtain additional Wealth with as 
little sacrifice as possible", then we have a comprehensive list of 
conditions for the theorem that in long run equilibrium the rate of 
profit of each firm in each industry:" is just sufficient to keep it 
producing. A better statement of these conditions could not be

1. N.W. Senior, Outline, pp. 101-3.

2. ibid., p. 26.
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desired, and all credit must be given to Senior for stating them so 
clearly.^

A number of points arise out of Senior's discussion. In the 
first place, his assumptions are so comprehensive that they are 
ver;,' unrealistic. Senior himself saw this

"But it is obvious that these suppositions have no resemblance 
to the truth."

In particular, he noted that capital in the form of "buildings,
m a c h i n e and other implements" as well as specially adapted labour

2Cannot be transferred to other employments. Also, the information 
assumption is unrealistic as "few capitalists can estimate, except 
upon an average of some years, the amount of their own profits, and 
still fewer can estimate those of their neighbours". These two 
drawbacks, as well, presumably, as exogenous shocks, do not, in 
Senior’s opinion, subvert the competitive result. Rather, they convert 
it into a long run tendency, which nevertheless is always in operation 
in cases of equal competition. It is the assumption of equal competi
tion which Senior indicts as the real cause of the unrealistic 
nature of the theory. Since this implies, as he has defined it, 
that no producers,actual or potential, have any peculiar advantage in 
production, it excludes from its auspices all commodities for which 
rent figures at any point in their production. As Senior notes this 
excludes practically all commodities from the case of perfectly equal

1. Senior's work stands out amongst the Classical economists for
his attempt to state his assumptions explicitly, and so build economic 
science on a firm foundation.

2. op. cit., p. 102. Say is another writer who emphasised this 
point strongly; see J.B. Say. A Treatise on Political Economy, or the 
production, distribution, and consumption of wealth, (First U.S. edition 
(1821), from the fourth French edition). Reprints of Economic Classics 
(New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1964), p. 321.
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competition.^ Senior was the first writer to see the stringent nature 
of the theory, and set it up as an "ideal" case

Itwe do not mean to state that any such commodities exist, but
that , if they did exist, such would be the laws by which their price

2
would be regulated".

The second point which arises from Senior's discussion is the 
logical independence of the theorem that each firm only earns ordinary 
profits, from the theory of the equilibrium of the firm. It is not 
necessary that conditions of pure competition exist (to use Chamberlin's 
terminology), for firms in long run equilibrium to earn no excess 
profits. The assumptions which bring this result about are in a 
Sense arbitrary, and placed on top of the market structure posited.
We are not, of course, saying that Senior saw this point, for he was 
not very precise as far as market structure was concerned. However, 
in an example he gives, he does bring this point out into the open.
He refers to the case of the supply of water to London being provided 
by a single company. In time as price rose above cost the company 
earned excess profits, so that three new companies were established, 
and price fell with the increased supply. There are obvious difficul
ties with this example, which we will not dwell on here. Suffice 
it to say that the market structure involved here is certainly not 
one of pure competition; but is is not necessarily inconsistent with 
Senior's long run theorem. For Senior and generally for the Classical 
economists, the theor}"- of competition referred to the equalisation 
of profit rates in all directions, and this result is logically 
independent of the model of price determination within a market 
which is postulated.

Ricardo, in spite of his almost exclusive concentration on long 
run theorems, does in a brief chapter present an important analysis 
of the adjustment to the long run.^ If market price diverges from the

1. Practically all commodities in Senior's view are produced under
m^onopoly; see section 2 of this chapter.

2. op. cit., p. Il4. 3. op. cit., pp. 101-2.

4. David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Tax- 
ation, vol. I of P. Sraffa, ed., The Works and Correspondency of David 
Ricardo (Cambridge University Press, 1970), chapter iv, 'On Natural

and Market Price'.
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"primary and natural price" then "profits are elevated above or 
depressed below their general level and capital is either encouraged 
to enter into, or is warned to depart from the particular employment 
in which the variation has taken place". Ricardo gives two separate 
explanations of this mechanism. The first is along the lines we have 
already met with Senior, and is on a more general level than the other. 
Ricardo postulates two assumptions as sufficient for it to operate: 
that "every man is free to employ his capital where he pleases" and
that each "will naturally seek for it that employment which is most 
advantageous". These assumptions are not as comprehensive as those 
given by Senior, and in particular omit the important availability 
of information assumption. Nevertheless from them Ricardo argues

"This restless desire on the part of all the employers of stock, 
to quit a less profitable for a more advantageous business, has 
a strong tendency to equalize the rate of profits of all, or to fix 
them in such proportions, as may in the estimation of the parties, 
compensate for any advantage which one may have, or may appear to 
have over the other.

Despite the less heroic nature of his assumptions, it seems likely 
that Ricardo realised their unreality. At any rate he modifies his 
explanation of the adjustment mechanism when he goes on to deal with 
it more specifically.^ In his second explanation, he assumes that there 
exists "in all rich countries" a large pool of "circulating capital", 
owned by "the monied class" and the bankers, who use it to discount 
bills or make industrial loans, and live on the interest. Further 
every manufacturer is assumed in some degree to borrow from this pool 
to finance, in part, his production. Now suppose "the demand for 
silks increases, and that for cloth diminishes", raising profits in 
the former trade and lowering them in the latter. His first explana
tion implies that the clothier will "remove with his capital to the 
silk trade". In this second explanation, however, adjustment

"is probably effected, by a manufacturer not absolutely changing 
his employment, but only lessening the quantity of capital he has in 
that employment".

1 . op. cit., pp. 88-9. 2. op. cit., p. 89.
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In our example, each clothier will contract production, dismiss some 
workmen, and borrow less capital in each period: while each silk 
manufacturer will expand production, hire more workers, and borrow 
more capital. Thus, labour moves between employments, and so does 
capital (in the form of money): but it is not required that producers 
actually switch employments, or that physical capital be moved.

Ricardo’s second explanation of the adjustment process to long 
nan equilibrium is more down-to-earth and realistic than the first 
one, and hence is more acceptable on this level. But it also has 
implications for the theory of the firm which the first general 
explanation does not. Ricardo argues that the silk producer, faced 
with a raised demand, has a higher price and profit, and so will 
increase his output. Conversely, the clothier with a lower price 
will decrease his output. This, in fact, would happen under pure 
competition with increasing marginal costs. But, Ricardo did not 
think of it in these terms. He only observed that in real life firms 
in expanding industries expand output; and vice versa. He did not 
conceive of the profit maximising assumption defining an equilibrium 
output for the firm. In his conception each firm would expand or 
contract output until only ordinary profits are earned. We have met 
a similar conception of the firm’s activities in Smith’s work, and 
it seems clear that this was the general Classical line on the theory 
of the firm.

Finally, we shall discuss the role given by Classical writers to 
supply and demand analysis.^ The non-Ricardian majority of Classical 
economists held the view, like Smith, that supply and demand analysis 
was applicable to the determination of the price of every commodity, 
whether produced under competitive or monopoly conditions. Malthus,

1. The phrase "supply and demand", as was stressed in chapter III above, 
was not used by Smith. Its use, however, was widespread in the 
nineteenth century, and apparently owes its origin to a number of 
writers, notably James Mill and David Ricardo, who used it in the 
first two decades of the century. See P.D. Groenewegen, ’A note on 
the origin of the phrase "supply and demand"’. Economic Journal, 
vol. 83, June 1973.
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for example, asserted this strongly

"probably not a single instance of a change of price can be 
found, which may not be satisfactorily traced to some previous change 
in the state of the demand and supply".^

Support for this position was not universal, however. Ricardo, in
particular, dissented from it in the case of long run competitive 

2equilibrium.' He argued that cost of production and not demand and 
supply determined long run competitive price:-

"The opinion that the price of commodities depends solely on the 
proportion of supply to demand, or dem.and to supply, has become almost 
an axiom in political economy, and has been the source of much error 
in that science... It is the cost of production which must ultimately 
regulate the price of commodities, and not, as has often been said, 
the proportion between the supply and demand: the proportion between 
supply and demand may, indeed, for a time, affect the market value 
of a commodity, until it is supplied in greater or less abundance, 
according as the demand may have increased or diminished; but this 
effect will be only of temporary duration... the prices of commodities 
will ultimately depend, not on the state of demand and supply, but on 
the increased or diminished cost of their production".

Supply and demand analysis was, in Ricardo’s view, only applicable to 
monopolized commodities and "the market price of all other commodities
for a limited period". Lip-service to this position was paid by

3followers of Ricardo, notably the Kills, father and son.

\.hat is Ricardo’s purpose in this distinction? He undoubtedly 
thought it important, since he devoted a whole chapter to it. On my 
reading of this chapter, he excluded supply and demand analysis from 
the long run determination of competitive price for two distinct 
reasons. These reasons were not distinguished in his mind, but we

1. Principles, p. 62. See also pp. 69-83.
2. D. Ricardo, Principles, chapter 30, pp. 382-385.
3. James Mill, Elements of Political Economy, (First edition 1821,
Second edition (one used)l824)(London: Cradock and Joy, 1824),
pp. 88-9, and J.S.Mill, Principles, pp. 468, 582.
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shall distinguish them and bring out the greater importance (for us) 
of the second one. In the first place, Ricardo used the dichotomy 
to distinguish the fundamental nature of long run equilibrium price, 
from oscillatory disequilibrium prices. In his mind, supply and demand 
were associated with short run price movements, and he excluded them 
from the determination of long run price to emphasise the letter’s 
less transitory nature. On this view, Ricardo did not deny that it 
was adjustments of supply which brought about long run equilibrium, 
but he said that in equilibrium these forces do not determine price, 
but cost does. Hence, his position is reduced to a semantic 
difference with the majority of Classical economists. But also,
Ricardo did support a position which was much more than one which 
can be reduced to semantics. He also argued that price may move to 
long run equilibrium after an exogenous shock, though supply and 
demand do not change.

We have already seen that Ricardo understood the adjustment 
mechanism to long run equilibrium, in terms of factor movements, as 
well as anybody. What he did not fully understand, however, was supply 
and demand analysis, and it was this which caused him to make this 
i^stake. It is worthwhile to quote the relevant passage in full:-

"If the natural price of bread should fall 50 per cent, from some 
great discovery in the science of agriculture, the demand would not 
greatly increase, for no man would desire more than would satisfy 
his wants, and as the demand would not increase, neither would the 
supply; for a commodity is not supplied merely because it can be 
produced, but because there is a demand for it. Here, then, we have 
a case where the supply and demand have scarcely varied, or if they 
have increased, they have increased in the same proportion: and yet 
the price of bread will have fallen 50 per cent, at a time, too, when 
the value of money had continued invariable."

1. Ricardo, Principles, p. 385. Ricardo fails to see that price
will fall because supply increases because of increased profits in the 
bread industry.
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Ricardo’s poor conception of the workings of supply and demand 
leads him to argue that it does not bring about long run price, but 
cost of production does. In other words, he treats supply and demand 
analysis as a rival theory of value to the cost theory here, rather 
than as but a part of the competitive mechanism. This misunderstand
ing, although we have seen that it was but an inconsistent aberration, 
implies that Ricardo had only a vague conception of the place of 
supply and demand in competitive analysis.^

Vie have seen that Ricardo had a poor understanding of the workings 
of supply and demand, and this could be said of practically all the 
Classical economists. Although they did not often make such blatant 
mistakes as the one quoted above, there was a great deal of vagueness 
in the conceptual tools with which they approached the subject.

1. Maurice Dobb (Theories of Value and Distribution since Adam Smith. 
(Cambridge University Press, 1973), pp. ll8-20) defends Ricardo 
against the charge that he had a poor conception of supply and demand 
analysis. He argues that Ricardo used "supply and demand" as "a 
label for the rival theory of value and distribution (i.e. Smith’s 
theory) that he was combating", but that he clearly saw that in both 
theories shifts in demand and supply cause price movements, whilst 
in equilibrium price equals cost of production. The quotation in 
the text, however, appears to belie this argument. See also J.A. 
Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, pp. 600-1, who takes the 
line "that Ricardo was completely blind to the nature, and the logical 
place in economic theory, of the supply and demand apparatus".
We have taken a less strong line than Schumpeter’s, arguing that Ricardo 
was more confused rather than blind concerning supply and demand 
analysis.
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We shell employ Malthus’ treatment of the subject, to indicate the 
general Classical confusion.^ In the first place, Malthus adopts 
a typical Classical definition of demand and supply

"the demand for any sort of commodities may be defined to be, the 
will of persons to purchase them, combined with their general means 
of purchasing; and supply, the quantity of the commodities for sale, 
combined with the desire to sell them".

Since the object of the exercise is to relate demand and supply, we 
can immediately see problems in these definitions. As J.S. Mill 
put it

’Vhat ratio can there be between a quantity and a desire, or even
2

a desire combined with a power?"

It is clearly the unsymmetrical definition of demand as desire which 
causes the problem. Malthus was aware of the somewhat intangible 
nature of this definition of demand. And his alternative definition, 
that, if the value of money is constant, "demand will be represented 
and measured by the sacrifice in money which the demanders are 
willing and able to make in order to satisfy their wants", is 
more helpful. Given these definitions, he then gives the usual 
Classical statement that "the value of commodities in money or their 
prices are determined by the demand for them, compared with the supply 
of them".

The relationship between demand and supply in equilibrium was 
generally left vague by Classical economists, who often spoke of a 
ratio or proportion between them. Malthus, however, goes on to 
investigate the idea that the relation between demand and supply is 
One of equality. It is with this problem that he is most penetrating.

1. T.R. Malthus, Principles, pp. 6l-9. Malthus’ treatment is 
atypical in that he devotes more space to demand and supply analysis 
than was usual amongst Classical economists. However, what he had 
to say is fairly representative of the Classical position.
2. J.S. Mill, Principles, p. 465.
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He realises that a relationship of equality requires that demand and 
supply are measured in the same way. He therefore introduces the 
concepts "the extent of actual demand" and "the extent of the actual 
supply", meaning by these the quantities demanded and supplied.^
This is progress, but, unfortunately, he does not go further. In 
particular, he does not clearly define these quantities as functions 
of price. He does say that

"The actual extent of the demand, compared with the actual extent 
of the supply are always nearly equal to each other."

But he is not clear here as to whether he is speaking of an equality 
in equilibrium, or simply of an ex post identity. He was not sufficient
ly in .control of his concepts to clarify this.

His analysis now moves on to a wrong track. Arguing, misguidedly, 
that since demand and supply are always nearly equal in the above 
sense, these concepts are of no use in explaining how a change in the 
proportion of demand to supply determines price, he moves on to consider 
another concept of demand and supply. This is the idea of "the 
intensity of demand". He argues that demand depends on the number 
of buyers, their desires and their wealth. An increase in any of 
these factors will increase the intensity of demand. The use he 
makes of this concept is rather confused and provides no further 
insight into the analysis of demand and supply, so we will pursue it 
no further. Suffice it to say that his unsymmetrical treatment of 
demand and supply, and his failure to recognise the supply and demand 
functions, severely hamper his treatment of the subject.

Although,in general, Classical economists had a poor understanding
of demand and supply, two economists, J.B. Say and J.S. Mill, stand
out as forging the modern conception of these ideas. J.B. Say, despite
the early date of his work, was able to give a near complete account 

2of the concepts. ' In the first place, he defines both demand and

1. These concepts were also used by J.B. Say (see below).
2. J.B. Say, Treatise, Book II, chapter i, pp. 287-90. Say’s 
achievement in this respect, as in others, is notable given the early

ûate of the first appearance of his work (l803).
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supply as quantities of the commodity, desired or offered respectively.

"the demand for a specific object, or product, or act of product
ive exertion, has a certain degree of extent. The aggregate demand 
for sugar in France is said to exceed 500, 000 quintals per annum...
..the quantity attainable at a given time, and ready for the satis

faction of those who are in want of the specific article, may be 
called the supply or amount in circulation".^

He thus starts by placing demand and supply on an equal footing. 
Secondly, he explicitly makes both demand and supply functions of 
price. The market demand for a commodity does not only depend on the 
individuals! desire to possess it, (since then demand would be 
unlimited), but also on the purchasing power (or wealth) they possess. 
Hence, as price rises, fewer are able to buy, and demand is less. 
Conversely demand rises, as price falls and more buyers are able to 
buy:-

"the same product or products may be in greater demand at a 
lower scale of price... merely because accessible to a greater number 
of consumers; and, on the contrary, less in demand at a higher scale 
of price, because accessible to a smaller number".

On top of this. Say argues that an individual buyer "will buy less 
according as the price rises, and more according as it falls". Together 
these effects add up to postulating market demand as a negative 
function of price. On the supply side, since a commodity will not be 
produced if its cost exceeds the market price, as market price rises, 
supply will increase; and vice versai-

1. ibid., pp. 287-8. Say, writing in French, spoke of "offer and 
demand"("la quantité offerte" and "la quantité demandée") rather than 

"supply and demand", and this was in the French tradition: see chapter 2 
above.
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’’Inasmuch as supply consists of those commodities only, which 
are to he had at the current price or ordinary rate of the market, a 
commodity raised hy the cost of production above that level, will 
cease to be produced, or to form part of the supply. Wherefore, the 
supply will be more abundant, when the current price is high, and more 
scanty when the price has declined.”

Say’s recognition of the demand and supply functions was a major 
original achievement. He did not, however, take the final step and 
use them to show how price is determined. Rather he obscures his 
analysis by introducing other subsidiary factors which affect demand 
and supply, And, in the event, his conception of the determination 
of price by demand and supply does not utilise the idea of demand and 
supply as functions of price. Instead he conceives of equilibrium in 
terms of the analogy of a beam and fulcrum. Demand and supply are 
conceived as weights i.e. given quantities, on either end of a beam. 
The price scale is measured along the beam and the equilibrium price 
is the price which just balances demand and supply.

_Dy higher prices _ lower prices 
< a   ̂P <------- — b

Say conceived the equilibrium price to be such that D.a = S.b.
Given this conception of demand and supply he was able to ’’prove” the 
popular assertion that ’’the price of a commodity rises in proportion 
to the increase of the demand and the decrease of the supply, and 
vice versa”. He, thus, used demand end supply as given quantities in 
his conception of price determination. And he failed to see that in 
equilibrium demand and supply were not just balanced, but made 
equal to each other.^

1. It is interesting to note that Say’s analogy of the beam and 
fulcrum does give the correct comparative static results that an 
increase in demand will raise price, and an increase in supply will 
lower it (see figure). These results, however, depend on the 
(arbitrary) measurement of price from high to low, as we move from 
demtand to supply along the beam.
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It was left to J.S. IlLll to complete Say’s work, and present the
first correct statement of supply and demand analysis in words.^ Mi:
as we have noted, recognised the meaninglessness of comparing "a

2
quantity and a desire, or even a desire combined with a power”. He 
therefore, defined demand and supply as quantities of the commodity

”A ratio between demand and supply is only intelligible if by 
demand we mean the quantity demanded, and if the ratio intended is that 
between the quantity demanded and the quantity supplied.”

Secondly, he makes demand, and with less emphasis, supply, functions 
of price. With demand he is explicit:-

”the quantity demanded is not a fixed quantity, even at the same 
time and place; it varies according to the value; if the thing is 
cheap, there is usually a demand for more of it than when it is dear”.

Supply he treats less carefully, but he does say that a high price 
may bring forward ’’additional sellers sufficient to supply it”, 
and a low price may cause the withdrawal of ”a part of the supply”.

1. J.S. Mill, Principles, Book III, chapter 2, pp. U65-8. Mill 
undoubtedly built on the foundations laid by Say as the following 
quotation indicates

’’Undoubtedly the true solution must have been frequently given, 
though I cannot call to mind any one who had given it before myself, 
except the eminently clear thinker and skilful expositor, J.B. Say” 
(p. U66).

2. ibid., p. ^65. As Mill notes, ’’some confusion must always attach 
to a phrase so innappropriate as that of a ratio between two things 
not of the same denomination”.
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Mill, unlike Say, used the conceptual tools he forged to show the 
determination of price by demand and supply. Since both demand and 
Supply depend on price, he saw that price would change until it 
reached an equilibrium position where demand is "just sufficient to 
carry off the existing or expected supply". If demand exceeds supply 
initially, price will rise, lowering demand and raising supply, until 
both quantities are the same. Conversely if supply exceeds demand, 
price will fall. Mill notes that, in general, it is untrue that if, 
say, "the demand exceeds the supply by one third, the value rises one- 
third". Rather price will rise to that level, whatever it be, where
demand and supply are equal. And it is this recognition that the
equilibrium price was determined by the equality of demand and supply,
which was Mill’s true achievement

"the idea of a ratio, as between demand and supply, is out of place, 
and has no concern in the matter: the proper mathematical analogy is 
that of an equation. Demand and supply, the quantity demanded and the 
quantity supplied, will be made equal".

The realisation that an equation of demand and supply was involved in 
the determination of price, swept away all the vague ideas of a propor
tion or ratio. And, likewise, the other concepts used by Say and Mill, 
made ideas like the extent and intensity of demand obsolete. Demand 
and supply analysis in the hands of Say and Mill was brought to a 
level where it was readily amenable to geometric and algebraic 
treatment.^

In conclusion then, the Classical economists contribution to the 
analysis of competition was shaped by the Smithian framework within 
which they worked. Their most notable achievement was the sophistica
tion of the notions of supply and demand presented by Smith, whilst

1. The algebraic treatment of supply and demand was, in fact, first 
given by Cournot in I838, and so was not dependent on Mill’s work 
(see chapter 5 below). Jenkin, who provided the first geometric 
treatment in I870, probably did benefit from Mill’s analysis, 
however, (see chapter 8 below).
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they also made headway with the conditions under which long run 
competitive equilibrium would result. In both these cases, the 
groundwork of analysis had been presented by Smith in Book I,
Chapter 7 of the Wealth of Nations, so that the Classical contribution 
was one of development rather than stark originality.^ In the areas 
of market structure and the theory of the firm, the Classical 
contribution, like Smith’s was negligible. This was again because 
the Smithian framework of analysis was not focussed on these 
particular issues. The important developments in these areas were 
to come from an altogether different source.

1. The Classical contribution in these areas only came from a few 
writers: from Senior and Ricardo in the first case, and from 
Say and J.S. Mill in the second. In general. Classical discussions 
of supply and demand, and equilibrium under free competition, added 
little or nothing to Smith’s work.
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II. Four Classical Views of Monopoly

Classical economists as a whole dealt much more sparsely with the 
theorĵ  of monopoly, than with the theory of competition. In some 
treatises it was ignored altogether, while in others it received 
isolated mention in out-of-the-way chapters,^ Only individualistic 
writers, such as Samuel Bailey and Nassau Senior, afforded it anything 
like the status given to the theory of competition. Nevertheless, we 
should not conclude from this apparent neglect of monopoly, that the 
Classical economists offered no theory of it. Rather, within the 
Classical literature, there are a number of quite separate monopoly 
theories. In this section, we shall examine four of these theories, 
in the context of four Classical writers. And we shall see that 
despite the apparent agreement of Classical economists on the problem 
of monopoly, each of these theories is logically distinct. But before 
we do this, we shall consider some general similarities in the views 
of Classical economists on monopoly.

Throughout the Classical literature there is a certain looseness 
in the use of the term monopoly. Not only did different authors 
present different theories of monopoly, but often within the work 
of a single author, five or six different usages of the term may be 
found. In his Treatise on Political Economy, J.B.Say for example, 
at different places, defines monopoly as "a producer without 
competitors"; a commodity with inelastic supply; and a situation 
of government protection for one, or a class of producers, from the 
competition of outsiders. J.S. Mill, writing much later, used mono
poly in all these senses, and in addition referred to the case of 
the isolated exchange of a single commodity as a monopoly. Like

1- James Mill, for example, makes no mention of monopoly in his 
Elements of Political Economy (l82l), whilst Ricardo’s discussion of 
it (see below) is consigned to one of the chapters on taxes (chapter 
xvii) in the Principles.

2. J.B. Say, Treatise, pp. 292, 290, 1^7 respectively.

3. J.S. Mill, Principles, pp. 1+05, 6̂1+-9, 136-9, 232-3.
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Smith, the Classical economists were not in general careful over their 
usage of the term monopoly, again indicating a lack of analytical 
interest in the case. In addition, we must also note that few writers 
actually considered the case of the single seller of a commodity. The 
treatments of Bailey and Senior we will consider below, but even 
in these cases it is fair to say that there was no real advance towards 
the development of pure monopoly theory,^ Analysis of the sole seller 
of a product went no further in the work of the Classical economists.

In the second place. Classical economists, like Adam Smith, were 
bound by the popular notion that competition and monopoly were oppo
sites. And linked to this was the usual normative indictment of 
monopoly. In John Stuart Mill’s words:-

"wherever competition is not, monopoly is; and... monopoly,
in all its forms, is the taxation of the industrious for the

2support of indolence, if not of plunder".

These popular conceptions were fitted quite smoothly into the frame
work of Classical economics by giving the name monopoly to all 
situations which were considered exceptions to the rmile of competition. 
It is this point which accounts for the different theories of monopoly 
advanced by different Classical economists. As different economists 
had different ideas as to what were exceptions to the competitive 
rule, so they defined’monopoly'differently to cover these exceptions. 
Thus, Classical economists, such as Ricardo, who admitted few 
exceptions, meant something completely different by ’monopoly’ from 
more individualistic writers, like Bailey, who admitted many 
exceptions. The four different Classical definitions and theories 
of monopoly, which we will meet below, are all directly derived 
from this Classical framework of competition and monopoly.

1. We shall see below that Senior can lay claim to some advance, 
although his contribution was ignored by the other Classical economists

2. Principles, Book IV, chapter 7, p. 79^»
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^dually, in the Classical literature, despite the fact that 
different theories were being employee, there is a superficial feeling 
of harmony of conception of monopoly. We will demonstrate below that 
this was not justified, but it would be as well to account for it now. 
We have already mentioned the Classical looseness of thought, and the 
common Classical conceptual framework: both factors which contribute 
to a feeling of unity on monopoly, as does the comnron heritage in 
Cm ith’s Wealth of Nations. Further, r'̂ any, though not all, Classical 
conceptions of monopoly involved some kind of limitation of the sup:ply 
of a commodity, although no more precise idea generally holds.
'hwever, if not all Classical economists agreed on the criteria for 
a monopoly, they all agreed on the tool of analysis that was appli
cable to the case. It is one of the ironies of the history of 
economic thought that while heated debate went or over the applica
bility of supply and demand analysis to the the or;; of competition, 
Classical economists accepted without hesitation its application 
to m oncpoly. In ’’olthus’ words :-

"l-̂  has never been a matter of doubt, that the principle of demand 
and Fipyly determines exclusively, and very regularly and accurately, 
the prices of monopolised corm.cdities, without reference to the 
erdinrr; cost of production."^

Wiis common tool of analysis along with the other factors mentioned, 
’■akes for a superficial unity in Clsssical economists’ monopoly 
theories. Tliat there are differences between their theories, however, 
there can be no doubt, a.s we shall now see.

We shall begin our discussion with the work of Ricardo, who had 
the narrowest view of monopoly of the four authors we shall look at.
^ne other authors we shall consider (kcCulloch, Bailey and Senior)
T' cd successively wider views of r;;onopoly. In his Frinci; les,
Bicardo divides commodities into two groups: those which derive 
emchangeable value "from their scarcity", and those which derive

1. I.^. ''a 1thus, Principles, p. 70. We shall arĝ ue in chapter 9
below that the Classical belief tha.t supply end demand analysis is 
GTpiic^ble to monopoly wa.s to shape the treatment of moncpoly presented 
■'•y A If led ’'ershall, writing at the end of the 19th century.
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it "from the quantity of labour required to obtain them".̂  The former 
group are characterised by the criterion that "no labour can increase 
the quantity of such goods", while in the latter case additional 
labour inputs will increase supply. The result of this classification 
is that whilst in the latter group exchangeable value "depends on 
the relative quantity of labour which is necessary for... production" , 
in the former group there is no such relation, value varying as demand 
varies. The latter case was regarded by Ricardo as the general 
case, so it was to the former group that he gave the name monopoly. 
Since

"These commodities... form a very small part of the mass of 
commodities daily exchanged in the market".

he felt able to omit them from the bulk of his analysis. It is only 
in a couple of paragraphs in chapter xvii that the monopoly case 
receives attention.

Before we proceed to Ricardo’s monopoly theory, however, we must 
say something about the evident logical problems of his classification 
of commodities. It seems clear that Ricardo was involved in logical 
misdemeanours in his attempt to establish the quantity of labour 
as the basis of exchangeable value. In the context of monopoly, 
regarded as the non-competitive case, this meant that he defined it 
as the case where scarcity not labour determines value; where 
supply is fixed not variable; and where value in the long run is not 
related to labour input. In fact, as we shall see below, nothing 
of import is lost in the classification of commodities if all 
reference to labour quantity is dropped. If this is done, we are

1. jPri rpT pi AR , chapter i, p. 12.

2. ibid., p . 11.

3. The term monopoly does not appear in chapter i of the Principles, 
but it seems clear that this is Ricardo’s intention.
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left with the contention that monopolised commodities are those which 
are fixed in supply, and this is undoubtedly what Bicardo meant by 
monopoly. All the rest must be regarded as metaphysical super-' 
structure, irrelevant to a positive appraisal of Ricardo’s monopoly 
theory.

In his chapter on ’Taxes on other commodities than raw produce’, 
Ricardo gives us his monopoly theory in four propositions. Firstly, 
monopoly is the case where the supply of a commodity is wholly 
inelastic:-

"Commodities are only at a monopoly price, when by no possible 
device their quantity can be augmented; and when therefore, the 
competition is wholly on one side - amongst the buyers.’’̂

That Ricardo adheres to the fixed supply criterion of monopoly is 
borne out by the examples he gives of it:-

"Some rare statues and pictures, scarce books and coins, wines 
of a peculiar quality, which can be made only from grapes grown on
a particular soil, of which there is a very limited quantity, are

2all of this description."

Secondly, Ricardo supports Smith’s dictum that monopoly price "is 
upon every occasion the highest which can be got", in the sense 
that

"When a commodity is at a monopoly price, it is at the very highest 
price at which the consumers are willing to purchase it."

When supply is fixed "price is limited only by the extent of the 
power and will of the purchasers". Thirdly, the price of monopoly

1. op. cit., chapter xvii, pp. 2^9-50.

2. ibid., p. 12. Similar examples are given on pp. 2^9-50.

3. ibid., p. 2^9-50. Ricardo is thinking of a single monopoly price
here, so that it measures the willingness to pay of the marginal

consumer only.
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may be high in one period and low in another, according to the 
level of supply and demand. And fourthly, monopoly price is therefore 
not at the natural price

"The exchangeable value therefore of a commodity which is at a 
monopoly price, is no where regulated by the cost of production."^

As an example of this, he gives the case of a wine produced in 
special vineyards for which the rent "may be raised beyond any 
moderately assignable limits". He makes no more precise statement 
on the level of monopoly price.

2Although Ricardo is not altogether consistent in the Principles, 
we shall take the above as being his theory of monopoly. It is 
typically Classical in its use of demand and supply analysis.
Yet at the same time it is a distinct view of monopoly. Ricardo emp
loys a very narrow definition of monopoly in the fixed supply 
criterion, restricting its application to only a few commodities, 
such as rare pictures. In fact it is the narrowest usage we shall 
meet. It was not generally adopted by Classical economists, who, 
as a whole, were not so sparse in their treatment of exceptional 
cases, as was Ricardo.

1. ibid., p. 250.

2. In particular, our interpretation of Ricardo’s view of monopoly 
as involving commodities in fixed supply is not consistent with his 
statement (Principles, chapter 30, p. 385) that

"Commodities which are monopolised, either by an individual, or 
by a company... fall in proportion as the sellers augment their 
quantity, and rise in proportion to the eagerness of the buyers to 
purchase them; their price has no necessary connexion with their 
natural value."

We have taken the view that this statement is an aberration from 
Ricardo’s central position that monopoly, being the opposite of free 
competition, involves commodities in fixed supply.
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The second author we shall consider is J.R. McCulloch. Although 
the foremost disciple of Ricardo his discussion of monopoly is not so 
narrow as that of his teacher. Rather it is fair to say that the 
position he adopted, involved a synthesis of the doctrine of both 
Smith and Ricardo on monopoly. Whereas Ricardo only considered 
commodities fixed in supply as subject to monopoly, McCulloch added 
the class of commodities where supply is not fixed but restricted 
so that market price would not fall to natural price in the long run. 
These two groups of commodities together, accounted for all the 
exceptions to the competitive rule. This grouping of commodities is 
more logically satisfactory than Ricardo’s, and was more popularly 
adopted by Classical economists.

McCulloch begins his discussion of value, like Ricardo, by
dividing commodities according to whether the source of their value
is labour or scarcity.^ However, he amends Ricardo’s analysis
slightly by allowing in the monopoly group all commodities "the

2supply of which does not admit of an indefinite extension". This 
leaves him with two groups of monopolised commodities : those which are 
fixed in supply, which he refers to as natural monopolies; and 
those of which the supply is restrained, which he refers to as 
artificial monopolies :-

"some commodities exist only in limited quantities, and are, 
consequently, subject to a natural monopoly; while the production 
of others, the supply of which might be indefinitely increased, 
is sometimes subject to artificial restraints."^

1. J.R. McCulloch, Principles, Part II, chapter i, p. 297.

2. ibid., p. 297.

3. ibid., p. 300. See also pp. 297; 317-8. In McCulloch’s view,
commodities which are not fixed in supply, but are neither subject to 
free competition, are restricted by some act of government. This 
explains his use of the phrase "artificial monopoly", as opposed to 
"natural monopoly", to describe them. The influence of Smith is 
evident in this view.
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In both cases "the marketable or exchangeable value of these 
comiüodities bears no definite proportion to their cost or real 
value". Such commodities, where supply is restrained so that price 
exceeds the supply price, are in the Classical tradition

"readily discriminated from those that may be freely produced 
in unlimited quantities; and are but few and unimportant when 
compared with the latter".^

McCulloch's discussion of what he calls "natural monopolies", 
e.g. rare statues, and special wines, adds nothing to Ricardo’s 
analysis. Their exchange value is determined by supply and demand, 
not cost; and

"As their supply cannot be increased, their price varies as the
2

demand, and is totally unaffected by any other circumstance."

"Artificial monopolies" on the other hand, are not regarded by 
McCulloch as being as oppressive as this, but are still regulated 
by the same principle:

"VJhen sn individual, or class of individuals, obtains the exclu
sive privilege of furnishing any species of goods, the principle of
competition is suspended with respect to them, and their price must, 
in consequence, depend wholly on the proportion in which they are 
brought to market, compared with the demand.

McCulloch is clearly using here the Smithian view of monopoly, in 
which an individual or group possesses a government privilege to a 
trade which excludes the competition of outsiders. Again, supply 
and demand determine price, but in this case, the producers may 
var}' supply.

1. ibid., p. 300. Like Ricardo, McCulloch felt that the monopoly 
case was not important enough to devote more than a few paragraphs 
to it.

2. ibid., p. 318.
3. ibid., p. 317.
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Smith did not analyse the problem of how the protected sellers 
decide what quantities they offered for sale. Rather, he just assumed 
they would offer certain quantities, and in aggregate supply would 
fall short of effectual demand. McCulloch noted, however, that it 
would be possible for the sellers to keep the market fully stocked, 
so the natural price would rule "and the monopoly would have no 
disadvantage farther than the exclusion of the public from an 
employment which every one should have leave to carry on." However, 
he felt that

"All classes endeavour to get the highest price for their products; 
and, in this view, those who are protected by a monopoly against the 
risk of being undersold by others, uniformly keep the market understocked 
or supply it with inferior articles, or both."^

The result is a high price limited only by "the will and power of 
the purchasers". Whilst McCulloch clearly saw that the producers 
under monopoly could vary the quantity (and quality) of their output, 
he went no further than to suggest that they would gain by restrict
ing supply (and producing shoddy goods). In general, we may regard 
his discussion of monopoly as an essentially Smithian one, which 
whilst of some interest, did not basically go further than had Smith.

Our third author, Samuel Bailey, presented, in 1825, his
Critical Dissertation, which was an important attack on the Ricardo-
Mill - McCulloch analysis of value in the Classical period. His

2last chapter bn the causes of value* is of interest to us here. 
Bailey held the view that it was not possible to explain value by 
one general (competitive) theory

"On a review of the subject it appears, that economists attempt 
too much. They wish to resolve all the causes of value into one, 
and thus reduce the science to a simplicity of which it will not 
admit."^

1. ibid., p. 317.

2. Samuel Bailey, Critical Dissertation, chapter 11.

3. ibid., p. 231.
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Rather he felt that"some classification of exchangeable articles" 
was called for, and he put forward a three-fold division:-

"l. Commodities which are monopolized, or protected from competi
tion by natural or adventitious circumstances.

2. Commodities, in the production of which some persons possess 
greater facilities than the rest of the community, and which there
fore the competition of the latter cannot increase, except at a 
greater cost.

3. Commodities, in the production of which competition operates 
without restraint."^

In the first two classes competition "does not produce its full 
effect", and it becomes clear that Bailey uses the term monopoly 
to cover both of these. Let us see what Bailey has to say on monopoly,

The first class of commodities are those in which the existing 
seller or sellers are protected from the competition of outsiders. 
Bailey significantly divides this class into two:

"those in which there is only one interest concerned, and those
2in which there are separate interests".

The single seller case is of particular interest to us. Bailey’s 
discussion of it is, however, mainly limited to a quotation from 
Ricardo, which says only that price varies under monopoly with demand; 
and also that competition is wholly on the side of the buyers. To 
this he adds the observation, that it may be to the advantage of the 
single seller "to withold his article from the market in times of 
dull demand, or even to destroy a part of it to enhance the value of

1. ibid., p. 185. 2. ibid., pp. I85-6.

3. Note.that»Ribardo’s definition of monopoly was not the same thing 
at all as Bailey’s. Bailey may have interpreted Ricardo’s view that 
competition is solely on the buyers’ side as meaning that he was 
referring to the case of a single seller.
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the single seller’s optimum price.

More interesting is his treatment of the case where there are 
separate interests selling a commodity, so that there may be competi- 
tion amongst the sellers as well as amongst the buyers". In this 
case, it is not possible to artificially restrict supply, without 
collusion, which is specifically ruled out by the assumption of 
separate interests. In Bailey’s view, each producer in this case, 
"finds it beneficial to dispose of all that he possesses" and "is 
obliged... to produce the greatest supply in his power, so long as 
the average price pays him a higher profit than the ordinary employment 
of capital". Since the producers are protected from general competi
tion, Bailey implies that they will earn above ordinary profits. The 
case is thus in between that of a single seller, who can restrict 
supply, and of free competition, where supply increases to meet

3effectual demand.

Bailey goes on to argue that all commodities fall temporarily 
into this monopoly class when market price diverges from the supply 
pri ce :-

"it deserves to be remarked, that all commodities, which require 
any considerable period of time for their production, are liable 
to be occasionally forced into the class of articles owing their 
value to this second kind of monopoly, by a sudden alteration in 
the relative state of the demand and supply."^

1. ibid., p. 187 2. ibid., p. I87.

3.Bailey’s three-fold classification of commodities, basically on 
the grounds of the number of sellers, bears a striking resemblance 
to the classification adopted by Cournot (see chapter 5 below). As 
with Cournot’s price schema, Bailey implies that price is lowered as 
one moves from one seller, to a few, to many. Unlike Cournot, however, 
he offers no analysis to explain why this is so.

U. ibid., p. 188.
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The producers of a commodity for which demand exceeds supply, or supply 
exceeds demand at the natural price,^ and for which supply may not 
be immediately adjusted, would possess "a temporary monopoly". If 
supply is less than effectual demand, the separate monopolists gain; 
if it is more, they lose. To our eyes, couched in the belief that 
in the real world disequilibrium, is the rule, it would seem that to 
class commodities out of long run equilibrium as monopolised, is to 
class most commodities as being so. It is clear, however, that 
Bailey did not hold this view. He felt that "occurrences of this 
kind must not be considered as rare and unimportant," but at the
same time he did not think that the bulk of commodities resided in

2this class. Nevertheless, he classes com as frequently subject to 
temporary'- monopoly. And even more important labour falls into this 
class. On the general level, labour supply is slow to adjust so that 
monopoly is the rule for extensive periods. On the particular level, 
skilled labour of a particular type enjoys a temporary monopoly.

Bailey's discussion of the second class of commodities gives us 
a good idea as to the relation of the concepts of monopoly and rent 
in Classical thought. He divides producers of a commodity into two 
groups: existing producers, and potential producers. The former 
possess a factor with superior ability, while the latter do not 
possess any superior factor and so can only produce at a greater (aver
age) cost. Ttie existing producers, therefore, have "a monopoly to a 
certain extent". Under these circumstances price rises only to the 
level where it would pay the less efficient producers to produce. Un
like the previous case, price is deterriiinate at such "a height as will
afford the ordinaïT,̂  profit to those who produce it at a greater 
expense".3 Bailey illustrates this with the usual example of cc 
vhere land is the snecial factor. In this case

1. In order to maintain symmetry in his argument Bailey also classed 
the case where supply temporarily exceeds effectual demand as mono
poly.
2. ibid., pp. 189-93.
3. ibid., p. 193. Bailey held that price was not determinate for 
the first class of commodities in the sense of being related to the 
natural price, but was rather determined by supply and demand.
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"The owners of land of superior fertility enjoy a irmopoly, which 
however, does not enable them to raise their commodity indefinitely, 
according to the varying wants and caprices of mankind, but which 
is bounded by the existence of inferior soils.

From this the relation of rent to monopoly is clear; "it is simply 
out of this monopoly-value that rent arises".

The extra profit of monopoly is paid to the owner of the superior 
factor (in the case of land, the landlord) as rent. Bailey regards 
this class of commodities as of more empirical importance than 
the first class. He gives as examples of commodities in this 
class, those for which land is an important factor, e.g. "com, 
raw produce in general, metals, coals, and several others". He also 
recognises that other factors also, such as labour, may be of superior 
quality

"in so far as competition cannot reach them, the owner of the 
soil and t: 

monopoly price.
rich soil and the possessor of the extraordinary skill obtain a 

„2

Rent would exist in his model whether or not the inferior lands were 
brought into cultivation, reverting to the com example. Thus it is 
"the effect of monopoly, an extraordinary profit, and not the 
consequence of the cultivation of inferior soils". It is clear that 
Bailey treats this second class of commodities as monopoly. It is 
possible to argue that by monopoly he was referring to the exclusive

3ownership of superior factors by existing producers. However,

1. ibid., p. 195.

2. ibid., p. 197. Bailey was amongst the first economists to stress
the idea that rent accrues to other factors besides land.

3. Senior, a.s we shall see, based his monopoly analysis on this
principle.
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in my opinion, Bailey was referring to the fact that commodity 
producers, who possess superior factors, are protected from the fuiJ. 
effects of competition, when he spoke of monopoly in this context.
For Bailey it was not the ownership of the factors, but the 
privilege this ownership afforded in terms of protection from 
competition, which justified the use of the term "monopoly" here.

Such is the analysis of monopoly as expounded by Bailey. He 
obviously chose a wide criterion for monopoly. For the first class 
of commodities alone, it is possible to hypothesise that he used the 
criterion that a divergence of market price from the natural price 
is evidence of monopoly. But this hypothesis falls down when the 
second class of commodities is considered. The only criterion which 
encompasses both classes of commodities is that non-normal profits are 
earned under monopoly,^ All cases of monopoly discussed by Bailey 
fit this criterion. By using it, Bailey elevated monopoly both 
theoretically and empirically to a greater prominence than most 
Classical authors:-

"instead of scarcity, or, in other words, monopoly, or protection
from competition, being an unimportant source of value, and the
commodities which owe their value to it forming a very small part of
the mass of commodities daily exchanged in the market, we have seen
that it is a most extensive source of value, and that the value of
many of the most important articles of interchange must be referred

2to this as its origin."

Bailey must be ranked amongst that band of sceptical economists 
whose role is to offer radical criticisms of accepted orthodoxy: a 
spiritual forerunner of the economists of the late 1920s and early 
1930s. Like them his work is distinguished for the wide role 
he gives to monopoly, kliilst his analysis of monopoly showed 
little advance on established doctrine, his work is important for the 
individuality of his classifications of commodities.

1. As was noted above, Bailey included commodities where less than 
ordinary profits are earned under his definition of monopoly.

2» Critical Dissertation, p. 229.
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Our final author, Nassau Senior, like Bailey, was an individualis
tic economist who gave much greater prominence to monopoly than most 
Classical economists. In his view "perfectly equal competition" only 
exists in the production of commodities where "no appropriated natural 
agent" is used,^ A natural agent is defined as any factor with a 
peculiar advantage, such as "peculiar advantages of soil, or 
situation", or "extraordinary talent of body or mind", or "processes 
generally unknown, or protected by law from imitation". Since very 
few products do not use an appropriated natural agent of some kind, 
the great mass of commodities do not fall under the competitive 
head. They are therefore subject to monopoly.

*̂'<'hen the assistance of these agents... has been obtained, the
result is more valuable than the result of equal labour and abstinence
unassisted by similar aids. A commodity thus produced is called the
subject of a monopoly; and the person who has appropriated such a

3natural agent, a monopolist."

Thus Senior's criterion for the monopoly of a commodity is that it 
be produced with the use of an appropriated factor which possesses 
peculiar advantages over other factors. Since rent is "the invariable 
sign of the agency of some instrument not universally accessible", it 
is closely associated with Senior's criterion of monopoly.^ This 
criterion is obviously a highly individualistic one, but it will 
become clear that Senior believed it to be a consistent organising 
principle within which various types of monopoly discussed in the 
literature could be fitted.

1. N.W. Senior, Outline, p. 103.

2. ibid., pp. 111-2.

3. ibid., p. 103.

h ,  ibid., p. 111. We shall see, however, that the relationship 
between rent and som.e of the kinds of monopoly discussed by Senior 
is somewhat tenuous.
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Senior distinguishes four kinds of monopoly, all of which have in 

common the fact that a natural agent figures in production.^ These 
four cases, as we shall see, do not comprise together a comprehensive 
treatment of non-competitive commodities. In the first kind, the 
monopolist(ie. the producer with a natural advantage) is one of a 
number of producers of a commodity; and he is able to increase output 
at the same or lower cost. This case is the least pernicious

"The value of a commodity produced under such circumstances 
approaches more nearly to the cost of production on the part of 
the seller, than that of any other monopolised commodity."

There are two limits to price: the supply price of the monopolist, 
below which the price cannot fall; and the cost of production to 
consumers, above which price cannot rise. Senior uses the example 
of Arkwright's patent machinery for the production of y a m  to illus
trate this case.

This gave Arkwright a supply price a fifth of that of others. The 
question is where should Anrkwright set his price between the price 
limits. Senior assumes that as Arkwright expanded output price fell, 
and costs fell more steeply. Under these circumstances it was in 
his interest to produce a great quantity at a lower price

"As is usually the case, his own interest and that of the 
public coincided, and led him to accept a price far exceeding indeed 
the cost of production to himself, but falling short by a still 
wider interval of what would have been the cost of production to 
them.

1. Outline, pp. 103-115,

2. ibid., p. 103.

3. For a discussion of Senior's concept of the cost of production 
to consumers see section 1 of this chapter.

ibid., p. lOk.
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Senior concludes

’’Sir H. Arkwright s %^nopoly, therefore, was of the most limited 
kind. His remuneration was bounded, and it was not in his interest 
even to approach that boundary.’’̂

This model of monopoly is one of partial or incomplete monopoly.
Senior is quite correct in arguing that under sharply falling costs,
the monopolist's optimum output is large, so that price falls towards
the monopolist's cost of production. Like all Classical economists,
however, he did not take the further step of determining the monopol-

2ists optim.um price, and in fact held that it was not determinate.

The "second kind of monopoly is in the opposite extreme". Senior 
defines this as the case of a single monopolist, who is protected 
from, the competition of others, and whose supply cannot be increased. 
From the example he gives it is clear that he does not allow supply 
to be decreased either, so that we have a fixed supply. This is the 
Ricardian case, except that Senior only admits one producer.
Senior gives the example of a special wine produced by one farm. He 
arrives at the Ricardian conclusion that

"The price cannot of course fall below the cost of production, 
but may indefinitely exceed it. It is limited solely by the will 
and the ability of the consumers."^

He does not consider the possibility that the monopolist might earn 
ii'-aximum profits at a lower output.

1. ibid., p. 104. Senior does not explain why other producers remain 
in production in this case of monopoly, although he clearly felt they 
would. In the y a m  example, Arkwright's competitors were Hindu 
producers of maislin, who were presur^ably able to supply the upper end 
of the market with a finer quality product.
2. Senior's assertion that Arkwright's price was nearer the lower bound 
of the price range was not based on an analysis of the monopolist's 
optimum price. Clearly, in general, the monopolist's price will 
depend on the shape and position of the cost and demand curves.
3. op. cit., p. 105.



"a third and more frequent kind of monopoly lies between these two 
extremes,’’̂  This is the case of a single producer, who can increase 
his output under conditions of constant or decreasing cost. This is 
but the first kind of monopoly above, except that the monopoly is 
absolute rather than incomplete i.e. the monopolist has no rivals 
since the natural agent which he alone possesses is such that 
production without it is impossible. Senior gives the example of a 
book-seller who owns the copyright of a book. He operates under 
decreasing costs.

"It is in his interest, therefore, to encourage a large sale by2
affixing a price but slightly exceeding the cost of production" .

The only difference of this case from the first, that rival producers 
set no upper limit to price, is made irrelevant by the cost assump
tion which dictates the establishment of a low price.

Senior argues that prices under the first three kinds of monopoly
"are but little governed by any general rules’’.^ In the first
case there are two limits to price, and a tendency to the lower one.
In the second and third cases there are no (upper) limits to price,
but Senior argues price tends to be lower in the third case, since
sup-ply is variable. Turning to the fourth kind of monopoly, which1,
"may be called unequal competition or qualified monopoly". Senior 
implies a determinacy not existing in the other cases. In this case.

1. ibid., p. 105.

2. ibid., p. 105.

3. By this Senior means that prices bear no fixed relation to the 
natural price.

k. op. cit., p. 115.
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a monopolist is one of a number of producers, who can increase 
output at progressively increasing cost. It is this case which is 
most important according to Senior, and it is here that the association 
of rent and monopoly comes into its own. Although Senior admitted 
that rent is paid to all natural agents, it is land to which he 
directs his attention. It is this case which encompasses "the great 
monopoly of land" mentioned so frequently in Classical treatises from 
Smith on. Most raw produce, and a large number of other commodities 
come under this head, so that "all general theories as to value must 
he subject to error until the general laws regulating the value of 
the assistance to be derived from land have been ascertained."^

Despite his insistence on referring to a single producer as the
2monopolist in this case. Senior does not go on to give a theory of 

this one producer. Rather he gives a general theory of rent. Under 
conditions of increasing costs, price tends to coincide with the 
supply price of the portion of the commodity produced at the greatest 
cost

"The price... has a constant tendency to coincide with the cost 
production of ■ 

greatest expense.
oT production of that nortion which is continued to be produced at the 

m3

For the lower cost output "the difference between the price and the 
cost of production is Rent," and this is paid to the owner of the 
scarce natural agent. Senior implies price is determinate in this 
case of monopoly, where in the others it was not.

Senior provided the peak Classical treatment of monopoly price. 
If we set aside his unusual criterion for monopoly, we see that he 
Went further in analysing monopoly than any other Classical writer. 
His first and third kinds of monopoly are important here, although 
it is noteworthy that in all cases he restricted the term monopolist

1. ibid., p. 105.

2. ibid., p. 111. See also 'Contents', p. vii

3. ibid., p. 115.
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to one seller. In these cases he was aware like no other Classical 

economist of the importance of revenue and cost to monopoly price.
And he correctly deduced that under falling costs, optimum output 
would be higher. But even he did not define the optimum condition; 
nor did he recognise its determinate existence.

It is clear from the above discussion that there was no one single 
Classical theory of monopoly. Whilst the Classical economists worked 
broadly within the framework of price theory'- established by Adam Smith, 
they did not stick rigidly to his view of monopoly. Thus, whilst 
they all thought of monopoly as the opposite of competition, and in 
most cases treated it as the case of restricted supply, they tended 
to drop the emphasis placed by Smith that monopoly was the result of 
government action. Further, for a number of writers, notably 
Bailey and Senior, monopoly was associated with the idea of rent, and 
so took on a wider significance, than being just the exception to the 
rule of Smith's analysis.^ Nevertheless, even in these cases, despite 
some important insights, there was little in the way of analysis of 
monopoly. Classical economists got little farther than Smith towards 
a proper theory of monopoly.

1. In Bailey's case part of this wider significance arose from his 
treatment of disequilibrium situations as monopoly.
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III. Conclusions

Writing in l8k8, J.S. Mill summed up a widespread view amongst 
Classical economists when he said

"Happily, there is nothing in the laws of Value which remains for 
present or any t  

subject is complete.
the present or any future writer to clear up; the theoiqr of the

m1

This is not the conclusion we have reached with regard to the theories
of competition and monopoly in Classical economics. In the former
field, despite notable achievements in the areas of supply and demand
analysis and long run competitive equilibrium, other areas, such as
market structure and the theory of the firm, were left almost untouched, 
As for monopoly, the superficial unity of thought on this subject, 
has been shown on closer examination to give way to a nuraber of
separate treatments of the problem.

The Classical economists' main contribution to economic analysis 
Was to modify and extend the economic theories of the Wealth of Nations. 
VThilst there may have been important differences between their 
theories and Smith's, it is nevertheless true that the questions 
they asked were broadly the questions that Smith had asked. The 
principle reason therefore for their failure to fundamentally 
advance the economic analysis of monopoly and competition, must lie 
in the fact that they worked within Smith's framework of analysis.
The Wealth of Nations contained a set of novel principles concerning 
the long run equilibrium of certain variables under free competition, 
and the Classical economists set about developing these principles.
They were not primarily concerned with monopoly and competition, and 
any advances that were made in these spheres were largely incidental 
to their main task. For them, market structure, the theory of the 
firm and intra-industry equilibrium were largely problems outside their 
scope of inquiry.

Even when they did address themselves to these problems they ■■ 
failed to make much headway. On the one hand, this explained, partly 
by their method of approach. Thus, for example, they felt no need to

1. Principles. p. U56.
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define a market structure since they felt generally that their 
(competitive) theory was broadly applicable to all markets.
Thus, there approach was to describe real-world markets rather than 
to outline the assumptions on which their theories were based.
On the other hand, however, even if they had approached the problem 
correctly they tended generally to lack the technical (particularly 
inathematical) competance to solve the problems of the analysis of 
Competition and monopoly. We have already seen that it was not until 
the middle of the 19th century that J.S. M i l  clarified the idea 
that price was set by the proportion of supply to demand by resort 
to’’the mathematical analoĝ '-" of an equation.^ Likewise the idea of 
the demand function was not explicitly formulated by the Classical 
economists. If they could not formulate such simple ideas then 
clearly it is little wonder that the determination of intra-industry 
equilibrium was beyond their grasp. Such problems are less difficult 
for someone armed with the power of mathematics, and in particular 
the calculus. And we shall see that in the competent hands of 
Cournot these tools enabled him to make the most important single 
contribution to the analysis of competition and monopoly, in our 
historical period.

1. The first geometric treatment of supply and demand in the 
English literature was made by Fleeming Jenkin in I87O (see 
chapter 8 below). Supply and demand curves were drawn by Cournot in 
1838, however, as we shall see in the next chapter.
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C h a rte r  9

The Contribution of Augustin Cournot

Antoine Augustin Cournot (160I-TT) published his classic work
Recherches sur les principes mathematicues de la théorie des richesses
in 1838.̂  This slim book was the most important single contribution
to the analysis of competition and monopoly in the period under 

2investigation. ' This will become clear as we proceed. Here we will 
indicate the important role played by methodology, and, in particular, 
mathematics, in shaping Cournot’s achievement.

Unlike the Classical economists, Cournot was particularly concerned 
to adopt a scientific approach in his study of economic problems.
In a number of places in the book he calls attention to the vague
and confused use of terms and concepts in the work of his contempor- 

3eries. In addition, he criticises the confusion of economic theory 
with systems i.e. methods of economic control (such as laissez- 
faire) which are regarded as ideal;

"I will only observe that theor\r ought not to be confounded with 
systems, although in the infancy of all sciences the instinct of 
system necessarily attempts to outline theories.”

1. All references will be to the first English translation made in 
1897 by Uathaniel T. Bacon, Researches into the Mathematical 
Principles of the Theory of Wealth, (London: Hefner Publishing Co., 
i960). The important chapters for competition and monopoly analysis 
are chapters iv-viii.

2. For an assessment of Cournot’s achievement see, for example, 
^ehumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, pp. 958-60, 973-89.

3. See, for example. Recherches, p. 79. 

ibid., p. 1.
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Hence, in the Recherches, Cournot is concerned to rigorously define 
and consistently use economic concepts. And, as has been noted by 
Schumpeter, much of the importance of Cournot’s work springs from 
this simple work of clarification of concepts.^

Allied to this, Cournot’s other methodological prong of attack
was his use of mathematics in the analysis of his models. As he was
the first to admit, he nowhere uses more than the first principles?
of differential and integral calculus. ̂  Nevertheless these relatively 
simple tools proved sufficient to make a large number of analytical 
advances in the Recherches. As we shall see in sections II and III 
below, they enabled Cournot to provide the first analysis of pure 
monopoly and pure competition in the literature. Clearly, it would 
be v e r y  difficult to define equilibrium in these models without the 
use of algebra. Cournot was able to gather the first fruits of 
applying the mathematical method, and in so doing demonstrate 
beyond doubt the tremendous power of the mathematical approach.

Cournot’s analysis stands out from the work of its contemporaries 
both in terms of his analytical approach and his analytical contribu
tion to competition and monopoly theory. In section I, we examine 
Cournot’s general approach to monopoly and competition, in contrast 
to the Classical economists, and assess its significance to the

-' Schumpeter, op, cit., p. 959. In the same passage, Schumpeter 
arflies that Cournot did not aim for any "novelty of principle".
It is true that he dealt with commonplace doctrines, such as that 
competition reduced prices, but as we shall see, he so redefined 
these problems that to argue he aimed at no novelty of principle, 
is to understate his achievement.

2. Recherches, p. U.
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modem approach to these problems. In section II the essentials of 
Cournot’s analysis of monopoly are examined, while in section 
III the same is done with his analysis of unlimited competition.
In both cases Cournot’s analysis was extensive (if in the case of 
unlimited competition, a trifle terse), and amounts to a surprisingly 
complete analysis of the models of pure monopoly and pure competition.^ 
in section IV we preview subsequent developments in the light of 
Cournot’s achievement.

1. Because of its extensiveness, we have not examined all of his 
analysis in sections II and III. Readers interested in the complete 
list of Cournot’s theorems on pure monopoly and pure competition are 
referred to the mathematical appendix to this chapter.
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I. Cournot’s Approach to Price Theory

In this section we shall examine Cournot’s general approach to 
the problem of price determination. Inevitably, in doing this, we 
shall have to employ a number of concepts which will not be defined 
i’ully until sections II and III of this chapter. The reader is 
asked to bear with us in this, since there is much to be learnt by 
first discussing Cournot’s general line of attack.

The first thing to notice is that Cournot’s approach to the deter
mination of price was wholly different from that o'* the Classical 
economists. For them, the econony was broadly viewed as being comp
etitive, in the sense that capital was free to move between trades 
in response to differences in profit rates, the condition of 
equilibrium being that rates of return were equalised in all 
directions. This analysis was supposed to be applicable to the 
vast majority of trades, and, moreover, to provide a beneficial 
result. In contrast, monopoly was held to be the opposite of com
petition, to be pernicious, and was (net very consistently) applied 
to (the few) situations where limitations of supply prevented the 
competitive outcone.̂

Cournot’s line of approach was completely different. VPnereas 
the Classical economists were concerned with inter-industry 
equilibrium, Cournot focussed his attention on intra-industry 
equilibrium. For him the unit of study was the market and the firm, 
and the method of approach was partial, not general, equilibrium

!• This suirmary of the Classical economists’ approach to competition 
and monopoly is, of course, very sweeping. The reader is referred 
to chapter U, where he will find each one of the assertions in this 
paragraph qualified, at least with respect to some writers.
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analysis.^ He set himself the problem of explaining how

"for each commodity by itself, the law of demand in connection 
with the conditions of production of that commodity, determines the 
price of it and regulates the incomes of its producers".

Hius, his book is concerned directly with the theory of the firm 
within the manket, an area of study which, as we have seen, had 
previously received scant attention in the economic literature.

This is not to say, however, that Cournot was not aware that 
the partial approach involved some loss of realism. He is quite 
clear on this point

"in reality the economic system is a whole of which all the parts 
are connected and react on each other. An increase in the incombe of 
the producers of commodity A will affect the demand for commodities 
B, C, etc., and the incomes of their producers, and, by its reaction, 
will involve a change in the demand for comm^odity A. It seems, 
therefore, an if, for a complete and rigorous solution of the problems 
relative to some parts of the economic system, it were indispensible 
to take the entire system into consideration".

However, he felt that such a line of approach "would surpass the 
powers of mathematical analysis".^ And clearly, as Marshall was 
later to argue, there is often much to be gained by adapting a 
partial approach at the cost of a little approximation.

1. Cournot was quite aware that a partial approach requires the use 
of ceteris paribus assumptions

"He consider as given and invariable the prices of other commiodi- 
ties and the incomes of other producers." ibid., p. 127.

2. ibid., p. 127 (italics added)

3. ibid., p. 127.

U. We shall see in chapter 6 below that Walras, working on Cournot’s 
foundations was to prove that this was not so.
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Inevitably, since he was attacking a different problem to the 
Classical economists, Cournot uses the termes monopoly and competition 
to mean different things from them. In contrast to the association 
of monopoly with limitation of supply in the works of the Classical 
economists, Cournot takes the "word in its most absoluting meaning, 
which supposes that the production of an article is in one man’s hands".^ 
On the other hand, he uses competition to mean rivalry, and 
contrasts competition of producers with monopoly (one producer).
There is no mention of free competition at all in the Recherches.
Ile is justifi8bl%r scathing with regard to the failure of his 
contemporaties to adequately define competition

"Eve 13'- one has a vague idea of the effects of competition.
Theory should have attempted to render this idea more precise; 
and yet, for lack of regarding the question from the proper point 
of view, and for want of recourse to symbols (of which the use in 
this connection becomes indispensable), economic writers have not 
in the least improved on popular notions in this respect. These 
notions have remained as ill-defined and ill-applied in their 
works, as in popular language."

Cournot saw his task as to introduce scientific rigour in place of 
analytical confusion, and his analyses of monopoly and competition, 
as we shall see, go a long way towards the attainment of that end.

Having outlined his line of attack, our second task in this 
section will be to examine the solution Cournot offered to the 
problem of price determination. Whilst the Classical economists dis
tinguished two models of price, competition and monopoly; Cournot dis
tinguished three: monencly, competition of producers, and unlimited 
competition.

1. ibid., P‘ 55

2. ibid., p. 79



These three models make up his schema of price determination. It will 
be demonstrated in sections II and III of this chapter that the 
former and latter of these cases are none other than what we have 
called the theories of pure monopoly and pure competition. Cn the 
other hand, the other case, competition of producers, is Cournot’s 
famous solution to the oligopoly problem.^ Each of these models of 
price is distinguished by having a different equilibrium solution. 
Together, however, they form a price schema into which Cournot hoped 
to fit all markets in the real world. The basis of this schema was 
that the equilibrium price in the market would depend solely on 
the market structure of that market; or, more specifically, on the 
number of sellers in that market. It is in the Recherches that we 
first find the emphasis on market structure, (and in particular, on 
whether the number of sellers is one, few or many), which forms such 
an important part of modem price theory, and, also, its empirical 
counterpart, the study of industrial organisation. Although neglected 
at the time of its publication, the price schema suggested by Cournot 
has in the 20th century taken a central role in micro-economic 
study.

Cournot begins his analysis of price with the case of one seller. 
Ke then introduces several sellers, and, finally, arrives at the case 
of very many sellers. Whilst the number of sellers is altered in 
his analysis, Cournot keeps all the other assumptions of his models 
the same. Thus in each model, each producer is assumed to select 
that output which maximises his own net revenue, where appropriate

It is not possible here to analyse Cournot’s oligopoly theoiqr 
in detail. (For an introduction to the large literature on this 
subject see Schumpeter, op. cit., pp. 979-83). However, it will 
be pointed out below that the non-generality of Cournot’s solution 
inevitably flaws his schema of price determination.
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taking the output of all other producers as given.^ The monopolist, 
therefore, maxirises net revenue

f(D).D - 4(D)
ifhere D is sales, f(D) the inverse demand function, and 4(D) the 
cost function. Ke will thus fix output so that

f(D) + D.f'(D) - #'(D) = 0 (5.1)
In the case of competition of producers, similarly, the kth 
producer will maximise his net revenue

f(D).D^ - 4j_(Dĵ )
Assuming the outputs of all other producers are given, the equilibrium 
condition for the kth producer is

f(D) + Dj.. f'(D) - = 0 (5.2)

Finally, in the case of unlimited competition, Cournot assurées that 
the output of the kth producer is innappreciable, so that it can be 
neglected from equation (2), which then simplifies to

iXD) - = 0 (5.3)

In unlimited competition price equals marginal cost. Thus, each of
the models are distinguished by different equilibrium conditions
(equations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3) which are derived by applying the same
behaviour assumption to different assumptions concerning producer 

2numbers.

1. We shall see in section II below that, in fact, Cournot treated 
the monopolist as a price-setter, and then switched to producers 
being output setters in the competitive cases. Clearly, however,
the equilibrium solution is the same in the case of monopoly, whether 
the monopolist sets price or his sales, since D = F(p) by the demand 
relation.

2. More detailed discussion of the variables, assumptions and 
equilibrium conditions in this paragraph are given in section II 
and III below.
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Cournot’s price schema fits neatly together, arguing that differ
ences in the number of sellers determines price. In this schema, 
pure competition and pure monopoly are regarded as the pofes of the 
analysis with oligopoly in between, again an idea which was to have 
a large number of adherents after Cournot’s death. But as has been 
often noted there is an important flaw in the unity of this schema, 
with regard to the oligopoly case. Whilst it is quite sensible for 
producers to maximise their own net revenue in the pure monopoly and 
pure competition cases, it may not be so in the oligopoly case.
In this latter case, as distinct from the others, such a policy 
ignores the fact that, out of equilibrium, each output decision taken 
by a producer, will cause other producers to react, and alter their 
output decisions.^ In such a situation, one or more producers might 
well adopt alternative strategies in order to make short run gains,
thus upsetting the model. Or, again, the producers may collude in

2order to alter the equilibrium solution. Hence, less so than in the 
polar cases, where no such reactions occur, Cournot’s solution may 
well be but one of many possible solutions. This being so,
Cournot’s price schema, and in particular, his progression from 
competition of producers to unlimited competition, i.e. from 
equation (2) to equation (3), loses its generality. Certainly,

1. This problem does not arise in the monopoly case because there 
are no other producers, while in the case of unlimited competition, 
the output of each producer is so small that his actions will not 
provoke a reaction.

2. Cournot recognised this possibility would offer the producers 
larger joint profits than his solution, (ibid. p. 83). He, however, 
only offered the weak argument that in reality "error" and "lack of 
forethought" on the part of the producers, would make his solution 
applicable.

3. This argur;’ent is valid if we accept the postulate that all pro
ducers aim to maximise net revenue. If we introduce the possibility 
of other behaviour postulates, then other solutions present them
selves in the polar cases also.
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few economists after Cournot were to follow his procedure in this 
respect, presuFiably because of the non-generality of the oligopoly 
model.

Tliis loss of generality also weakens the welfare aspect of 
Cournot’s price schema. This aspect of his analysis was his proof 
that "the result of competition is to reduce prices",^ Cournot shows, 
using a rather complex argument, that price will be lower under 
competition than monopoly, declining monotonically as the number of 
producers is increased. Consider a monopolist in equilibriutTi setting

P = - F(:) + cf)’(D)
F'(p)

where D = F(p) is the demand function, and ^(D) is total cost.
In contrast, n producers supplying the market, such that

D ~ Z would set price
i=l

p = 1 [- F g j  +
n L M r )

Cournot arpues that the average competitor will have higher marginal
costs than the monopolist because the latter can always operate the

2most efficient plants first. Nevertheless, it is possible to show 
that monopoly price will be higher than competitive price, although 
the proof is tricky.^ If we were, however, to simply assume the 
marginal costs of the monopolist and all competitors were identical 
then in the competitive case

np = F(p) + n (j) ’(D)
M p T

From this it follows directly that competitive price is lower falling 
monotonically as n increases. However, if competi^irs do not follow

1. ibid., p. 8U. The proof in the zero cost case is given on pp. 
83--', using figure U, and in the positive cost case on pp. 87-9, using 
figure 5.

2. ibid., p. 87. 3. ibid., pp. 87-9.
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Cournot’s oligopoly assumptions, such a proof is no longer valid, so 
that it is not possible to say generally that competition lowers price.

Cournot believed that he had demonstrated that competition, in 
his sense of the word, meant lower prices. In addition, he felt that 
competition and, in particular, unlimited competition, was the general 
rule of the social economy. He went on to conclude with the Classical 
economists that

"common sense teaches that society can only gain by the weak
ening or extinction of monopoly".^

We shall see in section III that his belief that competition was 
predominant in the economy, in part contradicts other conclusions which 
he reaches. And we have seen here, that there are grounds for not 
accepting his welfare proposition that competition lowers prices. 
Cournot despite his more scientific approach, was still not wholly 
free of the emotive content of the words, monopoly and competition.
His attempt to prove what "everj'- one believes without any analysis", ' 
was thus not fully successful. Nevertheless, it must be adndtted that 
Cournot at least attempted such a proof when his contemporaries and 
predecessors had done no more than assert this result.

On a more general level, however, Cournot’s price schema was a 
tremendous success. Every undergraduate student knows of the 
division of price theory" into monopoly, oligopoly and pure competition: 
the one, the few and the many sellers. Likewise, every student of 
industrial economics knows the conventional wisdom that market 
structure determines market behaviour determines mriket performance.
We are not concerned at the present time with the veJue of these 
ideas, merely noting that in origin they emanate from Cournot’s work.
We shall examine their permeation in subsequent chapters. In the 
next two sections of this chapter, however, we shall examine Cournot’s 
analysis of pure monopoly and pure competition, the polar cases of his 
price schema.

1. ibid., p. 135

2. ibid., p. 8U.
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Cournot’s Monopoly Analysis

Cournot begins his analysis of price with the case of monopoly. 
Ke adopts this unusual procedure not because he regarded monopoly 
as the dominant form of market organisation in the reel world, but 
in accordance with the usual scientific practice of proceeding 
from "the simple to the complex".^ By analysing monopoly first.
he hoped to be able to go on to "analyse more accurately the2
effects of competition of producers". The case of monopoly 
simplest since it involved the assumption of one seller

"Tlie siiiplest hypothesis for the purpose of investigating by 
what laws prices are fixed, is that of monopoly, taking this word in 
its most absolute meaning, which supposes that the production of 
an article is in one man’s hands".'

1. Recherches, p. 55. Tliis is not to say that monopoly was for 
Cournot a r.ere abstraction or ’ideal’ case, convenient as an 
Ĵ na.l̂ tical starting point, but of no practical importance. Father, 
he clear];- thought that "it is realised in certain cases" (p. 55). 
Ir a number of places he gives specific exanples of monopoly; for 
example, a theatrical enterprise or a toll-bridpe (p. Cl); or a 
rare hood owned by s publisher (pp. 11-12).

ibid. , I . 55
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Unlike the Classical economists who were vague and inconsistent over 
the definition of monopoly, Cournot used it throughout the Recherches 
■to m_ean one seller.

Ke Was equally clear over his other assumptions. Consider first 
his assumptions over demand. We have seen in chapter above that 
there was a great deal of confusion over the meaning of demand 
amongst Classical economists, which had not been entirely cleared up 
oy the middle of the century. Cournot’s mathematical training, however, 
allowed him to cut through this confusion, and present clearly, in 
1838, what his non-mathematical contemporaries could only vaguely 
formulate. The monopolist was assumed to confront a demand function, 
r = F(p), where D is the quantity demanded and p is price.^ Tnis 
demand function is treated by Cournot as given, and in general 
possesses a negative first derivative, F ’(p)< 0. Ii addition, it is 
assumed to be continuous (and, presumably, differentiable). With 
the ruinimumi of algebraic notation, we have here a clearly defined 
demand curve.

Notwithstanding the technical advance, however, it is important 
to notice that the assumption that the monopolist faces a given 
demand function immediately imposes a severe limitation on the applic
ability of the model. In the words of Schumpeter, the monopolist

on the one hand, can exploit a given demand schedule at his 
pleasure and, on the other hand, is not supposed to be able to alter 
It to his advantage, for example, by advertising or by teaching his 
customers new uses of his product. For the first time, we are thus 
presented , by implication, with a definition of monopoly, but with
one that excludes the large majority of all the "single sellers"

2
we can observe in real life."

X. Cournot started from the demand curve (see chapter iv of the 
Recherches), and made no atteript to derive it from a theory of 
consumer behaviour. Likewise, he accepted its negative slope as 
self-evident, although he did admit that for "objects of whim and 
luxuiy" (p. U6) such as diamonds, a fall in price might lead to a 
fall in demand.

2. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p. 976.
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By abstracting from the monopolist’s ability to change demand, we 
are omitting from consideration an important part of monopoly power.

Two lines of defence are open to Cournot. The first is that the 
assumption of a given F(p) simplifies the subsequent analysis, and 
makes it more tractable. The second is that at the tirrie Cournot 
wrote, the ability of single sellers to influence the demand for their 
products was probably much more circumscribed than it is today.
In support of this we may suggest that product differentiation and 
sales promotion were probably relatively minor aspects of business 
behaviour in the first half of the 19th century. If these arguments 
are accepted then Schumpeter’s indictment cannot be used directly, 
against Cournot. Rather, it is an indictment of modern economic 
the013', which still uses Cournot’s model even when the basic condition 
that F(p) is given, seems to contradict direct observation of modern 
mark et behaviour.

Cournot’s assumptions with regard to cost conditions ere less 
contentious, while, like their counterparts with regard to demand, they 
represent path-breaking pieces of clarification. In addition, they 

are imbued with the coEJron sense, characteristic of all Cournot’s work. 
Tne monopolist is assumed to have a cost function, (P), where C is 
sriount produced. Its first derivative, which was only much later to 
be called marginal cost, is assumed to be positive or zero, on the 
grounds that

"it would be absurd that the absolute expense of production should 
decrease as production increases,"^

Cournot believed, that this "differential coefficient ... exerts
2very great influence on the principal problems of economic science".

The second derivative of the cost function could be negative, 
positive or zero. Tlie former possibility was exemplified in Cournot’s 
opinion by E anufactured articles

"This comes from better organisation of the work, from discounts 
on the price of raw materials for large purchases, and finally 
from the reduction of what is known to producers as general expense".

1. Recherches, p. 59. 2. ibid., p. 59. 3. ibid., p. 59.
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Even in these cases, however, he admitted that et high output rates, 
marginal costs might begin to increase if high prices of raw 
..atericls and labour are induced. On the other hand, increasing 
lar^inal costs are likely to be a feature of agriculture, and 
ninir̂ t.. end quarrying, presumably through the operation of diminishing 
returns as none inputs are applied to the fixed input, land. Though 
siiple^ this division of industry and agriculture on the basis 
of decreasing or increasing marginal costs has merit, and indeed 
Is still used today as a first approximation in the analysis of 
industrial structure.

Having discussed Cournot’s definition of monopoly, and of 
del .and. and cost, it only remains to discuss his behaviour posutlate. 
Tiis he defines generally

"we shall invoke but a single axiom or, if you prefer, make 
but a single hypothesis, i.e. that each one seeks to derive the 
greatest possible value from, his goods or his labour".“

In the context of rcnopoly, tnis implies that the monopolist tries to 
• axil, ise his net revenue. Tne word maximise is important, since to 
mathematician such as Cournot it immediately suggests the use of 

calculus to determine muxii. a and minim a. It was by the use of 
calculus that Cournot went on to give the first solution of the 
^ure monopoly model.

he shall concentrate upon three aspects of Cournot’s monopoly 
analysis: his discussion of equilibrium, in the zero, and non-zero 
cost cases, and his analysis of the effects of a change in marginal 
costs on equilibrium. Consider, first, the case where a monopolist

-L . ibid., p. H  .
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"has no cost of production to bear, or the cost can be considered 
insignificant."^ For concreteness, Cournot postulates a "proprietor 
of a mineral spring which has just been found to possess salutary

p
properties possessed by no other". ' Such a proprietor could fix a. 
high price of 100 francs a litre but if he did this, he would sell 
so little that he would not "make the most of his property". Instead

"he will therefore successively reduce the price of the litre 
to the point which will give him the greatest possible profit".

The monopolist will therefore, in fact, find his equilibrium position 
by a process of trial and error.

Formally, in the zero cost case, this amounts fo finding the 
r.axirum of his gross revenue function, p.F(p), Since, by assumption, 
F(p) is continuous, p.F(p) is also continuous. In addition, at zero 
price, p.F(p) must be zero, while at a very high price F(p) is zero, 
so that again p.F(p) is zero. Between these price limits, p.F(p) 
will be positive and finite, so tha.t st least one maximum total revenue 
r.ust exist. The maximum is found by differentiating p.F(p) with 
respect to p, and setting the result equal to zero. Thus

F(p) + p. F'(p) = G (5.4)

Tne left hand side of this equation was (only r.uch later to be) given 
the name marginal revenue", so that equation 5.4 expresses the equili
brium condition that the monopolist should set price such that 
marginal revenue equals zero. In the zero cost ca.se, price and gross 
revenue in equilibrium depend only on the nature of the function F(p) 
Tiat is we heve:-

ibid., p. 57. 2. ibid., p. 56.

3. ibid., p. 56. For a discussion of the "discovery" of marginal 
revenue in the 1920s, see G.L.S. Shackle, The Years of High Theory; 
Invention and Tradition in Economic Thought, 1926-39, (Cambridge 
University Press, I967) Chapter 4.
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P = - r ( i )

end

T” {p) 

p.F(p) = - & { p ) f

F'(p)

Tt-.e solution represented by equation (5.̂ ) is depicted eeornetric- 
clly by Cournot (Fi^ui'e 5.1)^.

Fiyure H.l

c

0 rh

"Tbe derand curve is anb, and the problem is to maximise the area 
Cqnc. 3y a proposition of geometry, the solution is to select the 
point n such that the triangle Ont is isosceles and Oq = ct. Hiis 
is equivalent to equation (5*^)» as can be seen by substituting Oq 
for p, nq for F(p) and - for F*(p) in that equation.

Equation is only a necessary condition for total revenue
to be a ma.ximuir, as Cournot was aware. Tlie sufficient condition for 
it to be a maximum is that

2 F'(p) + p.F"(p) < 0

Fince F ’(p) is assumed to be negative, a sufficient condition for
a maximum is that F’’(p) < 0 i.e. the demand curve be concave from 

Pthe origin. If the demand curve is thus shaped

1. 'Tliis is Cournot’s figure (l). To my knowledge this is the first 
’’demand curve” ever drawn in the literature.

It is still possible for F”(p) > 0, and yet gross revenue be a 
maximum, i f absolutely

|2F’(p)| > |p.F"(p)|

Iri the linear case F"(p) = 0, and there is only one maximum solution.
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"it is impossible that there should be a irdnimu? , nor more than 
one niaxirnuT'. In the contrary case, the existence of several maxima 
or minima is not proved to be impossible”.

Tnis last possibility has important implications for our monopolist 
moving to equilibrium, by trial and error, since if two or more local 
maxima exist, it is possible that he will select a local rather than 
the global maximum, unless he (unrealistically) tries every 
conceivable price. Cournot, however, was not unduly worried about 
this possibility, taking the practical view that it was highly 
improbable that the revenue function would have more than one maximum 
within the specified price range. In this case, equation (5.^) 
would always give the maximum revenue solution.

The second aspect of Cournot’s analysis we shall discuss is the 
non-zero cost equilibrium position under monopoly. He postulates 
a monopolist who possesses ”the secret of a medical preparation or
an artificial mineral water, for which the materials end labour must

2
be paid for”. ' This monopolist will trj’- to ma>;imise net revenue 
befined as total revenue minus total cost

P*F(p) - (t,(D)

The cost function, ^(f), although expressed as a function of D, is 
implicitly a function of p, so that we are able to derive the equil
ibrium condition

= ° '5.5)

Equation (5.5) is equivalent to the basic proposition of the modern 
theory of the firm that equilibrium, occurs where marginal revenue 
equals marginal cost. The monopolist will produce at the price

1. ibid., p. 55, Maxima and minima will alternate with, on Cournot’s 
assumptions a maxima at each extreme.

P. ibid., p. 57.
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such that equation (5.5) holds, as long as net revenue is positive 
at this p'Oint.

Equation (5.5) represents the general solution to the monopoly 
problem. It is immediately clear that in equilibrium price must 
exceed marginal costs

^ bfd(D))

and further that the zero cost case is just a special case of this 
general solution. In addition, equation(5.5)reveals the important 
theorem that fixed costs can have no effect on equilibrium monopoly 
price, since in this case

(D)1 _ p
dD - ^

and again, equation (5.5) simplifies to equation (5.^). Cournot 
reLhrded this case as being quite realistic

"Tnis case occurs raore frequently than would be suspected at 
first glance... For instance, in a theatrical enterprise D denotes 
the number of tickets sold, and the cost of the enterprise ren.ains 
practically the same, without reference to the number of spectators.
For the tolls of a bridge, which is another monopolistic investment,
D denotes the number of passengers; and the cost for repairs, watching, 
and bookkeeping will be the same, whether the crossing is much or 
little used."^

In such instances, price will depend on the nature of the demand 
function alone, and fixed costs will be a deduction from gross 
revenue.

Finally, we shall examine Cournot’s proof that "when the cost of 
production increases, the price fixed by the monopolist, according 
to equation (5.5), will increase likewise". Cournot rewrites the 
function d{d(D)}/dD in equation (5.5) as an explicit function of 
price, .’(p), and subjects it to an infinitesimal change, u. This

] . ibid. , pp. 60-l,

?. ibid., p. 6l. Cournot’s discussion of this theorem is given on 
pp. 61-66 of the Recherches.
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v i n  cause the equilibrium price, to become p^ + f , and the problem 
is to prove that u and E always have the sane sign. Tne proof, 
which is given in more detail in the mathematical appendix to this 
section, relies on the fact that 6 and u are so small, that their 
product, and squares and higher powers of them, may safely be neglected 
Tiis being so the new equilibrium position nay be written

F'(-o) (5.6)
W(pp{2 - p(rp} + F"(pp{P„ - t'pg}

The right hand side of equation (5.6) tells us both the 
direction of change in price, d , for a change in cost, u, and the 
size of such a change. Tne numerator, F’(p^), is negative by 
assumption, whilst the denominator is also negative, by the second 
order conditions: for a maximum. Hence d and u must have the same si.m, 
In addition, depending- cn which is the bigger absolutely, the numerator 
or the denominator, so will the change in price be bigger or smalber 
than the cost change. Tiis theorem' forms the basis of Foumot ’s 
'nalysis of the effects of taxation on monopoly in chapter vi of 
the Recherches.

Fhilst being an important theorem it is strictly onl} applicable 
i 'L time case of infinitesimal changes in cost. Cournot attempts to 
generalise it to large changes in cost, u, by arguing that such 
large changes meg be conceived of as a series of small changes, u^, 
u^, u.̂ , etc. c 11 of the same sign. Tie total change in price, {, caî  
-ioo be so conceived, so that u., and 6 .̂ will have the same sign, as
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will and etc., so that

6 = ^i + + Cg +...

will be of the same sign as

u = +...

This argument is invalid for the obvious reason that in a chain 
argument of this sort it is no longer admassable to neglect squares 
and higher powers of the teriûs, so that it is not possible to say, 
in general, that 6 and u will have the same sign.^ Nevertheless, 
on the usual criterion of examining the comparative static effects 
of small changes, Cournot’s analysis was pathbreaking as in so many 
other areas of analysis.

The remainder of Cournot’s monopoly analysis concerns the effect 
on equilibrium price of various forms of taxation, end is summarised 
in the Mathematical Appendix to this chapter. The essence of Cournot’s 
monopoly analysis has, however, been discussed in this section. It 
is clear that Cournot’s achievement was two-fold . Firstly, 
he rigorously defined the pure monopoly model for the first time in 
the economic literature, and, secondly, he deduced any of the 
important theorems of the model. This was an outstanding achievement 
when one considers that, in Schumpeter’s words, "practically no

p
theciy of monopoly had existed before h i m " S u c h  a contribution alone 
would place him in the front rank of economic theorists. We shall 
see in the next section, however, that his contribution to the analysis 
of pure competition was equally important.

1. See Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p. §77, n. 1^

2. Schumpeter, ibid., p. 976.
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TJR. Cournot’s Analysis of lure CciLpetition

Me turn in this section to the other pole of Cournot’s price
scheme, tne theory of unlimited competition.̂  ds with the theory of
monopoly it would be tedious to recount in detail all the various
theorems derived by Cournot with regard to unlimited competition.
We shall restrict ourselves in this section, therefore, to his
discussion of equilibriuii', and the effects of a change in marginal

2cost on this equilibrium-. ' The results discussed in this section 
represent the first statement of the model of pure competition in 
the literature.

As we have seen in section I above, Cournot regarded unlimited 
competition as the extreme form of his r.iodel of competition of 
producers. In the case of a single producer, as we have seen, the 
monopolist will set price so tha.t

dp

;lien there are a nur.ber of competitors in the market, n, Cournot assumes 
that each producer will set sales to maximise his net revenue, 
taking the sales of all other producers as given.

] . Ti.is model is analysed rather tersely in chapter viii of 
the Recherches. This terseness, undoubtedly, arises because 
Cournot approaches this case last, having already gone over the 
same problems with respect to monopoly, and competition of producers 
We shall argue at the end of this section, that, nevertheless, 
Cournot provides all the basic elements of an analysis of pure 
competition in these few pages.

2. For a complete list of theorems see the Mathematical Appendix 
to this chapter.
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Let p = f(D) be the inverse demand function, where

n
D = T D

k=l

The kth producer will then maximise his net revenue

L -  f(c) - q ' c p

Thus we will have n equilibrium conditions

^[p-q'(Epi =0 (5.8)

which will determine the n partial productions, D^. Price will then 
be determined by summing these n equations

(5.9

The hypothesis of unlimited competition is defined by Cournot as 
follows

"Tne effects of competition have reached their limit when each 
of the partial productions is ina,n reciable, not only with refer
ence to the total production D = F(p), but also with reference to the 
derivative F ’(p), so that the partial production could be subtracted 
from D without any appreciable variation resulting in the price of 
the commodity."^

This represents an admirable definiton of the model of pure competition, 
Tlie advantage of making this assumption from, a technical point of view 
is that "it introduces a great simplification into the calculations".
In the n equations (5.8), since the partial productions are so 
small they may "be neglected without sensible error" and the equil
ibrium conditions simplify to

(5.10)

In other words, each producer will determine his output such that 
price equals marginal cost.^

1. Recherches, p. 90.
2. Monopoly and competition of producers are, of course, characterised 

by price in excess of marginal cost (see equations 5.7 snd 5.8.)
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The market price is determined by the condition

'a  =

If we solve the n equations (5.10) for the partial productions 
0 , then we have the total production in equilibrium. This is the sup
ply function (although Cournot does not call it this), which is a 
function of price

s = n(p)

nence price is determined by the condition that demand equals supply.

r(p) - F(p) = 0 (5.11)

In equilibriur.., under unlimited competition, marginal cost must 
be increasing. This can be seen clearly from the second order 
condition for net revenue to be a maximum i.e. by differentiating 
equations (5.10) with respect to and making the result less than 
zero.

Cournot, however, chooses to argue this proposition by saying that 
otherwise gross revenue

would be less than cost of production

Tnis proof implicitly assumes that marginal cost decreases throughout 
its length, and is not valid in general. Figure (5.2) demonstrates 
this: Figure (5.2a) confirming Cournot’s proof, and Figure(5.2b)
disproving it.

1. This result introduces some ass^nnetry into Cournot’s price schema, 
since no such restriction is placed on the slope of marginal cost 
In the iTiOdels of monopoly and competition of producers.
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Figure 5.2

a) price K 
cost e

p r\ c t

b) price & 
cost

c\

d Ac

In both ca.ses, output dc satisfies the equilibrium condition, and 
marginal cost falls at this output. But while a loss is made in 
figure (5.2a), i.e. the area ebcd exceeds the area abed, a profit is 
made in figure (5.2b), i.e. the area abed exceeds the area ebcd. In 
the general case, therefore, the question of profit or loss is not 
relevant; the condition that marginal cost is increasing being nec
essitated by the second order condition for a maxim.um.

In the case, where marginal cost is a monotonie decreasing function 
of production, D^, Cournot’s loss criterion holds. Cournot clearly 
saw the practical implication of such a situation. By producing an 
extra unit of the commodity past output ab in figure (5.2) the producer 
will make a profit on that unit. On a successive unit he will make 
a larger profit, and so on, so that ’’nothing would limit the production 
of the article”. Hence, in such a situation of monotonically falling 
marginal cost, the partial productions, D^, will become so large 
that the assumption that is negligible is violated. In Cournot’s 
words, the existence of falling marginal cost

’’proves that the effect of monopoly is not wholly extinct, or 
that competition is not so great but that the variation of the 
amount produced by each individual producer affects the total production 
of the article, and its price, to a perceptible extent”.

This finding, that decreasing marginal cost is not compatible 
with pure competition was, of course, to be a major argument raised

ibid., p. 91. 2. ibid., pp. 91-2.
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by Craffa as to the empirical usefulness of the model, and it is 
interesting to note that Cournot had already anticipated this 
objection. However, Cournot did not offer any escape route from 
the problem. Rather, he argued that

”Hiis hypothesis (unlimited competition) is the one which is 
realized in social economy, for a multitude of products, and, 
among them, for the most important products."^

Tliis statement is curiously at odds with his division, mentioned in 
section II above, of industry and agriculture, the former typically 
experiencing decreasing marginal costs, and the latter increasing 
■i-arginal costs. Surely, Cournot was not suggesting that no important 
products were manufactured? /\nd, of course, he was not. Rather, it 
^Guld be fairer to say that Cournot, like a number of writers we 
shall meet in the remaining chapters of this thesis, of whom the most 
important was Marshall, stopped short of pursuing the logic of the pure 
competition model to its end, since such a course promised the 
destruction of much of its apparent relevance. It was only in the 
1920s that discussion of this fundamental restriction to the model 
cam.e into the open.

Tne main interest in examining Cournot’s proof that an increase 
in r.ar̂ înal cost for all producers will necessarily raise price, 
arises from his use of what we would call demand and supply curves 
in his demonstration. We have already seen in section II that Cournot 
postulated that market demand was a negative function of price, and 
that he drew such a curve for the purposes of determining equilibriui.i 
in the zero cost monopoly case (see Figure (5.1). In addition, 
supply is also a function of price, Ü (p). Moreover, since each 
producer’s marginal cost is increasing, his partial production, D^, 
in equilibrium, must also be a function of price, increasing with 
price. On summation, therefore, the supply function,^(p), must also 
increase with price. Thus, demand is a negative function of price, 
and Cournot represents equilibriuiii simply by the intersection of 
these two curves.

1. ibid., p. 90.
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Fi{ ure 5 .3̂

y

In figure 5.3, y is production and p is price. The demand curve, 
has a negative slope, and the supply curve, PQ, a positive 

slope. Tb.e equilihrium price is OT at which demand equals supply. 
Figure 5,3 thus depicts clearly what has since becor.e known as 
'the Marshallian cross’.

If we now imagine

"all of the functions ({)̂ ’ ( ) as being increased by the quantity
u, as would take place in consequence of the establishment of a 
specific tax on the article, equation 11)would be replaced by

^(p-u) = F(p) ”

Graphically, the new supply curve is P ’Q’, and is related to PQ. such 
that

"the portions intercepted between these two curves, of all lines 
Parallel to the axis of the abscissas, such as VS’, are equal to u"

Evidently, the increase in cost will increase price from OT to OT’.
Just as clearly, the rise in price must be less than the increase
in cost, i.e. the distance TT’ will be less than VS’, as long as the 
demand curve slopes downward. Cournot also proves this result using 
the calculus, this proof being given in part 2, S U of the mathematical 
appendix to this chapter.

1. This corresponds to Cournot’s Figure (6). This is the first 
depiction of supply and demand curves in the literature.

2. ibid., p. 92. 3. ibid., p. 92.
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Cournot does not go on to examine explicitly the effect of an 
increase in demand on price under pure competition. This was in 
line with his discussion of monopoly, where again only changes in 
cost were considered. Nevertheless he clearly saw that it would 
raise price and so each partial production D^, as is self-evident 
from figure 5.3. Hence although his analysis of supply and demand
was not given prominence in the Recherches, Cournot clearly analysed 
it comprehensively and satisfactorily. When supply and demand analysis 
took the centre of the stage in later works of the 19th century, 
no mention was made of Cournot’s pioneering analysis. Yet it is 
clear that here, as in so many other fields, claim of priority lies 
in the slim volume of the Recherches.

% a i n , the reader is referred to the Mathematical Appendix for
Cournot’s analysis of the effects of taxation, in the unlimited
competition case. It is clear, as it was in the case of monopoly, that
Cournot must be credited with the pioneering analysis of this model,
which is such an important part of modem theory. That this has 
not been entirely recognised in the secondary literature is, in part, 
due to Cournot’s rather terse treatment of the model.^ And, in 
addition, Coumot restricts himself to only pure competition, so 
that, as Stigler has argued, with reference to perfect competition 
his analysis is "one-sided". ' This criticism undervalues the contri
bution of Coumot. As far as pure competition is concerned,at least, 
Cournot’s analysis was outstanding.

1. As noted above, this was due to the fact that he analysed the 
case last, and so did not want to be too repetitive by going into 
the kind of detail he went into with the monopoly case.

^ . Stigler, Perfect Competition, Historically Contemplated, p. 6.
See chapter 1 where it is argued that this criticism is not justified,
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In this chapter, we have seen the important contribution made 
Coumot to the analysis of competition and monopoly. Such 

concepts as marginal revenue, marginal cost, supply and demand, pure 
monopoly, and pure competition, all figure in his analysis, if not in 
name. The analysis of pure competition and pure miiopoly comprises 
the equilibrium solution, and, in addition, much of the comparative 
static work with regard to these models. The position of these 
r*"odels in Cournot's price schema, and the idea of market structure 
determining price, fonri today the basic schema for analysing markets. 
Cournot’s contribution was the single most important contribution 
to the analysis of competition and monopoly we shall meet.

It is against this background that we shall briefly look forward 
to future work on monopoly and competition. First, with regard to 
monopoly, Cournot’s analysis replaced confusion with coherence. 
According to Edgeworth,

"the classical economists rather anathematised than analysed 
poly, ... it wai 

branch of economics'
monopoly, ... it was reserved for Cournot to cultivate this neglected

,, 1

Subsequent work in this field can be roughly split into two. On
the one hand, non-mathematical writers, not having cccess to Cournot’s
^ork; continued to use monopoly loosely, end to provide little in

2the way of analysis of the problem. On the other hand, mathematical 
writers, of whom Walras, Edgeworth and Marshall may be mentioned, 
accepted Cournot’s model as a starting point, and devoted themselves 
to developing it." In Schumpeter’s words

1. F.Y. Edgeworth, "Railway Rates", Economic Journal, (1912), 
reprinted in Papers Relating to Political Economy, vol. I (London: 
^^cmillan, 1925), p. 1T2.

2. See, however. Merger’s interesting discussion of the problem, 
analysed in chapter T below.

3. Edgeworth and Marshall share honours for developing Cournot’s 
theory, Walras doing little more than reproduce Cournot’s analysis
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"the period's (1870-191^0 work may he described as a series of 
successful attempts to develop his statics of straight monopoly".^

It was only with the appearance of Marshall's Principles in I89O, that 
the non-mathematical majority of economists wps to become acquainted 
with Cournot's pure monopoly theory.

As far as the analysis of competition is concerned, the next 
important development was to be the work of Walras. His contribution 
was to provide a general analysis in place of Cournot’s partial 
analysis and in the process, to integrate some of Cournot’s ideas 
with the idea of inter-industry equilibriuEi. This, as we will see, 
was another major achievement in the development of the idea of 
perfect competition,theory. However, in less mathematical writings, 
the integration of these ideas was less satisfactorily carried out.
Wot until the work of Marshall towards the end of the 19th century do 
we find an attempt at integrating the ideas of pure competition and 
free competition into a consistent framiework of analysis at a level 
of abstraction less rarefied and more practical than that adopted by 
Walras.

Cournot’s analysis of pure competition, as we have seen, was 
fairly terse. Hence, there was room for expansion of some of its 
ideas in subsequent work. Tiius, for example, although he drew supply 
and demand curves, Cournot did net dwell on them, and 
it was left to Fleeming Jenkin to use them in a comprehensive analysis, 
Or again, although Cournot assumed there would be but one price in 
the market he did not enunciate conditions which would ensure such 

result. These conditions were first given by devons. Cournot’s 
Work nevertheless broke the back of the pure monopoly and pure 
competition models. And as we shall see, the failure of the 
Recherches to reach a wide audience in the half century after I838, 
must be largely held responsible for the poor quality work on competi
tion and monopoly which was to predominate in that period.

1. Schumpeter, op. cit., p. 976.
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Mathematical Appendix.

Cournot’s analysis of Monopoly and Unliiaited Competition

In this appendix, I have gathered together the theorems on pure 
monopoly and pure competition derived by Coumot in chapters iv-vi, 
and viii, respectively, of the Recherches. I have used Cournot’s 
notation, but where appropriate I have expanded his proofs in 
Order to clarify the exposition.^ It is a measure of Cournot’s 
great contribution to the aneJLysis of competition and monopoly, 
that all the proofs here included were first given in his work.

1. For further clarification the reader should refer to I. Fisher’s, 
’Notes on Cournot’s Mathematics’, prefaced to the Recherches.
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1, The Theory of Monopoly

§1. In the zero cost case, a monopolist faces a demand curve 
D = F(p), and maximises his gross revenue, p.F(p), by setting price 
such that

F(p) + p.F'(p) = 0 (1)

By doing this he receives a revenue dependent only on the nature of 
the function F(p)

p.F(p)
-F'(p)

^2. The gross revenue of the monopolist will he a maximum, if

2.F’(p) + p.F"(p)< 0

Since F’(p) is negative, and p is positive, a sufficient condition 
for a maximum is that the demand curve be concave from the origin

F"(p) < 0

§3. If the monopolist suffers capacity constraints such that his 
maximum output,A , is less than required by equation (l), price will 
be determined such that

F(p) = A

. In the non-zero cost case, a monopolist maximises net 
revenue

P*B(p) -({) (B)

where cost, (J) (d ), is an implicit function of price. The equilibrium 
condition in this case is
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Since marginal cost is positive, in equilibrium

^  ̂ dD

§5. If marginal cost is constant, g, equation (2) becomes

D + F’(p) {p - 6} = 0

If total costs are fixed, equation (2) reverts to equation (l) 
and price depends on demand alone.

g6, A capacity constraint which limits output to A, less than
equilibrium output, leads to a price determined by

F(p) = A

In this case, cost does not affect equilibrium, but only serves to 
diminish the monopolist’s income.

§7. When costs are positive, a monopolist will continue production, 
as long as net revenue is positive

p. F(p) - *(D) > 0

o8. A small rise in marginal cost, u, will cause a sra.ll rise
in price, 5. Let p be the original equilibrium price, so thato

F{p„) + F'(p^){p^ - 4<(Po)} = 0 (3)

where '' (Pq ) - In the new equilihriurc we have

F(p, + d) + F'(p^ + f ){p^ + 5 - . u} = 0 (1.)

By Taylor’s theorem, neglecting terms involving squares and higher 
powers of 6, we have
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F(p^ + S) = F(p^) + CF'(p^)

F ’(p^ + S) = F'(p^) + 6F"(p^) 

ii(p + 5) = i'j(p ) + ft|)'(p ) ̂ C O

Using these approximations in equation (^), subtracting equation (3), 
and discarding terms such as and 6u, we have

[f ’(p^){2 - i;'’(pç )1 + F"(^ ).[p̂  -Ij,' (p^)}]g - u.F’(p^) = 0 (5)

The coefficient of 3 in equation (5) will be found to be the derivative 
of equation (3) with respect to p^, which must be negative by the 
second order condition for a maximum. Hence from equation (5), g 
must have the same sign as u.

§9. The rise in price, ô , will be more or less than the rise in 
u according to the relation

a = F'(p^)
u F»(p )|2 - f,’(p )} + F"(p ){p - aIp T}

G  O  0  O  '  O

■p’rom equation (3)

\ R(po)
P q  - ’KPo) - - F’(p )

so that 3 > u if

(F'(p^)}:{l - t ’CPg)} + F"(p ^).F(p ^) < 0

Clearly a sufficient condition for this to hold is that > %
and F"(p^) < 0.

§10. A tax of a fixed amount,a , will not affect the 
monopolist’s equilibrium price. His net revenue is now

p.F(p) - c[- (d ) - a
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so that equilihrium is again expressed as equation (2). Consequently, 
such a tax falls wholly on the monopolist, and does not affect the 
consumer.

gll. A tax proportional to net revenue likewise does not affect 
equilibrium, and hence falls solely on the monopolist. His net revenue 
in this case will he

{ 1-i) . { p.F(p) -d. (D)} 

where i is the tax rate.

§12. A tax proportional to F(p) does affect monopoly equilihrium, 
Such a tax, i, is equivalent to an increase in the function ^ ’(D) 
hy a constant i. Thus net revenue is

p.F(p) - f(D) - i.F(r)

S C  that e q u i l i b r i u m  b e c o m e s

F(p) + F ’(p){p - ('(D) - i} = C 

which is equivalent to equation (b) above.

Let p be the pre-tax equilibrium price, and p ' be the post-tax 
price. Then by the argument in §g 8-9.

p *  .  p ____ _______________________

{F'(pei)}^2 - .q(Po)} - F(p p ).F"(p o )

Ne already know that if i is positive, p ' > p^, and hence F(p') < F(p̂ . 
Equation (6) determines the extent of the price rise to p*.

The loss to consumers who continue to buy the commodity is

(P* - Po)' F(p')

The gross profit of the treasury is

i. F(p’)
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Thus the loss to the consumers will exceed the treasury’' gain if

P’ - Po > i 

The loss of net income hy the monopolist is 

p^.F(p^) - ({F(pr)} - |p'.F(p') - d{F(p»)^ + i.F(p')

Since p„ was the original equilibrium price 

Pf.F(pn) - f{F(pc)} > p'.F(p') -('{F(p')]

Thus the loss to the monopolist must exceed the treasury gain.

Since absolute cost must be lower after the tax, as sales are 
lower i.e.

ç{F(pe)} > ,>{F(p')}

it follows that expenditure on consumption is reduced "by the tax

Po .F(Pq ) > p'.F(p’)

The treasury will maximise gross revenue by selecting i such that

F(p') + i.F*(p').-|^ = 0

p ’ being a function of i, given by

F(p') +{ p* (p') - i)F'(p') = 0

If the monopolist is unable to produce the equilibrium output 
both before and after the tax, then price will be such that

F(p) = A

.Tiere A is maximum output, and the tax will not affect price.
Hence it will fall solely on the monopolist.

If the treasury grants a bounty i to the monopolist, the price 
rill charge in equ; 

original consumers is
he will charge in equilibrium falls from p to p'. The gain to theo
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(ïV - P')'F(Pr)C G

and the loss to the treasury is i.F(p*). The rain to the monopolist 
is

i-F(r') - |po-F(Po’ - -{ p'r(p’) - *[f (p ')]}|

As before the expression in brackets is positive, so that the gain
to the monopolist is less than the loss to the treasury.

§13. A tax, n, proportional to gross revenue has the following 
effects. In the zero cost case, it does not affect equilibrium. The 
monopolist’s gross revenue is in this case

(l - n) p.F(p)

in the positive cost case, the monopolist’s net revenue becomes

(l - n).p.F(p) - ((D) 

and the ecuilibrium condition becomes

F(p) + F’(p)
1

P - l-n-MrF(p)} = 0

The effect of this tax is to raise the cost term by . Hence the'' 1-n
larger is ( ’(D), the greater will he the effect of the tax.

Let p^ be the pre-tax price end p ’ the post-tax price. The loss 
to the consumers who continue to buy the commodity is

(p’ - P^).F(p’)

Tne gross profit of the treasury is

n.p’.F(p’)

Tnus the loss to the consumers exceeds the gain to the treasury as

P'(l - n) > pp
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The loss borne by the producer is

Pq .F(p^ ) - (,{F(p^)} - ^p'.F(p') - (){F(p’)}j + n.p’.F(p’)

As before this loss exceeds the gross profit to the treasury.

The treasury will" maximise gross revenue by setting n such that

P'F(p') +-|^..{F(p M  + p'.F'(p')} = 0

glU. A tax in kind which affects cost but not revenue has the 
following effects. If it is a fixed quantity tax, k, the equilibrium 
condition is

F(p) + F ’(p) ^p - ^'{F(p) + k}J = 0

In this case, price is raised or lowered by the tax as (.’(D) increases 
or decreases with D.

On the other hand, if the tax is proportional to gross production 
such that net revenue is

p.F(p) -

then equilibrium" requires

F(p) + F’(p)(p 0

gl5. If the tax in kind is a constant, k, taken from the mono
polist’s revenue, then we have

p.{F(p) - k } - F(p) }

Tlie equilibrium condition is then

F(p) - k + F'(p){p - 9'(D)) = 0

On the other hand, a tax proportional to gross product would give 
for the function for the maximum

( 1 - n )  .p.F(p) - (|)(d )
This is equivalent to the proportional tax in money analysed in §13.
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2. The Theory’- of Unlimited Competition

§1. If there are n producers, each attempts to maximise net 
revenue

Oy(D) -

Dgf(D) -

Ttiis leads to a system of equilibrium conditions

dD

1  + -P - = °

A situation of unlimited competition is defined as one in which the 
partial productions, D^, are inappreciable with re^rence to D and 
F*(p), so that may be subtracted from D without any appreciable 
variation in price. In such a situation, the terms may be neglei 
and the equilibrium conditions simplify to

p-(' ’(D_) - 0 
1 -

p D ) = 0n n
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Tiese n equations together with

Dp... + = F(p) (2)

determine the n+1 unknowns, p and D^, D^... D^.

g2. If we solve all the equations (l) for the partial productions 
D^, Dp ... D^, then we have total production in equilibrium, G, which

is a function of p.

S = ̂ (p)

Price is then determined by the condition

n(p) - F(p) = 0 (3)

§3. Pll the functions (D^) must increase with D̂_ in
equilibrium. Otherwise gross revenue

will he less than costs

As all the functions

q " ( D y  > 0

D is a function of p., increasing with p. Thus the function o (p) 
must increase with n

l'(p) > 0

. A small increase in marginal cost of magnitude u for all 
Producers will cause price to rise by a quantity 3. Let the original 
equilibrium position be

Q(p ) = F(p ) (4)o c
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and the subsequent equilibrium be

n(Pr + « - u) = F(pr, + 5) (5)

By Taylor’s theorem, neglecting squares and higher powers, we have

r(Po + c - u) = n(p^) + fn’(p̂ ) - bp'(p^)

and
F(pc +3) = F(pb) + 6F’(pc)

Subtracting (H) from (5), using these expressions, gives

(3 - u )o ’(p q ) = 3F’(p q ) (6)

This condition can only be satisfied, bearing in mind that u is 
positive, if

3 > 0 and 3 < u

Tius the cost increa.se will raise price, but by an amount less than 
the increase in cost. It also follows from equation (6) that the 
flatter the demand curve i.e. the smaller the value of F’(p), the more 
nearly will the price rise 3 approach the magnitude of the cost rise u.

§5. Let us assume that u is a specific tax, proportional to E^, 
levied on each producer. The initial equilibrium of the kth producer 
is

( = I’o

Tne post-tax equilibrium is

Te know from St that

P' - u < P^

;o that
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In addition

{CL}' < {CL}k-' o

so that, a fortiori.

(P* -

The producer suffers two types of loss. Firstly, the difference
between the price p and p’ - u, on the quantity produced {D, } ’

o ^

(f  ̂ - P' +

Secondly, the net revenue he was receiving on the lost production

-  ( V  

p g { V o -  fV') -
The total loss is therefore

Po^Vo - - 'Uk'hho - q J h ’} ')
Tiiis loss diminishes as has a steeper slope.

Tie producers as a whole will therefore lose

UD- + - p’D- - - {q(\))')

bince

h ,  ( V >

the total producer logs is necessarily less than the treasury gain u.D' 
if

n'D’ > p P c o

In other words, if '̂ (p) is elastic.
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The loss to the consumers who continue to buy the article is

( r *  -

This loss is less than the receipts from, the tax since

P' - Pc < u

§6. A tax proportional to gross revenue implies the net revenue 
of the kth producer is

The equilibrium condition therefore becomes

p(l - n) - = 0

Solving this condition for each producer gives us total supply, 
so that price is determined by

( l — n)p} — F(p) — 0

The effect of the tax is to raise price, just as if t '(P ) had been 
increased by the ratio l:-̂ -̂ . The effect on price will therefore 
be greater, the larger is

The analysis is the same if a tithe or tax in kind, proportional 
to production, is levied, assuming F(p) is net affected.

§7. The net revenue in money of the kth producer is

o

If price rises, so that P^ rises, the net revenue of the producer must 
increase.

In order to derive the return in kind, we must divide equation (7) 
ty p (py
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A'(Ok)

This return will be a maximum where

dU = 0 (8)

But condition (7) cannot be obtained since (D^) must increase with 
always. Hence a rise in price which raises P^ will always raise 

the net return in kind of the kth producer.
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Charter 6

Leon Walras’ ’Pure Economics’

Leon Walras published his Elements d’économie politique pure in 
two parts in 18T^ and 18TT.^ In this work, he presented what must

2be regarded as the classic statement of the theory of free competition, 
in the economic literature. Whereas the Classical economists only 
made vague statements with regard to competitive ecuilibriuiri,
Walras presented an explicit and rigorous treatment of it. He 
presented the Classical competitive theorems in a general equilibrium 
framework, thus demonstrating their logical position in economic 
theory. And further, as we shall see, his explicit approach 
uncovered some of the problems of competitive theory which had been 
obscured by the vaguer Classical treatments. He did not solve all 
the problems of competitive theory, but his work provides the basis 
for subsequent research into general competitive analysis by mathemat
ical economists.^

i« Subsequent editions were published in I889, I896, 1900, and 1926.
I have used Jaffe’s translation of the 1926 "edition definitive":
Leon Wa.lras, Elements of Pure Economics: or the Theory of Social 
Wealth, trans. by W. Jaffe, (London: Allen and Unwin, 195t).

2. We are distinguishing free and pure competition here. The Classic 
statement of the latter is, as we have seen, Cournot’s.

3. .As explained in chapter 1 we shall not be concerned with the 
development of Walras’ general competitive analysis by mathematical 
economists in the remainder of our period, but rather with the less 
abstract work of mainstream economists. For a good summary of the 
mathematical refinement of Walras’ work, see Kenneth J. Arrow and 
r.H. Hahn, General Competitive Analysis (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 
1971) chapter 1.



The Elements is an exercise in pure theory". Further, the basic 
assumption of the book is "a hypothetical regime of perfectly free 
competition". Walras saw the book as part of an attempt to mnke 
economics into an exact science, like the physico-mathematical 
sciences of mechanics or hydrodynamics. The pure theor;̂ - of econ
omics was, like the pure theory of mechanics, the rational part of 
the science, and as such should use the methods and language of 
mathematics. It is this use of mathematics which, more than any 
other factor, enabled Walras to present the classic statement of 
free competition theory, just as it had enabled Cournot to present 
the classic statement of pure competition and pure monopoly theory.^
In a sense Adam: Smith’s competition theory can be viewed as the attempt 
of a. non-mathematical economist to express essentially Diathemiatical 
relationships in words. But what Smith found extremely difficult 
to do, was for Walras much easier, because he was able to use the 
powerful tools of mathematics. Did mathematics dictate the theory 
which Walras presented? Partly, yes; but it also, in the same way, 
dictated Smith’s theory; with the primary difference that Smith did 
not possess the mathemabicel tools essential to properly present the 
theory'.

Wa.lras ’ book attempts to provide a general theory of price 
determination. It builds up this general theory' in successive 
stages. At each stage the central idea is the concept of general 
equilibrium. Walras shows that at each stage his theory is determinate 
in the sense that the number of equations and unknowns are equal. 
Consequently the book is concerned with system. M d  to ensure that 
nothing interferes with this system, the argument is carried on at a 
high level of abstraction. But system isn’t everything, and 
inevitably in this logical tour de force, problems which threaten to 
upset the argument are ignored or assumed away. And such problems are 
the bread and butter of practical applications of the theory^. Walras 
was not concerned to be practical in the Elements, and so there is 
little in the book critical of the theory. But then perhaps it would 
be too much to expect the classic exposition of free competition 
theory, to also provide its own critique. The critique must come later.

1. In the Preface to the Fourth Edition (p.37 of the Jaffé edition) 
Walras acknowledges two sources: his father, Auguste Walras, and Coumot, 
To the latter he owed "the idea of using the calculus of functions" 
to elaborate his theory.
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The Elements is a difficult book to deal with because of its 
architectonic structure. Its core consists of h parts: the theory
of exchange (Parts II and III); of production (Part IV); of 
capitalization (Part V); and of circulation (Part VI). Each of these 
parts builds on the preceding ones, so that the theory is gradually 
made more complex. For reasons of space I shall not present a 
consideration of each of the parts, and I have elected to largely 
ignore the last two parts in what follows. Further, space considera
tions have also forced me to restrict the use of mathematics to the 
absolutely necessary. The net result of these restrictions is to 
play down the breadth of Walras’ achievement, end this limitation 
should be noted in what follows.

I have divided this chapter into 5 sections. Section I deals with
Wt'JLras ’ conception of free competition. Section II looks at the
theory  ̂of exchange and section III the theory'- of production. Section
IV briefly examines 'Nairas’ theory of monopoly; whilst section V draws
Some conclusions.
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I . Walras' conception of free competition

The whole of Walras’ edifice of pure economics is built on the 
assumption of free competition. Walras, unlike Cournot, devoted 
little space to alternative assumptions.^ Eis aim was to build a 
systematic, general theory of price determination, which would make 
economics into an exact science. And for this purpose he chose one 
assumption only, that of free competition, and used it throughout.

Why did Walras choose the assumption of free competition? One 
could argue that he chose it, because it was the most suitable to 
a general theoretical approach. Its symmetry and its simplicity are 
both conducive to a general model, in a way that monopoly, say, is 
not. Certainly, there is something in this argument, but in my view 
it is not basic. More important, was Walras’ commitment to the free 
competition concept both as a description of what is, and as a 
description of what ought to be.^ This belief in free competition is, 
of course, the same belief that most economists at least from the 
time of Adam Smith had had, and it had resulted in a traditional 
competitive approach to price determination. Walras, despite his 
superior analytical ability, accepted this tradition, and built 
his system upon it.

Walras’ belief in free competition, as with other economists, 
led him to treat it with less rigour than he treated other concepts 
in the Elements. There, therefore, emerges from the book a rather

. Monopoly is dealt with only in the last part of the Elements 
(Part VII) and is mentioned in only one or two places before that. 
See section IV of this chapter.

2. That is Walras, like the Classical economists, was ideologically 
Biased in favour of free competition. See Schumpeter, History of 
Economic Analysis, p. 3^.
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loose conception of free competition. A primary example of this is
Walras’ failure to make a clear distinction between the theoretical
method end the particular theory of free competition.^ This can
be clearly seen from the first Lesson of Part II of the Elements,
where he proceeds imperceptibly from a statement of the theoretical

. . 2problem to the assumption of competition. ' It is brought out even 
more explicitly in the Preface to the Fourth Edition, where Walras says

"-'̂ '̂ure economics is, in essence, the theory of the determination
o

of prices under a hypothetical regime of perfectly free competition".'

Thus Walras identifies free competition with the science itself.
Clearly such an identification is not logically valid. Its acceptance 
by Walras gives an ideological bias to his frequent defence of the 
scientific method, by also making it a defence of free competition.
Even today one on occasion hears the argurent that an assumption of 
perfect competition should be made, at the theoretical stage of a 
problem, before the empirical stage is dealt with. Such an argument 
makes the same mistake as Walras did of confusing two logically 
separate ideas: that of the theoretical method and of perfect 
competition.

One would expect that an economist as concerned with making 
economics a science, as Walras was, would put great emphasis on the 
assumptions of his theory. However, this is not the case. Rather in 
the Elements, a peculiar dualism exists between the theory and the 
assumption of free competition. On the one hand, Walras derives his 
theorems of competition mathematically from certain conditions, such 
a,s demand should equal supply or price should equal unit costs. Then 
he switches to expl&ning in crabbed prose, how, in ’the real world’, 
the mathematical general solution "is empirically solved in the market 
by the mechanism of competition". This mechanism of competition worked 
in the real world, because of the existence of a real-world situation 
called free competition. Thus, free competition described a real-world 
situation, rather than a theoretical model. As a direct consequence

1. This criticism,of course,applies equally to the Classical economist, 
See chapter L above.

2. Elements, Lesson 5, pp. 03-91. 3. ibid., p. Uo.
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of this, nowhere in the Elements will you find an explicit discussion 
of the assumptions of the model of free competition. As with earlier 
writers free competition was a situation, and as such we are only ahle 
to infer the type of situation which Walras had in mind from his 
descriptions of the competitive economy".

Perhaps the best description of free competition in the Elements 
is given at the beginning of the discussion of the theory of 
exchange.^

"Value in exchange, when left to itself, arises spontaneously in
the market as the result of competition. As buyers, traders make
their demands by outbidding each other. As sellers, traders make
tteir offers by underbidding each other. The coming together of
buyers and sellers then results in giving commodities certain values 

1,2in exchange.

From, this we see Walras’ commitment to competition, in that he does 
not consider value in exchange arising from alternative circumstances. 
Further we see the familiar elements of buyers and sellers competing 
in the market for commodities. There is however no attempt to be 
more specific as to the number of traders, or their share in the 
market.

However, Walras does recognise different markets are more or less 
perfectly competitive, and that

"The more perfectly competition functions, the more rigorous is
p

the manner of arriving at value in exchange."”

n;be ’’perfectness" of competition depends on the extent to which the 
market is organised:-

"The markets which are best organised from the competitive 
standpoint are those in which purchases and sales are made by auction, 
through the instrumentality of stockbrokers, commercial brokers or 
criers acting as agents who centralise transactions in such a way

3. ibid.. Lesson 5, pp. 83-6. 2. ibid., p. 83.
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that the terms of eve 13: exchange are openly arnounced and an 
opportunity is given to sellers to lower their prices and to buyers 
to raise their bids."

Stock markets, commercial markets, grain markets and fish markets 
conform to this picture. Fruit, vegetable and poultry markets 
are not so well organised, while retail markets are poorly organised, 
although "competition... nevertheless operates quite adequately" 
even in these. Further, competition is "unquestionably... the 
priiriary force" even in the least organised markets; for example, for 
the services of lawyers or musiciens. Walras felt justified,therefore, 
in taking the idealised perfectly competitive market as his assump
tion

"we shall suppose that the market is perfectly competitive, just 
.n pure mechanics we 

perfectly frictionless.
as in pure mechanics we suppose, to start with, that machines are

,,1

Hence, he envisages in his assumption of free competition, a market, 
such as the stock market, which is highly organised, such that experts 
deal in it, and all relevant information is available in it. Ihis 
picture closely resembles devons’ notion of a perfect market, and 
again Marshall’s emphasis on organisation in the market.

Walras gives as an example of "how competition works in a well- 
organised market", the trading in 3% French Rentes on the Paris 
^tock Exchange.^ In this market brokers act for the buyers and the 
sellers. Suppose the price to be 60 francs. Brokers with orders to 
sell at this price or less will offer these three per cents, and 
together these Rentes are termed the effective offer. Conversely,

1. ibid., p. 81'.

2 . devons’ views on the perfect market are discussed in chapter 8 
below, whilst Marshall’s views on competition are dealt with in 
chapter 9.

3. ibid., pp. 8F-6.
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brokers with orders to buy at 60 francs or above, demand a certain 
quantity of the Rentes, called the effective demand. If effective 
offer and demand are equal, exchange takes place, and "the market is 
in a stationary state or in equilibrium". If demand exceeds offer, 
price will have to rise to obtain equilibrium; and fall, if offer 
exceeds demand. The mechanics of the market do not concern us at 
present", bhat we may note from this example is that traders are 
conceived as quantity adjustors to a change in price, i.e. that offer 
and demand are functions of price. This, of cours, is a basic feature 
of supply and demand analysis, and Walras correctly perceives it. 
However, he in no way further elucidates the competitive assumptions 
which enable the construction of demand and offer curves in this ex
ample .

The discussion of free competition so far only relates to the 
exchange economy. Turning to Walras’ discussion of production, we 
find the usual assumption that firms will move towards trades 
where a profit is being made, and away from trades where a loss is 
being made :_

"Under free competition, if the selling price of a. product exceeds 
the cost of the productive services for certain finr.s and a pro fit 
results, entrepreneurs will flow towards this branch of production or 
expand their output, so that the quantity of the product will 
increase, its price will fall, and the difference between price and 
cost will be reduced; and, if, the cost of productive services 
exceeds the selling price for certain firms, so that a loss results, 
entrepreneurs will leave this branch of production or curtail their 
output, so that the quantity of the product will decrease, its price 
will rise and the difference between price and cost will again be 
reduced".“

Ihis statement directly explains the tendency for price to equal unit 
costs under free competition. Further it inplies, as Walras noted

1. See section 2 below.

2. Elements. Lesson l8, pp. 22̂ 4-5
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"that the desire to avoid losses and to make profits is the 
mainspring of the entrepreneur’s actions in demanding productive 
services end offering products for sale, just as we saw earlier 
that the desire to obtain maximum satisfaction was the mainspring 
of the actions of landowners, labourers and capitalists in offering 
productive services and in demanding products".^

Fe goes no further, however, in his discussion of the assumptions
sufficient to ensure a tendency to zero profits. His analysis of
this problem closely parallels that of the English Classical economists,

2to whom this principle was, of course, fundamental.

Two other aspects of Walras’ competitive analysis may usefully 
te considered here, before we pass to his analytical contributions in 
sections II and III: namely, his discussion of "statics and dj-namics", 
and his discussion of the welfare properties of free competition.
Che theory of competition is a static one in the sense that all 
variables have the same time subscript, and equilibrium is determined 
given the parameters of the model.”' Walras ’ mathematical approach of 
explicitly writing the equations of his system, enabled him to grasp 
this clearly, in a way the non-mathematical Classical economists 
Fad not. Again he invoked the parallel with mechanics to explain 
the peint:-

"We shall suppose the basic data of the economic problem... to 
remain fixed, so as to give us som.ething in economics analogous to 
vhat is called a stable system in mechanics".

1. ibid., p. 225.

2. The zero profit condition is further discussed in section III 
"below.

3. See Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p. 9^3.

4. Elements, Lesson 35» pp. 378-9. Walras’ general competitive 
analysis used the same tools and is formally analogous to mechanics
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Setting aside his substitution of stable for static, Walras clearly 
saw the.t the theory of competitive equilibriuii. was a static one.
This point was one which was to cause confhsion amongst literary econ
omists even into the present century, however.^

Walras also believed that he transcended static analysis, and 
presented a dynamic analysis in the Elements. Having dealt with 
static equilibrium

"we shall be in a position, if we sc desire, to pass from the 
static to the dynandc point of view. In order to make this trans
ition we need only suppose that the data of the problem, viz. the 
quantities possessed, the utility or want curves, etc. to vary as 
a function of time. The fixed equilibrium will then be transformed 
into a variable or moving equilibrium., which re-establishes itself 
automatically as soon as it is disturbed."

This step is taken in Part VII, Lesson 35 with the introduction of 
"the continuous market". In this Lesson, Walras drops the hypothesis 
of "an annual market period" in favour of a continuous market, "in 
order to come still more closely to reality". In the continuous 
market there is continuous change in "the basic data of the problern", 
so that there is a perpetual tendency to equilibrium., which is never 
realised fully. "Thus we pass from the static to the dynaii.ic state".

We see here that Walras was not talking of what we would today 
call dynamics. Tne idea that continual change in real world markets 
makes the movement to equilibrium only a tendency is, of course, 
prominent in the Wealth of Rations. The formalisation of it, that 
we are examining the effect on the equilibrium position of changes in 
the parameters of the model, is, of course, the problem of com
parative statics . Walras went no further than to .explore the

1. See Prank H. Knight’s Risk, Uncertainty and Profit, first 
published in 1921, as an example of this.

2. Elements, Lesson 29, p. 318,

3. ibid., pp. 377-81.
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comparative static possibilities of his model in the Elements.
This can be clearly seen from his division of his subject into 
"three phases"

"(l) the 'ohase of rrelirlnsry yropings towards the establishment 
of equilibrium in principle;

(2) the static phase in which equilibrium, is effectively 
established ab ovo as regards the quantity of productive services 
and products made available during the period considered, under the 
stipulated conditions, and without any changes in the data of the 
problem;

(3) a dynamic phase in which equilibrium, is constantly being 
disturbed by changes in the data and is constantly being re-estab
lished.

It is not sufficient to change the parameters of stctic equations, 
in order to make a theory dynamic. Walras can be given the credit 
for formally dividing competitive theory into the three divisions: 
disequilibrium, equilibrium and comparative equilibrium. But it is 
not in the Elements that we will find a dynamic treatment of 
competition theory.

We have already noted that Walras regarded free competition a.s a 
welfare ideal. This was not unusual, indeed it was a supposition 
held by practically all 19th century economists. What was unusual. 
Was that Walras attempted to prove it. Previously, economists 
had not possessed an explicit enough model to be able to do this. 
Walras possessed the technique to present an explicit, systematic 
theory of competition; and he used this to try to demonstrate that 
competition was "a good thing".

There has been a great deal of debate in the economic literature
2over Walras' welfare theorem. He first states it for the simple 

two commodity exchange model thus:-

1. ibid., Lesson 29, p. 319.

2. See, for example, Knut Wicksell, Lectures on Political Economy 
(1901, 1911) trans. by E. Classen, ed. by L. Bobbins, (London: 
George Routledge and sons, 19^6) vol. I, pp. 73-83.
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"The exchange of two commodities for each other in a perfectly 
competitive market is an operation by which all holders of either 
one or both, of the two commodities can obtain the greatest possible 
satisfaction of their wants consistent with the condition that the 
two commodities are bought and sold at one and the samoe rate of 
exchange throughout the market."^

ghat does this statement mean? In rny opinion there are two broad 
interpretations that can be given to it. Firstly, it may mean that 
out of every possible method of setting uniform prices, perfect 
competition obtains "the greatest possible satisfaction", in some 
sense. This was Wicksell's interpretation. If valid, it is a 
very strong welfare result, with widespread practical importance.
In my opinion Walras did not mean this in his statement given above, 
rle makes no mention of alternative methods of determining price in 
this Lesson, let alone any mention of the criterion for judging free 
competition to be the best method. Father, I thint, he meant something 
much narrower by it. And that is, that given the equilibrium price 
under perfect competition, holders will adjust their bids and offers 
so as to "obtain the greatest possible satisfaction", i.e. by making 
the ratio of their "raretes^ " equal to the price. This inter
pretation fits much more neatly into the context of Walras' general 
discussion of rareté. Eut, it malies the welfare proposition extremely

1. Elements, Lesson 10, p. 1^3

2. 'Farete* was the term used by Walras to represent marginal utility 
":'.e. the intensities of the last wants satisfied" (ibid., p. 1^3)
In a two sector, general equilibrium exchange economy, the equili
brium conditions are

r

a,i

where p = prices, r = raretés, a and b are commodities, and there are 
n individuals (i = l...n). We shall only just touch on Walras’ 
important discussion of rareté as "the cause of value", since it is 
Outside the bounds of our topic.
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limited. Rince holders of commodities are assumed to "desire to 
obtain maximum satisfaction", they will do so at whatever price is 
set, Hence, free competition is not s h o \ m  to be superior to any 
other method of determining price, which allows individuals to adjust 
the ratio of their raretes to the price ratio.^

Walras repeats his welfare proposition in the case of several 
commodities in an exchange econory (Lesson 13); in the case of 
production (Lesson 22); and in the case of capital formation (Lesson 27) 
Each statement is similar in wording, and reveals no more clearly the 
sense in which Walras held that free competition was a welfare ideal. 
Thus, for example, in the case of production he says

"■'^reduction in a market ruled by free competition is an operation 
by which services can be combined and converted into products of such 
a nature and in such quantities as will give the greatest possible 
satisfaction of wants within the limits of the double condition, 
that each service and each product have only one price in the market, 
namely the price at which the quantity supplied equals the quantity 
demanded, and that the selling price of the products be equal to the 
cost of the services employed in making them."

1. Jaffe (translator’s note (l) to Lesson 10 of the Elements: 
ibid., pp. 5IC-II) suggests that Walras may have had a premonition of 
the Paretian welfare principle that a move from competitive equili- 
orium would reduce the welfare of at least one individual. Whilst
we must agree with Jaffé that there is no evidence to contradict 
this interpretation, there is also no evidence in support of it.

2. Elements, Lesson 22, p. 255. This Lesson contains Walras’ main 
views on the welfare implications of free competition.
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Again there is no explanation of the sense in which free competition 
is superior to other hypotheses, so that Walras’ welfare theorem is 
of only a very limited sort, whose practical application is negligible.

Walras, however, felt that he had proved something of great 
Practical import. Starting from an hypothesis about reality, he had 
studied the nature, causes and consequences of free competition. One 
of these consequences, it turned out, was that free competition 
ensures the attainment, within certain limits, of miaximum utility.
Thus Wairas felt that he had proved a second justification for general 
competitive analysis which those who argued that free competition was 
unrealistic could not ignore;-

"Even supposing that the future development of our science will 
never allow these disturbing factors (frictions) to be incorporated 
into our equations of exchange - certainly a useless prognostic, if 
not a rash one - nevertheless, the equations we have developed do show 
freedom of production to be the superior general rule. Freedom 
procures, within certain limits, the maximum of utility; and since 
the factors which interfere with freedom are obstacles to the attain- 
r%nt of this maximum-, they should, without exception, be eliminated 
as completely as possible.’’̂

Walras clearly states the view that perfect competition is a welfare 
ideal, but despite his assertions to the contrary he did not show in 
what sense it was so. Such a. proof had to wait for the work of Pareto. 2

1. ibid., p. 256. Note the looseness of terminology in this quotation 
Competition is here referred to simply as "freedom", whilst in the 
subsequent paragraph it is equated with "laissez-faire, laisser- 
P&sser". This again presents evidence for the case that despite the 
rigour of his analysis, Walras, like the literary economists he 
condemned, failed to eradicate his ideological biases from his work.

2. Since our concern is with the development of positive as opposed 
to welfare economics, we shall not pursue further Walras’ perceptive 
comments on welfare economics. Tb.e interested reader is referred to 
Lesson 22, pp. 255-7 of the Elements,



II. Welras’ Theory of Exchange

Walras builds up his general theory/ of competitive price deter
mination in successive stages. The first stage in this process is 
the mathematical theory/ of exchange, which he unfolds first in terms 
of two commodities, and then in terms of several commodities.^ This 
theory abstracts from production, and assumes that commodities just 
exist, and are held by individuals as stocks. Individuals exchange 
these commodities in a market, and the problem is to determine the 
current equilibrium price at which they exchange. In his theory of
exchange, Walras provided the first explicit and systematic treatment

2of offer' and demand in the economic literature, and it is this which 
for our purposes is his central contribution to competitive analysis. 
In this section we shall examine his contribution, first in terms of 
two commodities and then in terms of m commodities .

-' Elements, Pts. II and III respectively.

2. Walras follows the French tradition of referring to "offre"
in relation to demand. In the context of the theory of exchange, this 
is more appropriately translated as offer than supply (see Translator's 
Wotes, ibid., p. H98, note 2) and we shall adhere to this translation. 
This in no way diminishes the irportance of Walras' contribution to 
the analysis of what Marshall was to call the blades of a pair of 
Scissors.

3. Some readers may be puzzled in that the two main things for which 
Walras is famous - the notion that marginal utility (ra.rete) is the 
"cause" of value, and the notion of general equilibrium - receive only 
peripheral mention in what follows. I have taken the view, however, 
that our main concern is with Walras' analytical contribution to 
supply and demand analysis, and from this viewpoint his other important 
contributions can only be recognised in passing.
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Assure there are only two commodities in existence; (A) and (b ) 
Individuals are assumed to he initially endowed with either one or the 
other of these commodities, Consider an individual who initially 
holds commodity (B). Walras a,ssûmes his demand for commodity (A),
a. , varies as the price of (A) in tenr:S of (E) varies. Let p bea a
the price of (A) in terms of (B), and = l/p^. Walras then asserts 
that our individual's demand for (A) is always a negative function of
price, p^. He makes the further special assumption that at a, zero 
price demand is finite, while at some finite price demand is zero,p
I'O. that the demand curve intersects the axes.' On the other side 
of the coin, our individual’s demand for (A) implies an offer of (B)

, 8't price as follcws:-

Cl = d ..T (6.1)n a - a

If price is zero, offer is zero. But also at some 1 igh price, demand 
is zero and hence offer is again zero. It thus follows that the 
effective offer of (B) by our individual "starts at zero, increases,

p
attains at least one maximum, then decreases and returns to zero."
It is important to remember the assumed shapes of the demand and offer 
curves in what follows.

Individual 1 has a demand function for (A) of

a. = (È.2)

which lalras draws as follows

Figure 6.1

d

C P

1* Elements, Lesson 6, pp. 9P~106.
?. This assumption is relaxed briefly later: ibid.. Lesson T, pp.113-^'
3. ibid., p. 92.
h . ibid., p. 9^» Unlike Marshall, he puts price on the abscissa, as
is more appropriate for equation (6.2).



Each individual possessing (3) has a similar demand function. If 
we sum all these functions we derive "the demand curve or the
demand equation of (A) in exchange for (B) ,,1

D = a (6.3)

"■alras admits that the individual demand functions "are often
discontinuous". However, he argues like Cournot (from whom, a great
deal of this analysis is borrowed), that the market curve "can, for
all practical purposes, he considered as continuous by virtue of the
so-called law of large numbers". For each small rise in price,
some individual will reduce demand, so that in total the demand curve 
will have a continuous downward slope.

The aggregate demand curve for (A) also reveals the offer of (B) 
as a function of p . This follows from the fact that

Ü

(6.4)

In term's of geometry, the offer of (B) at a price p is equal to thea
area OP^Ap^ (see figure 6.2). If we construct an aggregate demand
curve for (e ) from the individual demand curves of holders of (A), then
it too will reveal the offer of (A), as a function of F , sinceb

r--h'S'b (6.5)

The offer of (A) at a price is equal to the area CB^Bp^ (see 
figure 6.2).

Fi/ure 6.2

P

- -\fe

0 pb

1. ibid., p. 95.
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Having set up his... mo del of two commodities traded under a system 
of perfect competition, Walras proceeds to solve it for the equili
brium prices of (A) and (B). The equilibrium condition requires that
0 = D and 0.̂ = . In terms of figure 6.2 this requires that thea a. D C
rectangles OD^Ap^ and OB̂ Bp.̂  are such that their bases are reciprocals 
of each other, whilst their altitudes ere such that the altitude of 
the first equals the area of the second, and conversely. If this is 
so, then p^ and p.̂  are the equilibrium prices. Algebraicly, the 
equilibrium conditions are that

(É.6)

The solution may be written in more familiar form: as Do = Op and Dh = &h

(6.7)r,a

T'

Tiriis last formulation leads Walras to depict equilibrium in the fami
liar way as the intersection of offer and demand curves

Figure 6.3

For commodity (A) the demand curve A A intersects the offer curve KLMd p
St point A, giving an equilibrium price p .. For commodity (B) the

a
point of intersection is B, and the equilibrium price is p . With

b
reference to this diagram Walras now states "the law of effective offer 
and effective demand or the law of the establishment of equilibrium 
prices":-

’Given two commodities, for the market to be in equilibrium with 
respect to these commodities, or for the price of either commodity 
to be stationary in terms of the other, it is necessaqy and sufficient 
that the effective demand be equal (to) the effective offer of each
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commodity. Where this equality does not obtain, in order to reach 
equilibrium price, the commodity having an effective demand greater 
than its effective offer must rise in price, end the commodity having 
an effective offer greater than its effective demand must fall in price".^

Tnese assertions can be clearly verified in figure 6.3, They had
teen a feature of economic analysis at least since Adaim Gmith, but
bairas was amongst the first to demonstrate them correctly andp
explicitly by means of geometry and. algebra. '

Further his mathematical approach allowed him to discuss issues, 
which had been hidden from the view of the literary economist. In 
Walras’ Fiements we find the first discussion in the economic litera
ture of" the problems of existence, uniqueness and stability of

?
competitive equilibrium.' Tliis discussion is only in terms of the 
simple two commodity case. Further it is restricted to the case 
illustrated by Figure 6.3. This case involves all curves being 
continuous; the demand curves having a negative slope throughout, and 
cutting both axes; and the offer curves having but a single maximum.

We can see in figure 6.3 that it is possible that the offer and 
demand curves have no point of intersection.

”lf, for example, converged on the price axis to the left of
the point W, it would not intersect the curve NPn. In that case
the Curve WLM would start on the price axis at a point situated to
the right of the point A and it would not intersect the curve A,A .

h FThere would be no solution."

1. ibid., p. 106.

2. We have already seen that Cournot depicted the ecuilibriun: of 
supply and demand in his discussion of unlimited competition. (see 
chapter 5 above). Walras’ treatment was, however, much more systematic 
than Cournot's. Note also that Fleeming Jenkin, working in the 
Fnglish tradition deriving from J.3. Mill, successfully treated the 
geometry of supply and demand in I87O, four years prior to the public
ation of the Elements, (see chapter 8).
3. Elements, Lesson 7, pp. 107-11^.

h , ibid., p. 108.
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In words, the price which is high enough to induce the first seller 
to sell is too high for the last buyer to buy. Offer and demand are 
incompatible, and no transactions will occur.

The possibility of multiple equilibria is not so trivial. Walras 
considers the case of 3 equilibrium positions (Figure 6.4).^

Figure 6 , h

0 N

Comparing figure 6.1| with figure 6.3, 3,3 • is shifted to intersectd -r
IIFQ at three points, and consequently KLM is shifted to intersect /d j )
at three points. It is now possible for there to be three different 
pairs of equilibrium price solutions: points A and 3; A* and B ’; and 
a " and B". Walras’ mathematical approach has allowed him to demonstr
ate this clearly.

And it allows him to go further and discuss the nature of these 
solutions. The outer pairs of solutions in figure 6.U correspond to 
"the law of effective offer and effective demand" as stated above.
At any of these points offer equals demand, while at a lower (higher) 
price, demand exceeds (is less than) offer, so that price rises (falls) 
to restore the equilibriur.i position. Walras calls such an equilibrium

p
"stable"." On the other hand, the middle solution is "unstable" because, 
although offer equals demand at it, at a lower price, offer exceeds 
demand, so that price will fall, moving us away from this equilibrium 
solution; and vice versa. The solution corresponding to A and B in 
figure 6.1 "mierely marks the boundary separating each of the respec
tive fields of the two solutions". Thus Walras, because of his

1. ibid., pp. 109-113.

2. Since the model under discussion is a purely static one, stability 
is only conceived of in the static sense.
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mathematical approach, was able not only to formulate the laws of 
offer and demand, but also to make the first attempts to discuss the 
important problems of existence, uniqueness and stability.^ He did 
not go far, but his importance was to distinguish the problems, and 
lay the foundations upon which future generations of mathematical 
economists could build.

Walras does not neglect to provide a comparative static analysis
2of price determination in a two commodity competitive world.

"Hie theorist has the right to assume that the underlying price 
determinants are invariant over the period he has chosen to use in 
his formulation of the law of equilibriur' prices. But, once this 
formulation has been completed, it is his duty to remember that the 
forces which underlie prices ere by their nature variable, and 
consequently he rust formulate the law of the variation of 
equilibrium prices".

A change in price m.ay be the result of a change in one or more of 
^bur fectors: the utility of (A) or (3); and the quantity initially 
possessed of (A) or (B).

" i a l ] ,  other things being equal, the utility of one of these 
two commodities increases or decreases for one or more parties, the 
\a luc of this cor r odity in relation to the value of the other 
corn oditp, i.e. its price, will increase or decrease.

i. marshall laid prior claim to the analysis of stability in 
r letter to Walras dated 1 ITovember l8u3. Wliilst, he clearly dealt 
m'ith stability independently of Walras’ work (see the Pure theory of 
foreign trade (iPT9), L.".’’. reprints no. 1. (London, 193C).}, 
it appears that he treated a separate case, and that he cannot claim, 
priority of publication (see Translators Wotes, Elements, pp. ,
note 5).

Her, en t o , Lesson 1C, pp . lh o -9  «
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If, all other things being equal, the quantity of one of the two 
commodities in the hands of one or more holders increases or decreases, 
the price of this commodity will decrease or increase".

Conversely, a stable price does not necessarily imply the stability 
of the forces behind it, since it may be that such forces balance 
themseIve s out.

Himing to the case of m commodities, we refer the reader to the 
appropriate Lessons of the Elements, for Walras treatment of general 
equilibrium.^ Here we shall just refer to certain aspects of his
analysis which are of interest as far as the development of compet
ition theory is concerned. The first point of interest is that in 
the general case the demand functions include m - 1 prices, so that 
it is no longer possible to strictly represent equilibrium geometric- 
ally. ■ In the m commodity case we have m commodities (A), (B), (C), 
(D)... and m(m - l) total demand functions. The m - 1 demand functions 
for (B), (C), (D)... in exchange for A are

^ba = ^ba^^ba' ^ca' ^da
ca ' ca^^ba* ̂ca* ^da ***̂

B = ■P (r. u -n ■ )da da^-ba' 'ca' ^da

Whilst those for (A), (C),(D) ... in exchange for 3 are

= ^^b(-ab' -cb' ^^b'"') 

cb ^ ̂ cb("ab' ^cb' ^db'")

^db ^ ^db^-ab* ^cb' ^db" ' ^

3. Elements, Lessons 11 and.12, pp. 153-172.

2. Walras expresses this as follows:-
"in the general case... the demand functions are functions 

of m - 1 variables which are too numerous to be represented in space." 
(ibid., p. 157).
Walrae later proposed a geometrical method of dealing with the m 
commodity case: see Elements, Appendix I, which was added to the 
third edition (I896).
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and so on. These demand, functions, together with the ir.(m - l) 
; quations of exchange of the form

ah he'^be ac ca'^ca ^ad ^da'^da

an;

ba ab " ab 'be cb*~ cb '̂bd " db'^db*''

and sc on, give a total of 2%(m _ l) equations sufficient to 
determine the m(m - l) prices and m(ir - l) quantities when the m 
commodities are considered, two at a time.''' Clearly, the represent
ation of ir. commodity equilibrium requires the use of algebra., and 
Cannot be strictly demonstrated geometrically. Walras was quick to 
point out this virtue of algebra in general equilibrium analysis

"From our point of view, not only is the algebraic solution as good
as the geometrical solution; but we may go so far as to say that in
adopting the analytical form, of mathematical expression we are usinf

2a form, that is general and scientific var excellence."

Wair a.s did, however, accept that equilibrium, could be shown
3geometrically as an approximation. Consider a situation of general 

equilibrium of ni - 1 commodities, (a ), (C), (d )... and let commodity 
(a ) be the numeraire. Now consider the introduction of a new commodity,
(B) into the market. Theoretically, this requires us to set up a 
new System of exchange equations incorporating a new unknown, , and 
an additional equation

AfetPi,, P(., Pa-..) = 0^(p^, Pp. Pg...)

where A-j, is demand and is offer. However, if we treat all other 
prices as constants, then demand becomes a. decreasing function of a 
single variable, Pv, whilst offer is a function of pî  also.

1. ibid.. Lesson 11, FP* 153-157. As Walras points out, however, 
this only solves half of the equilibrium^ problem. General equilibriur;. 
requires that the price of one commodity in terms of another is equal 
to the ratio of the prices of these two commodities in terms of any 
third commodity. See Elements, Lessons 11 and 12 for Walras’ general 
solution.
2. ibid., p. 157. 3. ibid., Lesson 15, pp. 192-200,
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These curves can then he represented geometrically as in Figure 6.5. 
Tlie curve of demand, with all other prices given, , Walras calls
a purchase curve whilst the offer curve, FP, is referred to as a
ssles curve. The equilibrium price of commodity (E) is , at the

1point of intersection of these two curves.

Figure 6.5

Walras was aware that would not he the final equilihrium price 
of (b) since the introduction of the new commodity will generally 
affect demand and offer for commodities (A), (C), (D)..., so that 
other prices cannot he taken as given. However, Walras argued that 
as long as commodity (B) was not a close substitute for the other 
commodities, and that these latter were of "many different kinds end 
large in quantity", the effect of the introduction of (B) on the prices 
of other commodities would he small, so that the solution depicted in 
Figure 6.5 would hold as an approximation. This is, of course, 
the classic case for partial equilihrium analysis, and it is perhaps 
surprising that Walras, the pioneer of general equilihriur: analysis, 
should also have dealt with partial equilihrium. Nevertheless, 
it is clear that Walras saw the practical importance of the partial 
approach just as clearly as did Marshall, and that his purchase and 
sales curves were drawn on explicit ceteris -arihus assumptions.
Walras' view of the partial approach is neatly summed up in Lesson 28 
as follows :

"Theoretically, all the unknowns of an economic problem depend on 
all the equations of economic equilibrium. Nevertheless, even from

1. It seems likely that Walras was led to deal with this problem of 

the relation of general and partial equilihrium by the desire to 
relate his work on the former with Cournot’s work on the latter.
See the Elements, pp. 197-9.
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the viewpoint of static theory, it is permissible to consider sore of 
these unknowns as especially, dependent on the equations which were 
introduced at the sane tine as the unknowns when the problem of 
de ten ination was first raised. It is all the more legitimate to do 
this when we pass from the static to the cynar.ic point of view, or, 
better still, when we pass from the realm of pure theory to that 
applied theory or actual practice, for then the variations in the 
unknown quantities will be effects of either the first or second order, 
that is to say, effects which need or need not be taken into consider
ation, according as they arise from variations in the special or the 
general data.

It is necessary to look no further than Walras* Elements for a complete 
discussion of the place of partial equilibrium in economic analysis.

Besides offering a mathematical formulation of general equilibrium 
in the ii. commodity case, Walras also offered an explanation of the 
determination of prices "empirically on the market by the mechanism of

p
free competition".' Assume that all prices are cried at random in 
terms of commodity (A), which we select as the numeraire. Generally 
total offer and demand will not be equal for each and every commodity 
8t these prices. Walras argued that the rarket would adjust prices to 
the equilibriuiTi solution by a process of "groping". This was his 
famous theory of tâtonnement. The competitive market, he contended, 
automatically corrected dise qui lib riui.-i situations by a continual 
iterative process of trial and error. For each commodity, price will 
rise if demand exceeds offer; and vice versa. Fach price change will 
have effects throughout the system, but since the effects via other 
commodities are secondary and operate in both directions, Walras argued 
that there was a presumption that at each successive stage of the 
process the system would be closer to general equilibrium. Hence the 
hlind ntechsnism: of tâtonnement was sufficient to ensure the attainment 
of competitive equilibriui*i in the market for several commodities, and 
"the law of the establishment of equilibrium prices" generalises to 
this ca.se:-

"Given several commodities, which are exchanged for one another
through the medium of a numeraire, for the market to be in a state of
equilibrium or for the price of each and every coirmjodity in terms of 
the numeraire to be stationary, it is necessary and sufficient that 
at these prices the effective dem...and for each comtmodity equal its

1. Elements, Lesson 28, pp. 307-8.
2. ibid.. Lesson 12, pp. l6U—72.
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effective offer. When this equality is absent, the attainment of 
equilibrium prices requires a rise in the prices of those commodities, 
the effective demand for which is greater than the effective offer, and 
a fall in the prices of those commodities, the effective offer of which 
is greater than the effective demand.

Walraa also generalises the comparative static analysis from, two to 
o

r: commodities. Again a change in the equilibrium, position is due to a 
change in utility or the quantity possessed. Consider an initial pos
ition of general equilibrium, disturbed by an increase in the 
utility of commodity (?.). This would cause the demand for (B) to 
exceed the offer of (B), and also inequality of offer and demand 
for ether commodities. The process of tâtonnement now comes into 
operation, raising the prices of commodities for which demand 
exceeds offer, and vice versa. Thhs process will take the system to 
a new equilihriur position, in which the price of commodity (B) will 
be higher than it was before. Other prices will also be different, 
but if there are r.eny commodities these differences are lil:ely to 
he small, and, moreover, in sore cases, prices will have risen and 
in others they will have fallen. Hence

"^iven a state of general equilibrium, in a market for several 
commodities where exchanges take place with the aid of a nur.eraire, 
if the utility of one of these commodities increases or decreases 
"̂ or one or m.ore of the parties, everything else remaining equa] , the 
price of this commodity in terras of the nur.erai re will increase or 
decrease.

T:̂  the quantity of one of the commodities in the hands of one or
more holders increases or decreases, "11 other things remaining equal,

Bf'̂ e price this commodity will decrease or increase."'''

combination of the above "law of the variation of equilibrium 
Brices" with the "law of the establishment of equilibrium prices", 
gives us "the scientific formulation of what is known in economics 
as the Law of Su-nl’ and Demand". Tairas claimed to be the first

ibid., p. 172. ibid.. Lesson 13, pp. 173-81

ibid., p. l8C.
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to formulate this law correctly

"I venture... to assert that, up to the present, this fundamental 
law of economics has neither teen demonstrated nor even correctly 
formulatec".̂

All previous statements of it were "stated either erroneously or
in a form devoid of meaning". Specifically he alleges that supply
and demand have not been correctly defined and explained in the
literature; and furthermore, that the continual use of the concept
of the ratio, as in "the ratio between supply and demand", is
incorrect or meaningless. Such judgement may be harsh, and we have
seen that some writers prior to Walras had correctly formulated
parts of the theoip,'’. But it must be conceded that Walras was the
first to give a comperhensive and formal statement and demonstration
of the static and comparative static theory of offer and dem.and under
perfect competition. The "law of supply and demand" received its
first adequate formal demonstration, in Walras’ Elements, after

?
many years of regular but vague use by economic writers.'

]. ibid., pp. l8C-l.

2. As was noted above, Walras’ claim over Cournot and Jenkin rests 
on the comprehensiveness of his treatment rather than his precedence 
in tire.
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III. Walras’ Theory of Production

Walras introduces production into his.model in Part IV of the 
Elements. The problem in this expanded model is to determine the 
equilibrium values of both the prices of products and the prices of 
productive services. We shall see in this section that Walras’ 
general solution to this problem, despite his attempts to differ
entiate his product, follows closely the Classical solution, in the 
sense that the crucial mechanism which establishes equilibrium is 
free competition. For our purposes, Walras’ contribution in this 
field was to provide a rigorous treatment of free competition in a 
general equilibrium framework, rather than to make any substantial 
advance on the Classical conception of free competition.^

lie starts by assuming that products are produced by combining
2certain productive services in production. These productive services 

can be divided into three types: land-services provided by the landowner; 
labour provided by the worker; and capital-services provided by the 
capitalist. In addition, a fourth category of individual, the 
entrepreneur, is assumed to undertake production. He buys productive 
Services in the services market, in order to convert them into a 
product, which he sells in the rroducts market. The sellers of 
productive services, the landowners, workers and capitalists, appear 
again in the products market as buyers.

For our purposes, Walras’ claim that this analysis showed that the 
price of productive services were derived from product prices, in 
contrast to the reverse causal process'postulated by the Classical 
economists, is outside our terms of reference, (see Elements, Lesson 
17, pp. 211-2). It is now widely accepted that the causal order 
argument was largely a spurious one since product and factor prices 
are mutually and simultaneously determined in general equilibrium.
(See Mark Blaug, Economic Theory in Retrospect, pp. 302-U).

2. Elements, Lesson ifi, pp. 222-6.
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Walras next assumes that the mechanism of free competition 
operates in both markets. In the services market, the effective 
demand for productive services comes from the entrepreneurs, whilst 
the effective offer comes from the land-owners, workers and capitalists, 
and "the current price of each service is the one at which effective 
demand and effective offer are equal". On the other hand, in the 
products market the effective offer is made by the entrepreneur, 
whilst the effective demand is made by the landowners, workers and 
cpaitalists, whilst again, "the current price of each product is the 
one at which effective demand equals effective offer". Walras thus 
extended his analysis of offer and demand as developed in the theorqT 
of exchange to the case where production occurs. This extension he 
argued was "in exact conformity with the facts as revealed by observa
tion and experience"

Turning to the relation of product prices to costs, Walras notes 
in Lesson IT :

"it is a truth long acknowledged by economists - and I hope I 
may be believed when I say that this point has not completely 
escaped me - that under certain normal and ideal conditions, the

p
selling price of commodities are equal to their costs of production".

In Lesson iG, he takes up this Classical assumption and L.akes it the 
third equilibrium condition of his theory of prociuction:-

"First, it (equilibrium) is a state in which the effective demand 
and offer of productive services are equal and there is a stationary 
current price in the market for these services. Secondly, it is a 
state in which the effective demand and supply of products are also 
equal and there is a stationary current price in the products market. 
Finally, it is a state in which the selling prices of products equal 
the costs of the productive services that enter inti them. The first 
two conditions relate to equilibrium in exchange; the third to equili
brium in production."^

ibid., pp. 223-b. 2. ibid.. Lesson IT, p. 211,

3. ibid.. Lesson l8, p. 22k.
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Walras’ discussion of the cost-price condition is very reminiscent 

of that given by Adam Smith a century earlier. Firstly, he argues 
that equilibrium in exchange and production is "an ideal and not a 
real state":

"it never happens in the real world that the selling price of 
any given product is absolutely equal to the cost of the productive 
services that enter into that product, or that the effective demand 
and supply of services or products a.re absolutely equal. Yet 
equilibriuDi is the normal state, in the sense that it is the state 
towards which things spontaneously tend under a retiree of free 
competition in exchange and in production.".

Secondly, the miechanism which moves the system, towards equilibrium 
is the movement of resources in response to profit and loss.

"in fact, under free competition, if the selling price of a 
product exceeds the cost of the productive services for certain firms 
ond a profit results, entrepreneurs will flow towards this branch of 
production or expand their output, so that the quantity of the product 
(on the market) will increase, its price will fall, and the difference 
between price and cost will be reduced; and, if (on the contrary), 
the cost of the productive services exceeds the selling price for 
certain firms, so that a loss results, entrepreneurs will leave this 
branch of production or curtail their output, so that the quantity of 
the product (on the market) will decrease, its price will rise and 
the difference between price and cost will again be reduced."^

ibid., pp. 22k-5, Pn edition h of the Elements, published in 1900, 
Jairas added the following sentence to the quotation in the text:- 

"It is to be observed, however, that although the multiplicity 
of firms conduces to equilibrium in production, such multiplicity is 
not absolutely necessary in order to bring about this equilibrium, for, 
theoretically, one entrepreneur alone might do so, if he .bought his 
services and sold his products by auction, and if, in addition, he 
always decreased his output in case of loss and adways increased it 
in case of a profit."
Walras did not pursue this interesting observation further, however.
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We thus have the paradox that "the desire to avoid bosses &nd to 
n̂ ake profits is the mainspring of the entrepreneur’s actions", hut 
in ecuilihriuiTi, under free competition, " entrepreneurs make 
neither profit nor loss (les entrepreneurs ne font ni benefice ni 
perte)". Walras' discussion of competitive equilibrium in the 
th'̂ cr̂ '- of production clearly follows closely in the Classical 
tradition. Wliereas Cournot, as we have seen, did not consider the 
Classical cost-price assumption, for Walras it was basic to his 
general equilibrium solution. It is to this solution, which is best 
viewed as a rigorous statement of Classical competition thoery, 
that we now turn.

As for the theory of exchange, the reader is referred to the 
relevant Lessons of the Elements for the details of Walras’ general 
equilibrium solution.^ Here we shall just sketch the nature of the 
solution, before proceeding to several points of more immediate concern 
for our purposes, Walras assuit.es that there are n productive 
services: land services (T), (?’), (T")...; labour (p), (?’), 
and capital services (K), (K’), (K")... These are combined directly, 
or applied to raw materials, to produce the m products (A), (b ),
(C), (p)... In this situation, there are a total of 2m + 2n - 1 unknowns 
to be determined: the n prices of these services; the m total 
quantities of the products demanded; and the m - 1 prices of these 
products in terms of the mth. These unknowns will be determined by 
2m + 2n - 1 equations as fol! 
offer of productive services

2
2m. + 2n - 1 equations as follows. We have n equations of total

1. ibid.. Lessons 20 and 21.

2. ibid.. Lesson 20, pp. 237-̂ '0,



and m equations of total deniand for products

... .Pp, jPç, ,P^* • • ) »

To these Walras adds the following equations, on the simplifying 
assumption ( to he discussed below) of fixed coefficients of production
H .  ap. a%... bt. bp, b^... bp. bp. b^ ... dp, \..... where 
is the quantity of input (t ) used in the production of one unit of 
output (a ), and so on. Firstly, there are n equations expressing the 
fact that the quantities of productive services used are equal to 
the quantities effectively offered

t̂̂ a"*" ^ t %  c^Dc otDg.... = Ct
GpC& + + CpDf + apDj... = 0̂
Sk̂ a + + Ck̂c + dkOa''' = Ok

And secondly, there are m equations expressing the fact that the 
selling prices of the products are equal to the (unit) cost of the 
productive services employed in their manufacture

(6.11)
+ ah + ^k^k••*• = 1,
+ hh + ^k^k--- = A-

bta + + ^k^k"'"' = Pc,
Ah + d P 

P P
+

AA---- = A >

One of these 2m + 2n equations is not independent, so that we eliminate 
one equation, and are left with 2ir. + 2n - 1 equations and unknowns.
7airas’ demonstration that the number of equations and unknowns in 
his model was equal, represents a crude proof of the existence of 
competitive equilibrium.^

1. See K.J. Arrow and F.H. Hahn, Oeneral Commets ti vr ysi s ,
Chapter ], p. k . Interest in the problem of existence was revived 
in the 1930s when the work of three writers: Zeuthen, Heisser and
von otackelberg showed that the problem of existence went deeper than 
merely counting equations and unknowns. See Arrow and Hahn, op. cit., 
pp. 8-11.



I'alras* "solution of the equations of production" in Lesson 21 
ar.ounts to a demonstration that if prices are cried at random, and a 
I'ound of readjustments are made in the r. arkets , then at the end of 
this round the system will be closer to general equilibrium thar̂  
at the beginning of the round.^ Walras clearly believed that the 
price changes on different markets occurred simultaneously, but for 
expositional purposes he took them in turn. Consider the case of 
product prices as an example. Let the prices of productive services, 

u’ ..... be determined at rancor, and fixed. Denote the- u* - p* »■
costs of production, p'^^p’̂ , p ’̂ , p ’̂ ..., so that

= V ' t  + V ' f "

+ V ’p̂ V
: p * + c p ’ + c, p ’t t F ?

t^'t + V’r+ d̂p'k ’" • •
The quantities of products, 2^, 2^..., will sell at product
prices, initially, according to the equations

"'b ^b^^^t'P'p'^'k---"b* ^̂ c* ^d---

O  =  TP (r-'^ -n * n *  V  , IT , TTc " h A ' t . P ’p.P'k b> "c' "d----"

a " AA't.p'p-p’k----q. q .  q----)

These product prices will in general be different from costs of 
production, so that profits and losses will be made. These profits 
and losses for products (E), (C), (d )... are

a K  - r'b)' “ - 2 'c)' h ' q  - p'd’....

Lince the quantities, 2.̂ , 2^, 2^..., are functions of the prices.

1.' This is, of course, the issue of the stability of equilibrium. 
See Arrow and hahn, op. cit., pp. U-5.
2. For special consideration of product (A), the numeraire, see the 

Elements, pp. 2^7-8.
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Tî j the latter must be functions of the former. Thus, if
product (B) is such that > p ’̂ , then 2^ will be increased, end its 
price will fall. Conversely, if a loss is made (p*^ > ”̂b^* will
be produced, and price will rise. The same will be true for all 
commodities, and Walras refers this as an adjustment of "the 
first order".^ Second order adjustments occur because the change in 
consumption of (B) implies changes in consumption ol aJ.l commodities, 
and hence changes in their prices. These changes will in turn affect 
product (b ), but Walras argues that they will tend to balance each 
other out, and be of minor importance, so that at the end of the 
round of tâtonnement there will exist new quantities, ^*c*

... and prices, p ’̂ , p'^, which will be closer to the
equilibrium values. Thus as the process of tâtonnement continues the 
system; will approach competitive equilibrium.. Walras contended that

"this is precisely the sort of groping which takes place spontan
eously in the products market under conditions of free competition, 
as entrepreneurs increase or decrease their output according as 
they make profits or losses".

The first thing to note about Walras’ competitive theory of 
production is that, like the Classical economists, Walras was concerned 
with inter-industry equilibrium rather than intra-industry equilibrium. 
His analysis demonstrated explicitly the Classical view that, in 
competitive equilibrium, rates of return were equalised in all 
directions. Like the Classical economists the main focus of Walras’ 
attention was on the industry, rather than the firm, and the latter 
tended to be largely ignored in the Elements. This is somewhat 
surprising since Walras, by his own admission, was heavily influenced 
by Cournot’s work‘d, and, as we have seen, Cournot was primarily 
interested in the theory of the firm. Further, as we shall see in 
section II below, Walras’ analysis of the monopoly firm is no more 
than a restatement of Cournot’s analysis. % y  then didn’t Walras at 
least give more attention to the competitive firm than he did, since 
Cournot had also analysed this case, albeit less exiiaustively than 
he had tlie monopoly case?

1. ibid., p. 2k6. 2. ibid., p. 21?

3. See the Introduction to this chapter.
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Clearly part cf the answer must lie in the fact that Walras 
was not concerned directly with the theory of the firm hut with 
general equilibrium. Again, he may have overlooked Cournot's treat
ment of the competitive firm. Nevertheless, we may suggest another 
factor which may have had an influence on his omission, namely, 
his simplifying assumption of fixed coefficients of production.
Walras clearly made this assumption in order to simplify his analysis 
by reducing the number of unknowns to be determined. In the more 
general case, productive services can be substituted in production, 
so that the coefficients are variables determined by efficiency 
cons iderati ons:-

"The respective quantities of each of the productive services 
which thus enter into the making of a single unit of each of the 
products are determined, along with the prices of the productive 
services, by the condition that the cost of production of the products 
be a minimum."^

Having made ;the fixed coefficients assumption, however, Walras, by 
definition, restricted himself to the case in which production 
functions are homogeneous of degree one. In other words, all the 
firms in a given industry were assumed to operate under (presur:.ably 
the same) constant costs. But it is just this case, as Professor 
Samuelson has pointed out, where the theory of the competitive firm 
is indeterminate:

"Unit costs being constant, and demand being horizontal, there 
are only three possibilities: price being everywhere greater than 
î^arginal cost, it will pay the firm to expand indefinitely, i.e. 
until competition ceases to be pure; or if price is less than marginal 
cost, no output will be produced; or, finally, if price is identically 
equal to marginal cost, the exact output of the firm will be a matter 
of indifference.""

The additional assumption of zero profits or losses reduces these 
possibilities to the third one; nam;ely, that the output of the firm:, 
is indeterminate.

1. Elements, Lesson 20, p. 2kO.
2. Paul A. Samuelson, Foundations of Economic Analysis (Cambridge, 

Harvard University Press, 19^7), p. 78.
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Fimure 6.6

Price

p .---------------  - AC ; Mc

0 Output

In figure 6.6, every output is consistent with profit maxi rai sat ion 
(llR = MC) and zero profits (p = AC). Thus, Walras’ simplified produc
tion function leads him to consider the case where the theory of the 
firm is indeterminate, and basically uninteresting, since all costs 
and revenues are equal. As Samuelson suggests it may be

"no accident that Walras and Marshall paid sc little attention 
to the firm and so much to the industry. For under the purest 
conditions of competition the boundaries of the former become vague 
and ill-defined and also unimportant, since through reactions to 
prices the factors of production adjust themselves in the right 
proportions and in the right total amounts for the industry’’.̂

1. ibid., p. T9. It should be noted that the indeterminacy of firm 
size in this case in no way upsets the consistency of the theory, 
since if some firms expand output, others will contract it, or 
otherwise competitive equilibrium will be upset. Or to use Samuelson’s 
metaphor ;

"To an infinitely near-sighted olive the bottom of the cocktail
glass appears level, and it no doubt regards itself as being in 
neutral~ecuilibrium. Actually, the equilibrium is stable, as any
finite movement will show" (ibid., p. 30.).

The theory still works in the constant cost case; it is just that the 
firm becomes a shadowy participant in competitive theory in this case.
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^iven that the competitive firr is hut vaguely defined when the 
coefficients of production are fixed, the question arises as to 
Walras’ treatment cf it when they are allowed to vary. Tliis occurs 
in Lesson 36 of the E l e m e n t s In this Lesson, Walras demonstrates 
that when the coefficients of production are treated as variables 
they are determined by the assumption of cost minimisation, such 
that their prices are proportional to their marginal productivities 
Formally, the problem is to minimise the cost function of, say, 
product (E)

where Q is the fixed output; p^, p^, p^... are the fixed input prices; 

h , b , b, ... are the unknown coefficients; and 'ïï is, followingu p K D
•laffe, ' the unit cost of production. Equation (6.12) is minimised 
subject to the constraint of the production function

Q = <(Qb^, Pbp, (6.13)
Forming the Lagrengean

II = + Qb p + V k - - -

The ecuilibrium conditions are

P P

3

1. The part of this Lesson which is of interest to us, namely §326 
(iid not appear in the Elements until relatively late on. It was added 
to edition h (19OO),being based on the postscript to Appendix III, this 
appendix only appearing in edition 3(1896). It will be our contention, 
in this and the next paragraph, that even given the late date of its 
addition, this section provides evidence of some confusion in Walras’ 
mind over the theory of the competitive firm.

2. Translator’s Note 1 to Lesson 36, Elements, pp. 5^9-53. Walras 
denotes both the price and unit vost of product (B) by p^ in §326.
By denoting the latter, , we hope to clarify our discussion below.

3. We differentiate the Lagrangean with respect to the total quantities 
of productive services: Qb^ = T, Qb^ = P, Qb^ = K....
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2t = <t'%' Pp = fp')' 2k = 4k'%'

or,

For our rurposes, however, the interesting equations are Walras’ 
system (3),^ which he apparently regarded as an alternative to 
equations (6.lk); namely

= fl, < k ^ — .....  (6.15)
A  A  A

where p|̂ is the price of product (B). It is apparently these

equations upon which Walras bases his assertions that free competition, 
or the cost price theorem, is the basis of the marginal productivity 
theory:-

"Hius: 1. Free competition brings the cost of production down 
to a minimum.

2. In a state of equilibrium, when cost of production and
selling price are equal, the prices of the seivices are proportional
to their marginal productivities, i.e. to the partial derivatives
of the production function.

These two propositions taken together constitute the theory of 
marginal productivity. ’’

The first point to note is that, as Jaffé has pointed out, the 
marginal productivity theory as expressed in equations (6.15) 
is in no way dependent on the free competition or cost-price assumptions, 
but follows directly from minimising equation (6.12) subject to 
equation (6.13). There is thus evidence that Walras was confused

]. -'1 o,- F-, j p. 385. These are our equations (6.I5).

2. ibid., p. 385. We shall not pursue here the question of Walras’
priority with regard to this theory^, vis-a-vis, Philip Wicksteed, An 
Essay on the Coordination of the Laws of Distribution (189I) (L.S.E.
Reprint, no. 12, 1932). See Translator’s Note 1, mid., pp. 5^9-53
and the references theidn cited.
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even at this relatively late date (19OC) as tc the place of free 
competition within his analysis. This must he home in mind when we 
consider the relation of his equations (6.I5) and (6.lk). riven 
that > is marginal cost^, the equations are only the same if the price 
of the product, p^, equals marginal cost, . Should we infer, there
fore, that Walras clearly saw that the competitive firm would marginal 
cost price? In ry opinion, there are grounds for suggesting that 
Walras arrived at equations (6.15) hy another route. If we start 
fron his assertion (quoted above) about the importance of the assumption 
that price equals unit cost, p.̂  ̂ “ then the problem becomes one 
of explaining why average cost, should equal marginal cost,},. One
Possible explanation might be that Walras was still implicitly 
assuming constant costs, so that he did not distinguish average and 
marginal cost. A second explanation might be, as suggested by 
Jaffe, that Walras was confused over the phrase minimum cost. Costs 
are minimised at each output level according to equations (6.lk), but 
this is a different thing from suggesting that average cost might be 
2- minimum (and hence equal to marginal cost). Walras’treatment of the 
marginal productivity theory is terse and obscure, and offers no 
positive case in favour of any of these interpretations. Rather, it 
tends to support the conclusion that, as far as the competitive firm 
is concerned, there is evidence that Walras was not entirely clear 
in his own mind over the theory. And, certainly, no clear statement 
oT it can be found in the Elements.

Returning to Walras’ solution of the theory of production in 
Part IV of the Elements, two other points are worthy of note.
Firstly, whilst the model is assumed to grope its way towards 
equilibrium by the familiar process of tâtonnement, an additional 
problem is introduced when production occurs:

"in exchange, (the total existing quantities of) commodities do 
not undergo any change. When a price is cried, and the effective 
demand and offer corresponding to this price are not equal, another 
price is cried for which there is another corresponding effective 
demand and offer. In production, productive services are transformed

1. Samuelson, op. cit., pp. 65-6.
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into products. After certain prices for services have been cried 
2nd certain quantities of products have been manufactured, if these 
prices and quantities are not the equilibrium prices and quantities 
it will be necessary not only to cry new prices but also to manufacture 
revised quantities of products."^

Walras got over this problem by introducing the simplifying device 
of tickets (bons) into his analysis. Entrepreneurs are assumed to 
use these to represent quantities of products they offer; whilst 
landowners, workers and capitalists use them to represent the produc
tive services they offer. The process of tâtonnement is then carried 
out in terms of these tickets until general equilibrium is established, 
at which point contracts are closed. It is only at this point, when 
the required quantities of products are known, that production actually 
takes place. Hie problem that production takes time is resolved "purely 
£nd simply by ignoring the time element at this point".

The grossly unrealistic nature of this simplifying device high
lights a point we have made before; namely, Walras’ tendency to 
sacrifice reality for irxatherr.atical tractability. The use of tickets
enables Walras to circumvent the problem, of over, or under, production. 
More generally, the whole process of tâtonnement, the theory of
exchange as well as production, enables him to abstract from the
possibility of trading at disequilibrium prices. Guch an abstraction
IS clearly useful in the high theoretical plane on which Walras
carries on his argument. It basically allows him to postulate that
the path to equilibriur:- has no effect on the equilibriuxu solution,
since no trading or production occurs out of equilibrium. Nevertheless,
it is a simplifying device which abstracts from an important part of
reslity. Production and exchange do occur in disequilibrium situations,
and this will affect the equilibrium solution. As with the problems
of existence and stability, Walras’ achievement was to expose the
problem of "false trading" (in this case by his explicit denial of
it), rather than to offer the definitive treatment of it himself.^

1. Elements, Lesson 2 0 ,  p. 2 k 2 .

2. Even today, analysis of this possibility has not progressed far, 
See Arrow and Hahn, op. cit., chapter 13 for a modern mathematical 
discussion in terms of a pure-exchange economy.
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Tne second point is that as with the theory of exchange,
Walras considered the comparative static aspects of the theory of 
production. We can do no better than to quote Walras’ own statement 
of the "law of the variation of equilibrium prices":-

"Given several products or services and given a state of general 
equilibrium in a market where exchange is effected with the aid of 
a nujiigrraire, if, all other things remaining equal, the utility of 
one of these products or services increases or decreases for one or 
more of the parties to the exchange, the price of this product or 
service in terms cf the numeraire will increase or decrease.

If, all other things being equal, the quantity of one of these 
products or services in the hands of one or more holders increases 
or decreases, the price of this product or service will decrease 
or increase....

If, all other things being equal, the quantity of a service
owned by one or more individuals increases or decreases (its
effective offer the increasing or decreasing so that its price 
falls or rises), the prices of those products in the production of 
which this service is employed will fall or rise.

If, all other things being equal, the utility of a product
increases or decreases for one or more consumers (its effective
demand then increasing or decreasing so that its price rises or falls), 
the prices of the services employed in its production will rise or 
fall."^

The combination of the "law of the establishment of equilibrium 
. rices" with ’the law of the variation of equilibrium -prices" in the 
theory of production, gives what Walras calls "the scientific 
Formulation of the double Law of Supply and Demand, and of Cost of

p
Production."~ This double Law, as we have seen, is no less than an 
explicit statement in rigorous form of the Classical theoiy^ of free 
competition. Walras’ achievement in making this theory explicit was 
clearly tremendous. Walras did not solve all the problems of

3. Elements, Lesson 22, p. 260-

2. ibid.. Lesson 21, p. 25k.
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competitive equilibrium,, but his work brought many of those problème 
to light, presenting future mathematical economists with a sound 
basis from which to pursue their research. Just as Smith a century 
before him, had brought free competition to the centre of the 
stage, Walras’ work is the true foundation of subsequent general 
competitive analysis.
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IV. Walras’ Theoiy of Monopoly

Walras considers monopoly amongst a number of exceptions to 
the general rule of free competition in the final part of the 
Eléments. His discussion relies heavily on Cournot’s worh for the 
pure monopoly case, and upon Dupuit’s for the price discrimination 
case. In this section we shall briefly examine Walras’ version of 
Cournot’s theoip^, and in particular consider the place accorded it 
by I.alras vis-à-vis free competition. The relative shortness of 
this section mirrors the fact that Walras only devoted a part of 
one Lesson of the Elements to the monopoly case.

Walras begins his discussion of monopoly by noting the confused 
nature of monopoly theory in the work of the earlier (Classical) 
economists:-

"Unfortunately, economists have not thought it worth their
while to look into this theory, with the result that their ideas
on the subject cf monopoly are reduced to a state of confusion which
is accurately reflected in their verbal obfuscations. They have given 
the name of monopoly to enterprises (i.e. industries) which are not
under a single control, but under the (divided) control of a limited
nur.iber cf persons. And, by analogy, they have even applied the term
monopoly to the ownership of certain productive services that are
limited in quantity like, for example, land. But all productive
services are limited in quantity; so that, if land-owners have a
monopoly of land, labourers have a monopoly of personal faculties, and
Capitalists have a monopoly of capital goods, v/hen the meaning of
the term monopoly is broadened to this extent, so that it includes

2everything, it means nothing."

valras therefore proposed to use the term monopoly, as C ou mot had 
done, to mean "an exclusive single control over a productive service

O
Or a product". In this way, he, like Cournot, side-stepped the 
confusions of the Classical treatment of monopoly.

i «Elements, Part VIII, ’Price Fixing, Monopoly, Taxation’. Tlie first 
two of these topics are dealt with in Lesson kl.

2. ibid., pp. k35-6. 3. ibid., p. k36.
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Walras then proceeds to give an exposition of Cournot’s monopoly
theory in ternis of a numerical e x a m p l e I n  this exarrple, he determines
the equilibrium price when costs are zero, and when they are
positive, and also shows that the introduction of fixed costs has 
no effect on equilibrium price. Tiiis example is presented in
Table 6.1.

Price 
( francs

Demand 
(units)

Table 6.1
Cross 
Receipts 
(francs)

Expenses
(francs)

Pet
Receipts 
(francs)

100 0 0 0 0
50 10 500 :20 k80
20 50 1,000 100 900
g 1,000 5,000 2,000 3,000
3 2,500 7,500 5,000 2,500
2 5,000 10,000 10,000 0
1 12,000 12,000 2k,000 -12,000
1 20,000 10,000 kC,000 -30,000
0 50,000 0 100,000 -100,000

ClearT’, the demand function in this example is monotonically 
decreasing, and crosses both axes. There must, therefore, exist at 
least one maximum of the gross receipts function." Tliis maximum 
occurs in the example at a price of one franc, and this is the 
price which maximises the monopolist’s profits when costs are zero. 
Tne introduction of costs (in this case simply variable costs 
proportional to output of the amount of 2 francs per unit) makes 
it necessary to maxindse the net receipts function, which in this 
case implies a price of 5 francs. The effect of introducing fixed 
costs of say 1,000 francs into the example, would be to increase 
Costs and reduce net receipts by 1,000 francs at each price.
This would clearly not alter the profit maximising price of 5 francs, 
although the monopolists’s profit would now fall from 3,000 to 
2,000 francs.

1. ibid., pp. ks6-9.

2. See Cournot, Recherches, p. 53.
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Clearly in this example Walras was not interested in extending 
Cournot’s analysis, hut rather in presenting it in s. more easily 
intelligible form for the non-mathematical rea.der. In doing this 
Walras was the first of several economists (of which the most notable
was Marshall) who attempted to present Cournot’s work to a wider

"o
2

audience.^ We must not expect, therefore, any important contribution
in this work, and indeed there is none.'

Cne point worthy of mention, however, is Walras’ discussion of 
how the monopolist finds the profit maximising price. Following

3Cournot he notes

"He (the monopolist) would first try very high prices and he 
would observe that the quantity demanded was zero or very small and 
that his receipts were also zero or very small. Then gradually 
lowering his price, he would observe that both the quantity demanded 
and his receipts increased. In this way he would come to the price 
of cne franc (in the zero cost case). If he lowered his price still 
further, he would find that although the quantity demanded increased, 
his receipts would start diminishing. And he would immediately 
raise his price to one franc again and hold it there."'

Thus the monopolist, finds the equilibrium price by experimenting 
'"ith cifferent prices. Eut this is the same process of groping, or 
tâtonnement, which establishes the equilibrium price under free 
competition. Thus, Wclres believed th&t the concept of tâtonner ert 
was applicable to monopoly just &s to free competition, and further 
that "it is done all the time in ordinary business".

1. Marshall’s version of Cournot’s theoip" is discussed in Chapter 9 
below. See also Edgeworth’s contribution, discussed in Chapter 8 below,

2. Walras does consider the zero cost case algebraicly and geometri
cally (El&ents, pp. k39-kO), but this treatment consists mainly of a 
reproduction of Cournot’s Recherches, pp. 52-3 and Figure 1. Walras’ 
comments on this passage are jxirely expositional.

3. Recherches, p. 56. k. Elements, p. k37.
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Turning to the role of monopoly vis-a-vis competition in Walras’ 
thought, on interesting contrast with Cournot’s price schema emerges. 
Walras notes that Cournot "makes the transition from the case of a 
single monopolist to that of two monopolists (duopoly), and, finally 
from monopoly to unlimited competition".^ Walras, on the other hand, 
characterises his book as moving in the opposite direction

”I have preferred, for my part, to start with unlimited competition 
as the general case, and then to work towards monopoly as a special case."

Thus, Walras suggests a unity between his work and Cournot’s, the 
distinction being that they started at different ends of the price 
schema.

This apparent unity is superficial, however. In the first place, 
Walras, unlike Cournot, did not consider the oligopoly case, so that 
there is no indication of movement from monopoly to competition, in 
the Elements. Walras, like the Classical economists, treated monopoly 
as an exception to the general competitive rule, despite his adoption 
of Cournot’s monopoly theoiq'̂ . In the second place, Walra.s did not 
use competition in the same sense as did Cournot. For Cournot, 
unlimited competition meant a large number of producers, who were 
price-takers. Walras, in contrast, was primarily concerned with 
free competition and the zero-profit condition. His use of the phrase 
"unlimited competition" to cover his analysis, indicates the hint of 
an implicit fusion of these separate ideas in Walras’ mind. As we have 
seen, Walras did not make this fusion explicit, largely because of 
nis neglect of the competitive firm. Nevertheless, his im.plicit 
fusion of these ideas heralded the future development of perfect 
competition theory'-.

it is not surprising that given competition for Walras meant zero 
profits, the distinction between competition and monopoly for him 
centred on profits. Like the Classical economists, he argued that 
monopoly led to high prices and positive profits in contrast to free 
corn-net it ion,

1. ibid., p. h h o .
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"We now see the difference between monopoly and free competition.
The principle of laisser-faire, laisser-passer, when applied to an 
industiqr operating under the regime of unlimited competition, 
enables consumers to obtain the greatest possible satisfaction of 
their desires consistent with the condition of uniformity of price for 
each product in the market, the price in each case being equal to 
the cost of production so that producers rake neither profit nor loss.
Hie same principle of laisser-faire, laisser-passer, when applied 
to a monopolized industry, enables consumers to obtain (only) that 
maximum satisfaction which is consistent with the (double) condition 
that Gelling price be higher than cost of production and that the 
I'rocucers make the greatest possible profit."^

The interesting aspect of this essentially Classical distinction 
of competition and monopoly is that it represents a comprond se between 
the Classical approach to competition and monopoly and Cournot's 
theory; of monopoly. On the one hand, Walras reached the Classical 
conclusions on competition and monopoly, whilst dropping the restricted 
supply definition of monopoly in favour of Cournot’s single seller 
theory. On the other, Walras took only Cournot’s monopoly theory;, and 
jettisoned his price schema and proof that price falls as more producers 
a.re added to the market. In terms of Table 6.1, Walras argument ran 
as follows :

"Having thus found the price 5 francs which yields maximum 
profits, our entrepreneur would keep it there in so far as he had 
exclusive control over the product. If the product were not monopolised, 
the profits of the firm would attract competitors, the quantity sold 
end consumed would increase to 5,COO units and the price would fall 
to 2 francs which is equal to the cost of production. Hence the
consequence of monopoly is that consumers have only 1,000 units at

25 francs each instead of 5,000 units at 2 francs each."

1. ibid., p. k38

2. ibid., p. I138
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This comparison could be represented geometrically (Figure 6.7)^

Figure 6.7
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H)e monopoly price is pm and the entrepreneur receives a profit of the
area pcabpm. The lower competitive price, pc, yields no profits.
Whilst the anti-trust welfare argument today is more sophisticated
than was Walras’, nevertheless. Figure 6.7 still represents the basic

2welfare comparison between competition and monopoly. ' Such a comparison 
was first made by Walras, who was the first economist to bring Cournot’s 
monopoly analysis into the mainstream of free competition theory.

3. I have used a linear demand curve in Figure 6.7, although 
Walras’ demand curve in Table 6.1 is clearly not linear. This change 
is purely expositional and does not affect the argument.

2. Hie modern argument against monopoly is, of course, not that 
price exceeds average cost so that profits are made, but rather that 
price exceeds marginal cost so that there is a deadweight loss of 
consumers’ sur].Hus, approximated by the area abc in figure 6.7. This 
argument rests on Paretian welfare foundations, and was to be 
formulated only in the present century. For a discussion of 
various problems associated with making a welfare comparison of 
competition and monopoly, see C.A. Tisdell, Microeconomics: the theory 
of economic allocation (Wiley: Sydney, 1972), pp. 201-207.
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V. Conclusions

Walras’ Elements for our p poses represents the first explicit 
formulation of general competitive equilibrium. VJhereas the Classical 
notion of equilibrium under the assumption of free competition was 
literary;- and in places vague, Walra.s successfully employed mathematics 
to present this analysis explicitly. In so doing he made a number 
of important analytical achievements the most important,in our view, 
being his "scientific formulation of what is known in economics as the 
law of Supply and Demand".^

In making the analysis of competitive equilibrium explicit,
Walras uncovered and attempted to solve a number of problems which 
the Classical economists had at best been only dimly aware of.
We have noted some of these problems in this chapter, such as the 
problems of existence and false trading. That Walras’ methods of 
dealing with these problems were crude must be readily admitted.
But his work is important for bringing these problems to light rather 
than for his solutions to them. His work onened the door to future 
generations of mathematical economists to improve on his solutions, 
but without his work such problems would have been realised only 
much mere slowly.

Walras’ Elements, I have argued, dealt with Classical free, 
competition rather than with perfect competition. Like the Classical 
economists, the weakest part of his analysis was in the areas of 
market structure and the competitive firm. On the other hand, Walras 
broke with Classical tradition by adopting Cournot’s analysis of 
pure i-onopoly. We have seen in this charter that Walras mode some 
attempt to integrate this theory in a price schema with free competition, 
This attempt was to be the first of several in the second half of the 
19th century. Over the same period, there arose an awareness that 
a theory of the competitive firm needed also to be integrated with free 
competition. Such an integration was not to be fully appreciated 
until the beginnings of the 20th century. Walras’work in this 
context represented an early pointer towards the future development 
of competition and. monopoly ans.lysis.

See section II above.
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Chapter 7 

The Austrian Economists

With Carl Monger’s Grundsatge (I871) as its foundation, the 
Austrian School built up a distinctive approach to the problems of 
economics. This distinctive approach is evident in the School’s 
price theory as elsewhere, and for this reason we have singled out 
the School for discussion. Two contradictory trends will emerge in 
what follows.

On the one hand, the School developed their price theory along 
lines mapped out by Menger. Menger, writing in I87I, not having read 
Cournot’s work, developed his own original theories of monopoly and 
competition. These theories, particularly the monopoly analysis, 
had some merits at the time^, although they did not attain the high 
level of Cournot’s work. Nevertheless Menger’s theories were used by 
his disciples, notably sBhm-Bawerk and Wieser^, as a basis for their 
discussions, right into the twentieth century. These theories thus 
had a parallel development with the development of competition and 
monopoly analysis in the English tradition.

At the same time, the passing of time saw a tendency to synthesise 
the Menger-based theories, with the usual supply and demand analysis 
as presented in England. In this process the Austrian theories lost 
som̂ e, though not all, of their originality. A notable example is the 
failure of Bohm-Bawerk and Wieser to give Menger’s monopoly analysis 
the same emphasis that he did. Again, we may note the conversion of 
the marginal pairs analysis into simple supply and demand analysis 
by wieser.

The reader must judge for himself the merits of the Austrian 
theories, particularly the marginal pairs theorem. As far as perfect 
competition and monopoly are concerned, however, we shall see that the 
Austrians cannot be credited with any advances in these theories, 
precisely for the reason that the theories they developed separated

1. It is appropriate here to compare Merger’s ideas with those of the 
Classical economists.

2. We shall represent the Austrian school by these three writers.
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them from them. Rather their importance is to show that the develop
ment of these theories was not linear and straightforward and that 
similar hut not identical theories could he held hy an important 
group of economists well into this century.
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I . C a r l  M erger

Ac 3ha]-l start cur investigation of the Austrian school’s 
treatment cf monopoly and competition with the work of its founder,
Carl '’enger. In the fifth chapter of his C-rundŝ ’tze der 
Vclkwirthschaftslehre^, Menger set the pattern for the Austrian 
treatment of price theory hy considering the three cases cf isolated 
exchange, i..onopolp and bilateral competition. For our purposes, it 
is 'enger’s theory of monopoly which is of most interest, and we 
shall examine this first. We shall argue that, setting aside Cournot, 
'eager provided a highly original trea.trent of monopoly when set 
against the background of the rather confused Classical treatment 
of +he case. ^anger’s rather sketchy ideas on bilateral competition 
are considered in the second part of this section.

We shall begin our discussion by noting several points about 
■''enger’s general approach. In the first place, Wenger starts from 
the fundamental priciple that no individual will engage in exchange 
ui.less he hopes to gain thereby

"rconci ising individuals strive to better their economic positions 
as ;uch as possible. To this end they engage in economic activity 
in .eneral. And to this end also, whenever it can he attained hy 
’'eans of trade, the\ exchange goods.

"ilis principle, in turn, ir.plies certain lir. its to prices, where 
exchanges are possible

"The mere statement of this condition, however, strongly implies 
the existence of limits within which price formation ’mist, in any 
oiveri instance, take place.

I. Tirst published in German in 18T1. I have used the English 
translation. Principles of Economics (Glencoe, lUinois: The Thee 
Press, 1950). A13. references in this section are to this translation, 
and uiiless otherwise stated references are to chapter 5.

ibid., p. 191.

3. ibid., p. 19k.
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If individual A owns 100 units of grain which he values at kO units 
of wine, whilst individual B owns kO units of wine which he values 
at 80 units of grain, the foundations of exchange exist for both 
individuals; and, further, the price range of kO units of wine 
will be 80-100 units of grain. Menger argued that these laws of 
price not only hold in this "simplest possible case" of isolated 
exchange, but generally.^ If more buyers are introduced into our 
example (monopoly) and if, also, more sellers are introduced 
(bilateral competition), "we have to deal with much more complicated 
relationships", but the same principles apply. Whatever the market 
structure each individual will only engage in exchange to his advan
tage, and this condition always imposes limitations on the possible 

2price range."

Secondly, and this follows in large part from his adoption of 
the above approach, Menger deals almost excludively with individuals 
exchanging in a market. He ignores previous problems of production, 
and the costs incurred therein. Each seller, like each buyer, is 
assumed to trade or not trade, solely depending on his subjective 
valuations in each situation. Costs of production are not incorpora
ted into these valuations. This, as we shall see, imposes severe 
limitations on the value of Monger’s analysis.

The third and final point concerning Monger’s general approach is 
more technical. It concerns his method of dealing with the possibility 
of large numbers of buyers or sellers. Instead of deriving a continu
ous, downward sloping demand curve, say, for the many buyers case.

1. ibid., pp. 197-8.

2. Note that Merger’s choice of these three cases of price formation, 
and the order in which he deals with them is determined by this 
element of his approach. Starting with the simple case of isolated 
exchange where the general principles are most evident, monopoly
and competition are defined simply by increasing the number of 
buyers and/or sellers.
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he assurries buyers can be divided into a limited number of classes, 
and then conducts his argument in terms of their valuations of goods. 
Such a procedure besides being technically unsatisfactory, involves 
problems as far as analytical results are concerned. These difficul
ties would have been avoided had Menger conducted his analysis in 
terms of a demand curve. We shall note these difficulties when they 
First occur, but then continue our exposition by assuming their 
absence.

As we have seen, Menger defines monopoly as the case where a 
single seller sells a good to several buyers. This literal defini
tion markedly contrasts with the limited supply definition of the 
Classical economists, offering the prospect of a useful analysis 
of the case.^ And indeed Menger provides an analysis which is both 
original and interesting. He divides this analysis into four 
sections, and we shall deal with each section in turn.

The first section deals with the case of "a single indivisible
monopolized good". If seller A possesses a horse which he values at
10 bushels of grain, while B values a horse at 80 bushels, then
"provided that A and B both recognise this relationship and have
the power actually to perform the exchange of these goods", they will

2do so, within the price range IO-8O bushels. If we now give B^ a 
rival. Bp, who values A ’s horse at 30 bushels, then under appropriate

o
market conditions (which Menger does not specify), B^ will still get 
the horse, but within a narrower price range of 30-80 bushels.

1. Cournot, of course, also used the single seller definition.
It seems highly unlikely that Menger was aware of Cournot’s contribu
tion to monopoly analysis. Certainly, his exposition of the theory 
is radically different from Cournot’s and in particular his approach 
does not employ the calculus.
2. Grundsatze, p. 199.
3. Menger does say that he is not assuming sale by auction, since 
in this case the price will be 30 bushels (ibid., p. 201n).
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and B^ will compete till the price has risen to 30 bushels, at 
which point B^ is economically excluded. Within the price range 
30-80 bushels, isolated exchange reappears, and price is determined 
by bargaining.

The introduction of further possible buyers, B^, B^ etc., does 
not upset the general principles of the analysis. These are that 
the horse will go to the buyer with the highest valuation, and that 
the price limits within which bargaining takes place are formed by 
the valuations of the two strongest possible buyers.^ Menger thus 
demonstrates that the case of monopoly in the sale of a unique 
object reduces to the case of isolated exchange. He next proceeds 
to drop the assumption that the monopolist only has a unique object 
for sale.

In section B, Menger assumes that seller A has "a quantity of a 
monopolized good" for sale. In this case there will generally be 
more than one actual buyer of the good. We shall look at this case 
in some detail, since it is here that the technical problems noted 
above first crop up. Assume that there are 8 possible buyers Bj_
(i = 1...8) who value a first horse in bushels of grain respectively 
at 80, TO...10. A second horse is valued at 10 bushels less by 
each (reflecting diminishing marginal utility); and so on.

"By imagining the symbols B^, B^, etc., to stand, not for single
individuals, but for groups of the population of a country... we obtain
a model of monopoly trade as it actually appears under the conditions 

2
of everyday life."

We shall at present ignore the monopolist’s policy, and see what 
happens as he brings given quantities to market. It is clear that 
if we constructed a normal downward sloping demand curve, we 
would find that we could read off a unique price for each quantity 
that was supplied, and that this price would be lower the greater

1. Menger felt that there was a tendency for price to be established 
at the mean of the price limits (ibid., pp. 195-7).

2. Grundsatze, p. 206.
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the quantity. Menger's analysis, because it fails to employ such 
s. Curve, points to the same conclusions but in a much less satisfac
tory way.

If seller A offers only one horse for sale, then as we have seen
it will be bought by at a price within the range TO-8O bushels.
If A offers 3 horses for sale, they will, under appropriate conditions,
be sold at a price between 60 and JO bushels, B buying 2 and B one 

1 1 horse. ' This is because at a higher price than TO bushels only
One horse at most can be sold; while at a price below 60 bushels
there would be a demand for at least 6 horses. Similar results may
be deduced if A offers six or ten horses for sale, the price range
falling as the monopolist offers more horses for sale.

This model implies a demand curve in the form of a step function.

Figure 7.1
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This function is discontinuous over certain quantity ranges e.g. over 
quantities 4 and 5> or 7, 8 and 9. We may deduce the following 
conclusions from it. Firstly, for quantities of the commodity 
where price is not indeterminate, demand is inelastic over a 
range of possible prices. This range is determined by the valuation

1. When there are a number of horses for sale it is necessary to 
assume that market conditions are such that there is only one price 
in the market.
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of one unit of the good by the last actual buyer, and the valuation 
of one unit of the good by the highest excluded buyer. Within this 
range, price is determined by bargaining of buyers and seller. 
Secondly, as the quantity of the good increases, ignoring quantities 
Where price is not determined, each actual buyer buys more, the 
numbers of actual buyers increase, and the possible price range 
gets lower* If the symbols are taken to represent classes of 
buyers, a greater supply implies the lower classes are excluded less 
from buying.

In section C, Menger considers the case of the monopolist who 
sets price rather than the quantity he sells. He argues that this is 
usually what happens in practice, since it is necessary that various 
(unspecified) market conditions exist, for the monopolist to be 
a quantity-fixer. In the particular cases, such as an auction, 
where this is so, he will fix quantity supplied; but generally he 
fixes price.^ If Menger had assumed a continuous and smooth demand 
curve, it is clear that it would make no difference to the analysis 
whether the monopolist is assumed to fix quantity or price. In 
Menger's model as it stands, however, the assumption that the seller 
Sets price does affect the analysis, as can be readily seen from 
the fact that price must now be a point rather than a range. When 
the monopolist sets price, the demand curve implied by Menger’s 
analysis is now continuous (Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2
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In this case, every price determines a unique quantity,^ The 
demand curve is a continuous, negatively sloped, step-function. 
Consequently the conclusions that can he drawn from it are more in 
accord with usual analysis. Firstly, for each price set there is 
a determinate quantity purchased. There is no room for bargaining 
in this model. And secondly, as price is lowered, the quantity 
bought will either remain unchanged or increase. If the quantity 
is increased by a price cut, each actual buyer will buy more, and 
the number of actual buyers will increase. This formulation is 
clearly more appropriate because it removes the phenomenon of bargain
ing within a price range from the model.

Menger considers "the policy of a monopolist" in section D of 
his analysis. He clearly sees that the monopolist's power is not 
unlimited. In the first place, the fundamental principle, that all 
who exchange must gain thereby, still holds. In the second place, 
the monopolist cannot fix both price and sales at a high level. In
other words, he must accept the implied demand curve as given. But
he does have an exceptional position in that he can fix the price
or the sales of the good himself and in his own interest. And

"If it is assumed that all monopolists are economizing individuals 
e of their ad 

a maximum profit.
aware of their advantage, then their policy is directed... to making 

„2

Menger clearly sets up the problem of monopoly equilibrium. What 
then of his solution?

In the first place, as noted above, Menger completely ignored 
the problem of costs in his analysis. Hence by saying that the 
monopolist maximises profit he means that he maximises total receipts. 
We have seen in our above analysis that Menger does not formulate the 
usual smooth, continuous demand curve in his analysis. Hence we 
would expect similar problems over the total revenue curve. In fact, 
however. Monger's analysis in this section is much closer to modern

1. Price has been drawn on the y axis in Figure 7.2 to facilitate 
comparison with Figure 7.1.

2. Grundsatze, p. 213.
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analysis. He assumes each price the monopolist sets determines a 
quantity; and the reverse is true. And further he associates high 
prices with low sales; and vice versa. Hence he implies a continuous 
total revenue curve, and he gets rid of the asymmetry between the price 
and quantity setting monopolist. Further he implies the function has 
but one maximum, and that, neglecting aberrations caused by "error 
and imperfect knowledge", the monopolist will attain it.^

As to the actual price or quantity the monopolist will choose, 
î̂ ênger considers three alternatives. He may set price high firstly, 
or, secondly, he may set it low. In the former case

"he may even have occasion to abandon part of the quantity of the
monopolized good at his disposal to destruction instead of bringing
it to market, or, with the same result, to leave unused or to destroy
part of the corresponding means of production at his command instead

2
of employing them for the production of the monopolized good."

This possibility was discounted by Adam Smith, but Menger gives 
examples of its occurrence in real life, and suggests it is important. 
In Monger's framework it obviously has welfare implications, since 
the supply is considered as a stock (rather than a variable flow), so 
that this case implies the actual destruction of goods. Menger is 
aware that the monopolist's choice of fixing a high or low price will 
depend on the demand curve. But he goes no further in considering 
whether the monopolist will set price high or low. The third alterna
tive policy the monopolist may follow may be called price discrimina
tion by time. Menger explains this as follows:-

"In the beginning, he will set the price as high as possible and 
thus market only small quantities of the monopolized good, later 
lowering the price step by step to increase sales and thereby

o
exploiting all classes of the population in succession."

Obviously for such a policy to work it must be assumed that no class 
anticipates a future fall in price, so that the highest class buy at 
a high price, and so on.

1. ibid., pp. 215-6.

2. ibid., p. 212. 3. ibid., p. 212.
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What then can we say in sum about Monger's monopoly analysis? In 
the first place, we can recognise that as an individual achievement
it was in^ortant. Menger set up the monopoly problem "correctly" 
in his definition of monopoly and in his assumption of profit 
maximisation. This was no mean achievement when his work is compared 
to that of the English classical economists. On the other hand, his 
conception of demand was inadequate, and also he ignored the problem 
of costs. Further, he was not able to deduce the equilibrium result 
that marginal revenue should be zero. This result, so obvious if 
mathematics is used, was not seen by the essentially literary 
economist, Menger. Menger was able to set up the perfect monopoly 
iwdel, but unlike Cournot he did not possess the technique to solve 
it.

Monger's analysis of bilateral competition is much more scanty, 
and less satisfactory, than his monopoly analysis. He argues that 
it is logically the most complex case, since it involves both a 
number of buyers and a number of sellers. Further, he a.rgues that 
historically competition is antecedent to monopoly. Originally, 
in primitive economies, isolated exchange is the rule:-

(isolated exchange) "is the most common form of human trade in 
the early stages of the development of civilization. Its iiï^ortance 
has survived to later times in sparsely populated backward regions 
and it is not completely absent even under advanced economic conditions, 
.... But with the progress of civilization, instances ... occur less 
frequently".^

It comes to be replaced by monopoly and bilateral competition.
But, arguing from the typical case of a seller who sets up shop in 
a locality where before there was no seller of that food, Menger 
suggests monopoly is the earlier rule:-

"Monopoly, interpreted as an actual condition and not as a social
restriction on free competition, is therefore, as a rule, the earlier
and more primitive phenomenon, and competition the phenomenon coming 

2later in time."

1. ibid., p. 197. 2. ibid., p. 217.
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As economic progress occurs, the local monopolists are less able to 
meet increasing demand, so that prices rise and more classes of 
buyers are excluded.

"The economic situation just described is usually such that the 
need for competition itself calls forth competition, provided there
are no social or other barriers in the way."^

Menger suggests, later in the book, that in modem economies bilateral
2competition is the general rule.

Menger first deals with the question of competing sellers 
bringing given quantities of a good to market. Referring to the 
example used to depict this case when there was one seller, he 
assumes that there are now two sellers A^ and A^. If A^ offers two 
horses and A^ one horse, then the total supply is three horses.
In this case, as in monopoly, the price range,under appropriate 
conditions, will be 6O-TO bushels, buying two horses and B^ one. 
Similar results occur if a total of 6 or 10 horses are supplied.
Menger therefore concludes:

"Whether a given quantity of a commodity is sold by a monopolist 
or by several competitors in supply, and independent of the way in 
which the commiodity was originally distributed among the competing 
sellers, the effect on price formation and on the resultant distribu
tion of the commodity among the competing buyers is exactly the same."^

In terms of figure 7.1 the price range is read off the implied demand 
curve for appropriate total quantities in both cases. Likewise it is 
clear that if the competing sellers fix a price, the total sales of 
the commodity are determined by reference to the implied demand 
curve of figure 7.2. Menger therefore stresses the complete analogy

1. ibid., p. 217.
2. ibid., chapter vii, p. 248.
3. This is case B of the monopoly analysis discussed above.
4. In these cases it is possible to have more than two sellers.
5. Grundsatze, p. 219.
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of rjDnopoly and bilateral competition, as far as price goes if total 
sales are the same, or as far as total sales go if price is the same 
All this, of course, amounts to saying that there is an implied demand 
curve in the case of bilateral competition, as there is in monopoly.

Since given the total supply, price is fixed; and given the price, 
total supply is fixed under monopoly and competition, Menger argues 
that differences between the two cases in terms of total supply or 
price can only be accounted for in terms of different quantity or 
price policies being pursued by the competitors in contrast to the 
monopolist. The crucial difference is that whereas the monopolist 
controls the total supply or the price, each competitive seller only 
controls his own supply or price. Menger recognises that the competi
tors may collude in various ways, and so control total supply or 
price, but he argues that in this case we again have monopoly. He is

2concerned with the case where the competing sellers act independently.

Assume for concreteness the sellers are quantity fixers. Further 
assume that there are two sellers A^ and A^ who have inherited in 
equal shares the stock and means of production of a deceased monop
olist. In the case of monopoly we noted that the seller may try 
to price discriminate by time. Menger argues that such a policy 
f’or a competing seller, A^, would not be possible:-

"If A^ were to attempt a stepwise exploitation of the social 
classes of this sort in spite of the competition of A^, and market only 
small initial quantities of the good, he would probably not be able 
to raise the price sufficiently to elicit a gain for himself, but 
instead would only permit his competitor to fill the gaps created 
by his action and to capture the intended economic gain."

What then would be the policy of each competing seller? Menger 
answers that the sellers will each supply the whole of their stock.

1. Note that whilst, given price, total sales are determined in 
bilateral competition, the sales of individual sellers are not.
2. op. cit., pp. 220-1. 3. ibid., p. 223.



rie argues that if say destroyed a part of his stock, the result 
would he a higher price hut "only in very rare instances, would he he 
able to obtain a greater profit by so doing". All that is clear is 
that Ap's profit will rise. Menger argues generally that neither 
seller will withdraw some of his stock from exchange or leave means 
of production unused. Since it is "frequently" in the monopolist's 
interest to do this, Menger argues that competition of sellers
leads to a lower price. This is obviously a very superficial 
demonstration of the theorem that competition lowers price.^ Meng( 
also argues that competition gets rid of "two of the socially most 
injurious outgri 
discrimination.'
injurious outgrowths of monopoly": the destruction of supply and price 

2

Further Menger argues that the supply of the two sellers will 
also tend to be higher than the full supply of the monopolist. He 
gives as the reason for this that the two sellers together are likely 
to possess more means of production than the one seller, and so their 
physical production possibilities are greater. They will use these 
possibilities to increase supply, lower price and ensure "that the 
provisioning of society in general becomes ever more complete".

1. Generally, Menger is incorrect to believe that neither seller 
would gain by restricting output. In the simplest case, if A^'s out
put was given, A^ could select an output to maximise profit and this 
would not generally be the total stock he possessed. The possibility 
of reaction from seller A^ complicates the issue, but it is not at all 
clear that equilibrium would involve both sellers supplying all their 
stock. Whilst filled with insight, Menger's analysis failed to
come to grips with the essential feature of the oligopoly case: 
the problem of conjectural variations. Again, in contrast to Cournot, 
Menger did. not possess the mathematical tools necessary to deal with 
this problem.

2. Grundsatze. p. 223.

3. ibid., p. 224.
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Again the supposed beneficial results of competition are derived
rather superficially. Similar results are posited if the sellers 

1
± i x  price.

The basic point with regard to ifenger's analysis of bilateral 
competition was that he was concerned with the oligopoly problem.
This in itself was original, given that the Classical economists 
tended to ignore the behaviour of firms within a market, and rather 
concentrate on free competition and "the law of costs". Menger in 
contrast ignored costs of production and hence free competition. His 
actual analysis of two-sided competition, whilst full of insight, 
failed to come to grips with the problem of conjectural variations, 
and so was not up to the standard of analysis set by Cournot. Hence 
his proof that competition lowers price was not based on firm analy
tical foundations. Nevertheless, his competition theory by its very 
originality offered scope for further development. We shall see, 
however, that his followers in the Austrian school were not able to 
advance his consideration of the oligopoly problem in the decades 
that followed.2

Both Monger's analyses of monopoly and competition are notable 
for their originality, and, in particular in the former, for their 
contribution to economic analysis. Both were developed in a highly 
original framework of exchange based on subjective valuations.
This framework, however, posed problems in its neglect of costs of 
production, and in its enphasis on price zones and discontinuities 
in functions. In the remaining sections of this chapter we will 
examine the ways in which Bohm-Bawerk and Wieser developed Menger's 
analysis, and attempted to deal with such problems.

1. Menger again demonstrates his insight by suggesting that 
competition leads to less waste and the quicker adoption of improved 
methods: ibid., p. 225.

2. Indeed they tended to ignore the essential problem of oligopoly 
in their development of his competition analysis. Wieser dealt 
with it in his Social Economics (I9l4) (see section III below) but 
he made no advance on Monger's analysis.
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II. Eugen von Bohm-Boverk

The second major Austrian economist we shall mention is Eugen
von Bohm-Bawerk. In his important work Capital and Interest,
Bdhm-Bawerk devotes some space to the analysis of price formation.^
VJhilst his analysis starts from a Mengerian viewpoint, it differs from
Monger's analysis in that Bohm-Bawerk is primarily concerned with
bilateral competition and devotes little attention to monopoly. In
this section, we shall be primarily concerned with Bohm-Bawerk's 
analysis of two-sided conpetition. In particular, we shall notice the
attempt by Bohm-Bawerk in the third edition to generalise his
Mengerian analysis, and in so doing bring it more into line with
English competitive analysis.

Like Menger Bohm-Bawerk begins with the proposition that "he
who transacts an exchange (does so) with the aim of attaining a 

2
direct advantage," This motive he in turn breaks down into three 
rules of practical behaviour. The trader

"will make an exchange only (l) if he can exchange to advantage; 
(2) he will exchange to greater advantage in preference to exchanging 
to lesser advantage; (3) he will, finally, exchange to lesser

O
advantage in preference to not exchanging at all."

Given these principles of behaviour, Bbhr/i-Bawerk argues like Menger 
that price will be determined according to the market structure which
is assumed.

Given this starting point, he examines four models of price

1. All references in this section are to Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, 
Capital and Interest (volume II): The Positive Theory of Capital 
(First edition 1889; posthumous edition (one used) 1921) translated 
by G.D. Huneke and Hans F. Sennholz (South Holland, Illinois: 
Libertarian Press, 1959), Book III, Part B.

2. ibid., p. 215.

3. ibid., p. 220.
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determination. These he calls "isolated exchange"; "one-sided 
competition among buyers"; "one-sided competition among sellers"; and 
"two-sided competition". The first thing we may say about this price 
schema is that it is Menger's, with the addition of the third 
category, which was added for symmetrical reasons. The second thing 
we may say about it is that each of the cases is not given equal 
treatment by Bohm-Bawerk. In fact, he concentrates almost solely 
on the fourth case, giving the others but cursory treatment. The 
first three cases are treated as but stepping stones to the case of 
two-sided competition, which "is both the most frequent occurrence 
in practical life and also the most important for the development 
of the law of price".^ Bohm-Bawerk*s schema contrasts markedly with 
Menger’s here, in that the latter gave much greater attention to 
the "monopoly" case. Bohm-Bawerk chose, however, to sink it back to 
a minor position, in line with pre-Mengerian thinking. Hence the
Austrian school turned its back on the important insights of Menger 
in this field.

A central feature of Bohm-Bawerk’s analysis is that he deals with 
the special case where each dealer may trade in only one unit of 
the commodity. This procedure is a simplification which he later 
drops, for the two-sided competition case. However, it is kept 
intact in his analysis of the other three cases. In the case of 
isolated exchange B has one horse, which he values at 5̂ 100, and A 
values a horse at #300. Bohm-Bawerk draws Monger's conclusions for 
this case: price will be determined by bargaining in the range 
#100-300, and "if both parties are equally proficient in bargaining" 
then price will be about #200. The "monopoly" case is analysed by 
introducing another buyer Aa, who values a horse at #200. In this case, 
as Menger showed, the price range, under appropriate conditions, 
will be narrowed to #200-300. Bohm-Bawerk concludes that

"the effect of competition among buyers is to restrict the range 
within which the finally determined price will fall; and such

O
restriction will be toward the upper end of the range".

1. ibid., p. 220

2. ibid., p. 218.

3. ibid., p. 219.
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Ile does not attempt to cover the ground in Menger's cases B, C and 
D, which as we have already noted was a sad omission. Bohm-Bawerk's 
analysis of the "monopsony" case contains nothing further of interest 
for our purposes.

It is the case of two-sided competition which is of most interest 
to us. Bohm-Bawerk gives an example of "ten willing buyers and eight 
willing sellers each of whom wishes to buy or to sell, as the case 
may be, one horse".^ He assumes that each trader has a definite val
uation of a horse. He further describes the market situation he 
is assuming, as follows:-

"all parties are present in the same market at the same time,
that all the horses offered are equal in quality, and finally,
that all the candidates for exchange are free from any misconception
regarding the market situation which could prevent them from effect-

2ively pursuing their own interest."

Given these conditions, he envisages a "sounding out" process 
on price, with sellers offering high prices and buyers low prices 
initially:

"The more experienced in business and the more familiar with 
the state of the market the people are who are seeking to do business 
on the open market, the more quickly do they terminate the preliminary 
sounding out."^

The buyers’ initial bids attract less sellers than the number of 
buyers. Rather than risk the possibility of being excluded from 
a purchase at this low price, the buyers will try to outbid each 
other. As price rises the nuiaber of willing buyers falls and the 
number of willing sellers rises, until price reaches a level where 
the last excess buyer is excluded. Between this price and the price 
Where another seller enters (or buyer leaves) the market, is the pos
sible price zone. It is reached by a simultaneous process of bids 
and offers amongst buyers and sellers.

1. ibid., p. 220. 2. ibid., pp. 220-1.

3l ibid., p. 221, n.9« This sounding out process is the same process 
which Wairas called tâtonnement.
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Bohm-Bawerk was aware of the idealised nature of his model. In
particular he noted that sellers may fix prices, thus eliminating the
sounding out process. Such a policy, in a regime of two-sided
competition, invites the possibility of error in the selection of
the equilibrium price range. However, " ’fixed prices’ are conc-
ededly less customary in an open market than in shops’’, and in the
latter, error is not so important as here "sales are never made under
the direct pressure of competition".^ He also noted that the real
world was one of less than perfect knowledge, due to the separation
of individuals in time and space. This imperfection has the
effect of making the real-world price zone only approximate to the 

2theoretical zone.

Bohm-Bawerk draws a number of results from his model. Firstly,
the traders who succeed in exchanging are "the competitors in both
groups possessing the greatest capacity for exchange". Secondly, 
since in his model each trader deals in only one horse, it is easy
to See that

"The number of competitors of each class - buyers and sellers - 
who actually effect an exchange may be determined by pairing off the 
competitors in descending order of capacity for exchange. The 
number of pairs making an exchange will then be equal to the number 
of pairs in which... the willing buyer places a higher valuation on 
the commodity than does the seller."'

VHiereas the first theorem holds generally for the perfect competition 
model, it is clear that, as it stands, the second is derived from 
Bohm-Bawerk’s special assumption that each trader deals in only one 
horse. Thirdly he concludes that

"exchanges effected under the influence of competition at any

1. ibid., p. 221, n. 9. Sohm-Bawerk apparently did not feel that 
this admission lessened the empirical relevance of his bilateral 
competition model.

2. ibid., p. 223, n. 12.

3. ibid., p. 223. 4. ibid., p. 224.
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one given time are consumiaated at an approximately uniform, price."

By this he means that all exchanges take place within the possible 
price zone. The model yields a price zone rather than a price 
point, but as we shall see later this again is due to the special 
assumptions he makes. This is hinted at by the fact that two-sided 
Competition, in comparison with isolated exchange, tends to produce 
a much narrower possible price range. Competition tends to narrow 
the range from both sides.^

ihe fourth theorem Bohm-Bawerk derives is his famous theorem on 
marginal pairs;-

"Market price is established at a point within a range which is
2

limited and determined by the valuations by the two marginal pairs."

The marginal pair at the upper price limit are the last buyer to come 
to terms and the excluded willing seller with the greatest capacity 
for exchange; while at the lower limit is the other marginal pair: 
the last seller to come to terms and the excluded willing buyer with 
the greatest capacity for exchange. At each limit the valuation 
prevails which miskes the price range narrower. Given this law it 
is clear that all traders excluded from exchanging except those on 
the margin do not affect price, be there n of them or 2On of them.
On the other hand, all traders who do exchange, except those on the 
margin, only indirectly affect price by neutralising each other and 
so reserving the position of the marginal pairs to definite traders.
The price range is determined by the valuations of the marginal 
PS-irs alone.

From this Bohm-Bawerk deduces a very important corollary, namely 
that not "every disturbance in the reciprocal relation of both exchang
ing parties (or in what so many like to call " the relation between 
supply and demand") brings with it a disturbance of the market price".

"all those changes are without effect which fail to disturb 
the situation of the marginal pairs... Any increase or decrease in the 
number of excluded competitors is irrelevant; every increase or decr
ease in the intensity of valuation on the part of those persons is

1. ibid., p. 225, n. l6. 2. ibid., p. 225.
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likewise irrelevant, provided it is not of such magnitude that they 
cease to be "excluded" competitors. And, finally, every increase 
or decrease, (even a unilateral one), in the intensity of the 
valuations on the part of competitors actually effecting an exchange 
- except for the marginal pair - is also irrelevant provided only 
that such persons are not thereby removed from the ranks of effective 
buyers and sellers."^

It is the latter part of this statement which relies heavily on the 
assumptions of Bohm-Bawerk’s model, and leads to the apparent 
contradiction between it and the perfect competition model where 
changes in supply and demand do affect price.

The law of marginal pairs not only applies to bilateral competition
out also to his three earlier models of price. Hence Bohm-Bawerk
argues that it is the general law of price. In early editions of
the Positive Theory of Capital he concluded his analysis at this
point. However, in response to criticism by Edgeworth, in the third
edition (1912) he added a passage to get rid of his special assumptions

2and make the model more general. He argued in doing this that he 
was only replacing the simple case, with its ease of exposition, 
with a more complex case which was in essence no different. He 
is aiming to bring his analysis into line with analysis in other 
countries, particularly England, in this way. What he does not see 
is that with the relaxation of his special assumptions, some of the 
results of his model are modified, and in particular his theory of 
marginal pairs loses the prominent position it attained in his 
special theory.

1. ibid., p. 228.

2. See F.Y. Edgeworth, ’Theory of Distribution’, Quarterly Journal 
of Economics, vol. l8, no. 2, February 1904. The passages added by 
Bohm-Bawerk are listed in ’the Preface to the Third Edition’:
Positive Theory, p. 395.

3. Bohm-Bawerk notes that the complex case could be handled at once 
mathematically, but argues that there is still a case for moving from 
the simple to the more complex: ibid., p. 233.
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He identifies the special features of his model as the assumption 
of a limited number of trades; the assumption that each buyer or 
seller may buy or sell only one commodity; and the assumption that 
the commodity is large and indivisible. If we relax the first of 
these assumptions and allow a great number of buyers and sellers, 
the effect is to get a ranking of the valuations of buyers and sellers. 
Which much m.ore closely approximates a continuous series. Hence the 
equilibrium price zone will be narrowed, we assume to a point. This 
tendency is also likely to be enhanced by the di'opping of the second 
and third assumptions. All three assumptions, in terms of geometry, 
bring smooth continuity to the variables, and supply and demand 
functions. But what happens to the law of marginal pairs? Bohm-Bawerk 
notes that with these three assumptions dropped, the marginal pairs 
can no longer be identified with definite people. But he does not 
note also that since price is a point not a zone, both marginal pairs 
will determine the same price point i.e. the upper and lower price 
limits coincide. Hence in the "complex" model, although, as he says, 
the law of marginal pairs may still be formulated so as to remain 
true, it no longer has the significance it possessed in the "special" 
case. In the same way, the important corollary that not all 
bistrubances may affect price is also devalued. Since Bohm-Bawerk 
added the generalisation of his model as an afterthought, it is 
not surprising that he did not bring out clearly these important 
changes from his special model, that were involved.

Bohm-Bawerk tries to show that his analysis was consistent with 
the law of supply and demand of the English economists. He argues 
that since price is forced by market competition to a zone at which 
the amount offered for sale equals the amount there is a desire to 
buy, then in this price zone "supply and demand are quantitatively 
in exact equilibrium".^ Bohm-Bawerk does not however refer to demand 
and supply functions in this passage, so that there is some ambiguity
as to whether he is referring to an ex-ante equilibrium condition or

2an ex-post identity in this discussion. The suggestion that he was

1. ibid., p. 224.

2. Bohm-Bawerk explicitly refers to J.S. Mill’s treatment of demand 
and supply as the model for his own, but he does not present as good 
an analysis as did Mill.
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confused over the meaning of supply and demand analysis is further 
supported by his use of the decidedly old-fashioned ideas of 
"extensiveness" and "intensiveness" of supply and demand when he 
considers the comparative statics of price changes.^ One is left 
with the impression that BohnvBawerk did not fully understand 
supply and demand analysis, despite the late date of his work, and 
that certainly his integration of the idea with his model of two- 
sided competition was not entirely successful.

A further modification of his theory arises from the consideration
that sellers typically possess much more of a commodity than they
have a personal need for. It follows that the bulk of the supply
of a commodity is valued by the sellers at practically zero.
Bohm-Bawerk argues from this that sellers will, to all intents and
purposes, offer their whole stock for sale, rather than offer less
as price falls. Since the supply of each seller is given, so will
De total supply when account is taken of this modification. It
follows that price is fixed by the buyers, i.e. where demand
intersects supply, and it is determined not by the valuations of
the two marginal pairs, but by the valuation of the las'i buyer.
Bohm-Bawerk thus argued that when price is above the valuation at
which sellers’ valuations come into play, as will generally be the

3case, price depends on demand alone.

bhilst Bohiu-Bawerk’s assumption,that the valuation of the 
commodity by the sellers is not an important determinant of price, 
seems reasonable, bis conclusion that supply is therefore inelastic 
is much more suspect. This is because Bohm-Bawerk, like Menger,

1* Positive Theory, Book III, Part B, chapter 3.

2. This is not strictly correct, since presumably sellers will 
hold back the first few units of a commodity if price is low, 
releasing some of them as price rises. That is supply would not be
completely inelastic with respect to price.
3. If supply is not completely inelastic (see the previous footnote) 
then price would be determined by the valuations of the last seller 
and buyer.
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ignored the role of costs of production as a determinant of supply.

Bohm-Bawerk’s few comments on cost of production go no further than
suggesting a superficial integration of his model with the free
competition model.^ He accepts that the "law of costs" is "deeply
rooted in economic literature" as well as being "empirically so well
attested". Despite the fact that he had assumed supply is fixed, he
argued that under "normal" production and selling conditions sellers

2will earn only a normal profit. But he goes no further towards exam
ining the basis of the supply curve in costs, so that we are left 
with the rather peculiar conclusion that supply is simply given.
Clearly in this form, Bohm-Bawerk’s theory of bilateral competition 
is rather weak, and certainly adds little to the development of the
perfect competition model.

Bohm-Bawerk’s models of price, although conceived in a Mengerian 
framework, go their own way. We have already noted his failure to 
pursue Monger’s insights on monopoly. His model of bilateral 
Competition, although employing Monger’s ideas, goes far beyond his

3
model. The resultant theory, in its special form, marks a great 
individual intellectual achievement. However, its further generalisation 
at the same time brings it into the main line of thou^t on competition 
theory/- and decreases its stature. Because of the structure of his 
argument Bohm-Bawerk fails to provide an analysis of the firm and the 
way in which costs underlie supply in perfect competition. His major 
contribution, the law of marginal pairs, becomes of less significance 
in the general model. His work was a great achievement, but in the 
event the course he chose was not as productive as it might have been.

1. Positive Theory, Book III, Part B, chapter 4, p. 248.

2. This is due to the movement of resources in response to unequal 
rates of return. Bohm-Bawerk argued that "frictions", which are
infinite in number", ensure that the law of costs holds only approx

imately. These frictions are the source of profit and loss in the 
actual economy: ibid., pp. 255-6.

3. In particular, even in its special form, BÔhm-Bawerk essentially 
discussed "competition" in contrast to Monger’s emphasis on oligopoly,
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III. Friedrich von Wieser.

Friedrich von Wieser’s work is illustrative of several themes. 
Firstly, Wieser was a literary economist and as such typified the 
often vague conceptions of competition and monopoly held by literar^^ 
economists even at the turn of the century. Secondly, and linked to 
the first point, he was neither technically accomplished, nor did 
he possess the intellectual originality of a Menger or a Bohm-Bawerk.
He Was well-read, and from all of this emerges the dominant theme of 
his writing on competition and monopoly, the attempt to synthesise 
the thought of Menger with that of other school of thought. In doing 
this, many of the interesting pointers of Monger’s thought were lost, 
and Austrian thought merged into the mainstream of economic thought. 
These points are illustrated in the two of his works we shall 
consider: Natural Value (I889) and Social Economics (I9l4).^

In Natural Value Wieser ignores monopoly to a greater extent even 
than did Bohift-Bawerk. When it is mentioned, Wieser ignores the lead 
provided by Menger, in favour of a Classical approach to the subject.
He implies that a monopoly good is one which is limited in supply, 
rather than one for which there is only one seller:-

"The first group is composed of those goods to which attaches 
a natural monopoly (as opposed to a legal monopoly). Characteristic 
of this group is the comparative rarity of such goods an compared 
with the demand for them, or, it may be, the comparatively small

p
quantity that can be produced."^

He gives examples such as "scarce raw materials" and "land exception
ally situated" of monopoly goods. Such goods are contrasted with 
"cost goods" which are "goods easily accessible and abundant, or goods 
whose production can be indefinitely increased". Such a classification 
immediately brings the work of Ricardo to mind, rather than that of

1. Friedrich von Wieser, Per Naturliche Werth (I889), edited by 
William Smart and translated by C.A. Malloch (London; Macmillan,
1893), p.nd Thpnria der Gesellschaftlichen Wirtschaft (l9l4), translated 
by A.F. Hinrichs (London: Allen and Unwin, 1927).
2. Natural Value, Book III, Chapter XII, p. IO8.
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1Menger or Bohm-Bawerk.

Wieser argues that

"it will he sufficient to describe that particular case of the 
formation of price in which its peculiar principle can be most 
clearly discerned. This is at the same time the normal formation 
of price under the organised division of labour."

The particular case he has in mind is the competitive case, and the 
whole of his discussion of price in Natural Value centres on it:

"On the one side, we have numerous sellers, whose aim is the sale 
of stocks which they have produced for the market, and which they 
could not possibly use themselves; on the other side, we have numerous 
buyers who compete with each other in buying, just as the others 
compete in selling."

The basic analysis of competition follows Menger, and more parti
cularly, Bohm-BawerkLike  Bohm-Bawerk, Wieser initially assumes 
each buyer only wants to buy "one single good or one single item."

1. We shall see below that Wieser was to transfer his allegiance to 
Monger’s view of monopoly in his later Social Economics, however.

2. Natural Value, Book II, chapter i, p. 39.

3. ibid., pp. 39-40.

4. The reference here is to Bohm-Bawerk’s Grundzuge der Theorie des 
Wirthschaftlichen Guterwerths in Conrad’s Jahrbucher (l886). This 
work contains an earlier version of Bohm-Bawerk’s price theory, which 
he rewrote in the Positive Theory'' of Capital, in the same year as 
Wieser’s Natural Value was published.
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However, he drops the symmetry, initially adopted by Bohm-Bawerk, and 
assumes that sellers sell a quantity of the good, and, furthermore, 
that it has no personal use for them, so that they put it all up 
for sale at whatever price the market decides upon. Each buyer is 
assumed to have a fixed valuation of the good in terms of money.

"The endeavour of a seller, who is honest but looks to his own 
advantage and acts purely according to his own interest, will be to 
find out those, among all the bu^œrs who can pay most, end to drive 
them, if possible, to the margin of their purchasing power. On the 
other hand, the would-be buyers will try to buy as much below that 
as is possible. The inter-competition of buyers, therefore, is to 
the advantage of sellers, and the inter-competition of sellers is 
to the advantage of buyers."^

Having set the scene, Wieser argues that if only one item is 
supplied, it will go to the buyer who can offer the most, at a 
price between his top bid and top bid of the buyer next in rank.
As with the other Austrian economists insufficient attention is paid 
to the market institutional framework which accomplishes this result. 
Setting aside this problem, we can see that a supply of n goods will 
go to the n buyers who can offer most for them. Further, Wieser 
argues that

"'.Hioever buys in an open market, and from competing sellers,
2

pays for the same article the same price as is paid by everyone else."

By this he means that each contract will be in the price range set 
by the bids of the n^^ and (n+l)^^ buyer, when buyers are ranked 
according to their valuations of the commodity. Hone of the buyers 
will pay more than n^^ buyer’s valuation in order to exclude him.
This proposition obviously relies on certain assumptions as to the 
knowledge of market conditions of the traders, which, however, are 
not discussed. Wieser now arrives at a formulation of Bohm-Bawerk’s 
marginal pairs theorem, which states that the price range is determined 
by the valuations of the marginal buyers. If we further assume that

op. cit., p. 4l. 2. ibid., p. 42.
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there are large quantities of the good available, and hence many 
buyers, then the price range may be regarded as reducing to a single 
point determined by the valuation of the last buyer.

Wieser next proceeds to drop the assumption that each buyer only 
buys one item. Little substantive change occurs if we assume each 
buyer can buy a number of goods, the marginal utility of each further 
good diminishing. The analysis is then readily transformed into 
terms of supply and demand. For each price, total demand can be 
derived, demand falling as price rises, and given that supply is

Fixed, price is fixed at the level where the quantity demanded 
equals the supply.

"It is demand and supply... that decide the exchange value.

Thus Wieser’s analysis of price, summarised above, synthesises
the Austrian approach with a simple model of supply and demand, in

2which supply is fixed. In this final form it goes no further than 
many other supply and demand analyses. To it Wieser adds two other 
contributions. Firstly, is the law of costs

"producers are not willing to sell under cost, and - where there 
is free competition - are not able to sell over cost."

This law applies when goods are produced "frequently, regularly and 
in large amounts" as opposed to when there is monopoly (a limited 
supply). Again, Wieser’s analysis relies heavily on Classical, 
particularly Ricardian, concepts here. Secondly, Wieser also discusses 
firr.f under competition.

1. ibid., p. 46.

2. The similarity between this model and Bohm-Bawerk’s amended 
model discussed above suggests that Bohm-Bawerk may have drawn on 
Wieser’s work to effect his reconciliation with English competitive 
analysis.
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"Under free competition, social utility will be - as it ought 

to be - the first principle of economic life. Here each of the 
competing undertakers is bound to strive to widen to the utmost the 
compass of his undertaking. The increase of supply which the 
individual producer causes is, in relation to supply as a whole, 
too trifling to have any material effect in lowering prices, while 
it materially increases the amount which the individuals have to 
sell. Thus every one calculates, and, on the strength of this 
calculation, production is stretched to the utmost possible extent".^

This passage is of interest since Wieser is clearly assuming that
sellers are too small to individually affect price. This idea as
we shall see in the next chapter began to be more widely accepted
towards the end of the 19th century. Wieser, however, is unable
to use it to give an adequate analysis of the firm, and too much

2should not be read into his discussion of the firm.

Wieser’s analysis of competition and monopoly in Natural Value 
synthesises the Mengerian approach into -a rather weak mainstream 
DIO del. In his later Social Economies, he improves on this analysis 
in certain respects. Most notable is his awareness of the importance

3
of the inequality of power in the real world. He argues that this 
feature had risen dramatically in importance at the end of the 
19th century as opposed to when the Classical economists were writing. 
This leads him in the theoretical field to adopt a three fold 
classification of market structure into monopoly, competition and 
monopoloid positions.

1. ibid.. Book II, Chapter IV, pp. 55-6.

2. In particular, Wieser follows Menger and Bohm-Bawerk in ignoring 
cost of production as a determinant of the firm’s output decision.

3. This awareness permeates the whole of Social Economics; See for 
example ibid., pp. 9-13. As far as realistic description of the 
capitalist economy is concerned, the book is of the first rank.

k . All references are to Social Economics, Book II, Part II.
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Taking the latter first, Wieser calls all positions in the market 
"monopoloid" when parties have power in the market hut are not strictly 
monopolies. There are a large number of types of these "favoured 
positions in the market" and

"i'leither the theory of pure monopoly nor the theory of pure 
competition... will do them entire justice."^

Although he devotes a whole section to a discussion of them, he 
limits himself to description rather than theory, and so we shall not 
go into more detail. The important point is that Wieser was becoming 
aware, as were other economists at the turn of the century, that the 
theories of competition and monopoly could not explain a large 
number of real-world situations, and in particular there were 
"numerous intermediary forms" of market structure in which "monopolistic 
power" was present. It seems clear that this thinking was influenced 
chiefly by the wave of trusts and cartels which occurred in America 
and elsewhere in the l890s. And it led in the 1930s to attempts to 
construct a theory to cover these "monopoloid" situations.

Wieser changes his definition of monopoly in Social Economics from 
that which he used in Natural Value.

"A monopoly is the exclusive control of supply or of demand by
2

a single subject, as well as by a single will."

He thus drops his ’Classical’ definition for the single seller 
(or buyer) definition used by Menger and Cournot. And indeed his 
analysis follows Monger’s closely. Firstly, he argues that "pure 
monopolies are very unusual", most "private monopolies" in fact 
being menopoloid. Secondly, as did Menger, he deals with the case 
of a single seller neglecting costs. Such a seller cannot dictate 
price, but he may choose price or output to maximise profits.
In that he must accept the market demand curve as given, he obeys 
the fundamental law of the formation of price, that the marginal 
buyers decide price or output. This analysis just follows Menger, 
as does the comment that the monopolist is not subject to the law of 
costs and is also free to price discriminate, contrary to the seller

1. ibid., p. 221. 2. ibid., p. 174,
3. ibid., pp. 4o-4l.
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in the competitive case. To Monger’s analysis Wieser adds a discussion 
of the advantages and disadvantages of monopoly, concluding that 
monopoly is not always anti-social; and the peculiar proposition 
that no demand monopolist is not also a supply monopolist. Although 
not original, his discussion of monopoly represents an attempt to 
revive interest in Menger’s ideas on the subject, even though these 
ideas had been supplanted by Cournot’s superior analysis amongst 
the leading theoreticians.^

Despite his emphasis on the inequality of power, Wieser continues 
in Social Economics to present his basic model in terme of the 
competitive case. He argues that it is necessary to do this to
simplify a complex World, and to be able to derive "the fundamental

?law of price formation".' The word "competition", in line with e l l  

Austrian writing, is defined structurally, although Wieser also 
notes its behavioural use.“* His basic model differs from his I889 
one in that he follows Menger more closely in his later work. We 
may mention a couple of points of interest. Firstly, it emerges 
clearly in Social Economics that the theory of marginal buyers is 
in a sense more general than the perfect competition model.
It is still true that price is determined by the marginal buyers 
when buyers are few, such as in the case of a market for antiques.

1. Such as Walras, Wicksell, Edgeworth and Marshall. It may well 
be that Wieser, like other economists, adopted the single seller 
definition in response to its adoption by the leading economists 
of the era. But whereas they followed Cournot’s treatment of the 
problem, Wieser followed Menger’s in his Social Economics.

2. Social Economics, p. 179.

3. ibid., p. 174.
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The theory of perfect competition assumes many buyers, so that a 
Continuous smooth demand curve can he drawn; hut this is not 
required hy the Austrian theory. Again, marginal buyers determine 
price in the case of monopoly of supply (though not of demand).
Hence we must not assume the Austrian approach was hut another way 
of stating the perfect competition theory. It is distinct, even 
though there was a tendency, particularly hy Wieser, to develop the 
theory into the usual supply and demand terms.

Secondly, Wieser, following Menger, provides a primitive and 
inadequate theory of competition. If under monopoly it may he to a 
seller’s advantage to restrict supply, "competitive sellers can 
never afford to do this". Wieser assumes each seller has a given 
stock on hand. If one seller withheld some of his stock from the 
market, price would rise, all the other sellers would increase their 
supply, prices would drop below the original price, and the seller 
who withheld his stock would he "compelled to dispose at disadvan
tageous prices." Hence "each man will bend his efforts on selling 
whatever can he sold". Similarly over time, with the progress of 
production, each seller will increase his output to the maximum, hy 
becoming more efficient. Production increases until price equals 
average cost. This "price-cost-law" may temporarily not hold.

"But there are movements of equalization constantly at work, if 
issume 

validity.
We assume the absence of friction, which in tine will re-establish its 

„2

We can see here the essentially synthetic nature of Wieser’s
work in this field. Starting with Monger’s proposition that no
competitor will withold supply ̂ Wieser adds a twist of his own hy

3suggesting that to do so will cause price to fall.

1. ibid., p. 20^. See Merger’s treatment in section I above.

2. ibid., p. 207.

3. Menger had suggested with more plausibility that the withdrawal
of a seller’s supply would cause price to rise.
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It was noted, above that Manger’s treatment of this oligopoly problem 
was superficial compared to Cournot’s and it is clear that even by 
191  ̂Wieser can lay no claim to have improved upon it. Wieser then 
goes on to add the "price-cost-law" of the Classical economists to 
this basically Mengerian oligopoly theor}-, and this is his theory 
of competitive price. Clearly, the theory is only second rate, and 
is moreover a compromise between the work of Menger and the Classical 
economists. By 191^, in the work of Wieser, but also Bohm-Bawerk, 
Menger’s original views on price had largely been fitted into the 
Classical mainstream view of competition and monopoly.
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Chapter 8

Jenkin, devons and Edgeworth.

This chapter is concerned with the development of competition and
monopoly analysis in England between the publication of J.S. Mill’s
Principles in l8U8 and Marshall’s Principles in I89O. As has been
noted by Schumpeter, most economists of this period "continued to
dwell in the post-Millian stratum of analysis",^ Whilst there may
have been some disagreement over doctrines, the general framework

2of approach was the Classical one derived from Mill. The English 
economists were fairly insular, and new ideas from the Continent, 
such as those of Menger, made only a small impact 01 their work.
In addition, the mathematical writings of Cournot and Walras 
were inaccessible to the mainly literary economists of the period. 
Whilst it is true that devons’ work made some impact on English 
economics, this effect did not extend to competition and monopoly 
analysis. In this chapter, therefore, we have decided to single out 
three economists whose work is of importance for our purposes: 
devons, denkin and Edgeworth. In this introductory section, we 
shall briefly tr̂ r to place their work in the context of the main
stream approach to competition and monopoly.

1. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p. 8l(. We are con
cerned in this introductory section with generalities, so that whilst 
objection may be taken to some of the points made, and exceptions be 
found, it is hoped that the reader will forbear from doing this, 
bearing in mind the limited space available to the author.

2. This evidenced by the almost universal reference to frill’s 
Principles in the prefaces of the works of this period, or, again, 
the familiar Classical structure of these texts, progressing from 
Production to Distribution to Exchange.
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The reader is by now familiar with the Classical competitive 
analysis so that there is no need to go into depth with regard to 
its treatment in the period. Whilst fundamentally the analysis 
was unaltered, there were however one or two changes of emphasis 
which are worthy of note. The first one concerns the distinction 
made by Sidgwick between Caimes’ concept of "commercial competition", 
and what he calls "industrial competition"

"The theory of market values or prices, as determined by Supply 
and Demand, depends on the assumption of Commercial Competition (so 
far as combination is excluded); while the theory of "natural" 
or "normal" values or prices, so far as they are determined by 
Cost of Production, depends on the assumption of Industrial Competition".

Sidgwick points out that these are "two quite different kinds of
competition", the first referring to the behaviour of traders, and
the second to the movement of capital and labour between employments.
Whilst Sidgwick’s recognition of this distinction is important,
he does not make use of it in the development of his analysis.
The second point is the switch in emphasis amongst some of the
writers in the period towards the market, and away from the Classical
"free competition" idea. This tendency was by no means general. But
it can be found, perhaps not surprisingly, in devons’ work, where
the emphasis is on exchange in the market to the all ost complete

2neglect of cost of production. And Edgeworth, heavily influenced

1

1. Henry Sidgwick, The Principles of Political Economy (London: 
Macmillan, 1883), p. 183. The reference is to J.E. Caimes, Some 
Leading: Principles of Political Economy, Newly Expounded (London: 
Macnillan, 187^)

2. See section II below, devons saw his work as refuting Ricardo’s 
position that labour is the "cause" of value, by demonstrating that 
marginal utility determines value without reference to production. 
Inevitably in this argument, cost of production was de-emphasised.
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by devons, defined "a perfect field of competition" in terms of 
market conditions (and in particular that there be large numbers of
traders) also without reference to resource mobility.^ Too much 
weight should not be put on such changes of emphasis, but it is 
possible to argue that writers in the second half of the 19th centur^r 
were becoming more aware of the need for a competitive market structure
for the supply and demand analysis to hold.^ That such an argument 
should not be taken too far, however, will be illustrated in the

3
next chapter by Marshall’s rather vague ideas on market structure.

Given that competitive analysis remained fairly Classical in 
approach, the contributions of Fleeming denkin and William Stanley 
devons may be categorized as clarificatory. denkin, as we shall see 
in section I below, made the important contribution of representing 
the Classical model graphically by means of supply i n d  demand curves, 
and so clarified the usual literary treatment of competitive theor}%
At the same time, however, his work also illustrates the Classical 
neglect of the theory of the firm and market structure, and so is 
itself essentially Classical in approach, devons’ work, on the 
other hand, is notable for its non-Millian approach, although, as 
we shall see, his analysis of competition and monopoly was extremely 
poor. His clarificatory contribution was his discussion of the 
perfect market which gives rise to the law of indifference.

1. See section III below. The relationship between devons’ "perfect 
market" and Edgeworth’s "perfect field of competition" is also 
touched on in section III.

2. A counter-example is, however, provided by the work of Fleeming 
denkin (see section I), who applies supply and demand analysis to all 
kinds of non-competitive market structures.

3. Another change in the period was the more frequent use of the 
phrase "perfect competition" in the literature. This more widespread 
use in no way implies that writers used the phrase in the same way: 
compare Sidgwick who used it to mean self-interest (op.cit., pp. I8O-I); 
devons, who used it to mean the freedom to contract (see section II); 
and Edgeworth, who used it to mean a competitive market (see
section III).
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It will be argued in section II below, that devons did not confuse 
the ideas of a perfect market and competition in his work, this 
confusion being a product of subsequent work. Whilst the perfect
market is an entirely separate idea from competition, we have
included a discussion of devons' treatment of it just because of
this confusion in the subsequent literature.

One feature of the literature of the period which was new, was 
the increased space devoted to discussion of trade unions and, 
towards the end of the century, large companies. This, or course, 
reflected historical trends: the rise in trades unions, marked by the 
first meeting of a limited Trades Union Congress in Manchester in 
1868; and the concentration of capital, which was made possible by 
the formation of joint stock companies with limited liability, 
following the company legislation of 1855 and l862.^ Whilst 
d.S. Mill had emphasised the replacement of custon by competition as 
capitalism developed; towards the end of the century there was a 
growing awareness that concentrations of labour and capital might be 
giving rise to monopoloid situations. Up to I89O, however, discussion
of these trends tended to be descriptive rather than analytical, and

2moreover treated in a separate place from the analysis. This latter 
remained competitive in the Classical sense, and possible imperfections 
were treated as frictions, which hamper but do not overturn the 
Classical results.

1. See David Thomson, Europe Since Napoleon, (Penguin, I968),
pp. 26%-5.

2. See, for example, Sidgwick, op. cit.. Book II, chapter 10,
pp. 3^8-365, or Henry Fawcett, Manual of Political Economy (I863), 
6th edition (London: Macmillan, I883), Book II, chapter 9, pp.
238-25%.

3. The idea of frictions of course derives from the analogy of the 
laws of competition to the laws of physics. It does not involve 
any operationally distinct view on competition from that of the 
Classical economists.
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Edgv7orth’s work, however, stands out against this background
for his explicit analysis of imperfect competition.^ In his
Mathematical Psychics of I88I, he argued that the trend towards
combination on both sides of the market gave rise to the problem of
indeterminacy of contract. Starting from a proof that bilateral
exchange is indeterminate, he showed that the implication of more or
less imperfect competition was less or more indeterminacy of contract.
in contrast to the neutral determination of price when competition is
perfect, the indeterminacy of imperfect competition gives rise to
the need for a principle of arbitration. This highly original
analysis is, of course, beyond our brief in this thesis, although
it will be touched on further in section III below. Its importance
here is that it indicates that economists were becoming aware of
imperfections of competition in the late 19th century. Edgeworth's
analytical performance is outstanding, but it was a response to
real-world trends which were also occupying the attention of other

2economists as the century wore on.

Edgeworth's work is also important as far as the analysis of 
monopoly is concerned. Most of the economists of the period, being 
non-mathematical did not have access to Cournot's theory directly. 
Whilst there is some evidence of a switch to the single seller 
definition from the Classical limited supply idea^ much of the 
discussion of monopoly remained vague and confused. Edgeworth, in 
contrast, was able to master Cournot's model and, moreover, suggest

1. By "imperfect competition" Edgeworth meant essentially limitations 
on the nuiiiber of traders trading in the market, (see section III below)

2. As is well known, Mrs. Robinson's response to this situation was 
made in 1933. It will be argued in the next chapter that the delay 
in this response may in part be explained by the peculiarities of 
Marshall's Principles, which came to dominate English economics 
after I89O.

3. Sidgwick, for example, eschewed the Classical view of monopoly, 
for the single seller view in I883 (op. cit., pp. 191-3). It may be 
that he was following Marshall in this, however.
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a number of important extensions to it, which are also reviewed in 
section III below. This work, together with that of Marshall, 
discussed in the next chapter, represents the most important develop
ment of the pure monopoly model in the 19th centurjr literature. In 
addition, Marshall's analysis in Book V, chapter 1% of the Principles 
became the standard reference on the subject for students of economics 
after I89O. The result of this was that Cournot's analysis largely 
replaced the Classical notion of monopoly in English economics after 
this date. The implications of this with reference to the popular 
competition/monopoly dichotomy will be explored further in chapter 10 
below.

It is to be hoped that the three sections below represent fairly 
self-contained assessments of the contributions of Jenkin, devons 
and Edgdworth, respectively. I have not attempted to integrate their 
work within a synthesised account of the period, and the reader is 
reminded again that insofar as their work is original, they are not 
typical representatives of English competition and monopoly analysis 
in the second half of the 19th century.
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I . Fleeming Jenkin

Fleeming Jenkin was, like several other important economic
writers we have encountered, trained as an engineer.^ He made a
number of important contributions to economics, of which we shell
deal here with one. This was his representation of "the laws of
supply and demand" by means of geometry, which he published in a 

2paper in I87O. As far as I am aware this was the first attempt at
the graphical representation of supply and demand by an English 3
economist. As such it represented an important clarification of
the Classical analysis of competition. It largely went unnoticed,
although we do know that Marshall, who was to use similar diagrams,

hhad read Jenkin’s paper.

We shall emphasise two themes with respect to Jenkin's work.
In the first place, Jenkin's essay is important for its technical 
contribution. Being an engineer, Jenkin was conscious of the vagueness 
attached to the so-called laws of supply and demand, in the work of 
the Classical economists:-

1. Jenkin was at first a practical engineer, but then took up the
post of Professor of Engineering at Edinburgh University.

2. ’The Graphic Representation of the Laws of Supply and Demand, 
and their Application to Labour’, in Recess Studies, edited by 
Sir Alexander Grant (Edinburgh, I870). I have used the L.S.E. 
reprint of Jenkin’s economic essays (London; L.S.E., 1931); and 
all references are to ’The Graphic Representation’ in this book.

3. Supply and demand curves were not unknown in Germany, however, 
and they appear in the fourth edition of Rau's Grundsatze (l8%%)
and Mangoldt’s Grundrisse (1863) see Blaug, Economic Tlieory in Retro
spect, p. 309. And, of course, Cournot also drew them in his 
Recherches (1838). There is no evidence, however, that Jenkin was
acquainted with any of these works.

h , Marshall claimed, however, that he had drawn them independently 
before coming across Jenkin’s work. See Guilleband’s edition of 
the Principles, vol. II (Notes), pp. 533-%.
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"Recent discussions on the laws determining the price of commodi
ties seem to show that these laws are neither so well understood 
nor so clearly expressed in the writings of economists as is some
times supposed."^

Jenkin took the view that there were lav7s in economics as in the 
physical sciences, so that there was a need to state them rigorously

p
like "any mathematical laws affecting quantities of any description."' 
Ke therefore set himself the task of representing the Classical 
analysis of price determination graphically, and as we shall see 
his work is important because of his success in accomplishing this 
task.

The second point we shall make is that Jenkin’s work, despite 
its superior technique, was still essentially in the Classical 
tradition. Jenkin distinguishes three laws of supply and demand in 
his essay. In developing these laws it is true that his approach 
is partial (i.e. he concentrates on a single commodity) in contrast 
to the inter-industry emphasis of the Classical economists. But 
given this, his laws are best viewed as more rigorous statements 
of the Classical results with respect to market price (laws one and 
two) and natural price (law three). In particular, whilst he does 
concentrate on determining equilibrium in a single industry/, he, like 
the Classical economists, pays no attention to the problem of equili
brium of the firm. Rather both his market price and natural price 
analyses are conducted in terms of industry supply and demand curves 
and he makes no attempt to give these underpinnings. With regard to 
the theoiy of the firm therefore, Jenkin’s work i-* important for 
making this gap in Classical analysis more explicit, rather than for 
adding anything of his own to fill the gap.

We shall follow Jenkin in dealing first with market price, and 
then with the cost price. He begins with some definitions. "The 
whole supply of an article" is the whole quantity for sale, there 
s-nd then. "Supply at a price" is the quantity which at a given price

1. The Graphic Representation, p. j 6 ,

2. ibid., p. T6 3. ibid., op. 76-7.
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buyers would buy. Supply at a price and demand at a price are both
functions of price, and hence can be represented on a diagram, by a

1supply curve and a demand curve.
2

corn market (Figure 8.1)
This Jenkin does for a hypothetical

Figure 8.1

Quarters of corn !

Qe

VOWo\'<l. 3 ,

Pe Shillings

Several points are worthy of note with respect to Figure 8.1. 
In the first place, Jenkin makes no attempt to derive the market 
supply and demand curves from underlying theories ol consumer and 
producer behaviour. Rather, he just asserts their existence, and 
moreover, takes their slopes as self-evident. This omission is 
regrettable, althqugh we have seen that Cournot also treated the

1. In a later paper (’On the Principles which regulate the incidence 
of taxes’ (187I-2) ) Jenkin represents demand and supply functions 
algebraicly. If y is supply and y^ is demand, then the model is 
simply that

y = 0(x)

^1 = Oi(%)
y =

where x is price. Jenkin did not pursue this algebraic formulation, 
however, arguing that in practice functions were likely to be complex, 
and so it was better to draw curves from statistical observation
(ibid., pp. 107-8).

2. All the diagrams in this section are reproduced from Jenkin’s 
essay. Figures 8.1 to 8.6 are numbered as in Jenkin’s essay, whilst 
our diagrams 8.7 and 8.8 are his diagrams 12 and 13.
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market demand curve as given.^ Secondly, Jenkin drew what he called 
the whole su;y:ly on his demand and supply diagram, meaning by this 
the stock of the commodity available for sale in the market. This 
concept creates no problems when only the determination of market 
price is considered, and as we shall see it has an important role 
to play with respect to Jenkin’s second law of supply and demand. 
Finally, like Cournot, but unlike Marshall, Jenkin follows the 
Mathematical convention of putting the independent variable, price, 
on the X - axis.

We are now in a position to state what Jenkin calls "the first 
law of demand and supply". It is that

"In a given market, at a given time, the markex price of the
2commodity will be that at which the supply and demand curves cut."

At this price demand and supply are equal. As a corollary of this 
law, we have

"At this price a greater quantity of the commodity will change 
hands than at any other price."

Thus, Jenkin states clearly and concisely the equilibrium solution 
of the supply and demand model.

Jenkin goes on, in a manner similar to Walras, to show how in 
practice this theoretical solution is approximately arrived at 
"by competition". The problem is that the supply and demand curves, 
and hence the market price, are not known by the traders. We have 
seen that Walras, when faced with this problem, side-stepped it with 
the artificial device of recontracting. Jenkin suggests a similar 
way out when he says:

"If every man were openly to write down beforehand exactly what 
he would sell or buy at each price, the market price might be computed 
immediately, and the transactions be then and there closed."^

1. See chapter 5 above. 2. op. cit., p. 78

3. ibid., p. 78. %. ibid., p. 79.
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But it is clear that in practice this does not happen. What does 
happen, according to Jenkin, is that, on the one hai'd, if sone 
sellers offer their wares helow the theoretical price, they attract 
E-any buyers, so that other sellers are prepared to charge a higher 
price, without fear of having goods left on their hands; whilst on the 
other hand, buyers who offer less than the theoretical price find 
So few sellers, that they or others are forced to offer a higher 
price. In this way, buyers and sellers estimate the theoretical 
price by watching the briskness of sales, and this tentative behaviour 
Jenkin calls"competition"^. Thus Jenkin is asserting that transactions 
take place in the market in practice at a variety of prices, and not 
only at the theoretical price.

But if this be so, then it is true, generally, that the theoretical 
price will not remain what it was before any transactions had occurred. 
Jenkin, however, contends that as long as we assume that no man 
changes his individual demand or supply functions, "the market price 
will not be changed by the sales". At the end of the dealings the 
actual price will be equal to the theoretical price, and the 
equilibrium quantity will have been exactly sold. This he represents 
graphically by gradually raising the base line of figure 8.1, which 
we may call the ex ante diagram, until it is at the level of the 
equilibrium quantity as in figure 8.2, the ex post diagram.

Quarters of corn
Figure 8.2

Qe
Pe shillings

In Jenkin’s view, although "the actual price at which each quarter 
is sold will be a mere tentative approximation to the theoretical 
price", at the end of the day the original equilibrium quantity will 
be sold, and the original equilibrium price will rule. It is clear 
that to assume the preferences of traiders are unchanged in the

1. Jenkin is using the term in the sense of rivalrous competition here
2. op. cit. , p, 78
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: ark et perioc’ is insufficient to guarantee this result. Nevertheless, 
if he di f not solve the % roller , Tenkin rust h,e credited vrith the 
rest direct attack on it up to that tire.

having dealt with static equilibrium, Jenkin next turr.s to
coT.p a native statics. Tie divides rossihle changes in the situation
into two t^pes: changes in traders’ preferences and. changes in
external factors. We shall take dianges in preferences first. It
to now he- assur.ec tha.t traders’ preferences are fixed, "hut, in
practice, ren’s rinds do not rer.'.a.in constant for five ..h nut es 1
t0t_,cther". On the supply side, this factor v : æ j cause the supply 
Curve to trj.e up ajp position, as long as it is below the whole su~̂  ; Ig 
fn the de' and side, der and is lia.ited at each price b: the funds 
available for pui’chas'̂ , ( liie purchase futid) , but I'ay al so vary 
indefinitely witiiin this l.irit. Jhifts in the curves in. 11 affect 
r;irhet price, and we can derive five furf'.er corollaries fro: tins 
frrst law of sur ply and der nnd:-

"Ith-' SUT ply at a price increases £t pricer, near the rarket 
_rice, ... p1 ices fell, and ^ore is sold.

Tf t’-'c der and at a price ir creases at prices near the ra.iket 
; rice, ... prices rise, and r.ore is sold.

I.'" fre suT'plp £j.t a price decreases at prices near the rarlet 
price, ... prices rise, and less i solo.

If the 1er .and at a price decreases at trices near t̂ ê lurliet 
trice, ... 2 rices fall, and less is sold.

It. is possible t:iat both tie demand at a. price ? no supptly at 
a price nay increase sirultanecusly, so thah the twice shall be 
unaltered, while more of the cormodi ty is bought and sold, or less 
of the corrmodity nay chr.nge hands with an un.altered price, demand 
and supply decreasing simultaneously."^

Tnese propositions, of course, were well known, and Jenkin’s 
contribution was to show tlieir graphically (figures 8.3 and 8,10 •

ibid., p. 79. f, ibid., p. 8C.
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F ig u re  8 .3

Figure 8.̂1-

P

These diagrajns succinctly deironstrate the comparative statics of 
supply and deriand, and need no further explanation.

A change in preferences directly leads to a shift in one or 
other of the curves, and a change in market price. Changes in the 
whole supply or the whole purchase fund, on the other hand, do not 
have such a definite and direct result. This "brings Jenkin to what 
he calls "the second law of supply and demand";

"if the whole supply be increased, it will most frequently, 
but not always, happen that the supply at a price will, throughout 
the whole scale, be increased; prices will then fall,...

If the purchase fund be increased it will often happen that the 
demand at a price will rise throughout the whole scale; prices will 
then rise,..."

These propositions are also depicted graphically in Figures 8.5 
and 8.6.
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Figure 8.5

_ _x v̂ UoVe

il

Figure 8.6

In Jenkin’s view "the second law" ought to be kept distinct from the 
first law, because while the first, and its corollaries, always 
hold true, this "law" was not such a law, but more a probability.

How are we to evaluate this distinction between the comparative 
static effects of changes in preferences and changes in external 
factors? Formally Jenkin postulates market demand and supply 
functions

D = D(P,T,M)

S = S(P,T^,W)

(8.1)

(8.2)

where D is market demand, S is market supply, P is price, T is buyer 
preferences, is seller preferences, M is the purchase fund and 
V. is the stock available for sale. His distinction then asserts 
that it is always true that

—  >0 and —  > 0
fT

(8.3)
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■whilst it is only probably true that

—  > 0 and —  > 0 (8.1*)

It is clear that T and can be defined such that inequalities
(8.3) always hold true, whilst this is not the case for inequalities 
(8A). It thus appears that Jenkin’s distinction is of a definitional 
rather than a. behavioural nature. It may be that he based it upon 
his insights concerning consumer and producer behaviour. Thus, for
example, he may have observed in reality that for certain "inferior"
goods, consumption is decreased as the "purchase fund" is increased. 
But if he did, he offers no explicit theory: of such behaviour, In 
the absence of such an explicit theory, therefore, we must conclude 
that Jenkin’s distinction of these comparative static effects, whilst 
thought provoking, does not amount to as important a distinction 
as may at first sight appear.

Before moving onto Jenkin’s discussion of long run equilibrium, 
it is perhaps appropriate here to say a few words about his notion 
of supply. We have already noted that Jenkin started his analysis 
with market demand and supply curves, offering no behavioural theories 
to underpin them. This omission is particularly important for our 
purposes with respect to supply. Jenkin presents a very a^^ostic view 
of market supply. Traders are simply assumed to possess a stock of 
a commiodity, offering more of this stock for sale as price rises.
There is no rationale for this, either along Austrian lines in 
terms of marginal utility, nor in terms of costs. Whilst this does 
not diminish Jenkin’s technical achievement with respect to supply 
and demand, it does expose an important gap in his competitive 
analysis. We shall see that it was not until the present century that 
this gap was filled by the suggestion that the market supply curve is 
the sui'ji of the individual producers’ marginal cost curves.^

Turning to his discussion of the'long run, Jenkin divides com
modities into two classes, along the lines of the Classical division: 
they are either limited in supply or variable in supply. In both 
cases, the first and second laws of demand and supply cannot tell

1. see Chapter 10 below.
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us what the theoretical price will he. The price level and price 
changes "depend on the state of mind of the buyers and sellers 
sirpdp , and not on any material quantity, or on any law hitherto 
stated".^ If supply is limited, (he gives the familiar example of 
pictures by an old master) there is _no law which can improve on this 
situation. Always the price level and changes of price will depend 
on the preferences of buyers and sellers, and we will not be able 
to pinpoint them from any knowledge of external circumstances,

/s for the competitive case, he then says:-

"Teaving on one side the case of a linn.ted supply as unapproach
able, let us consider the case of an article, the manufacture of 
which continues, and of which the quantity made depends ultimately 
on the price obtainable,"'"

Tliis is the case of most manufactured goods. And in this case it is 
possible to find another law which will fix the probable price. 
Although demand may still vary as before, "the average supply curve 
will be found in the long rur. to depend simply on the cost of product
ion", Supply will adjust to bring equilibriuiu at cost price

"if in a given market, or series of markets, they (manufacturers) 
find no demand, or an insufficient demand, for their produce, at 
cost price (including what they think a fair profit), they will 
cease to produce, or produce only as much as the demand at that 
;rice requires, While, if the demand equals or exceeds the supply 
at a 'iigher price than cost price as above defined, makers will be 
tempted to produce n'ore, until by the action of the second law the 
demand and supply at cost price be core equal,"

1, ibid., p, 87.

2, Although Jenkin does not use the terris monopoly and free compet
ition, it is clear that he is dealing with these cases. Just as 
clearly he believes that the first two laws of supply and demand are 
applicable to both cases.
3, op, cit., %, 88,

', ibid., pp. 88-9. The second law of demand and supply is relevant
h e r e  since in the long run it is changes in the whole supply^ which
cagge the supply curve to shift to bring price equal to costs.
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Given this assumption it is possible to formulate a "third law of 
demand and supply" for manufactured products;

"in the long run, the price of the manufactured article is 
chiefly determined by the cost of its production, and the quant 
manufactured is chiefly determined by the demand at that price.

Jenkin recognised two problems which stood in the way of fixing 
the price by looking at the costs of producing a commodity. In the 
first place, the third law of supply and demand was only a long run 
law:

"The average height of the supply curve, over a number of years,
depends on the cost of production alone; but at any moment its
position above or below that average depends on the estimate formed
ty producers whether the actual demand curve is above or below the 

„2average...

Hence on any one day the actual supply will diverge more or less 
from the average supply curve fixed by cost of production, and it 
is with these departures alone, "which may be considerable", that 
the first and second laws come into play. Formally, Jenkin suggests 
that any observed market price will not only reflect a "permanent" 
supply curve, but also a "transitory" one.

On top of this, ambiguity arises with the concept "average supply", 
because this depends on cost of production, including a profit to 
producers, which they determine themselves:-

1. ibid., p. 89. Jenkin’s analysis of this third law is discussed 
"below.

2. ibid., p. 89.

3. Whilst Smith argued that market price tends towards natural 
price over time, Jenkin argued that the observed supply curve 
differed from the natural supply curve by transitory amounts from 
day to day.
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"This profit may vary, and does vary immensely, in different 
countries, and at different times. Competition at any one time 
prevents wide divergence from the average rate of profit expected 
hy manufacturers: but what profit is sufficient to induce a man 
to produce is none the less a mere matter of opinion."^

Nevertheless, Jenkin felt that it was still possible to estimate the 
"probable price of an article using the third law, by observing over 
a long range of years the general opinion in a given country of 
what the profit rate should be.

Jenkin next proceeds to represent the long run Classical model 
2graphically. In this case we are concerned with average demand and 

supply curves. The average demand curve "represents the average 
quantity wanted, say in a year, at the several prices". Like the 
demand curve of Figure 6.1 above, it is negatively sloped, but its 
shape and position vary from commodity to commodity.^ The average 
supply curve on the other hand, represents the "quantity which will 
be produced in a year at each price". But since we are here concerned 
with the Classical competitive equilibrium, the average supply 
curve is determined by cost of production. Specifically,

1. ibid., p. 89.

2. ibid., pp. 89-93

3. ibid., p. 90.

4. Jenkin makes the interesting observation that the demand curve 
may be nearly horizontal, "the total demand being little affected 
by price", or sharply inclined, "showing that the demand increases 
rapidly as price is lowered". Also in a very Marshallian passage he 
suggests that

"Statistics collected over several years might also show whether 
the general character of the curve was convex or concave to the base, 
and at what rate approximately the average height of the curve 
increased year by year." (ibid., p. 90).
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"The price corresponding to each point in the supply curve is the 
cost of production of the article in that quantity, including in the 
words cost of production, sufficient profit to labour and capital 
to induce the production of that quantity.

In other words, the price is the lowest price at which that given
pwantity will be produced. ,,1

Like the demand curve, the shape of the supply curve will vary 
between commodities. Jenkin illustrates two possible shapes 
(Figure 8.7).

Figure 8.7 2

Q

0 p

Curve 1 "characterises the case of articles which, at a given price, 
can be produced in almost unlimited quantities".^ This is the case 
of approximately constant costs, and Jenkin suggests that articles 
such s.s toys which require "little capital, moderate skill, and 
common raw materials" fall in this category. On the other hand, curve 
2 exemplifies increasing costs and according to Jenkin is the most 
frequent case. In this case:

"The cost of production will gradually increase with the quantity 
produced, owing to the limitation of labour, of capital, and of raw 
material... as more is wanted a higher price is generally required to 
tempt more capital and more labour into the given walli."^

1. ibid., p. 90, notes to Figure 12. By cost of production, Jenkin 
Is clearl} referring to average cost.
2. This is Jenkin’s Figure 12, (ibid., p. 90).
3. ibid., p. 91. i|. ibid., pp. 91-92.
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Jenkin also admitted that ’’occasionally a coniiriodity may he dearer 
to produce in small quantities than in large".^ He represented this 
case, however, hy drawing two branches of the supply curve, rather 
than hy drawing a hackward-hending supply curve (Figure 8.8),

Firure 8.8^

Q

P

Implicit in this diagram is the assumption that there exist two 
technologies for the production of the commodity. One technology 
produces small quantities at high cost as indicated hy branch 1 in 
Figure 8.8. The second technology is only capable of producing large 
quantities at a lower cost (branch 2). In both cases, given the 
technology, costs increase. Clearly this is not the usual case of 
decreasing costs found in the modem literature. Jenkin shows no 
awareness that his diagram refers to this rather special case, and he 
makes no further use of this diagram in his Essay.

Given the average supply and demand curve for a commodity, "the 
probable average price" is determined by their intersection. For the 
third law of supply and deamnd to hold it is, therefore, necessary to 
make the additional assumption that costs are approximately constant:

"Only in the case in which the supply curve is a vertical line 
at one price is it strictly true that the cost of production determines 
price without reference to demand; but for all those cases in which 
the cost of production varies little with the quantity produced, the 
statement is approximately true. When the average supply curve is 
a vertical line, it is strictly true that demand has no influence on 
the average price, but only determines the quantity which will be
sold."3

1. ibid., p. 92.
2. This is Jenkin’s Figure 13, (ibid., p. 9l). 3. ibid., p. 92.
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Jenkin’s graphical analysis thus enabled him to clearly demonstrate 
that the Classical economists were implicitly assuming constant costs 
in asserting that price would equal cost in the long run. Such a 
demonstration marked an important advance in understanding the 
Classical model, and opened the door on the possibility of reinter
pretation if costs are not constant. Jenkin, however, supported the 
Classical result in his third law of supply and demand, arguing that

"Average demand curves will in general approach horizontal lines, 
and average supply curves will in general approach vertical lines.

He did not, however, explain why he thought this would be so, and 
the assumption of long run inelastic demand in particular, whilst 
not relevant to the operation of his third law, might well be regarded 
as a contentious proposition.

At one level, Jenkin’s work amounts to the fairly simple technical 
contribution of representing the Classical analysis of market and 
natural price geometrically. In this task Jenkin proved highly 
competent, demonstrating that a few simple diagrams can cut through 
the vagueness and confusions which often marred literary treatments 
of the subject. Whilst, as we have indicated, his distinction of the 
comparative static effects of changes in preferences and changes in 
external factors does not bear close scrutiny, this is but one 
exception to a generally excellent exposition of the Classical 
competitive model. And, in particular, his demonstration that the 
third law of demand and supply implicitly assumes constant costs 
was a tremendously important clarification of the Classical analysis 
of natural price.

On the other hand, however, Jenkin’s more rigorous exposition of 
the Classical analysis is also important for the way it highlights 
the inadequacies of the latter. Most important of these is the failure 
to underpin the supply curve with a theory of the ^irm. We have 
already noted above that the supply curve is just plucked out of the 
air with respect to the theorj' of market price. In the theory of

1. ibid., p. 92.



natural price similarly, the supply curve is taken as given with no 
discussion of its derivation from the cost curves of individual 
firms. Clearly, if costs are constant, then, as noted in our discus
sion of Walras in Chapter 6 above, the individual firm becomes a 
nebulous concept. Nevertheless, it is still an object worthy of 
study, and even more so if costs are not constant. This failure of 
Classical competitive analysis to deal with intra-industry equilibrium 
was revealed more clearly by Jenkin’s graphical analysis. It was 
to be, however, through the work of Marshall that this problem was to 
provoke remedial action.
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II. William Stanley levons,

In this section we shall look at the work of the third member 
of the marginal triumvirate: William Stanley levons, levons published 
his highly original work, the Theory of Political Economy in 1871, 
and we shall confine our comments to this book.^ Since it is not 
Odr intention to analyse his treatment of the marginal utility 
theory of value, we shall rather select topics from this work which 
are of interest as far as competition and monopoly theory are concerned.
The first topic we shall discuss is his concept of the "perfect
m.arket" and its relation to competitive theory. Secondly we shall 
briefly touch on levons’ belief that value theory can be generally 
treated by a model of bilateral exchange. M d  finally we shall 
indicate that levons, despite his originality in other areas, had a 
generally poor conception of competition and monopoly.

levons begins his discussion of the theory of exchange with the 
market:

"Originally a market was a public place in a town where provisions
and other objects were exposed for sale; but the word has been
generalised, so as to mean any body of persons who are in intimate
business relations and carr}- on extensive transactions in any

2commodity."

For levons the mag or characteristic of a market was the communication 
between its members. This comes out clearly in his formal definition 
of it:-

"Dy a market I shell mean two or more persons dealing in two or 
more commodities, whose stocks of those commodities and intentions of 
exchanging are known to all. It is also essential that the ratio of

1. I have used the fourth edition of this book: W.S. levons.
The Theomr of Political Economy, with notes by H.Stanley levons 
(London: Macrdllan, 1911 (reprinted 1931) ). This edition basically 
reproduces the second edition (1879).

Theory, chapter iv, p. 8U. All references are to chapter iv 

(Theory of Exchange) unless otherwise specified.
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exchange between any two persons should be known to all the others.
It is only so far as this coinmunity of knowledge extends that the 
market extends.

devons is here imposing three heroic knowledge conditions on his 
definition of a market. These are that every individual in the 
market must know: the stock position of every other individual, the 
subjective valuations of everjr other individual, and the exchange 
ratios concluded by every pair of individuals.

On top of these stringent conditions, he also requires that each 
individual acts alone in his own interest, and that each individual 
is free to contract with e v e r y  other individual without favour

"Every individual must be considered as exchanging from a pure 
regard to his own requirements or private interests, and there must 
be perfectly free competition, so that any one will exchange with

2
suy one else for the slightest apparent advantage."

Collectively, devons calls these five conditions "a perfect market”. 
If they hold then it is possible to derive his famous "Law of 
Indifference" which states that

"blien a commodity is perfectly uniform or homogeneous in quality, 
any portion may be indifferently used in place of an equal portion: 
hence, in the same market, and at the same moment, all portions must 
be exchanged at the same ratio."

Under the conditions postulated there is no possibility that two 
prices could exist at the same time for the same commodity.

1. ibid., pp. 85-6.

2. Ibid., p. 86.

3. ibid., pp. 90-91. Tlie name "law of indifference" for the single 
price result was added to the second edition of the Theory in
1879.
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devons goes on to use this law in his theory of value. We shall, 
however, pause here to investigate the nature of his achievement in 
deriving it.

Firstly, we must credit devons with the most explicit statement 
in the literature of the conditions which ensure the single price 
result. We have seen in earlier chapters that the single price 
theorem was not new to the economic literature. d.S. Mill, for 
instance, says in his Principles ;

"There is no proposition which meets us in the field of political 
economy oftener than this - that there cannot he two prices in the 
same market.’’̂

But whereas earlier economists paid little attention to the 
assumptions sufficient for this result to hold, devons treated these 
assumptions explicitly in his notion of "the perfect market".

Secondly, whilst devons' assumptions guarantee that the "law 
of indifference" holds, they may in some sense be regarded as over
sufficient. Clearly if traders have access to each other, act in 
their own interests, and know perfectly the stock positions, subjective 
valuations and contracts made by each other, then ii is unlikely that 
a homogeneous commodity will sell at two prices at one time in the 
market. But just as clearly, the possibility of two prices at one time 
in the market is not substantially affected if we partially relax 
the assum.ption (for example) that each trader has access to all 
others, or that each trader knows the minds of all others, devons 
was concerned to lay down sufficient conditions for the single 
price result, and hence his assumptions tended to be stronger than

1. d.S. Mill, Principles, pp. 2^2-3. See chapter section I above,
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1

It is all the more surprising therefore to find that devons 
l,elieved that "the theoretical conception of a perfect market is 
Tore or less completely carried out in practice.’"' The role of 
brokers he saw as crucial in this, particularly with regard to the 
knowledge conditions:

"it is the work of brokers in any extensive market to organise 
exchange, so that every purchase shall be n.ade with the most thorough 
aquaintence with the conditions of the trade."

devons saw social advantage in making m.arkets perfect. If the market 
was j_.erfect there could be no secret stocks, or conspiracies of 
suppliers to withold stocks, to force up price. Similarly, speculators 
could not gain from artificially creating price differentials if 
"]1 conditions of the raarket were known. devons, therefore, favoured 
CO:.puls01% publication of statistics, a move which would be "to the 
advantage of everybody except perhaps a few speculators and financiers.” '

] . It is inappropriate to push the irather.atical notions of necessary 
and sufficient conditions too far in this context. It is not possible 
to define necessary and sufficient conditions foi‘ the la.w of indiffer- 
pTiCe to hold in the same way that such conditions can be defined for 
a i,;axir"ising problem, such as profit mæiimisation. Likewise, necessary 
and sufficient conditions are not defined for the cost-price law: 
see chapter ): above. For further discussion of this point see chapter 1 
above.

2. ibid., p. 86.

3. ibid., p. 86.

. ibid., p. 88.
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The most important question for our purposes concerns the

relationship between competition and the perfect market in devons*
Theory of Political Economy. As has been pointed out by Stigler,^
the concept of a perfect market is largely independent of the price
theory which is assumed. A perfect market defines the conditions
under which the law of indifference holds, and as long as the price
theorj'- under consideration is consistent with these conditions it
is quite tenable. Thus, pure competition (in which firms are
prlce-takers), free competition (in which normal profits are
earned), and monopoly (in which a single seller sets price) are all

2consistent with the assumption of a perfect market. Likewise, it 
is quite conceivable that such theories of price are tenable when 
a market is less than perfect. As Stigler has emphasised, the 
merging of the notion of the perfect market with competition, typically 
treating the former as a subsidiary of the latter, has been an 
unfortunate development in the work of the successors of devons.

The question therefore emerges as to how far devons was respons
ible for this development in his Theory of Political Economy.
Stigler clearly believed that devons did merge the two notions in 
his work. This belief, however, appears to be largely founded on 
devons assertion (quoted above) that one of the conditions for a 
perfect market is that there be "perfectly free competition."
Whilst devons* use of this phrase is open to interpretation, in my 
'opinion the balance is in favour of the meaning that every trader is 
free to contract with every other. Thus, given self-interest,
"any one will exchange with any one else for the slightest apparent 
advantage. In other words, devons was using competition here in the 
sense of rivalry, and the requirement was that it should be "perfectly 
free". It follows from this interpretation that devons did not 
take a competitive market structure as a condition of the perfect 
market as Stigler believed. Stigler was misled in my opinion by

]. Stigler,'Perfect Competition, Historically Contemplated*, p. 6.

2. Price discrimination, however, is not consistent with a perfect 
m-arket since it involves more than one price being charged.

3. See the quotation avove, and Theory, p. 86.
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the fortuitous phrase "perfectly free competition" which did not 
% a n  for devons what it means to modem economics. It may well he 
that devons' successors were similarly misled. But if this is the
case then the fusion of competition and the perfect market arose 
from a misinterpretation of devons' words, rather than from such a 
fusion in devons thought itself.^

The case for devons' separation of the concept of "the perfect
market" from competitive theory'- is further supported if one takes
into account his development of his marginal utility theoi;̂  ̂of value
in terr-iS of a model of bilateral exchange. This analysis will be
discussed briefly below. The essential point here is that devons
believed that the principles of exchange were generally applicable
to all types of market situation, so that they could be treated
generally using a model of bilateral exchange in a perfect market.
devons preferred to aggregate traders on both sides of the market.
into trading bodies, and analyse exchange in terms of these trading
bodies. Thus, his theoiy of price cannot be regarded as competitive
even if one was to accept that one of his assumptions of the perfect
market, was a competitive market structure. But even the latter
possibility is not acceptable since he states clearly that trading
bodies may consist of single individuals, and yet this does not upset
bis analysis of exchange in the perfect market. These points further
support the conclusion that devons did not fuse the ideas of

2competition and the perfect market in his work.

Having considered devons' notion of a perfect market, we shall 
now move on to consider his views on competition. As noted above, 
devons dealt with exchange in terms of bilateral exchange and this 
important point largely dictates his rather poor contribution to 
competitive analysis. Central to this theory of exchange was his 
concept of "a trading body":

1. For Stigler's contrary case, see op. cit., p. 6.

2. Stigler seems to have completely overlooked this aspect of 
devons' theory of value: see op. cit., p. 6.
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"I find it necessary to adopt some expression for any number of 
people whose aggregate influence in a market, either in the way of 
supply or demend, we have to consider. Ey a trading body I mean, 
in the most general manner, any body either of buyers or sellers.
The trading body may be a single individual in one case; it may be the 
whole inhabitants of a continent in another...’’̂

devons then proceeded to analyse the general case of exchange as the 
case in which one trading body confronts another in a market. This 
reflected his belief that the marginal utility theor^r of value 
was valid whether there be bilateral or competitive exchange

"the principles of exchange are the same in nature, however 
wide or narrow may be the market considered. Every trading body is 
either an individual or aggregate of individuals, and the law, in 
the case of the aggregate, must depend upon the fulfilment of law 
in the individuals."

C'lven that his analysis was conducted in terira of these trading bodies,
3there is little point in asserting that his theoiy^ was competitive.

It is not the place here to go into detail on devons* analysis 
of exchange between two trading bodies. Rather we shall just

1. Theory, p. 88.

2. ibid., p. 89.

3. Stigler draws attention to a passage in which devons assumes
"a great market" in which "any one small trader will not appreciably 
affect the ratio of exchange" (Theory, p. 112; see Stigler, op. cit., 
p. 6). devons chooses to analyse this case, however, using his 
bilateral competition model, so that it would be wrong to infer that 
this reference implies his theory was competitive.
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sketch his analysis, in the slightly more general terms employed 
by Edgeworth in his demonstration in I88I that, in fact, price is 
indeterminate is this case.^ In Edgeworth’s notation, two trading 
bodies X and Y confront each other in a market. Individual X has 
a utility function P, whilst Y has a function tt , and

P = F(x,y) 

TT = (f.{x,y)

(8.5)

(8.6)

where x and y are quantities of two goods consumed. If both 
individuals are utility maximisers then one condition of equilibrium 
will be

I.e.

dP dm dP dr
dx dy dy dx

/ \ f  \
MUy 1 = MU^3 % J K  .

(8.7)

The individuals will exchange such that the ratio of their marginal
utilities of x and y are equal, it not being possible to increase P

2without decreasing tt ; and vice versa.

devons, having arrived at an equivalent formula to (8.7) went 
on to suggest that this condition of equilibrium was sufficient 
to determine price when taken in conjunction with the law of

1. F.Y. Edgeworth, Mathematical Psychics, (London: C. Kegan Paul 
and Co.; 1881) pp. 20-30. The treatment which follows, follows 
closely that in Mark Blaug, Economic Theory in Retrospect, 2nd edition 
(London: Heinemann, I968) pp. 308-13.

Edgeworth, op. cit., pp. 20-1.
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indifference. Equation (8.7) defines the situation of equilibrium
for the trading bodies given price, and devons apparently believed
that since, by the Law of Indifference, only one price could exist
in the market at one time, this price was thus determined so that

2the model wa.s complete. As Edgeworth pointed out, however, equation
(8.7) was not sufficient to determine price, but rather defined a
locus of possible equilibrium positions, which he called the 

3contract curve. This curve he drew for the simple case of Robinson 
Crusoe (X) buying labour for money from Frida;̂ ’- (Y) (see Figure 8.9).

Figure 8.9

labour

0 money

]. devons, op. cit., pp. 95-101. devons employs slightly less 
general utility functions, $^(a-x)w^(y) for individual X, and 
f2(x)+^2(b-y) for individual Y, where X initially has a. stock ’ad, 
and Y a stock ’b ’, and x is traded for y . devons' equilibrium 
condition is then

é^(a-x) 9p(x)

where d and. denote the derivatives of d and E
2. This interpretation appears to be supported in his discussion of 
the law of indifference (ibid. pp. 90-95) and in particular in his 
assertion that

"Every... act of indifferent choice gives rise to an equation 
of degrees of utility, so that in this principle of indifference we
have one of the central pivots of the theory", (ibid., p. 92).
The actual solution is treated symbolically on pp. 98-100.
3. op. cit., p. 21.
' ibid., p. 28. Edgeworth only drew the limiting indifference

curves F] and C^. I have drawn several others to demonstrate that the 
contract curve is in fact the locus of tangentcy points of the 
indifference curves.
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In this diagram, F^, F^, F^ represent Friday's indifference curves 
between labour and money, and his interest is to move as far south-east 
as possible. Crusoe aims, in contrast, to get onto his highest 
indifference curve in the north-west direction. Tlie contract 
curve, EE', is then the locus of tengentcy points vhich lie between 
F^ and C^, the indifference curves which pass througli the origin.
Figure 8.9 brings out the fundamental issue for Edgeworth in the case 
of isolated exchange; the opposition of interests and the consequent 
indeterminacy of contract.^

devons'belief that the irii.ciples of exchange could generally be
represented, regardless of market conditions, by a model of bilateral
exchange were thus shown by Edgeworth to be incorrect. It was necessary
to introduce conditions to supplement equation 8.7 in order to
determine price, and, as Walras had shown, appropriate conditions
were the impersonal determination of price by offer and demand in

2a competitive market. We are thus left with an interesting paradox 
in devons' treatment of value. On the one hand, he stood alone 
amongst leading nineteenth century economists in not tailing competition 
(in some sense) as his general case, whilst, on the other, his theory 
of value was only tenable under competitive assumptions. This para
dox is but one example of the highly original but flawed nature of 
devons' economic contribution.

Tvro other aspects of devons' analysis bear brief examination.
In the first place, we shall consider his discussion of supply and 
demand, devons took the view that his analysis was the basis of the 
laws of supply and demand.

"Nevertheless, our theory is perfectly consistent with the laws 
of supply and demand; and if we had the functions of utility 
determined, it would be possible to throw them into a form clearly 
expressing the equivalence of supply and demand.... The laws of 
supply and demand are thus a result of what seems to me the true

1. Edgeworth's work will be considered further in the next section 
of this chapter.

2. See above, chapter 6.
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theory of value or exchange."^

devons, imlike Walras, however, aid not convert this plan into action, 
end neither a demand nor an offer curve appears in his Theory of 
rditical Econor v . Moreover, there is evidence to support the 
contention that devons only had a vague comprehension of supply 
end demand analysis, using these terms loosely to represent "market 
conditions". Thus, for example, when devons says

"a market, then, is theoretically perfect only when all traders
2have perfect knowledge of the conditions of supply and demand".

he is not postulating that supply and demand curves are known, hut 
simply that the stock positions and subjective valuations of the 
traders are known. Similar quotations can be found elsewhere in his 
book, but in each case a similar interpretation

3
seems appropriate. Thus it appears that devons treatment of supply 
and deri.and was only superficial in the Theory, and clearly he did not 
add anything to the existing analysis of this topic.^

op. cit., p. 101. Iruaediately prior to this passage he suggests 
that d.S. Mill’s treatment of supply and demand reduces to a truism. 
Tnis criticism is unjust, and as we shall see devons’ conception of 
supply and demand was inferior to Mill's.
2. ibid., p. 87.
3. See, for example, his comiaent that "each broker strives to gain 
the best knowledge of the conditions of supply and demand" (ibid., 
p. 86). See also: ibid., pp. 108-11.
h . This is surprising since devons claims to have read denkin's 
Graphic Representation prior to I87I, (see ibid.. Preface to the ^th 
edition, p. Ivii) and indeed says that the appearance of this work 
encouraged him to publish the Theory as early as I87I. devons was 
clearly more impressed with the mathematical form of denkin's work 
than its content, since he did not incorporate denkin's analysis into 
the Theory, or even demonstrate a clear grasp of it. For a better 
treatment of supply and demand, however, see devons posthumous 
Principles of Economics (London: Macmillan, I905).
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So fer our discussion has centred on exchange, to the complete 
neglect of cost of production, devons, in fact, made a point of 
dealing with exchange prior to any discussion of "labour or the 
production of commodities."^ Since his book was an attack on Ricardo’s 
assertion that labour is the "cause" of value, he demonstrates that 
utility "causes" value prior to discussing production. However, 
at the end of his chapter on exchange he does consider production.
He adopts an extreme position on costs at first, arguing that

"labour once spent has no influence on the future value of any 
article ; it is gone and lost forever. In commerce bygones are 
forever bygones; and we are always starting clear at ea.ch moment, 
judging the values of things with a view to future utility."

This is a very immediate view of price, saying that price may be 
above or below average cost, and that cost has no influence on price 
since it has already been incurred.

devons did, however, admit a role of cost of production, if a 
slightly less narrow view is taken. Since, in his theory, marginal 
utility determines value given the commodity supply, it is through 
variations in this latter that cost of production plays a role, 
devons, however, did not explicitly consider the relationship

3
between production, costs Find supply. Rather, as noted by Blaug, 
he only suggested a rather naive chain of causation:-

"Cost of production determines supply;
Supply determines final degree of utility;
Final degree of utility determines value.

And from this naive catena, he drew the equally superficial conclusion

1. TheoIp, pp. 75-6
2. ibid., p. l6 .̂
3. Mark Blaug, Economic Theory in Retrospect, pp. 312-3. 
h , Theor}/, p. 165.
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that

"though labour is never the cause of value, it is in a large 
proportion of cases the determining circumstance."^

In the absence of a theory of production, statements such as
these cannot be endowed with meaning, devons’ treatment of costs,
as with his treatment of supply end demand, was poor, particularly
compared with the achievement of that other member of the Marginal

2
Triumvirate, Walras.

Finally, if devons’ contribution to competitive analysis was 
poor, his contribution to the analysis of monopoly was practically 
non-existent. This is perhaps not surprising given that he thought 
the bilateral exchange model was generally applicable to value theory. 
He does, however, mention monopoly in his Preface to the 2nd edition 
of 1879, but only as another name for property:

"in theory the labourer has a monopoly/ of labour of each particular 
kind, as much as the landowner of land, and the capitalist of other 
requisite articles. Property is only another name for monopoly.
But when different persons own property of exactly the same kind, 
they become subject to the important Law of Indifference...Thus, 
monopoly is limited by competition, and no owner, whether of labour, 
land, or capital, can, theoretically speaking, obtain a larger share 
of produce for it than what other owners of exactly the same kind 
of property are willing to accept."

By saying monopoly is limited by competition, devons only means to say 
that the power of property rights are limited in the market by the 
condition of a single price. His view of monopoly as property 
demonstrates his poor conception of the case, and as for analysis

1. ibid., p. 165.

2. See chapter 6 above.

3. Theor r̂ preface to the 2nd Edition, pp. xlvi - xlvii
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1

In conclusion, therefore, we lea m  v e r y  little about competition 
end monopoly from devons’ Theory of Political Economy. Monopoly 
for him is but another name for property. As far as competitive 
theory is concerned, production is not adequately treated, whilst 
devons does not treat exchange in terms of a properly formulated law 
of supply and demand. Moreover, his belief that the principles of 
exchange could be treated by means of a model of bilateral exchange, 
leads us to the conclusion that he was not concerned specifically with 
competition. Rather he felt that the same principles were operative 
in all markets regardless of what we would call "market structure." 
Whilst devons’ work was, therefore, evidently original, his contrib
ution for our purposes was limited to his explicit treatment of the 
concept of the perfect market. In this treatment, his work was of 
an important clarificatory nature, and he does not seem to be guilty 
of the charge of confusion of the ideas of perfect competition and 
the perfect market. Such a confusion seems to have arisen early in 
subsequent work, however, and one illustration of this will be given 
in the next section by the work of Edgeworth.

. devons poor performance with respect to monopoly is surprising 
in that he cites Lardner’s KaiIway Econoi'.y» which he was acquainted 
with as early as l857, as the major influence on hii in forming the 
idea of "investigating Economics mathematically" (ibid.. Preface to 
the 2nd Edition, p. xviii). Lardner presents in his chapter xiii 
(cited by devons) a geometrical treatment of Cournot-type monopoly, 
devons presumably did not understand the content of La.rdnei’b contrib
ution (as he presumably did not understand denkin’s treatment of supply 
and demand; see above) in that he refers to this chapter as repre
senting ’’the Laws of Supply and Demand treated mathematically"
(ibid., p. xviii).
2. That there was confusion over these concepts was not surprising 
given, for example, the varied use of the phrase "perfect competition" 
referred to in the introduction to this chapter. The use of Edgeworth’s 
■Work to illustrate this confusion should not be taken as evidence that 
he was particularly at fault; indeed his work is characterised by less 
Vagueness and confusion than most over the competitive idea.
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Ill. Francis Ysidro Edgeworth

In this section we shall look at the work of F.Y. Edgeworth. 
Edgeworth made valuable original contributions to both the 
analysis of competition and monopoly and we shall take these in turn.

Firstly for his discussion of competition we shall refer 
exclusively to his enigmatic Mathematical psychics, published in l88l.^ 
This book, as Stigler has noted, is "probably the most elusively 
written book of importance in the history of economics". In the 
economic section of it, entitled 'Economical Calculus’, Edgeworth 
employs the Differential Calculus to examine exchange in a devonian 
framework. Whilst, as we shall see, Edgeworth does not explicitly 
analyse the competitive case, he does offer valuable comments on it. 
Our discussion will centre around, firstly, his concept of "the 
perfect field of competition", and secondly, his schema for the 
analysis of price.

Stigler begins his discussion of Edgeworth by saying that he 
"was the first to attempt a systematic and rigorous definition of 
perfect competition".^ Many writers, of course, gave partial 
descriptions of the situation they were conceiving of when talking 
of competition. Edgeworth was concerned to proceed scientifically 
and so he attempted to make explicit the foundations of his analysis.^

]. F.Y. Edgeworth, Mathematical Psychics. An Ess a;, on the 
Application of Mathematics to the Moral Sciences (London: Kegan Paul 
and Co., I881)

2. Stigler, "Perfect Competition, Historically Contemplated", 
pp. 6-7. For Stigler’s views on Edgeworth’s competitive analysis 
See ibid., pp. 6-9.

3. ibid., p. G.

Mathematical Psychics, pp. 16-I9.
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He begins by defining: "the field of competition":

-TiVln nf competition with reference to a contract, or
contracts, under consideration consists of all the individuals who
sre willing and able to recontract about the articles under consider- 

,,1ation.

In the case of an auction, the field is continually narrowed, until 
it vanishes, when the contract is made. In general, however,
"the field continues indefinitely large" in a "market consisting 
of an indefinite number of dealers" until equilibrium is determined. 
Secondly,

"There is free communication throughout a normal competitive
field. You might suppose the constituent individuals collected
at a point, or connected by telephones - an ideal supposition, but
sufficiently approximate to existence or tendency for the purposes

2
of abstract science."

These two definitions, combined with

"the first principle of Economics.... that every agent is 
actuated only by self-interest"

provide the basis for the introduction of the key concept^ as far 
as we are concerned, of "a perfect field of competition". It is 
this concept which Edgeworth took as synonymous with perfect competi
tion.^ He distinguishes two pairs of conditions delining a perfect

1. ibid., p. IT. 2. ibid., p. l8.

3. ibid., p. l6.

U. Edgeworth does not use the phrase "perfect competition" in these
pages of definition (ibid., pp. 16-19). However, in several places 
elsewhere in the book, he uses the phrase and refers back to these 
pages for its definition (see, for example, ibid., p. 33 and index). 
We shall discuss the substantive implications of this semantic 
interchangeability below.
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field:

"the first pair referrahle to the heading multiplicity or 
continuity, the second to dividedness or fluidity.’’̂

Consider first, the multiplicity conditions:-

"I. Any individual is free to recontract with any out of an 
indefinite number, ....

II. Any individual is free to contract (at the same time) 
with an indefinite number;’’

These conditions state that, not only does an individual X have 
equeJL access to all other individuals in the field, but also that he 
has freedom to recontract and contract with whom he pleases.
Perhaps more important, they implicitly assume that there are an 
indefinite number of buyers and sellers within the field of 
competition. Also, as Edgeworth notes, they imply ’’the indefinite 
divisibility of each article’’ since ’’if any X deal with an indefinite 
number of Ys he must give each an indefinitely small portion of

The second pair of conditions, the dividedness conditions.

1. Edgeworth is concerned with these conditions to draw an analogy
with physics, and to sc define his concepts as to allow the appli
cation of the calculus:

’’A perfect field of competition professes in addition certain 
properties peculiarly favourable to mathematical calculation; namely, 
a certain indefinite multiplicity and dividedness, analogous to 
that infinity and infinitesimality which facilitates so large a 
portion of Mathematical Physics (consider the theory of Atoms, and all 
applications of the Differential Calculus).’’ (ibid., p. l8).

2. ibid., p. l8.

3. ibid., p. 19.
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are : -

"III. Any individual is free to re contract with another inde
pendently of, without the consent being required of, any third 
party, ...

IV. Any individual is free to contract with another independently 
of a third party;"'"

Tnese conditions make the additional assumption that each individual, 
as well as acting in his own interests, acts independently.

Setting aside Edgeworth’s peculiar exposition of his assumptions, 
it is useful to compare them to those ma.de by devons in his definition 
of the "perfect market". Edgeworth’s "perfect field of competition" 
requires at least five conditions

1) individuals follow their own interest,
2) they act independently,
3) they have equal access to all other individuals,
h ) they are free to contract and re contract as they please, and
5) there are large numbers of buyers and sellers.

On the other hand, devons’ perfect market may be represented as 
involving

1) individuals possessing perfect knowledge of all stocks, 
subjective valuations, and exchange ratios in the market,

2) individuals acting in their own interests,
3) individuals having equal access to all other individuals, and
k ) individuals being free to contract as they please.

It is clear from the above lists of conditions that Edgeworth, 
although undoubtedly starting from levons’ "perfect market", 
arrived at a definition of the perfect field of competition which 
differed from that of the perfect market. In particular, two 
differences stand out. In the first place, Edgeworth made no mention 
of the market knowledge conditions that were so central to levons’

1. ibid., p. 19.



concept. Likewise levons’ "lew of indifference" which relies on
these conditions is not given such a central role by Edgeworth,
who, as we shall see, developed his analysis along a different path
from levons.^ Secondly, Edgeworth assumes that there are large
nuirbers of buyers and sellers in a perfect field of competition, a
condition which, as we have seen, is independent of the perfect
market idea, and which, moreover, was not assumed by levons. It is
this assumption that makes Edgeworth’s notion of the perfect field
of competition a different one from that of the perfect market.
At the same time, however, Edgeworth’s use of the terms "perfect
market" and "perfect competition" as alternatives to the "perfect
field of competition" demonstrates his imprecision over these ideas;
an imprecision which was a feature of the literature in the late 19th

2and early 20th centuries."

As to Stigler’s assertion that Edgeworth was the first to attempt 
a systematic and rigorous definition of perfect competition, we must 
be sceptical. Certainly Edgeworth aimed at rigour, and moreover, was 
concerned with what he called "perfect competition". But his 
"rigorous definition" was limited to the case of pure exchange, and, 
was only concerned to define the environment within which exchange 
took place. In this narrow context his definitions are important for 
their explicitness, if not for their ease of comprehension. In 
particular, his assumption of many traders is indicative of a growing 
awareness that such an assumption was bound up with the competitive 
case. But at the same time there is no mention of costs and production

1. Edgeworth does however accept that there will be only one price 
in the manket later in his argument. See ibid., p. 35.
2. We have already noted Edgeworth’s use of "perfect competition"
as synonymous with the "perfect field of competition". He refers to
"the competitive case an involving "contract determined by competition
in a perfect market" (ibid., p. vi), or, again, envisages the number
of traders being increased until we reach "the limiting case of a
perfect market" (ibid., p. U2). Clearly the perfect market was 
synonymous in his mind with both the perfect field of competition
and perfect competition.
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in his definition, and so no reference to the equilihirum of the firm 
nor inter-industry equilibrium under perfect competition. In the 
absence of such considerations, it is not possible to support the 
view that Edgeworth attempted to provide a rigorous definition of 
perfect competition, in the modern sense of this pirase.^

Having defined the perfect field of competition, Edgeworth moves 
on to tackle the problem of "how far contract is indeterminate".^
His general answer to this problem is

"(a) Contract without competition is indeterminate, (3) Contract 
with perfect competition is perfectly determinate, (y) Contract

3with more or less perfect competition is less or more indeterminate."

This problem of determinateness and Edgeworth's solution to it, give 
rise to a three-fold division of price theory in the Mathematical 
Ps; chics ; of bilateral exchange, competitive exchange and imperfect 
competition. Whilst not going into the details of Edgeworth’s 
analysis, we shall consider a number of points of interest in this 
schema for our study of the development of competitive theory.

The first point to note is that Edgeworth took the highly 
original position that market structures could be distinguished on 
the basis of the determinacy of contract. As was noted in the 
previous section of this chapter, Edgeworth proved that contract is 
indeterminate in the case of isolated exchange, there being an 
indefinite number of possible final settlements along the contract 
curve. If we were now to increase the nurber of buyers to two, and, 
similarly, the number of sellers, Edgeworth goes on to show that the

1. Stigler examines Edgeworth’s definitions in terms of necessary 
and sufficient conditions for competitive exchange (op. cit., pp. 6-9) 
Given this restricted sense his discussion is useful, if a little 
hair-splitting at times.

2. This problem takes up the rest of his economic discussion: 
Mathematical Psychics, pp. 20-56.

3. ibid., p. 20.
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length of the contract curve would he reduced. He, therefore,
postulates that as the number of traders is increased indefinitely,
the Contract curve shrinks to a point. % u s , in the liriit, we have
perfect competition with, a determinate price. The problem of
indeteminacy of contract had been recognised by earlier writers, and
in particular by Turgot,^ but Edgeworth was the first to explicitly
base a price schema upon it. That nobody took up his suggestion
that indeterminacy should be the basis of distinguishing the cases
of price theory, must be in large part attributed to the extreme

2complexity of his argument in the Mathematic Psychics.

Edgeworth’s proof that increases in the number cf traders 
reduces the indeterminacy of contract starts from the case of 
isolated exchange between Robinson Crusoe, X, and Friday, Y.^ He 
then introduces a second X and a second Y, assuming a.t the outset 
that the new X has an identical utility function to the first, and 
similarly for the Ys. Consider Figure 8.10.

Figure 8.10

Ft

labour

/

E/
./

money X

Ostensibly the case is not changed from isolated exchange. The 
final price must lie on the contract curve, EE\,between the Ys’

1. Turgot expressed the point by saying that under bilateral 
exchange no price is "le prix veritable" whilst under competitive 
Conditions a current price is accepted by all. See section IV, 
Chapter 2 above.

2. In addition, as we shall see, Edgeworth’s handling of the inter
mediate case of imperfect competition can be criticised.

3. op. cit., pp. 3^-^2.
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lowest indifference curve, F^, and the Xs’ lowest indifference curve. 

However, Edgeworth a.rgrues that if the price was, say, in the
neighbourhood of E ’ then

"it will in general be possible for one of the Ys (without the 
consent of the other) to recontract with the two Xs, so that for all 
those three parties the recontract is more advantageous than the 
previously existing contract"^

The other Y, however, not wishing to be left in the cold, will make 
the Xs a better offer. Competition between the Ys will follow, 
until it is not possible for one to gain by making a separate offer 
to the Xs.At this point we have a new limit to the contract curve 
at E", such that the possible maximum gain for the two Ys is less 
than that for the single Y in isolated exchange.

A similar argument being used concerning position E at the other
end of the contract curve, the net result of introducing more traders
is to shorten the curve. In the limit, therefore, with indefinite
numbers of traders, the contract curve is restricted to a point,

2and we have perfect competition. As has been notea by Stigler, 
Edgeworth’s argument relies on an assumption regarding the competitive 
behaviour of traders which may be difficult to support. Tliis is that 
in the neighbourhood of E ’, say, the Ys will consistently engage in 
price competition when they know the result will be self-defeating. 
Such a position would be hard to defend. However, given that bar
gaining will determine price, it may be possible to argue that the 
bargain will be in the range E" to E*” , since no party will want 
to go outside this range given the uncertainty that this will 
create. In such an argument the possibility of collusion would of 
course have to be excluded. Whilst it does appear possible to 
recast Edgeworth’s an el. ys is in a more acceptable form, such an 
endeavour would take us well beyond the scope of this thesis.

Instead we shall make a more general point concerning Edgeworth’s

-T . ibid., p. 35. 2. op. cit., pp. 7-8.
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analysis of imperfect competition. Edgeworth argues that his analysis 
concerning the indeterminateness of imperfect competition does not 
only apply to the case of a limited number of traders. In fact he 
identifies four imperfections:-^

1) limitation of numbers
2) restrictions on contract such that "each Y can deal at the 

same time with only n Xs."
3) combinations of Xs into groups, "there being n Xs in each X 

combination"; and similarly for the Ys.
U) restrictions on contract such that "to every contract made by 

a Y at least n Xs must be parties".

These imperfections counter the essential assumptions of the perfect 
field of competition: that there be many traders (imperfection l); 
that tney be independent (imperfection 3); and that there be freedom 
of contract (imperfections 2 and U). Edgeworth asserts that in each 
such case we have a situation analogous to the case of the first 
imperfection (limitation of numbers) and contract will be less or 
more indeterminate. It follows that price is only determinate when 
no such imperfections exist.

As was noted at the outset, Edgeworth does not explicitly
analyse the case of "perfect competition", or "pure Catallactics"

?as he also calls it, in the Mathematical Psychics.~. Rather his 
concern was "to inquire how far contract is determinate in cases of 
imperfect competition". For the case of perfect competition he

1. Mathematical Psychics, pp. 3^-50. Each of these imperfections 
has the effect of limiting the number of independent parties subject 
to an exchange, and hence his analysis concerning the length of the 
contract curve applies to them by analogy.
2. The term Catallactics appears to have been first proposed by 
Archbishop Whately: see Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis,
p. 536n. V/hately proposed that the term be used to refer to economic 
theory, whilst Edgeworth restricts it to the perfect competition case.
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refers the reader to the analyses of other writers

"That contract in a state of perfect competition is determined 
by demand and supply is generally accepted, but it is hardier to be 
fully understood without mathematics. The mathematics of a perfect 
market have been worked out by several eminent writers, in particular 
Messrs. levons,^ Marshall, Walras; to whose varied cultivation of the 
mathematical science. Catallactics, the reader is referred who wishes 
to dig down to the root of first principles, to trace out all of the 
branches of a complete system, to gather fruits rare and only to be 
reached by a mathematical substructure".

Edgeworth only provides a commentary on the work of these writers, 
and in particular Walras, and makes no points of interest for our 
purposes as far as analysis is concerned.

He does, however, (and this will be our final point before turning 
to Edgeworth’s analysis of monopoly) draw an important practical 
conclusion from his analysis. The advantage in Edgeworth’s opinion 
of perfect over imperfect competition is that the deadlock of 
indeterminacy, and "the accessory evil... greater than in a full O
market, towards dissimulation and objectionable arts of higgling", 
are replaced by "the smooth machinery of the open market"

1. We have seen in the last section that devons dealt with the 
bilateral, rather than competitive, exchange case. Edgeworth, who 
had great respect for devons, was charitable in his interpretation 
of the letter’s work in this respect

"it must be carefully remembered that Professor devons's Formulae 
of Exchange apply not to bare individuals, an isolated couple, but., 
to individuals clothed with the properties of a market, a topical 
couple" (op. cit., p. 31, n. See also p. 39 and Appendix V).
2. ibid., p. 30. Edgeworth’s reference to Marshall presumably refers 
to his Pure Theory'' of Foreign Trade and Pure Theory of Domestic 
Values which was privately circulated in 18T9.
3. ibid., pp. 29-30.
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"You might suppose each dealer to write down his demand, how much 
of an article he would take at each price, without attempting to 
conceal his requirements; and these data having been furnished to 
a sort of market-machine, the price to be passionlessly evaluated."^

The existence and growth of trades unions and co-operative associations
in the late 19th century, Edgeworth felt, led to market imperfection,

2which, if anything, was increasing. The consequence of this was

"to impair, it may be conjectured, the reverence paid to 
competition; in whose results - as if worked out by a play of physical 
forces, impersonal, impartial - economists have complacently 
acquiesced. Of justice and humanity there was no pretence; but there 
seemed to command the majestic neutrality of Nature. But if it should 
appear that the field of competition is deficient in that continuity 
of fluid, that multiety of atoms which constitute the foundations of 
the uniformities of Physics; if competition is found wanting, 
not only the regularity of law, but even the impartiality of chance - 
the throw of a die loaded with villainy - economics would be indeed 
a'dismal science', and the reverence for competition would be no 
more.""

Tnese words were a harbinger of the debate over imperfect competition 
which was to occur in the 1920s and 1930s in England. Whilst 
Edgeworth’s notion of imperfect competition was different from that 
of Joan Robinson, both saw that the rise of real World imperfections 
brought into question the reliance of economists on perfect competition 
theory, a,nd its supposed normative properties. Edgeworth’s work on 
imperfect competition end indeterminacy ôf contract can be regarded

1. ibid., p. 30.

2. ibid., p. 50.

3. ibid., p. 50. Edgeworth felt that this problem of indeterminacy
gave rise to the need for a principle of arbitration, and the rest of
his book is concerned with formulating such a principle.
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as an early attempt to go beyond the usual analysis of the competitive 
case, and even today the importance of his work in this field has 
perhaps not been fully appreciated.^

1. Edgeworth, of course, also made important contributions to 
the analysis of oligopoly which are beyond the scope of this thesis. 
Oligopoly analysis was regarded, partly due to Edgeworth's work, as 
a field on its own, and not as a general alternative to competitive 
analysis, as imperfect competition theory was to be.
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In contrast to his highly original treatment of competition 
theor^r, Edgeworth’s contribution to monopoly analysis was the more 
limited one of extending the analysis presented by Cournot in his 
Recherches. This work was carried out with more or less completeness 
at a number of places in articles published between 1897 and the 
First World War.^ In the remainder of this section we shall draw

1. These papers are reprinted in F.Y. Edgeworth, Papers Relating to 
Political Econoiry, 3 vols. (London: Macmillan, 1925)* Edgeworth’s 
analysis of monopoly is difficult to discuss because of its 
scattered and non-unified treatment. (The problem is compounded 
by Edgeworth’s peculiar writing style, wherein important contributions 
are found buried beneath a mixture of Classical quotations, extended 
metaphors and terse mathematics). It may be useful,at the outset, to 
distinguish the most important articles in what follows, together with 
their shortened names :-

I. ’The T̂ ure Theory of Monopoly’, translated from Giornale 
degli Econonisti, 1897. (’Pure Theory’ (1897) ).

II. ’Professor Seligman on the Mathematical Method in Political 
Economy’, Economic Journal, 1897. (’Professor Seligman’ (l897) ).

III. ’The Pure Theoi^^ of Taxation’, Economic Journal, 1897. 
(’Taxation’ (1897) ).

IV. ’Contributions to the The or}'" of Railway Rates’, Economic 
Journal, 1912. (’Railway Rates’ (1912) ).

These articles will all be found in Papers and. references are to these 
volumes unless otherwise specified in the remainder of this chapter.



together some of these extensions in order to highlight Edgeworth’s
importance in the development of monopoly analysis. V/here Edgeworth
has only reproduced results due to Cournot or Marshall, we shall
pass on quickly.^ In addition, no attempt will be made to cover
Edgeworth’s many important contributions to the analysis of rnulti-

2product monopoly, duopoly and price discrimination.

Edgeworth starts his analysis of monopol̂ jy'' directly from the 
work of Cournot. At one point he writes:

’’The classical economists rather anathematised than analysed 
monopoly. It was reserved for Cournot to cultivate this neglected 
branch of economics; gathering the first fruits of the mathematical 
method."^

His definition of monopoly, therefore is of Cournot’s single seller:-

”I understand by a monopolist an individual or a combination, 
having the sole control of an article of exchange, and dealing with 
it solely in the interest of the monopolist. I agree with Professor 
Walras in thinking that much confusion has been caused by extending

1. As we shall see in the next chapter, Marshall’s extensions of 
Cournot’s monopoly analysis clearly pre-date those of Edgeworth.
We have decided to treat Edgeworth in this chapter because of the 
historical position of his analysis of competition in Mathematical 
Psychics vis-a-vis, in particular, «levons. With regard to monopoly, 
no great problem of precedence is caused by dealing with Edgeworth 
before Marshall.

2. This is, of course, to play down the importance of Edgeworth’s 
contribution to price theory, particularly since the work of Cournot 
left little scope for further development of the simple case of the 
single seller. As we shall see, however, Edgeworth was able to offer 
a number of extensions to Cournot’s analysis.

3. ’Railway Rates’ (1912), Papers, vol. I, p. 172.



the term to cases in which a commodity absolutely limited, such as
land of a certain sort, is in the hands of a plurality of uncombined 

,,1possessors.

The problem of the equilibrium, of a monopolist was as we have
seen correctly formulated and solved by Cournot. We shall consider
here two of Edgeworth’s extensions of this analysis: the first
suggesting possible alternative interpretations of the problem,
and the second presenting a geometric representation of equilibrium.

2
Firstly, consider the equation

V = p. D - (})(D) (8.8)

If we define p as price, D = F(p) as demand and (D) as money cost, 
then V is money net revenue which the monopolist will maximise. 
However, suppose we define f̂ (D) as a measure of the monopolist’s 
real cost: ’’the pecuniary equivalent of the efforts and sacrifices 
incurred by him in the production”. On this interpretation, V 
would measure in money terms the monopolist’s real net gains, and the 
monopolist’s behaviour might then be taken as the maximisation of 
these latter. Conversely, if D = F(p) represents supply and cj)(D) 
a money measure of total utility then, reversing the signs, V could 
be interpreted as a measure of the net utility of ”a monopolist 
consumer who deals with producers competing against each other.”
Thus, equation (8.8) may be interpreted as representing the case of 
9 monopoly buyer or a monopoly seller. It follows that all the 
comparative static results derived by Cournot with respect to 
Monopoly can, with suitable interpretation, be applied to either case

Edgeworth, in fact, considers the effects of specific and ad 
valorem taxes on monopoly equilibrium taking into account his 
interpretations of V.^ We shall, however, confine ourselves here

1. ’Taxation’ (l89T), Papers, vol. II, pp. 6U-5n. For Walras’s 
views on monopoly, see chapter 6 above.

2. ’Pure Theory’ (l89T), Papers, vol. I, pp. 112-116.

3. ibid., p. 112. h , ibid., 112.

5. ibid., pp. 112-116. We shall examine the comparative statics of 
monopoly more closely below.



to a brief comment on his suggested interpretations. The first
point to note is that Edgeworth was aiming a.t more generality in
his interpretations of equation (8.8). The monopolist is not concerned
with money costs or money returns, but rather with a money measure
of total costs or total returns. Whilst money costs and returns might
presumably be a part, they would not be the whole of the losses or
gains (respectively) in the monopolist's objective function. In the
limiting case, a consumer, say, would get all his benefits in a non
monetary form, yet the analysis is still applicable given Edgeworth’s
interpretations of equation (8.8). Secondly, Edgeworth was able to 
treat the monopoly buyer and seller symmetrically on his interpreta
tions, so that the analysis could be applied to any ’’single monopolist 
dealing with a group (or groups) of individuals competing against 
each other”.̂  This too may be regarded as a generalisation of the
analysis, although it is not necessapy to take Edgeworth’s wider

2view of costs and returns to achieve this symmetry.

/ny appraisal of Edgeworth’s equation (8.8) must centre around 
his treatment of the term (f (D). Clearly, for the equation to have 
any reaning, this term must be measured in monetary units. In the 
case of a monopoly seller it is a money measure of sacrifice or 
effort (disutility), whilst for a monopoly buyer it is a money measure 
of total utility. In either case, Edgeworth is implicitly assuming 
in forming this variable that not only is utility measurable, but 
also that some iLonetary measure can be attached to it. This latter 
assumption in particular gives rise to conceptual problems, not
least when the first assumption, that utility is measurable, is

3rejected. Further, given such problems, it appears difficult to 
conceive of a practical measure of d(D) which would make Edgeworth’s 
interpretations of equation (8.8) operational. Edgeworth did not

1. ibid., p. 112.

2. That is, symmetry can be attained by simply using the conventional 
interpretations of money costs and returns.

3. Edgeworth, of course, believed strongly that utility could be 
measured; see Mathematical Psychics, passim.
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address himself to these problems in his later work and it may well 
be that he himself decided that this line of attack was not worth 
pursuing.

Edgeworth’s other contribution to the analysis of monopoly 
equilibrium, a geometrical representation, was more conventional, 
whilst Cournot represented equilibrium geometrically in the zero cost 
case, and Marshall, as we shall see, used average curves to depict 
monopoly equilibrium, Edgeworth drew total curves i.e. he directly 
represented equation (8.8), interpreted in the usual sense.^ Assume 
initially that marginal cost is constant, so that total cost is a 
straight line (curve I of Figure 8.11). Then

"the position of maximum advantage to the monopolist is where 
the difference between the gross receipts and the total cost is a 
maximum: that is, at a point where the tangent to the cost curve is 
parallel to the tangent at the corresponding point of the gross 
receipts curve".

In figure (8.11) such a point is at output rate Oa, whilst the second 
order condition requires total revenue to be conoave from below.
The possibilities of increasing and decreasing marginal costs are 
then represented by curves II and III (respectively), drawn tangential 
to curve I at point b, the equilibrium output being maintained at 
output rate Oa.

1. ’Professor Seligman’ (189T), Papers, vol. I, pp. 15^-5. Edgeworth 
also represented equilibrium as the maximum point of a net revenue 
curve: see ’Professor Graaiani on the Mathematical ’̂.heor̂ r of 
Monopoly’, Papers, vol. Ill, p. 92. Marshall also drew the net 
revenue curve: see chapter 9 below.

2. ibid., p. 15 .̂
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Fiflire 8.11

revenue and cost
T o  t-A. \ r $  vei\

Output

Clearly the geometry of figure (8.11) is a straight representation of 
equation (8.8). Whilst trivial to Edgeworth, who generally favoured, 
algebra to geometry, it nevertheless marks an original contribution 
which may have contributed to the understanding of Cournot’s 
analysis for non-mathematical economists.^

Fdgeworth made use of this geometric representation to demonstrate
to the non-mathematical Professor Seligman the comparative static

2effects of a specific tax on monopoly equilibrium.^ Cournot, as 
we have seen, had already demonstrated that such a tax would raise 
price and lower output in the usual case. Suppose we denote "an 
indefinitely small tax or addition to taxation" by At . Then Cournot’s 
result may be represented as:-

(8.9)
At 2e + c’e^ + e ’(p-c) 

where p is price, c is marginal cost, and e, which Edgeworth terms

1. Edgeworth’s purpose in using this diagram was indeed to get over 
to Professor Seligman his analysis of the effect of a tax on monopoly,

2. «Professor Seligman’ (1097), Papers, vol. I, pp. lUS-lTl*
The book referred to in this article is Seligman’s Shifting and 
Incidence ; see Edgeworth’s preface to the article, ibid., p. 1^3.

3. recherches. pp. 6l-6; 71-3. See chapter 5 above.



"elasticity", is the slope of the demand curve (the negative of
Cournot’s F’(p) ) The denominator of this expression is positive

2"by the second order conditions,” so the whole expression is positive 
and the tax causes price to rise. Edgeworth in response to 
Seligman’s confusion over the effect of the law of costs on this 
result, extracted the additional conclusion that as the slope of 
marginal cost becomes more positive, the rise in price becomes 
less."’ This result is clear from inspection of equation (8.9): 
as c’ becomes more positive, the denominator increases, reducing 
the rise in price. Referring to Professor Seligman's analysis, 
Edgeworth goes on:

"a particular case of this proposition is that the rise of 
price is likely to be greater when c’ is negative then when c’ 
is positive: in other words, higher when the law of increasing, 
than when the law of diminishing, returns prevails."^

The law of cost thus affects the magnitude of the price response 
but not its direction. This result, implicit in Cournot’s

Edgeworth, op. cit., p. 16T. Cournot’s expression appears in 
Re cherches, p. 63.

2. Or rather the negative of the denominator is negative by the 
second order conditions.

3. Edgeworth notes that Professor Seligman probably had in mind 
average rather than marginal costs ehen he spoke of increasing 
and decreasing costs. Whilst his argument is carried on in terms 
of marginal costs, Edgeworth also demonstrates that Seligman is 
incorrect even on his own terms. See Edgeworth, op. cit., pp.
151-7.

k, Edgeworth, op. cit., p. 168.
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mathematics, was brought out into the open by Edgeworth.^

Edgeworth's diagrcLumatic representation of the result is 
reproduced in Figure 8.12,

Figure S.12

revenue and cost

J output

In this figure, the specific tax is represented by a straight line 
from the origin, such that at any output rate, Cj, the total tax 
paid is given by the perpendicular to the curve, hj. This per
pendicular distance is added to each of the cost curves to give 
post-tax costs. These cost curves retain their respective shapes and 
remain tangential at output Oa. Now consider the constant marginal 
cost case (curve I’). Hie effect of the tax is to increase its slope 
ut output Oa. It follows that, given the shape of the total revenue 
curve, curve I’ is only parallel to a tangent to the total revenue

1. Edgeworth did admit that the tax might not raise price in two 
special cases: "(l) where it is not in the power of the monopolist 
to increase or limit his output at will; (2) where the monopolist is 
a sole buyer, and the supply of the article bought is perfectly ine
lastic”. (ibid., pp. 161-5. See also 'Pure Theory' (1897), Papers 
vol. I, p. 113 and 'Taxation' (1897), Papers, vol. II, pp. 90-I). 
Edgeworth dismisses the case where price is unchanged because it is 
not a continuous variable, regarding this case as a friction not 
to be dealt with by pure theory, (ibid., pp. l62-5).
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curve at a lower output level, 0j. The effect of the tax is thus 
to reduce output and increase price with constant marginal costs, 
hith increasing marginal costs (curve II') output must be below Oa 
also, since the slopes of curves I' and II' are the same at this 
output rate. But since curve II' is convex from below, equilibrium 
will be reached at a higher output than Oj. Conversely, for 
decreasing marginal costs (curve III') output will fall below 0j, 
and the rise in price will be correspondingly larger. Thus Edgeworth 
was able to succinctly represent the effect of the law of costs on 
monopoly equilibrium subject to a specific tax. This demonstration, 
whilst lacking the generality of algebra, is important for the insight 
it gives into the meaning of Cournot's algebraic result.

We shall not recount all of Edgeworth's theorems concerning the
effects of various taxes and restrictions on monop.my equilibrium.
Taken as a whole they represent a filling in of the minor gaps in
Cournot's analysis of taxation and monopoly.^ One point does deserve
mention, however. This was Edgeworth's use of the concept of prob-

2ability in his mathematical analysis. VJhen faced with a result which 
could not be signed, he was always prepared to argue a presumption 
for a particular result taken in an average of cases. This tendency 
can be illustrated with reference to the effect of a specific tax 
(equation 8.9 above) wherein e ', the curvature of the demand curve, 
is not usually given.^ Consider first the magnitude of the price

1. These results will be found scattered about the articles singled 
out above as Edgeworth's most important in this field.

2. For a discussion of Edgeworth's concept of probability in pure 
mathematics, and its relation to the rest of his thought, see A.L. Bowley,
'Francis Ysidro Edgeworth' Econometrica, 193^ , pp. 113-12^!.

3. Everything else in the denominator is signed: the slope of the 
demand curve is negative so e is positive; price exceeds marginal 
cost, so (p-c) is positive; and the slope of the marginal cost 
curve c', is given by the law of costs.
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rise^. Edgeworth argued that there was a probability that price would 
rise less than the tax rate i.e.

e <2e + c ’̂  + e'(p-c)

even though the last term is not signed. This is because whilst e' may 
be positive or negative, large or small, on an average of cases we 
may ignore it. Hence the result required is that

e < 2e + c* ê

which result always holds if marginal cost is constant or increasing, 
and still holds when marginal cost is decreasing, as long as

c' < e

The possibility that the curvature of demand, e’, is positive increases
the probability that the price rise will be less than the tax rate;
and, conversely, if e’ is negative. Nevertheless, overall the proba
bility is that the price rise is less than the tax rate, especially 
if marginal cost is increasing.

Hie second probability result that can be derived from equation 
(8.9) concerns the effect of the slope of the demand curve on the 
rise in price due to a specific tax. In the competitive case, a 
specific tax will raise price more, the steeper is the demand curve 
(or loosely, following Edgeworth, the more "inelastic” is demand).
Under monopoly, however, it is necessary to considei the curvature of
the demand curve as well as its slope, and

"in any given case it is impossible to say whether the increase
of elasticity conduces to the increase or the decrease of the

2
efficacy of a tax to raise price”.

However, suppose as before we ignore the term involving e ', and 
divide equation (8.9) through by e, giving

IZ =
2 + c’e

1. ’Taxation’ (l897). Papers, vol. II, p. 90.
2. ’Professor Seligman’ (1897), Payers, vol. I, pp. I68-9.



Then it becomes clear that an increase in e (i.e. a more ’’elastic" 
demand) increases the denominator, and reduces the price rise, when 
marginal costs c’ are increasing; whilst it increases the price rise 
when marginal costs are decreasing. Hence, ignoring the curvature 
of the demand curve, we get the opposite to the coijetitive result 
if marginal costs are decreasing i.e. the more "inelastic" the 
demand, the less is the price rise due to a tax. Again, Edgeworth 
is able to extract positive results from his analysis in the form of 
a probability statement, even though in any particular case the result 
is unsigned. The usefulness of this method of approach is obvious, 
and it is to be regretted that it is not employed more by modern 
theorists in the discussion of complex results.

Having looked at Edgeworth’s discussion of the comparative 
statics of a cost shift under monopoly, we may turn as a last 
point to his discussion of a shift in demand. This case was not 
treated by Cournot, and only received brief mention in Marshall’s 
Principles, where the reader is referred to Edgeworth’s ’Pure 
Theory of Monopoly’ article in the Giornale degli Economisti 
for October l89T.^ However, the case of a shift in demand does not 
in fact appear to be covered in this article, and indeed I have not
been able to find an explicit algebraic treatment of it in Edgeworth’s

2Parers.

Edgeworth does, however, present some conclusions with respect 
to a shift in demand in his Papers. Firstly, he argues that the 
effect on price of an increase in demand is not certain

"if the demand for an article is raised in the sense that more 
of it is demanded at each price than before; then, whereas in a regime 
of competition, ceteris -aribus, theoretically in general the price 
will rise, this rule is not equally universal in a regime of monopoly

1. Alfred Marshall, Principles, Guilleband edition, p. L85 n . 2.
This note was added in the Uth edition (I898).

2. It is probable that Marshall was at fault in suggesting that 
Edgeworth had covered the analy^sis in his ’Pure Tlieory’ article, which 
was after all, a highly complex article available Oi ly in Italian, 
and, moreover, Marshall probably had little interest in the tech

nicalities of a shift in demand under monopoly.
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where the price may fall while the demand rises".^

Invoking his probability argument, however, Edgeworth concluded 
that a rise in demand for a monopolised commodity is "probably 
attended by a rise in its price". The reason for the uncertainty 
of this result, Edgeworth explained as follows:

"In competition we are concerned only with the rise in the amount
demanded at each price, the variation of Cournot’s function F(p)
say (5 F(p). If this is positive, the price must rise, the law of
decreasing returns prevailing. In monopoly we have also to look
to the sign of _^dF(p), which is not usually given." 

dp

In other words, Edgeworth states correctly that the sign of the 
price change depends on the change in slope of the demand curve, 
following from the shift in demand.^ He does not, however, offer any

1. ’Professor Seligman’ (l89T), Papers, vol. I, p. 1^4. See also 
’P.ailway Fates’ (1912), Parers, vol. I, p. l82.

2. ’Taxation’ (1897), Papers, vol. II, p. 96.

3. ibid.,pp. 96-T n. 6.

h . If we let p be price, x = D(p,a) be demand, where a is a shift 
parameter, and c(x) be cost, where x is output, then

c"(^)« F̂ .'Dp 
2Dp - c"(x).Dy + D;p^(p-c’(x))

where Dm = and so on. Since the denominator is negative by the 
. .second order conditions, and Dq̂  is positive, the effect on price 

depends on the sign of Dpc if we neglect costs (i.e. assume costs 
constant). More, generally, the change in price depends on the way 
the demand curve shifts and the slope of marginal cost. An iso
elastic demand rise will only cause price to fall if marginal costs 
are decreasing. A parallel demand rise will only cause price to fall 
if marginal costs are falling at a faster rate than demand. Thus 
price is likely to rise as long as the demand curve shifts less than 
iso-elastically and as long as marginal costs do not fall too quickly, 
See Robinson, Economics of Imperfect Competition, chapter h .
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further discussion of this result, l i e  a r e  thus left with an incomplete 
treatment of this case. It is perhaps surprising that it appears 
that the effect of a shift in demand on monopoly price did not 
receive proper treatment in the 19th century economic literature.^

But even bearing in mind this limitation, it is clear tha.t
Edgeworth made a number of important extensions to Cournot’s analysis
of pure monopoly. Whilst we may regard his reinterpretations of
monopoly equilibriur; as unacceptable in this ordinalist age; his
diagrammatic contributions, his treatment of a specific tax, and his
use of the idea of probability in mathematical analysis, all

2represent important extensions of Cournot’s model. These contribut
ions, together with his work on competition and imperfect competition 
in his earlier Mathematical Psychics, make his work one of the most 
important original contributions to the development of competition 
and monopoly analysis in our period.

But whilst his work is important in an objective sense, it was to 
have little or no influence on the general economics profession in

3
Eng'Tand. We have already come across sore of the reasons for this 
with reference to Edgeworth’s monopoly analysis: the scattered nature 
of his contribution; the peculiarities of his exposition; his uncom
promising use of mathematics. Added to this we must note his strong 
belief in utilitarianism, which may have discouraged reading of his 
work as this philosophy lost favour. Or again, we may note that, 
in Schumpeter’s words, he was "the worst speaker and lecturer 
imaginable", ' so that he must have had tremendous difficulty in

1. For a 20th century treatment of the case, see Joan Robinson, The 
Economics of Imperfect Competition (1933), 2nd edition, (London: 
Macmillan, I969) Chapter 5. Mrs. Robinson’s geometrical approach 
provides some insight into the case, although her results lack the 
generality that would be provided by an algebraic treatment.
2. It should be stressed again that these are only some of the
important contributions that Edgeworth made to monopoly analysis.
3. The thoughts in this paragraph rely heavily on Schumpeter’s
assessment of Edgeworth: History of Economic Analysis, pp. 830-1.
4. ibid., p. 831.
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getting his message across. All these factors conspired to mean that 
his work was completely overshadowed by the much more popularly 
accessible work of Alfred Marshall in the period 1890-1930, and it is 
to his treatment of competition and monopoly that we now turn.



Chai ter 9

Marshall’s ’Principles of Economics

In 1890 Marshall published the first edition of his Principles 
of Economics at the age of U8. This work, which was to run to eight 
editions, became the cornerstone of economic teaching in England, well 
into the 20th century. In it he attempted to deal in a comprehensive 
and realistic way with the workings of capitalist economies. The 
superficial realism of the book, however, masks an analytical

2skeleton worked out with the aid of mathematics in the early l8jOs.
It will be our task in this chapter to expose the main elements of 
this skeleton with regard to Marshall’s analyses of competition and 
monopoly.

Tiie difficulties of dealing satisfactorily with Marshall’s 
work are well known. His desire to make his analysis accessible to 
businessmen and intelligent laymen led him to banish the technical 
parts of the argument to footnotes and appendices. In the text, he 
provides a seemingly commonplace literary discussion in which, in the 
interests of realism, assumptions and concepts are often left vague. 
^hrther, in an effort to present a comprehensive analysis, problems 
(such as the consistency of increasing returns and competitive 
analysis) are covered up rather than brought into the open.

1. I have used the 9th (Variorum) edition: Alfred Marshall, 
Principles of Economics, 2 vols., edited by C."I. Guilleband (London; 
Macmillan, I961). References to vol. II are referred to as Notes, 
whilst other references are to the text (vol. I).

2. For a background to Marshall’s work see C.M. Guilleband’s 
editorial introduction in ibid.. Motes, pp. 3-30.

3. Zee, for exaiaple, M. Blaug, Economic Theory in Retrospect, 
pp. ^26-7 or Joseph A. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis,
IT. 833-8LO.
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As a consequence of this it is necessary to dig deep beneath 
the surface of Marshall’s Principles in order to discover his meaning, 
'"ore than most authors, there is scope for interpretation in îh.rshall.
In what follows I have endeavoured to give a faithful representation 
of Marshall’s contribution to competition and monopoly analysis, 
whilst recognising that, inevitably, interpretation plays a part in 
this representation. Nevertheless, I hope not to have erred too much 
in my discussion, either in the direction of reading things into 
Marshall’s analysis, nor in the direction of not fully appreciating the 
depth of his analysis.

Marshall’s discussion of competition and monopoly occurs in 
Nook V of the Principles, entitled the 'General Relations of Demand, 
Supply, and Value’. In this Book, he set forth the partial equilibrium 
analysis of price which forms the basis of the modern analysis of 
competition and monopoly. Beneath the surface realism of the text 
it is possible, as we shall see, to discern all the essential elements 
of the modern theory, although it was left to subsequent writers to 
dig some of these elements out, and to clarify, refine and develop 
them. Fuch developments will be discussed later. For the present, 
our interest is to place Marshall’s classic analysis in its historical 
context. To this end some general themes of this chapter will be 
outlined in the remainder of this section, prior to going into details 
on competitive theory in section I and monopoly theory in section II 
below.

The first point to note is that Marshall’s analysis, despite his 
attempts to stretch it to cover all types of economic phenomena, was 
essentially static in form.^ That is, stripped of his often penetrating 
observations regarding the real world, and his reiterated belief that 
the I^ecca of the economist lies in ’economic biology’, his analysis was 
based on the application of the method of mechanics (essentially the 
calculus) to economics. In this, his work was similar to that of 
Malras. But, whereas Walras’ work was concerned with general 
equilibrium., Marshall, in Schumpeter’s words, provided "the classic

1 . See S chum pe te r, op , c i t . ,  pp . 836- 7 .
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masterpiece of the partial analysis’’,̂  In this analysis, he considered 
the working of individual competitive and monopolistic industries 
against a background of other factors held in a pound of caeteris naribus 
In this way he was able to avoid the abstract heights of Walrasian 
theory, and instead penetrate much more deeply than Walras was able

2to do into the more practical problems of competition and monopoly.
It is for this reason that we find in Marshall a much more complete 
discussion of these models than in Walras.

Secondly, Marshall was a competitive economist in the broad 
sense in that he adopted a general competitive view of the economy.
Thus, except for one isolated chpater on monopoly, his analysis was 
centred around the notion of supply and demand.

"the general theo 13̂ of the equilibrium of demand and supply is 
a Fundamental Idea running through the frames of ell the various 
parts of the central problem of Distribution end Exchange".

1. ibid., p. 826. It should, not be forgotten that Cournot’s approach 
was partial too, as indeed was Walras’ treatment of monopoly.
Schumpeter’s assertion (ibid., p. 836) that Marshall might also be listed 
amongst "the builders of the general equilibrium! system" seems to 
overstate the case: Marshall certainly conceived of and sketched
cut the notion of general equilibrium, but he made no explicit analytical 
contribution to that line of enquiry".

2. T].iis is not to say that Marshall solved all these problems.
Indeed, we shall argue below that, like Smith, part of Marshall’s 
achievement was to expose problems to be solved rather than to solve 
them himself.

3. Principles, Preface to the First Edition, p. viii. See also ibid., 
look III, charter i , p. 83.
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But whilst his analysis is competitive, Marshall does not do more than 
sketch out the assumptions of that analysis. At one point he says:-

"Thus we assurée that the forces of demand and supply have free 
play; that there is no close combination among dealers on either side, 
but each acts for himself, and there is much free competition; that is, 
buyers generally compete freely with buyers, and sellers comrete freely 
with sellers. Eut though eveiyone acts for hirnelf, his knowledge of 
what others are doing is supposed to be generally sufficient to prevent 
him from tailing a lower or paying a higher price than others are doing., 
.... we assume that there is only one price in the market at one and 
the Same time."^

Or again he notes that his competitive analysis "assumes the existence
2 ‘of a great many competitors". Against this, however, we must set

his frequent references to marketing and advertising expenses, and 
his belief that producers try not to "spoil the market" for the 
future or antagonise their rivals.^ Such considerations are of course 
beyond the scope of the competitive model interpreted strictly.
That Marshall referred to them provides again an illustration of his 
tendency to stretch his analysis to incorporate as much realism as 
possible.

1. ibid.. Book V, chapter iii, pp. SUl-2. Note that Marshall uses 
the phrase free competition not in the Classical sense, but in the 
sense of unhampered rivalry. This usage is indicative of the greater 
emphasis put on market behaviour by economists in the second half of 
the 19th century.

2. ibid.. Book V, chapter xii, p. 397. Again this emphasis on 
large numbers is a sign of the times. Tiiat there were only several 
producers in a certain market would not have worried Adam Smith at all

3. See, in particular, ibid.. Book V, chapter v and section I below.
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Marshall’s analysis, as is well known, centres around the division 
of competitive analysis into several parts according to the time 
period under view.^ Whilst in temporary equilibrium supply means only 
what is currently available for sale; in normal equilibrium!, supply 
can be adjusted: partially in the short run, when only some inputs 
are variable; or completely in the long run, when all inputs are vari
able :-

"For the nature of the equilibrium itself, and that of the causes 
hy which it is determined, depend on the length of the period over 
which the market is taken to extend. We shall find that if the 
period is short, the supply is limited to the stores which happen to 
he at hand: if the period is longer, the supply will be influenced, 
liore or less, by the cost of producing the comimodity in question; and 
if the period is v e r y  long, this cost will in its turn be influenced, 
more or less, by the cost of producing the labour and the material 
things required for producing the commodity.

Against this analysis, Marshall offered only a single chapter on 
monopoly; a chapter which nevertheless, as we shall see, played an 
important historical role. For the mordent, however, it is Marshall’s 
normal equilibrium analysis which is of most importance.

Consider, first, normal e qui lib riuim with reference to long 
periods. In this part of his analysis, Marshall examined the question 
of industry equilibriuri when all factors of production can be varied 
so as to yield their normal incomes. In other words, he was concerned 
with essentially the Classical idea, deriving from Adam Srdth, of 
natural value:-

"This ig the real drift of that much quoted, and much-misunderstood
doctrine of Adam Smith and other economists that the normal, or
"natural", value of a commodity is that which economic forces tend to 
bring about in the long run. It is the average value which economic

1. For an excellent discussion of these "various orders of change" 
see R. Frisch, ’Alfred Marshall’s Theory of Value’ Quarterly Journal 
of Economics, vol. LXIV, November 1950, pp. l95-52b.

P r in c ip le s , Book V , C hap te r i ,  p .  330.
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forces would bring about if the general conditions of life were 
stationary for a run of tine long enough to enable them all to work 
out their full effect.’’"

Given that long run normal analysis was for Marshall his primary 
model of price determination, it follows that his performance must 
oe classified as basically in the Classical line of development.
As far as his long run analysis is concerned, therefore, his contri
bution was the important one of clarifying and developing Classical 
cost price analysis.- s^ch work had already been begun by Fleeming 
Jenkin, but as we shall see '•'’arshall’s technical contributions were 
to go far beyond those of -Tenkin. These contributions, dotted about 
as they are in footnotes and appendices, together form the classic 
treatment of the Classical ’’free competition’’ model.

In contrast, Marshall’s analysis of normal equilibrium in the 
short run marks an important departure from Classical competitive 
analysis. Whereas the Classical economists focussed their attention 
on industry equilibrium (as did '’arshall in his long run analysis); in 
his short run analysis, Marshall’s attention switches to the producer. 
In the few pages of Book ''.Q chapter v devoted to short run analysis, 
Marshall provides what at first sight appears little mere than a 
realistic and descriptive picture of the behaviour of producers.
It will be demonstrated in more detail below, however, that beneath 
the surface realism, and stripped of its refinements, these few pages 
contain the basic ingredients of the modern analysis of the competitive 
producer; namely, that producers being price-takers, set output such 
that price equals marginal cost. It follows from this that, subject 
to refinements introduced by Marshall, the industry supply curve in 
the short run is the horizontal sum of the producers’ marginal cost 
curves.

1. ibid.. Book V, chapter iii, p. 3^7. See also Appendix I, pp. 
313-21.

2. Details of Marshall’s technical developments of the Classical 
analysis are given in section I below.

3. op. cit., pp. 369-80.
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Given this analysis of short run competitive equilibrium in the 
Principles, the question then arises as to the historical interpretation 
to be put on it. l i e have seen in chapter 5 above, that Cournot in 
1838 had derived the essential result that the competitive producer 
would set price equal to marginal cost. Such a result follows 
automatically from the assumption that the producer is a price-taker, 
and it is possible that Marshall derived this essentially sinple 
result from, his own mathematics, independently of Cournot’s work.
Or again, given that Cournot’s work was well-known amongst the limited 
number of mathematical economists in Europe in the second half of 
the 19th century, it may be that Marshall became aware of the theory 
indirectly through his acquaintance with their work. A third possib
ility for which a case can be made, however, is that Marshall got the 
analysis direct from the Recherches. The case for this is not cast- 
iron, since Marshall makes no mention of Cournot with respect to his 
short run analysis, nor does his exposition of it (in contrast to his 
monopoly analysis) bear a close relation to Cournot’s.^ On the other 
hand, we know that Cournot’s work had a major influence on Marshall’s 
work generally, and that given he read the Recherches in I868, it
is possible to conceive of the final form of his short run analysis, 
framed over twenty years, as being the result of typically Marshallian 
refinements to what were originally but a few terse paragraphs in 
Cournot’s work. Furthermore, in a letter to A.M. Flux, which will 
be quoted more fully below, Marshall can only be referring to these 
paragraphs when he says

’’My confidence in Cournot as an economist was shaken when I found 
that his mathematics re T.R. (increasing returns) led inevitably to

p
things which do not exist and have no near relation to reality."^

Indeed Marshall goes on to suggest that much of his work in the period 
I67F-9O was devoted to sol.ving the problem of the apparent inconsist
ency of increasing returns end competitive equilibrium brought to 
light by Cournot in his discussion of unlimited competition. Thus 
Cournot’s work was an im.portant driving force behind Marshall’s

]. The fact that Cournot is not mentioned in the relevant passages 
does not weigh heavily because Marshall was generally less than
^enerous in his acknowledgements: see Schumpeter, op. cit., pp.
839-kO.
2. Reprinted in Principles, Notes, p. 521.
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competitive analysis, particularly with respect to increasing returns, 
and this provides strong circumstantial evidence that Marshall’s 
analysis of short run normal price grew from the seeds planted in 
Cournot’s discussion of unlimited competition.

Tlie question of the source of Marshall’s short run analysis must 
remain conjectural given the available evidence. Regardless of its 
origin, however, its inclusion in the Principles marks an important v. 
development over the usual Classical treatment of competition. It 
has been a central theme of this thesis that modem competitive analysis 
developed along two distinct historical lines. On the one hand, the 
Classical economists were concerned with free competition and the 
equilibrium of competitive industries; whilst on the other, Cournot 
was concerned with the equilibrium of the competitive producer in 
the market. Thereas, the Classical economists had little to say on 
market structure or the theory of the firm, Cournot emphasised the 
importance of there being large numbers of producers so that each 
might be treated as a price-taker. However, the central Classical 
assumption of free mobility of resources equalising rates of return 
in all directions found no place in the Recherches. In the second 
half of the 19th century we have seen that there was a growing aware
ness of the need for many producers in a market for the competitive 
analysis to apply, but there was no explicit discussion of producer 
equilibrium.. It was in Marshall’s work, through his division of normal 
equilibrium into short period and long period analysis, that the synth
esis of the free competition and price-taker strands of analysis took 
place. It is in this sense that we may say that Marshall’s Principles 
contained the first exposition of perfect competition analysis.

Marshall’s exposition of the perfect competition model was, 
of course, not complete. In the interests of realismi his discussion 
of the assumptions of the model was loose and vague. Further, his 
discussion of the short run, as already noted, was obscure to say the 
least, necessitating a great deal of work by his successors to disinter 
his analysis. Likewise, there was a need for further work on the 
relationship between the short and long run, and on the perplexing 
concept of ’’the representative firm’’. And, most important of all, 
there was the problem of increasing returns to be sorted out.
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Nevertheless, the fact that these problems now carie to light, in
dicates that in Marshall’s book a major development had been made 
with regard to competitive theoiy. This development was essentially 
the synthesis of the analysis of the competitive producer with the 
analysis of the competitive industry. It was only in I89O in the 
Principles that such a synthesis was attempted, and it is from this 
book therefore that modern competitive theory can be dated.
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I . Marshall’s Competitive Analysis

In this section we shall examine Marshall’s competitive analysis 
advanced in Book V of the Principles. î'Iarshall, like Adam Smith, 
whilst working with largely extant ideas, was able to fashion them 
into an analysis peculiarly his own. With Adam Smith the outcome of 
this process was the market price/natural price dichotomy which was, 
as we have seen, a central feature of subsequent Classical economics. 
With Marshall, the outcome was the distinction of the various 
periods of competitive analysis

1. temporary equilibrium
2. normal equilibrium with reference to short periods, and
3. normal equilibrium with reference to long periods.

This division of competitive analysis was to replace Smith’s 
dichotomy in English spealiing economics after I89O, and it remains 
the basic framework of partial equilibrium treatments of competition 
in modern textbooks.^ These categories of analysis will be considered 
in turn in the first three sub-sections below. Sub-section four
examines Marshall’s attempts to deal with the problem of increasing

2returns in the Principles.

( 1) Temporary Eguilibriumi

’The temporary model’ is discussed in Book V, Chapter ii, 
entitled ’ Temporaiq^ Equilibrium of Demand and Supply ’. In this 
model, cost and production are not explicitly brought into account

3. See, for example, C.A. Tisdell, Microeconomics: the theory of 
economic allocation (John Wiley and Sons: Sydney, 1972) Chapter 8.

2. Sub-sections are used in order to break up what would be other
wise an overly long section. Monopoly analysis is, however, dealt
with in section II below.

3. ibid., pp. 331-336. This chapter dates substantially from the 1st
edition (I890).
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ana

supply' means in effect merely the stock available at the
time for sale in the market"^,

Rather than present his theorj^ in the abstract, Marshall proceeds
O

by means of an example of "a corn market in a country town"Z Such 
a policy of course stems from his desire to make his analysis 
realistic. But it also means that he does not malie the market 
structure that he is assuming v e r y  explicit. We learn that he is 
not considering "a casual barter" in which "there is seldom anything 
that can properly be called an equilibrium of supply and demand".^
Nor is he considering "a market for unique and rare things" such as 
"pictures of old masters, rare coins and other things, which cannot 
b e ’graded' at all".^ But his assertion that he is concerned with 
"the ordinary dealings of modem life", describes a competitive 
rarket structure in only the vaguest of ways, and is quite character
istic of ’hrshall's loose treatment of the assumptions of his analysis 
throughout the Principles.

Turning to the analysis itself, Marshall proceeds by means of a 
nurerical exaiuple. On the one hand, holders of corn will be willing 
to sell more the higher the price, whilst, on the other hand, buyers 
will be willing to buy more the lower the price. Marshall illustrates 
this situation as follows:-'"

At the price Holders will be Buyers will be
willing to sell willing to buy

37£ 1,000 quarters 600 quarters
36s 700 " "KDO "
35s 600 " 900 "

It is clear that

"the jnice of 36s has .... some claim to be called the true 
equilibrium, price: because if it were fixed on at the beginning, 
and adhered to throughout, it would exactly equate demand and supply...;

1. ibid.. Book V, chapter i, p. 330.
2. ibid.. Book V, chapter ii, p. 332.
3. ibid., p. 331. U. ibid., p. 332.
5. ibid., p. 333.
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and because e v e r y  dealer who has a perfect knowledge of the circum- 
stances of the market expects that price to be established.’’̂

Iiius, we have equilibrium in a simple and familiar supply and demand 
model of market price.

But, whereas Fleering Jenkin had represented this analysis by
m:eens of supply/ and demand curves, such curves do not appear in

2Marshall's discussion of temporary equilibrium;. This is no accident. 
Father, Marshall chose to reserve graphic representation to his more 
important analysis of normal equilibrium wherein supply took on a

q
more fundamental meaning than simply the stock availabi.e for sale.'"
In Marshall's view the analysis of market price as presented in 
Book V, chapter ii of the Principles was a minor consideration next 
to his normal analysis so that to use supply and demand curves in both 
cases would be to tax the reader for little gain. As he put it to 
J.T. Meynes, in a letter dated '^C 'October 1^82,

"I intended to tell you that I acted deliberately in applying
the curves only to problems of Formal Values and not to ^'arket Values.
Market curves can be drawn; but I should agree with Wicksteed that they
could never have a shape that would correspond to the law of Increasing
return. And I don't think they would be of much practical use.
I considered whether I would introduce ’’market” curves end explain the
difference between them and Forrrial curves: but thought I should only

);
bother the reader.”

1. ibid., p. 333.

Marshall had read Jenkin's 18T0 paper prior to the publication 
of the Principles in I89C (see ibid., Motes, pp. 533-^). It seems 
likely that the letter to Keynes quoted below represents a justifica
tion for his position in not drawing market curves in contrast to Jenkin

Me shall see below, however, that in the normal model "supply” 
toJ'es on separate meanings, depending on whether the short or long run 
is under consideration.

U, Quoted in Principles, Motes, p. 36H.
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Tî is omission of a graphic representation of temporary equilibrium is 
indicative of the small importance Marshall attached to this case, 
which is a theme we shall refer to again below.

in contrast toMalras, Marshall does not assume away the relation
ship of equilibrium price and actual price in his temporary model.

Elements an auctioneer calls out prices and no contract is made 
till the equilibrium price is established.^ Marshall's desire for 
realism, could not let him indulge in such a heroic abstraction, 
however. He assumes instead that the facts in the table above 
represent the underlying situation, whereas

"the (actual) price may be tossed hither and thither like a 
shuttlecock, as one side or the other gets the better in the

p
'higgling and bargaining' of the market".“

However, he argues that

"unless the sides are unequally matched.... the price is likely 
to be never far from 36s; and it is nearly sure to be pretty close 
to 36s at the end of the market".

A t a higher price, buyers hold back and pull price down; while at a 
lower price, sellers hold back and push price up. Hence Marshall 
claimed that the actual price would approximate the equilibrium price, 
particularly at the end of the day. This will be so even if dealers 
make errors due to their imperfect knowledge of the market. Such an 
argument is clearly no mm re than a vague article of faith, rather than 
a demonstrated proposition. Marshall is saying that he thinks in real 
life markets actual price is typically close to equilibrium price.

1. See chapter 6 above

2. Principles, p. 333.

3. ibid., p. 33b.
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However, a. major a rgwent in favour of Marshall's approach of 

realism, against Mairas' abstraction, is that the former brings 
to light important problems while the latter tends to hide them. A 
case in point is the problem that an equilibriui^ position may be 
altered by the path taken towards it. Walras did not deal with this 
problem, since in his model contracts are only made at equilibrium, 
prices. Marshall, however, saw the problem. To deal with it he 
explicitly assumes that each individual's marginal utility of money 
is inappreciably affected by any deals he concludes at disequilibrium
prices, which he justifies by saying:-

"When a person buys anything for his own consumption, he generally 
spends on it a small part of his total resources; while when he buys
it for the purposes of trade, he looks to reselling it, and therefore
his potential resources are not diminished."^

If this is the case then the path to equilibrium does not alter tha.t 
cquilibrium. However, in the labour market, for example, it is not 
the case, and this is but one of the imperfections which, whilst not 
denying the basic supply and demand model, does malie it necessary to

p
look at this market in more detail.'

]. ibid., p. 333.

Marshall's argument is that the workmen sells his labour in 
order to get his means of subsistence, so that his need for money is 
great. Since the advantage of bargaining is more on the employer's 
side in the labour market, wages are likely to be low, and the 
labourer, driven by his need for money, continues to work at the 
low rate, rather than withdraw his labour. Thus contract at the 
low wage continues despite the apparently higher equilibrium wage 
at the outset.
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(2) Formal Tequilibrium with Reference to Short Periods

Marshall's treatment of the short run occurs primarily in Book V, 
chapter v of the Principles. In the short run, producers are only 
able to vary their use of certain factors of production, whilst others 
remain fixed. Tliis contrasts with the long run situation in which 
all factors are variable. These two divisions of the normal model 
are placed within the context of fourfold division of time in the 
Frinci, les ; -

"Four classes stand out. In each, price is governed by the 
relations between demand and supply. As regards market prices, supply 
is taken to mean the stock of the commodity in question which is on 
hand, or at all events " in sight". As regards normal prices, when
the term Normal is taken to relate to short periods of a few months or
a year, supply means broadly what can be produced for the price in 
question with the existing stock of plant, personal and impersonal, 
in the given time. As regards normal prices, when the term Formal is 
to refer to long periods of several years, supply means what can be
produced by plant, which itself can be remuneratively produced and
applied within the given time; while lastly, there are very gradual or 
Feculsr movements of normal price, caused by the gradual growth of 
knowledge, of population and of cap)ital, and the changing conditions

p
of demand and supply from one generation to another."”

Marshall, as usual, chooses a real world illustration of his 
analysis. In the case of the short run, this example is of "a great 
increase in the general demand for fish" occasioned by a cattle plague 
which makes meat "a dear and dangerous food for several years together."^

1. Principles, pp. 363-380.

2. ibid., pp. 378-9. Me have already pointed out the particular 
meaning of Supply in the temporary model. At the other extreme, 
Marshall conceived of his analysis of normal value as tapering into 
an analysis of secular movements of variables. Such considerations, 
however, are beyond the scope of our present inquiry into his com
petitive analysis.

3. ibid., pp. 369-370.
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In these circumstances

’’The normal price for any given daily supply of fish, which we 
are now seeking, is the price which will guickly call into the fishing 
trade capital and labour enough to obtain that supply in a day’s
fishing of average good fortune.

In the short run, the numbers of seafaring men are fixed, and the 
additional supply of fish is provided by encouraging men to fish rather 
than work ship, and by bringing already built boats into the fishing 
industry. The additional production will thus clearly be brought 
about at increased cost:-

"here we see an illustration of the almost universal law that the 
■terni Formal being taken to refer to a short period of time an increase 
in the amount demanded raises the noriual supply price. This law is 
almost universal even as regards industries which in long periods 
follow the tendency to increasing return."^

Marshall’s discussion of the short run in the remainder of Book V, 
chapter v is notable because unlike his discussion of the long run, 
where he introduces the concept of the representative firm, he actually 
considers individual producers in the market. This discussion, whilst 
at tines being elusive, nevertheless clearly marks out the modem 
treatment of short run competitive equilibrium. Consider a market in 
the short run, and allow price to be gradually raised from a low level

"A.S the expectations of price improve, an increased part of the 
production will yield a considerable surplus above prime costs, and the 
r;a.rgin of production will be pushed outwards. Every increase in the 
price expected will, as a rule, induce some people who would not other
wise have produced anything, to produce a little; and those, who have 
produced something for the lower price, will produce more for the higher
price."3

1. ibid., p. 370. Day to day oscillations of price caused by un
certainties of the weather etc. are for our present purposes held in the 
pound, of caeteris paribus.
2. ibid., p. 370. 3. ibid., p. 373.
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As price rises, each producer expands his production to the point 
where price equals marginal cost. As Marshall put it explicitly in 
his second and third editions of the Principles :-

"Pith regard to the latter (diminishing returns), the producer
whose normal marginal expenses of production are just equal to the
normal demand price in the market, would generally have no inducement
to raise additional produce, even though he could market it on the

1
same terms as the rest."'*'

Clearly then, although Marshall tended to conceal this fact in
his exposition, the supply curve of the individual producer is his

2marginal cost curve.' In the now familiar diagrami, which was not 
drawn hy '̂'a.rsha.ll, we have producer equilibrium where price equals 
marginal cost and industiy equilibrium where supply (the horizontal 
sum of the marginal cost curves) equals industry demand (figure 9.1). 
Thus the equilibrium price is p^ and the ith firm is in equilibrium 
at an output rate Industry output is then the sum of the
individual output rates. This anadysis was of course implicitly'' in 
Cournot’s work as it was in ^hrshall’s.

Fi; ure 9.1

ith firm’so

price

industryo
output output

1. ibid., Motes, p. 5CL. This passage appeared in Book V, chapter xi 
of the second edition (IC91) and third edition (l895) of the Princi t ies, 
but was deleted from the fourth edition (I89B). See also Mathematical 
Mote XIV, pp. 8L9-5C.

P. The analysis which follows, relies heavily on R. Frisch, op. cit. 
See also Blaug, Economic Theory in Retrospect, ch. 10.
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We are nov in a position to interpret Marshall’s suggestion that 
if demand is low then the supply price is likely to he ’’nearly always 
above, end generally very' much above the special or prime cost for 
rau materials, labour end wear - and - tear of p l a n t . C o n s i d e r  
Figure 9.2.

Fifure 9.2

AC

output

In the short run, it would pay the firm to produce along its marginal 
cost curve at any price above average variable cost {P . YC ) , But 
Marshall argues

’’they (producers) generally hold out for a higher price; each man
fears to spoil his chance of getting a better price later on from his
customers; or, if he produces for a large and open market, he is more
or less in fear of incurring the resentment of other producers, should

o
he sell needlessly at a price that spoils the common market for all.”‘‘

Hence, when price is below average cost (AC), producers will curtail 
their production more sharply than indicated by the marginal cost 
curve (MC), so that the true supply curve is indicated by the dotted 
line in Figure 9.2. Such behaviour, therefore, in part restricts the

3
variation of supply price in the short run.

1. ibid., pp. 3TH-9.
2. ibid., p. 37^. If producers glut the market, they prevent prices 
from reviving and so cause bankruptcies. If then demand picks up, the 
result is a large price rise, and such oscillations of price are bene
ficial neither to producers nor consumers.
2. In the short run, the difference between receipts ^ d  prime costs is 
a surplus which has the nature of a rent to the fixed factors of product
ion. Whilst this surplus (and price) may be subject to wide variation in 
the short run, this variation is restricted by fears of spoiling the 
iT'arket, and more generally by notions of normal returns to ell factors.



■̂rhilst Marshall did not draw the positions of producer and industry 
equilibrium depicted above, his discussion of the short run clearly 
roints to such representations. As such it is a major original 
contribution, providing all the material for such a depiction by his 
successors if they were prepared to dig for it. Why then did Marshall 
not represent the position graphically himself nor treat the case v e i r y  

clearly? One answer seems to be his desire to meJke his analysis seem 
realistic. Producers who are marginal cost pricing do not consider 
the reactions of other producers, nor the possibility of spoiling the 
market for the future, in their pursuit of instantaneous gain. Yet 
these considerations are important in reality, and Marshall strove to 
include them by expressing his theoretical analysis loosely.^

A second consideration is, however, more fundamental. Marshall 
was very much aware that an individual competitive producer experienc
ing decreasing marginal costs would have no incentive to limit production. 
M.ie problem of increasing returns, which in Marshall’s analysis was a 
long run problem, was met partly, as we shall see, by the introduction 
of the concept of the representative producer in place of the individual

Marshall was also prepared, to allow his producers to collude, 
tacitly or overtly, in these pages (op. cit., p. 375 n. l) which, 
like considering the future or other producers, is not usual behaviour 
under perfect competition.

2. Tliis result, which was first derived by Cournot (Recherches, 
p. 91), will be discussed in detail in sub-section below.
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producers of his short run analysis.^ nevertheless, the analysis of
competitive producers in the short run, whilst logically secure in
itself, posed a threat to Marshall’s long run analysis hy providing the
tools to criticise his treatment of increasing returns. It is for
this reason that Marshall had an interest in treating the short run
elusively, and it seems likely that it was partly in order to cover
up this line of attack on his competitive analysis that his treatment

2of the short run is so vague in the Principles. Tiiis trait in
Marshall of covering up the problems of his analysis is to be
regretted since it worked against the development of economic analysis
in that subsequent writers were not presented with a clear statement

3of the problem which necessitated solution.

1. It is not too fs.r fetched to suggest that Marshall’s division of 
normal ecuiiihrium into the short and long run ŵ as prompted by the need 
to accommodate analysis of the competitive producer with that of the 
competitive industry. The restriction of the short run to increasing 
costs enabled him to discuss the competitive producer, whilst attention 
switches to the industry in the long run. This solution as we shall 
see has its problems, yet it is nevertheless a neat method of synthes
ising the two lines of development of competitive theory deriving from 
Cournot and the Classical economists.
P. Tliere is evidence that Marshall’s analysis become less clear if 
anything from the Fourth Edition (I898) on. Compare, in particular, 
the ’Editorial Appendix to Book V, chapter xii’: op. cit., lotes, 
pp 523-9 with the later text.
3. l i e  see here the importance of Marshall’s position in the develop
ment of English economics, and the way it could work both ways. Whilst 
he med.e a large body of hitherto mathematical analysis available to 
non-mathematicians, he also, in his desire to develop a unified approach 
to all problems, covered up the weaknesses of that analysis. The 
problem of increasing marginal costs was there for all to see in 
Cournot, but those who had to rely on Marshall’s work got a much less 
clear view of the problem. Further discussion of the problem is given 
below.



(3) Formai Equilibrium with Reference to Long '^eriods

Marshall’s analysis of the long run is first outlined in Book V,
chapter iii of the Principles.^ As was noted above, Marshall considers
this case in terrs of ’’the representative firm” rather than individual

?producers, so that it is appropriate to start with this concept/'

’’l̂ e shall have to analyse carefully the normal cost of producing 
a Commodity, relatively to a given aggregate volume of production; 
and for this purpose we shall have to study the expenses of a 
representative producer for that aggregate volume. On the one hand we 
shall not want to select some new producer just struggling into 
business, who works under many disadvantages...; nor on the other hand 
shall we want to take a firm which by exceptionally long-sustained 
ability and good fortune has got together a vest business, and huge 
Mell-ordered workshops that give it £ superiority over almost ell its 
rivals. But our representative firm must be one which has had a 
fairly long life, and fair success, which is managed with normal ability, 
and which has normal access to the economies, external and internal, 
which belong to that aggregate volume of production; account being 
taken of the class of goods produced, the conditions of marketing 
them end the economic environment generally.”^

Tne representative firm is therefore ”in a sense an average firm”; a 
kind of miniaturised version of the general conditions of supply in 
an industry- in the long run.

1. Principies, pp. 337-350. This chapter in fact purports to give 
an overview of equilibrium, of normal demand and. supply, prior to the 
division into short and long periods in Book V, chapter v. However,
it is clear that Marshall was really thinking of the long run in this
chapter.

2. The reference here is to ibid.. Book IV, chapter xiii. 

ibid., p, 317.

k. ibid., p. 318. The actual phrase ’’representative firm was first 
used in the second edition of the Princi^les (l8pl). The relationship 
between the representative firm and the actual producers will be 
discussed later in this section.
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In the long run all factors of production are variable

”ln long periods... all investments of capital and effort in 
providing the material plant and the organization of a business, and 
in acquiring trade knowledge and specialized ability, have time to be 
adjusted to the incomes which are expected to be earned by them: and 
the estimates of those incomes therefore directly govern supply, and 
are the true long-period normal supply price of the commodities

j tîlreduced.

Tiius in considering the long run we must consider the costs of prod
uction when all adjustments have occurred. Under these circumstances, 
the representative firm may experience increasing or decreasing returns 
Moreover, when account is taken of external as well as internal 
economies, and when our attention is focussed on manufacturing,
"where the cost of raw material counts for little’’̂ , we find that 
increasing returns tend to predominate:-

"The general argument of the present Book (Book IV) shows that 
an increase in the aggregate volume of production of anything will 
generally increase the size, and therefore the internal economies 
possessed by such a representative firm; that it will always increase 
the external economies to which the firm has access; and thus will 
enable it to manufacture at a less proportionate cost of labour and 
sacrifice than before."^

It was the reconciliation of this widespread tendency to increasing 
returns with his competitive analysis, which was to cause Marshall 
so much trouble, as we shall see below. Before we tackle this problem, 
however, we shall consider Marshallian normal equilibrium in the long 
run.

/■s usual'Marshall proceeds to demonstrate his analysis by means 
of an example; in this case from the woollen trade.

1. ibid., Book V, chapter v, p. 377.

2. ibid.. Book IV, chapter xiii, p. 319

3. ibid., p. 318.
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"Let us suppose that a person well acquainted with the woollen 
trede sets hirself to inquire what would he the normal supply price of 
a certain number of millions of yards annually of a particular 
kind of cloth. lie would have to reckon (i) the price of the wool, 
coal, and other materials which would be used up in making it,
(ii) wear-and-tear and depreciation of the buildings, machinery and 
other fixed capital, (iii) interest and insurance on all the capital, 
(iv) the wages of those who work in the factories, end (v) the gross 
earnings of management (including insurance against loss), of those who
undertake the risks, who engineer and superintend the working.

Given this information, the supply curve of the representative firm is 
the vertical sum of these normal costs of production. In Figure 9.3, 
Ox measures quantity and Oy price. At an arbitrary quantity CM, 

is the supply price of wool and other circulating capital;
X-̂ Pg is wear-and-tear and depreciation; and so on. The length PI' is 
then the supply price of quantity CM in the long run, and "the locus 
of P may be called the supply curve.""

r 1 ure

S

0 X
n

It traces the normal unit costs of the representative firm in the 
long run:-

"the normal supply price of any amount of that commodity may be 
tal̂ en to be its normal expenses of production (including ,„ross 
earnings of management) by that firm. That is, let us assume that this 
is the price the expectation of which will just suffice to maintain

ibid.. Book V, chapter iii, p. 3^3. 

ibid. , p . SUJ-r n . 1. 3 ibid., p . n . 1,
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the existing aggregate ar.oimt cf production; some firris meanwhile rising 
end increasing their output, and others falling and diminishing 
theirs; but the aggregate production remaining unchanged. A price 
higher than this would increase the growth of rising firms, and 
slacken, though it might not arrest, the decay of the falling firms; 
with the net result of an increase in the aggregate production. On 
the other hand, a price lower than this would hasten the decay of the 
falling firms, and slacken the growth of the rising firms; and on the
whole diminish production. ,,1

Eouilibrium in the long run is at the point of intersection of
the demand curve and the industry supply curve, the latter being the
Supply curve of the representative firm with a proper scale coefficient 

2applied to it. In Figure 9^-, Ox is aggregate production and Gy is 
price. The point of intersection of the demand curve, DD', and the 
supply curve, SS’, defines "the ecuilibrium-amount", Oq, and

Figure 9.^^

y

P

0 X

’the e qui lib rium-r> rice". Op. At this price and production level.

j. ibid., pp. 3̂ 2-3.

2. I'arshall does not explicitly consider this scaling up. See,
however, E. Frisch, ’Alfred Marshall’s Theory of Value’, p. y l 6 .

3. T̂ rinci; les, p. 3̂ 6 n. 1

ibid., p. 3̂ 5.
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there is no tendency for production of the representative firm or the 
industiy to change. Such a position of equilihrium Marshall saw as 
the central aspect of his analysis

"The remainder of the present volume will be chiefly occupied with 
interpreting and limiting this doctrine that the value of a thing 
tends in the long run to correspond to its cost of production."^

Clearly it would be beyond the bounds of this thesis to follow 
all the ramifications of Marshall’s theory of norrul equilibrium in 
the long run in the remainder of the Princi,les. We shall, therefore 
select a nurber of his important developments of the anal}sis which 
are of particular interest to us. Tiie first such development is 
Marshall’s discussion of the stability of long run normal equilibrium, 
in Figure 9.L, where decreasing returns are prevalent, the inter
section of the demand and supply curves define a position of stable 
eruilibriur;.:-

"Cuch an equilibrium is stable; that is, the price, if displaced 
a little froi it, will tend to return, as a pendulum oscillates about 
its lowest point; end it will be fourd to be a characteristic of 
stable equilibria that in them the demand price is greater then the 
supply price for amounts just less than the equilibrium amount, and 
vice versa. For when the demand price is greater than the supply 
I rice, the mmount produced tends to increase. Therefore, if the 
demand price is greater than the supply price for amounts just less 
than an equilibrium amount; then if the scale of production is 
temporarily diminished sorewhat below that equilibrium amount, it will 
tend to return; thus the equilibriuii is stable for displacements in 
that direction. If the demand price is greater than the supply 
price for amounts just less than the equilibrium ar.:ount, it is sure 
to be less than the supply price for amounts just greater; and 
therefore, if the scale of production is somewhat increased beyond 
the eouilibrium will be stable for clisrlacements in that direction

I. ibid., p. 3^8. See also Book V, chapter v, p. 380. Marshall’s
graphic representation of normal equilibrium! in the long run closely
resembles Fleeming Jenkin’s representation of his third law of supply and
demand; see section I of chapter 8 above. Marshall claimed to have drawn 
his curves before seeing Jenkin’s work however. See ibid.. Book V, 
chapter xiii, p. and Notes, pp. 533-^.
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Clearly, equilibria will always be stable in the case of increasing 
?or constant costs.

It is the case of decreasing costs which gives rise to the 
possibility of unstable equilibrium.. Such a possibility arises in 
the context of multiple positions of equilibrium. Consider Figure

Figure 9.5^

y

0 M k

'ith Oy price and Ox aggregate production, three positions of equilibrium 
are depicted at points A , B and C. Points A and C are positions of 
stable equilibrium On the criteria given above, but point E is a 
position of unstable equilibrium. Thus, if output chanced to be OK 
initially, and there was a slight disturbance in the market, production 
would move away to OH in one direction or to OL in the other. Given 
that the supply and demand curves are continuous, positions of stable 
and unstable equilibrium will alternate, with the last position to 
the right being a stable one, since costs cannot fall to zero. ^
Marshall's mathematical background allowed him to make short shrift of

ibid., Book V, chapter iii, pp. 3I15-6.

9. In addition, equilibrium is stable under increasing returns as
long as supply is less steeply sloped than demand.

3. Principles, Appendix II, p. 0O6 n. 1.

. Moving from zero production it is possible that the first equi
librium encountered would be an unstable one. In such circumstances, 
production will be zero unless chance factors or foresight on the part 
of producers starts production at a larger scale. See ibid., pp. 806-T n. 1
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these possibilities, and. his work remains a standard reference on 
this subject. Marshall himself, however, put little store by the 
usefulness of this analysis, (not least because he regarded the 
long run supply curve as not fully reversible)and this is evidenced 
by his relegation of it to a footnote in an appendix in later editions 
of the "̂ rinci 'les

The second, development cf long run normal analysis we shall 
consider is Marshall's treatment of comparative sta.tics."

1. Marshall believed that economies of scale once attained are not 
easily given up. Thus in Figure 9.5 whilst production might expand 
along SS', at a. position T production would only be contracted along 
the dotted line rather than along SS'. In such circumstances, the 
possibility cf multiple equilibria is much reduced: (ibid., pp. 807-9). 
See M. Blaug, Economic Tneory in Fetrospect, p. Ll8. Mote also that 
Tositicns of unstable equilibrium  ̂er se are of no practical importance 
since, by definition, the model always roves away from them. The pro
blem is rather one that with several stable equilibria it is possible 
til at relatively smnll changes cause large oscillations in price from 
one equilibrium, position to the other.

2. Stability was discussed in the text in Book V, chapter v of the 
1st edition (lo9C), and in Book V, chapter xi of the 2nd (I891) and 
3rd (1895) editions. In the h t h  edition (1898) it was relegated to a 
mote to Book V, chapter xi, whilst in the 5th edition (I907) it took 
its place as Appendix H. The actual technical analysis dates from 
the 1st edition when it was even then in a footnote. (See ibid.,
Motes, pp. 800, 802). For a discussion of the relation of Marshallian 
and Walrasian stability, where it is shown that the former involves 
quantity movements whilst the latter involves price movements, see
I'. Blaug, Economic Theory in Retrospect, pp. Ull-Ulii.

3. Principles, Book V, chapter xiii.
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Firstly, he exarlnes the effects of an increase in norrral demand 

will increase, decrease or leave price -unchanged depending on 
whether costs are increasing, decreasing or constant (Figure 9.6)

Thii

Firure 9.6'
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The first case of constant costs shows the Classical theorem that it 
is cost of production which determines value. In this case, price

2is completely independent of the level of demand for the commodity.
The third case in Figure 9.6 indicates that in the long run when 
increasing returns are present an increase in demand will lower price. 
Such a possibility does not arise in the short run, when costs generally 
increase, hut Marshall felt that it was a very real possibility in 
the long r"un as economies of scale are taken up. Turning to an 
increase in supply, price will be lowered, the magnitude of the effect 
increasing as we move from decreasing to increasing returns (Figure 9*7)

Figure 9.7'
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] . ibid., p. U6̂ 4 n. 1.

2. Compare Jenkin.’s analysis in chapter 8, section I above

3. Principles, p. U66. n. 1.
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The fall in price and increase in production resulting from the increase 
in supply will he greater the more elastic the demand. Again Marshall 
provides the standard reference with respect to the comparative 
statics of competitive equilibrium in the long run, demonstrating once 
again the importance of a mathematical background to the economic 
theorist.

Enough has been said of the content of Marshall's analysis of long 
I’un normal price to indicate his theoretical achievement. We shall 
therefore turn to several points of more broad interest. The first 
I oint concerns Marshall's use of the term "supply" in his three 
categories of competitive analysis. Whilst in each case, "supply" 
refers to the quantity offered for sale at each price, given the period 
^nder consideration, it is clear that the term denotes a separate 
concept for each such period. We have alreadpr seen that in temporary'- 
equilibriur. "supply" means little more than the stock available for 
Sale, and that indeed I'arshall himself stressed the peculiar nature 
of "supply" in this case.^ However, he failed to bring out clearly 
the fact that "supply" differed between the short end long periods as 
well. In the short run it is the sum of the marginal cost curves of 
the producers (except when demand is low). In the long run, however, 
it is the unit cost curve of the representative producer i.e. it shows 
the supply at each price when complete adjustment of resources and 
firms has occurred. For a given level of demand, therefore, it is the 
GVJ. of the optimum outputs of the producers, and whilst each p^roducer 
produces on its marginal cost curve as before, the supply curve is the
SUT' of the marginal cost curves in the long run only in the sense that

o
only the point where marginal cost eorals average cost is considered. "
As Marshall noted, only in a stationary state when costs are constant 
-ne the curves the same, so that the distinction of the short fnd long 
run disappears.^ In non-stationary situations, however, Marshall 
tended to fudge over the distinction of supply in the short end long 
run in his attempt to raintain the unity of his analysis. ' When a

1. The supply is not completely fixed in the temporary model, but it 
is presumably fairly inelastic.
2. See any standard text, such as Tisdcll, Microeconomics, chapter 8.
3. Princi les, Book V, chapter v, pp. 366-8.
)'r. For an attempt at sorting out Marshall's loose treatment of "supply" 
in this context see Frisch, op. cit., passim:.
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better service may have been done by laying it bare.

"31ie second point we shall make is the broader one concerning
"the controversy whether ’cost of production’ or ’utility’ governs
value". Whilst Schumpeter has tali en the view that we can discount

3the importance of Picardisnism in the Princi~ les.~ it seems clear that 
Marshall’s treatment of competition owes more to Picardo than to 
levons. The theory'" of normal equilibrium with reference to long 
periods was, as we have seen, essentially a development from the 
Classical analysis of the competitive industry, and as such took the 
central position in Marshall’s competitive analysis. Compared to this 
levons’ work only found representation in Marshall’s much less 
prominent discussion of temporary equilibrium, and then the presentation 
hore more resemblance to Classical market price analysis that to 
levons’ exposition. In Marshall’s view, levons clair that "value depends 
entirely upon utility" was

"no less one-sided and fragmentary^, and much more misleading, than 
that into which Ricardo often glided with careless brevity, as to the 
dependence of value on cost of production".^

1. We shaPl in section II below that Marshall also presented his
monopoly analysis in terms of dem^and and supply. In this analysis, 
however, supply did not even have the meaning of being the quantity 
offered for sale at each price.

?. ibid.. Book V, chapter iii, pp. 3^8-50. See also ibid.. Appendix I,

3. Schumpeter, op. cit., p. 837.

U. op. cit.. Appendix I, p. 817. Marshall betrays a much more
charitable outlook on Ricardo’s work than on levons’ in this Appendix. 
Whilst many of his criticisms of levons are justified, in particular 
levons’ failure to realise that equilibrium, is simultaneously determined 
rather than determined in a causal chadn (ibid., p. 8l8), Marshall’s 
criticism of his work is perhaps too harsh. There is a case to be 
rrude for the radical approach to economics even if in the event much 
of the fuss turns out to be over nothing.
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Reconciliation of the two lines of thought Marshall saw in his 

treatment of time, levons’ case that value is determined solely with 
reference to the demand side of the market, implies a given stock of 
the commodity for sale, which may he considered to he the case if the 
market period is under discussion. However, such a perspective is 
essentially temporary, and is not a firm basis for disproving doctrines 
as to ultimate tendencies.^ On the other hand, the belief that cost 
of production alone determines value is only strictly true when costs 
are constant, which Marshall takes as an implicit assumption of

p
Ricardo’s analysis." TvTien costs are not constant, the level of de mend 
cioes have some effect on value, and it was one of Marshall’s chief 
aims to trace this effect in his long run normal analysis. As a 
general rule, therefore the position may be summarised as follows

"the shorter the period which we are considering the greater must 
We the share of our attention which is given to the influence of demand 
on value; and the longer the period, the more important will be the 
influence of cost of production on value.

But in the event it was the long run which was central to Marshall’s 
analysis, and. so in this context we must place him in the Classical 
line of development.

(4) The Problem of Increasing Returns and Competitive Equilibrium

In this section we shall investigate the problem which arises 
with respect to increasing returns and competitive equilibriuni.
I 'arshall put it this way in the 2nd edition of the Princi]; les : -

"tWe producer whose normal marginal expenses of production a,re 
just equal to the normal demand price in the market would, generally 
have no inducement to raise additional produce, even though he could 
market it on the sejæ terms as the rest. But in the case of a 
commodity that obeys the law of increasing return, the point at which

1. i b i d . ,  p. 821. 2. i b i d . ,  p .  8 l k .

3. ibid.. Book V, chapter iii, p. 3I9. See also Marshall’s
famous references to the blades of a pair of scissors; ibid., p. 3̂ 8,
p. 820.
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the producer should stop is not so clearly marked out. It may seem 
at first sight that by doubling his production, he will increase 
very nuch his internal economies, and, marketing his output on 
nearly the same terms as before, he will more than double his profits. 
It may be argued that so long as this course is open to him, his 
production can never be in equilibrium."^

If, then, producers operate with increasing returns, they will indefin
itely expand production, so that the assumptions of the competitive 
model no longer hold:-

when the production of a. commodity conforms to the law of 
increasing return in such a way as to give a very great advantage to
large producers, it is apt to fall almost entirely into the hands of
a few large firms; and then the normal marginal supply price cannot
be isolated on the plan just referred to, because that plan assumes
the existence of a great m.any competitors with businesses of all
sizes, some of them being young and some old, some in the ascending
and some in the descending phase. Thie production of such a cor modi ty
really pa,rtakes in a great measure of the nature of a monopoly; and
its price is likely to be so much influenced by the incidents of the
campaign between rival producers, each struggling for an extension of
territory-, as scarcely-" to have a true normal level.

Thus it would appear in cases of increasing return it would be nec
essary to turn towards monopoly theory. This was, of course, the 
solution suggested by Sraffa in 1926 and put into effect by Robinson 
in 1933.3

Marshall, however, saw the matter differently. IRnilst accepting 
increasing returns as an important real world phenomenon, he strove 
to maintain the Classical analysis of long run normal price by a 
number of devices, the most important of which was his concept of 
"the representative firm". In a letter to f Flux dated T ’'arch 1898 
he says

'hyr confidence in Cournot as an economist was shaken when I

ibid., ^ctes, p. 5R)|-.

ibid.. Book V, chapter vii, p. 397. 3. See the next chapter,
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found that his mathematics re I.P. (increasing returns) led. inevitably 
to things which do not exist and have no near relation to reality. One 
of the chief purposes of ny Wanderj ah re airnng factories was to 
discover how Cournot’s premises were wrong. The chief outcome of my 
work in this direction, which occupied me a good deal between I87O and 
1890, is in the "Representative Firm," theory, Principles, pp. 3^8- 
90, the supplementary cost analysis, pp. ^35-8 and Î16U-7O; as well 
as the parts that directly relate to supply price for I.E."^

Rather than admit that increasing returns seriously restricted the 
applicability of his analysis, Marshall presented, several lines of 
defence for its inclusion which we must now examine.

For this purpose the most useful reference is ê 2 of Book V,
chapter xi of the 2nd edition of the Principles, a shortened version

' o
of which became ^ 2 of Book V, chapter xii from edition h on.'
Marshall’s first argument centres on the importance of distinguishing
industry supply from the supply of an individual firru An individual
businessman subject to significant increasing returns might in tirae
build, ur a mononoly of his trade

1. Principles, Motes, p. 521. References to the 8th edition are 
to pp. 267-313, 359-62 and 395-^00 respectively.

2. ■ ibid., Rotes, pp. 523-529. From the Uth edition certain portions 
of this passage were transferred to Book IV, chapter xi, § 5 whilst only 
a resume remained in Book V, chapter xii, §2. Rather than cross- 
reference, all references are to the passage in the second edition 
reproduced in the Notes, pp. 523-9. There is no evidence that Marshall’s 
views on increasing returns changed significantly through the editions
of the Frincirles, although his shortened summary of the argument 
from edition '̂r might be interpreted as meaning that he was aware that 
problems still remained in his treatment of increasing returns which 
in typical fashion he tended to cover up.
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"if, as his business increased, his faculties adapted themselves 

to his larger sphere, as they had done to his smaller; if he retained, 
bis originality, and versatility and power of initiation, his per
severance, his tact and his good luck for a hundred years together."^

put in actual practice firms typically have a life cycle of growth and 
decay, which Marshall summed up in his famous analogy of the trees of 
the forest:-

"But here we may read a lesson from the young trees of the forest 
as they struggle upwards through the benumbing shade of their older 
rivals. Many succumb on the way, and a few only survive; those few 
become stronger with every year, they get a larger share of light 
and air with ever:/ increase of their height, and at last in their 
turn they tower above their neighbours, and seem as they would grow 
on for ever, and for ever become stronger as they grow. But they 
do not. One tree will last longer in full vigour and attain a greater 
size than another; but sooner or later age tells on them all. Tbough 
the taller ones have a better access to light and air than their 
rivals, they gradually lose vitality; and one after another they give 
place to others, which though of less material strength, have on

p
their side the vigour of youth.""

Hence to consider a single firm taking control of a trade through its 
economies of scale is to abstract from an important real world

phenomena which prevents such monopolisation taking place.

The answer to this dilemma Marshall saw in his concept of "the 
representative firm". Whilst real world businesses were typically 
part of a disequilibrium process cf growth and decay, it was possible 
to abstract from this process for purposes of considering long period 
movements of price, by representing the general conditions of supply 
in an industry in terms of a representative firm:-

"we must be careful not to regard the conditions of supply by

1. ibid., p. 52%.

. ibid.. Book IV, chapter xiii, pp. 315-6. Marshall admitted 
from, the 6th edition (191C) that joint-stock companies "which often
stagnate, but do not readily die" may upset this process, but he felt 
that "it still holds in many industries and trades" (ibid., p. 3l6).
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inciviüue.1 producer as typical of those which govern the general 
Rupnl’- in a r.arket, without taking account of the fact that ver;̂  few
fir̂ .s have a long-continued life of active progress; and that while
sor.e are growing, others are sure to he decaying, like the older trees
of the forest; so that their ncrnal productive power remains nearly
constant, though the yield of each one of them is generally either on
the rise or the decline’’.̂

T:ie representative firm enabled Marshall to take account of the general 
availability of internal and external economies in an industiy, whilst 
not considering the actual growth and decay of firms in the industry.

The problem with this line of analysis is not that it is invalid 
to draw a "supply schedule which represents prices diminishing as the

p
amiount produced increases".” Such a supply curve can be drawn even 
though no firm in the market is experiencing increasing returns. 
Consider Figure 9*8.

Fi,,ui-e 9.8

price ;

P' —  —  —  - —

fint..’s
output

price

X* X* industry
output

0

Tlie finr in the left hand diagram has increasing marginal costs end 
in equilibrium will produce where price equals marginal cost equals 
average cost (since only normal profits are earned). With initial 
demand D^, it produces output x^, and industry output is x^*. If we 
now increase industrie' demand to and assume that the resultant 
increase in industry production gives rise to external economies of 
scale, the firm's cost curves will shift downwards to LRACp and LEKCp.
In these circur.jstances, the new equilibrium price, pg will be lower 
and industry production, xg*, higher than previously, so that the supply 
curve, LR8, in the right hand diagram, slopes downward. Thus external 
economies provide the basis for a negatively sloped supply curve which 
is consistent with competitive analysis.

ibid.. Notes, p. 9̂ 5. 2. ibid.. Notes, p. 2̂h, n. 1.
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The problem with Marshall's analysis is rather over whether his 
device of the representative firm: allows him. to deal adequately with 
internal economies. And the answer is clearly that it does not. The 
suggestion that firms grow and decay sidesteps the issue of the 
tendency to monopoly under increasing returns. Marshall himself 
seems to have realised this for he says ;-

"the objection is that the decay of humien energies is after all 
a slow process, and that, if a large output would cost much less in 
proportion than a small one, an able and energetic man could often 
find the means of increasing his output tenfold or more within a 
period veri' short in comparison with the length of his own life".

Tnus the growth and decay of firms is a long-term process, so that it 
does not prevent a firm taking advantage of scale economies and 
obtaining a large market share. Under such conditions the representa
tive firm becoDes a redundant concept, as normal analysis itself 
does when competitive conditions break down.

Marshall meets this objection by raising a second line of defence. 
This is that for the tendency to monopoly to be operative two 
conditions m.ust be fulfilled: there miust be significant internal 
economies in an industry, and producers must be able to market their 
extra output easily. Such conditions, "'arshall argues, are rarely 
fulfilled together, so that the long run normal model can be applied, 
to the usual case

"it must be admitted... that there are a few industries, in
which these two conditions do coexist; and that such industries are,
-or that very reason, in so transitional a state that for the time
there is nothing to be gained by trying to apply the statical theory
of equilibrium of normal demand and supply to them. They must be thought
of as in motion, rather than at rest. Eut, on the other hand, these
industries are very few in number, ^br, though there are many indust
ries in which sn individual producer could secure much increased
intemEl economies by a great increase of his output; and there are
r.iany in which he could market that output easily; yet there are few
in which he could do both. And this is not an accidental but almost
a. necessary result."^

i b i d . ,  Motes p .
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It is a necessary result because commodities can be broadly classified 
into two categories under which different conditions prevail.

On the one hand in large markets, such as for raw materials or 
simple commodities like calico or steel rails, there is ease of 
marketing but the possibility of large cost advantages of increased size 
a.re small. Producers usually produce such simple commodities using 
the newest equipment embodying the latest technology. Under these 
circumstances/Vhere remains no very great difference between the 
economies available by a large end by a veiy large f i r m " T h u s ,  
whilst a producer would find it easy to market any increased output, 
the incentive to increase output is sma.ll due to the lack of untapped 
scale economies. Hence, in large markets, the tendency to monopoly 
is not a significant factor:-

"in these industries, in short, the tendency of large firms to 
drive out small ones has already gone so far as to exhaust most of

p
the strength of those forces by which it was originally promoted."'

On the other hand, commodities in which increasing returns are 
strong, usually come under the head of "specialities":-

"Uany of them are adapted to special tastes; some can never 
have 8. ver/ large market; and some have merits that are not easily 
tested, and must win their way to general favour slowly. In all 
such cases the sales of each business are limited, more or less 
according to circumstances, to the particular market which it has 
slowly acquired.""

In such particular markets, additional output can only be marketed a.t
a lower price, i.e. the producer is no longer a price-taker in his 
parti cula.r market.

"Then a business is thus confined more or less to its own 
particular market, a hasty increase in its production is likely to 
lower the demand price in that market out of all proportion to the 
increased internal economies that it will gain, even though its 
production is but small relatively to the broad market for which in

1. ibid.. Notes, p. 526. 2. ibid.. Notes, pp. 526-7.
3. ibid.. Notes, p. 527.
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a more general sense it may be said to produce.
.... This may be expressed by saying tha.t when we are considering 

an individual producer, we must couple his supply curve - not with 
the general demand curve for his commodity in a wide market - but 
with the particular demand curve of his own special m.arket. ^nd 
this particular demand curve will generally be very steep, steeper 
than his own supply curve is likely to be even when an increased 
output will give him an important increase in internal economies.’’̂'

Marshall's second line of defence is thus that, on the one hand, 
in wide markets potential internai economies are not important, 
whilst where they are important in more narrow markets, the tendency 
to increased firr,: size is halted by downward sloping demand curves.
So that relative to the broad market of vbi ch they are a part, 
producers are not large enough to violate the competitive assumptions. 
TIiis ingeneous argument contains important insights into the operation 
of real world industries. At the same time, however, it is open to 
objection. Is it true for instance that potentialities for increasing 
returns in large markets are exhausted before competitive assumptions 
are violated? Or again, in what sense is it possible to treat pro
ducers as monopolists in their particular markets, whilst treating them 
as competitors in a broad market? In the event, Marshall's argument 
reduces only to an article of faith that internal economies are not 
important enough to upset his general usage of the normal mode].

■p-.is article of faith is evidenced by Marshall's repeated 
erphasis on not pushing the reasonings of static theory too far, and 
his belief that the Mecca of the economist lay in economic biology 
rather than economic mechanics

"Tlie theory of stable equilibrium, of normal demand and supply 
helps to give definiteness to our ideas; and in its elementary 
stages it does not diverge from the actual facts of life, so far as 
to prevent its giving a fairly trustworthy picture of the chief 
lethcds of action of the strongest and most persistent group of 
economic forces. But when pushed to its more remote and intricate 
].og,ical consequences, it slips away from the conditions of real life.

1. ibid.. Notes, p. 527. The second paragraph of this quotation 
comprises a footnote of the first.
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In fact we are here verging on the high theme of economic progress; and 
here therefore it is especially needful to remember that economic 
problems are imperfectly presented when they are treated as problems 
of statical equilibrium, and not of organic growth. For though 
the statical treatment alone can give us definiteness and precision 
of thought, and is therefore a necessary introduction to s more 
philosophic treatment of society as an organism; it is yet only an 
introduction.

Nevertheless, despite all these arguments, the problem of the in
consistency of increasing returns and competitive equilibrium remains. 
Marshall did his best to minimise the importance of this inconsistency 
but he could not remove it completely. It was this problem which was 
to give rise to the move towards monopoly suggested by Sraffa in 
1926. Marshall despite his various arguments to the contrary was not 
able to counter the essential logic of the competitive analysis. His 
attempt at doing so may have thrown up a few red herrings to delay the 
reaction of later economists; but in the end the problem of increasing 
returns would have to be dealt with.

ibid.. Book V, chapter xii, p. h C l .
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II. Marshall's Monopoly Analysis

Marshall's analysis of monopoly appears in an isolated chapter 
(chapter xiv) towards the end of Book V of the Frinci:les.^ In this 
chapter, he provides what Schumpeter has referred to as "his masterly 
version of Cournot's theory"^ and we shall concentrate in this 
section on the refinements and extensions to Cournot's analysis 
which Marshall introduced. In this exposition we shall neglect, in 
line with our general policy in this thesis, the welfare aspects of 
Marshall's analysis. It must oe remembered, however, that such 
considerations were a leading part of Marshall's contribution, so that 
we do not of necessity capture the whole of his performance in 
this discussion.^

We have already noted that Marshall probably read the Recherches 
in 1868, the year in which he turned to economics. In addition, we 
have it on his own authority that

"My main position as to the theory- of value end distribution 
was iracticslly completed in the years IS67 to I870.... In the next 
four years I worked a good deal at the matheir:atical theory of 
monopolies, and at the diagrammatic treatment of Mill's problem of 
international values."^

Tliis analysis dates substantially from the First Edition, where 
it appeared as Book V, chapter viii.

2. Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p. c60.

3. Marshall's positive analysis of monopoly in Book V, chapter xiv
was but a preliminary step to his "study of the relations in which the 
interests of the monopolist stand to those of the rest of society"
I Principles, Book V, chapter xiv, p. 77). For the full sweep of this 
analysis of optimal public pricing, the reader should consult: ibid.. 
Book V, chapter xiv, pp. h P 'J - h o ^ and Mathematical Note XXIII bis; 
pp. 856-8.

In a letter to I.E. Clark dated July 19OC he says "I fancy I
read Cournot in IG68" (reprinted in ibid.. Notes, p. 9.)

c  ̂ ^bor £ letter to I.E. Clark dated P.k March 19C8 and reprinted in
Notes, p. 1C.
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The dating of his monopoly analysis to the early 1870s is confirmed
in an article he wrote in 1898,̂  and is supported hy the abstract of

2a paper he read to the Cambridge Philosophical Society in 1873. '
In this section we shall see that Marshall refined and developed the
bare theoretical bones of Cournot's analysis making his version of 
it characteristically his won. This will be clear from, in 
particular, his exposition of the analysis in terms of "demand and 
supply", a consideration we shall turn to first.

In Book V, chapter xiv of the Principles, Marshall defines a
monopolist as a single seller of a commodity:-

"At present we consider only those general causes determining 
monopoly values, that can be traced with more or less distinctness 
in every case in which a single person or association of persons 
has the power of fixing either the amcimt of a commodity that is

q
offered for sale or the price at which it is offered."^

3uch a seller, following Cournot, is initially assumed to maximise 
his net revenue, the difference between revenue and costs:-

"The rima facie interest of the owner of a monopoly is clearly
to adjust the supply to the demand, not in such a way that the price
at which he can sell his commodity shall just cover its expenses of 
production, but in such a way as to afford him the greatest possible

total net revenue'.’''

1. "Distribution and Exchange", Economic Joum.a-1, vol. viii, I898.
A portion of this articles is reprinted in ibid., Motes, pp. 62-75, 
and the reference is to p. 69, n. 1, of this reprint.

^. The paper was entitled 'Craphic Representation by aid of a series 
of Hyperbolas of some economic problems having reference to Monopolies'.
A short abstract of the paper, which unfortunately gives no specific 
details of its contents, appears in 'Proceedings of the Cambridge 
Philosophical Society' for October I873.

3. Erinci. les, r. ^77. Marshall's later volume Indust:: and Trade 
('bcrillan: London, 1919) considers monopoly in the wider sense of cartels 
and trusts.

ibid., pp. 877-8.
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Farshall chooses to represent the equilibrium solution to the 

T'odel in terms of supply and clenend curves. By demend he refers to the 
Konopolist’s average revenue curve, and hy supply he refers to his 
average cost curve.^ Tiius, taking the example of ”a gas company that 
has the monopoly of the supply of gas to a town", he says

"fne demand schedule for gas remains the same as it would he if 
gas were a freely-produced commodity; it specifies the price per 
thousand feet at which consumers in the town will among them use any
given numher of feet. But the supply schedule must represent the

2normal expenses of production of each several amount supplied."

'̂ iven these two schedules, it is then possible to derive "a 
monopoly revenue schedule" hy subtraction:-

"Having set against each several amount of the commodity its demand 
price, and its supply price estimated on the plan just described, 
subtract each supply price from the corresponding demand price and set 
the residue in the monopoly revenue colun.n against the corresponding
amount of the commodity. ,t3

This procedure is followed in Figure 9*9» where

bFi, ure 9."

S
P

1. I'a.rshall’s motivation in adopting this approach is discussed below,

2. op. cit., pp. 1+78-9. 3. ibid., p. 1+79.

U'* ibid., pp. 1+79-30, n. 1, Figure 3I+.
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Cy measures price and Ox output whilst DD’ is the demand curve and 
OS* the supply curve. For any point L on Ox, if we draw a perpend
icular line Lq^q^, cutting SS’ in and DD’ in q^, and along it mark 
off q^ such that Lq^ = q^q^, then the locus of q^ defines the monopoly 
revenue curve, QQ’.

We are now in a position to determine monopoly equilibrium. This 
will be an output rate OL such that CL x Lq^ is a mnximum. Imagine a 
Series of rectangular hyperbolas drawn in Figure 9.9» of which two 
(represented by dotted lines) have been drawn. Such curves have the 
property that at each point on them Ox times Oy equals a constant. Tlius, 
since price and quantity form our axes, they are "constant revenue 
curves. The further from the origin is one of these curves, the 
higher is the (constant) revenue it relates to. Tlie equilibrium
output is thus determined such that the monopoly revenue curve is just
tangential to the highest attainable constant revenue curve. In 
Figure 9.9 tangentcy occurs at q^, equilibrium output is OL, and the 
price charged, as indicated by the demand curve, is Lq^. In algebraic 
terms, if y = f^(x) is demand and y = f\(x) is supply, then equilibrium
output is such that

-|y(x.f^(x) - x.f^(x)} = 0

.’. x.f^’(x) + f^(x) - x.f^’(x) - f^(x) = 0 (9.1)^

1. ibid., pp. 1+79-80, n. 1.

2. ibid., Mathematical ITote XXIII p. 857. Re-arranging
equation 9.1 we have

f^(x) - f^(x) = x{f^’(x) “ f^’(x)}

Tl+e left hand side of this equation is positive if a profit is made, 
so that in the equilibrium position the supply curve, if negatively 
inclined, must have a less steep slope than the demand curve. This 
is evidently the case on inspection of Figure 9.9.
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'Marshall’s method of exposition, of monopoly ecuilihrium, as 
exemplified in Fi^iire 9*9, was original to himself, and s s Schumpeter 
has noted "not everyone will consider (it) superior to Cournot’s."^
It seems clear that Marshall chose the rather cumbersome procedure 
of using demand and supply curves, in order to maintain a superficial

p
unity with his competitive analysis. But this unity is only superfic
ial, as Marshall was aware, ;since the monopoly supply curve, as he 
had defined it, was not a true supply curve at all.“’ In competitive 
R-Halysis the supply cui’ve indicates the output forthcoming at each 
price. In monopoly analysis, however, "the supply curve" does not 
Perform this role, hut rather traces the unit costs of the monopolist. 
TliUs it is analogous to the competitive supply curve only in sc far 
as the latter also represents the average costs (of the representative 
producer). But under monopoly,equilibrium does not involve the 
equality of demand and supply. Clearly, if the monopolist makes a 
profit he will always produce where demand exceeds supply on 
'Marshall’s definitions of these terms. In monopoly analysis moreover 
it is not possible to construct a supply curve in the sense that one 
can in competitive analysis. T'ershall’s use of supply end deamnd in 
his monopoly snalysis thus had the twin defects of being misleading 
and also of making his analysis cumbersome. This latter problem was 
only overcome in the late 1920s, when the (re)-discovery of marginal 
curves, implicit in Cournot’s mathematics, allowed a much more direct 
representation of monopoly equilibrium.

.1. Schumpeter, op. cit., p. 977.

2. The Classical economists, of course, applied supply and demand 
analysis to both competition and monopoly. Marshall, who was always 
keen to emphasise the continuity of his thought with the Classical 
economists, may have followed them in this, even though his monopoly 
model was derived from Cournot.

3. '̂la.rshall made reference to the supply curve being drawn to "a 
special plan" (see op. cit., p. i+79).

For a discussion of this rediscovery see C.L.G. Shackle, The Years 
of High Theorr/": Invention and Tradition in Economic Tliought, 1926-1939 
(Cambridge University Press, I967)
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Whilst, Marshall’s method of exposition may he questioned, his 

Analytical developments more than make up for this. In the remainder 
of this section we shall consider these under three main heads: 
his analysis of the comparative statics of monopoly, his comparison of 
competitive and monopoly pricing, and his discussion of alternative 
goals the monopolist may pursue.

Turning to the comparative statics of monopoly, Marshall examines 
the effects of various taxes on equilibrium. This analysis has as 
its motivation the publicising of Cournot’s results, with a few 
embellishments, so that Marshall’s exposition in the text uses a 
numericaJ. example, whilst geometiq; is relegated to footnotes, and 
algebra to the Mathematical Appendix.^ Since we have already met 
this analysis in Cournot, we may be permitted to summarise it using 
■'arshall’s algebra. Let the aggregate amount of the tax be F(x), 
whilst f^(x) is demand and f^(x) is ’’supply", as before. Then the 
monopolist maximises profits by setting

-~(x. f^(x) - x.f^(x) - F(x)} = C (9.2)^

Marshall then takes three cases of the function, F(x). Firstly, 
if it is a constant, so that the tax is a fixed sum, then it has no 
effect on monopoly equilibrium. Similarly, a tax proportional to 
monopoly revenue drops out on differentiation, so that there is no 
effect on equilibrium. ' Finally, however, a specific tax proportional

1. The references are op. cit., pp. L80-L63 and Mathematical Mote 
XXIII, p. 856.

2. ibid., p. 856.

In terms of Figure 9.9 the ].ump sum tax causes PC’ to shift 
down, such that equilibrium, is at the same output as before, but 
net revenue is reduced by the fixed amount.

)'. If a is the tax rate it is necessary to maximise

(x.f^(x) - x.fp(x)){l - a }

which implies an unaltered equilibrium condition
%.T^’(x) + f^(x) - x .fp’(x) - fp(x) — C

or further details see chapter 5 above.
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to output will generally reduce output and raise price. Each of these 
results is in the Pecherches so that Marshall.*s contribution was 
largely that of making them known to a larger audiênce.

’'Marshall does, however, add several observations of his own.
Tlie first is simply that a tax on sales need not be strictly
proportional for price to be raised; all that is necessary is that the
aggregate amount of the tax, P(x), increases monotonically with sales.

o
This result is clear from equation (9.2)' P less obvious point deals 
with the magnitude of the price change resulting from a sales tax. 
Consider Figure 9.1C.

^ifure 9.1C"'

In this diagram the original demand, supply and monopoly revenue 
Curves are DP’, 3S’ and CC’, respectively. Ps drawn there are two 
positions of maxirum profit, and q’ ,̂ and the monopolist chooses 
Tcsition on the highest attainable constant revenue curve (the 
dotted line). Tlie effect of a tax is to raise the supply curve to EE’, 
and lower the monopoly revenue curve to EZ’, and

7. In this case the equilibrium condition is
x.f^’(x) + f^(x) - x.fp’(x) - fpfx) - a = 0

where a is the tax rate (a  ̂O). Tliis implies output is reduced and 
price higher after the tax.
C. Frinci]; les, p. U83, n. 1. Mith reference to equation (9.2) F’(x) 
should be positive, and the analysis for a proportional tax applies.
3. Tliis diagram reproduces the essentials of Marshall’s Figure 35 
(ibid.j p. U83, n. l) . In Marshall’s diagram., the demand and supply 
curves are drawn to cut each other more than once. Since, as he him
self stresses, his argument does not depend on this possibility, we 
have avoided it in our Figure 9.1C iu the interests of clarity.
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"the chief point of meximum revenue will move from q \  to z.̂ , 

representing a great diminution of production, a great rise of price 
and a great injuiq” to the consumers".^

Such a result arises because of the shape of the monopoly revenue 
curve. As a general rule, a given tax will have a greater effect on 
production "the more nearly the monopoly revenue curve approxime.tes 
to the shape of a constant revenue curve*. In other words, the greater 
the range of output or series of outputs for which monopoly revenue 
is close to a maximum the bigger the likely effect of a tax on monopoly 
price. This result is not immediately obvious and Marshall argues 
tha.t such results demonstrate the value of employing diagrams in 
economics ;-

"Much instruction is to be got by drawing diagrams to represent 
va.rious conditions of demand and of (monopoly) supply, with the 
resultant shapes of the monopoly revenue curve. A careful study of the 
shapes thus obtained will give more assistance than any elaborate 
course of reasoning in the endeavour to realise the multiform action 
of economic forces in relation to monopolies."“

As we have alrea.d̂ /- noted in our discussion of Edgeworth above, 
Marshall does not explicitly analyse the effect of a rise in demand 
on lionopcly price:-

"Tne full theoretical treatment of questions relating to the 
influence exerted on monopoly price by an increase of demand requires 
the use of mathematics for which the reader is referred to an article 
on monopolies by Professor Edgeworth in the Ciornale degli Economisti 
for October l897."^

however, Marshall thought that there was a presumption that a rise in 
deruand would lower price

"It must be admitted that, other things being equal, the "mon
opoly revenue price" fixed by a railway will be lowered by every 
increase in the demand for its services, and vice versa.^

1. ibid., pp. Î!83-̂ +, n. 1. 2. ibid., p. H83, n. 1.

ibid., p. 1̂85, n. 2. 
h .. ibid., p. U85. T:ersha].l is implicitly referring to a monopolist 
with decreasing costs at this juncture.
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M^eferring to Figure 9*9» s uniforr raising of DD* pushes D ruch to the 
right, and "the resulting position of q will he prchahly lower than 
before".- However, if the new demand curve is more inelastic than 
before (the left side of DD* is raised more in proportion than its 
right) it ray he that price will he raised. Marshall does not go on 
to rake the conditions under which his results hold explicit, 
nevertheless, despite his looseness, it is clear that he appreciated 
the essentials of the prchlera. Tliese essentials, relating to iso- 
elastic demand shifts and the law of costs, were brought fully into 
bhe open only in 1933 with the publication of Joan F.obinson*s

p
Economics of Imperfect Competition.~~

î'arshall next turns his attention to a comparison of monopoly 
price and competitive price. A superficial examination of Figure 9.9 
above, indicates that monopoly output, OL, is always less than the 
output at which supply equals dem:and, OH.

"It may therefore appear as though the mount produced under 
A monopoly is always 2ess and its price to the consumer always higher 
than if there were no monopoly. "Put this is not the case."'

1. ibid., p. 185, n. 2.

2. Robinson, op. cit., chapter L. As Robinson observes:-
"If the demand curve is reaised in such a way that the second 

demand curve is iso-elastic with the first, the price will be increased, 
reduced or remain the same according, as marginal costs are rising, 
falling, or constant.

If marginal costs are constant, and the new de'm&nd is less elastic 
than the old (at the old price), the price will rise; if it is more 
elastic, the price will fall." (ibid., p. 6l).
'brshall was considering the cose of an iso-elastic end decreasing 
elastic shift with decreasing costs.

3. op. cit., p.
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The fallacy of such an argument lies in treating the competitive supply
curve as identical with the monopoly supply curve. Marshall believed,
generally, that if a multitude of small producers took over from the
lî-onopolist, the supply curve (of the representative producer) would
indicate greater costs than the monopoly supply curve. Small firms
in competition would have to spend more on advertising than a single
firm, and they would be less able to avail themselves of economies
of scale.^ Further, Marshall believed, small firms have less incentive
to invent than a single firm certain of reaping the whole benefit

2
from an invention itself. Referring again to Figure 9.9, the compet
itive supply curve would lie above SS', so that it would cut DD' at a 
lower output which "might not improbably lie to the left of L".^ If 
this were the case, as it would be more likely to be the greater the 
monopolist's cost advantage, monopoly price would be lower than 
competitive price.

The possibility that price might be lower under monopoly than 
competition was first put forward by Marshall. As such it was against 
the conventional wisdom which, moreover, was supported by Cournot's 
demonstration that price was lowered in his oligopoly model by the 
addition of sellers to the market, /s put forward by Marshall, however, 
the result is open to the criticism already discussed concerning 
increasing returois. Gince the monopolist has decreasing costs, so one 
would expect the competitive firms also to experience internal economies

1. The reference to competitive advertising indicates again Marshall's 
loose treatment of the competitive analysis.

^. Compare, however, the wcrl: of M.J.Arro^,'Economic Melfare and 
the Allocation of Resources for Invention' in Rational Bureau of 
M'conomic Research, The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity 
(Princeton University Press, I962) pp. 609-26.

op. c i t . ,  r .  ’'85, n . 1.
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If this is the case there will he a tendency to nonopoly, so that the 
competitive analysis is no longer applicable.^ Nevertheless, the 
essence of Marshall's demonstration that monopoly cost savings may put 
monopoly price below competitive price are valid and indeed form the 
basis of the modern analysis of anti-trust. In Figure 9.1], the 
monopolist has constant marginal costs, and produces at price, P^.

Fi/ure 9.11

price

AC
A  — ^

MC

outputO

Ihe competitive industry produces at higher average costs, end
competitive price, F^, is above ?i-,. Clearly, if the situation is as
depicted in Figure 9.11, there is a social gain to the formation of a
monopoly. Whilst Marshall thought a lower monopoly price was a v e r y  

2rare occurrence, the cost saving argument is nevertheless an important 
consideration for a rational anti-trust authority, and it is in
Marshall's analysis that this consideration first received explicit

3treatment,

j. It is possible that the monopolist is operating a number of plants 
with increasing costs, and yet he experiences decreasing costs because 
he is able to internalise economies external to the plants. Marshall, 
however, did not draw a sharp line between internal and external 
economies in this context.

2. op. cit., p. n. 1.

3. For a further treatment of this subject see C.K. Powley, Anti
trust and Economic Efficiency, Macmillan Etudiés in Economics (London 
Macmillan, 19T3).
Clearly if social welfare is defined as the sum of net revenue and 
consumer's surplus, a monopoly may be preferable to competition even 
if monopoly price is higher.
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Up to now we have supposed "the owner of a monopoly to fix the 
price of his commodity with exclusive reference to the immediate net 
revenue which he can derive from, it."" however, Cournot had realised, 
and Marshall went on to emphasise that a single firm need not pursue 
such a policy. Whilst a competitive firm in long run equilibrium must 
profit max:imise in order to survive, the monopolist has the power to 
choose its price over a certain range and still continue in business. 
Marshall felt that in practice there might be forces leading monopolists 
to charge lower than profit maximising prices, and he put forvvard three 
reasons for this.

The first reason is that "the monopolist may lower his price with
a view to the future development of his business."" If demand in the
future can be influenced by current pricing policy, it may pay the
monopolist to charge a, low price currently in order to build up a 
commitment to his product. Thus, for example, a railway company may

offer low rates to a district or port which is just being developed, 
in order to encourage its development, and so secure a stronger demand
for its services in the future. Cr again, consider the case of a ga.s
company :-

"Tlie lower the price of gas, the more likely people are to have 
it laid on to their houses; and when once it is there, they are likely 
to go on making some use of it, even though a rival, such as electricity 
or mineral oil, may be competing closely with it.""'

'hrshall was well aware of the practical importance of such strategies,
so that he stressed that the loss to consumers' surplus in such cases
was not as great as might first appear.

A second consideration which Marshall noted in Book IV, chapter xi 
of the Trine if les relates to the possibility of entrj- preventing pricing, 
M monopoly which is not secure in its trade, Marshall calls " a limited 
monopoly", defined as

”a monopoly limited by the consideration that a ver}' high price 
would bring rival producers into the field".^

1. op. cit., p. U86. 2. ibid., p. U86,

3. ibid., p. U86.

h. ibid., Bock IV, chapter xi, p. 286.
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Whilst Marshall does not analyse this case, he presumably felt that 
entry-preventing policies might lead to a lower than profit maximising 
price in the short run. Such issues he discussed at greater length in 
his practical study Industry and Trade, and we shall not pursue them 
further here.^

Tlie final possibility that might induce a monopolist to lower
Price arises if the monopolist has an interest in the welfare of 

2consumers. If this is the case, then the monopolist will not maximise 
simply net revenue, but, either total benefit (the sum. of monopoly rev
enue and consumers' surplus), cr a compromise benefit (consisting of

3monopoly revenue and some fraction of consumers' surplus).' The first 
such policy involves maximising

f^(a).do. - f^(x).x (9.3)
\X

o

where f^ is demand and f^ is supply as before. Such a policy leads to 
the marginal cost pricing solution

f^(x) - fp(x) - x.f^'(x) = 0 (9.k)^

1. See, in particular. Industry and Trade, Book III.

2. Marshall is presumably thinking of public utilities here rather 
than philanthropic private businessmen.

3. Tlie se policies are discussed in detail in op. cit.. Book V, 
chapter xiv, pp. ^87-^93 and Mathematical Note XXIII bis.

i|. ibid.. Mathematical Note XXIII bis, p. 857. The maximising of 
compromise benefit, where n is the fraction of consumer's surplus 
taken into account, involves the solution

(] - n).x.f^'(x) + f^(x) - fp(x) - x.f^'(x) = 0

Tne additional term, (1 - n).x.f^'(x) is negative, so that price 
exceeds marginal cost in the compromise case.



Generally it will be true that

"Firstly, the amount which the monopolist will offer for sale will 
be greater (and the price at which he will sell it will be less) if he 
is to any extent desirous to promote the interests of consumers than 
if his sole aim is to obtain the greatest possible monopoly revenue;

secondly, the amount produced will be greater (and the selling 
price will be less) the greater be the desire of the monopolist to 
promote the interests of consumers."^

Marshall's analysis of these possibilities represent a classic 
investigation into social pricing.

In conclusion we can see that I'arsha.ll made important advances 
in his treatment of monopoly over Cournot's analysis. Whilst his 
exposition in terr;s of supply and demand curves can be criticised, his 
Contributions to comparative static analysis were noteworthy, ao was 
his pioneering comparison of price under competition and monopoly. , 
Throughout his discussion of monopoly, Marshall was concerned to make 
■ is analysis realistic, and this was the motivation behind his 
consideration of alternative goals of the monopolist. This latter 
analysis, together with his comparison of competition and monopoly, 
end his consideration of social pricing, indicates the importance of 
Marshall's achievement in laying the foundations of a vast literature 
by subsequent economists on each of these topics.

fespite his notable achievements in developing Cournot's theoiy 
of roncpoly, Marshall remained sceptical of its practical importance.
In a letter to Edgeworth, dated 28 August 1902, he says, with reference 
to monopoly

"I ai. confirmed in my opinion that Cournot's method of treatment 
is wholly inapplicable to the real conditions of life. !Iis discoveries 
Mere, I think - in so far as they claimed to have a bearing on real 
problem - rediscoveries of things that had been known in the XVII 
3nd better in the XVIII century as the result of the working of the 
chartered companies. In all the vast talk which I have put into

1 . i b i d . ,  p . ^89.
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writing on them I have seldom been tempted to refer to the abstract 
theory of monopolies, except of course in the general introduction.
ITo instance could, I think, be better of the mischievousness of an 
academic education in abstract economics not continued into real 
economics.... than the inferences which Cournot's method suggests 
as to the relative efficiencies and inefficiencies, public usefulnesses 
and mischiefs of different forms of combination and monopoly."

Marshall therefore believed that Cournot's monopoly analysis ought 
to be diluted with a large measure of common-sense in real world
application. Paradoxically, however, Marshall's isolated chapter on
monopoly had the effect of bringing Cournot's analysis to a wider 
audience; and, moreover, it was instrumental in the general adoption 
of the analysis by the economics profession, in place of the Classical 
notion of limited supp]y. In doing this, Marshall, ironically, set 
the stage for the takeover of price the01%; by monopoly in the 1920s 
&nd 1930s. When it was found that Marshall's competitive analysis 
involved problems which necessitated a move towards monopoly, the 
basis of such a rove was present in none other than Marshall's 
version of Cournot's theory-. It is gerhaps a. measure of the importance 
of Marshall's work that not only does it contain the theoiq- which was
to fall from favour, but also the ir.akings of the theory which was to
rise (albeit temporarily) to replace it.^

]. ibid., "'otes, p. 536. Marshall's harsh criticisms of Cournot, 
even taking into account his wish to have a dig at Edgeworth's abstract 
approach to economics, are hardly warranted, [iven that Marshall owed 
3c much of his own analysis to Cournot's work. We have seen in this 
thesis, in addition, that Cournot's work on monopoly was in no wey 
anticipated by writers of the XVII and XVIII centuries.

'brshall, of course, would have abhorred the imperfect competition 
revolution, his work on value being largely an attempt to advance a 
broad-brush competitive approach.
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ITI. Marshall's Contribution

It should be clear from what has been said in this chapter as 
to the central position of Marshall's r^inci_ i.es in the development of 
competition and monopoly analysis, hliilst individual writers, of whom 
the most important was Cournot, worked at developing individual aspects 
of competition and monopoly theory, ’'Marshall's greatness in the last 
analysis lay in his ability to present these individual contributions 
in a whole system of analysis. In this system, Marshall was able to 
incorporate both the analysis of the competitive producer and the 
competitive industry by the device of dividing normal equilibrium 
into the short and long run. He was thus able to present the classic 
analysis of perfect competition, in so far as his system, of analysis 
mapped out the modern partial equilibrium approach to the model.

IThilst T'arshall's technical contributions were important, his 
3cheme of analysis still left scope for many of the details to be 
filled in by subsequent economists in the 1920s and 1930s. But also 
there was more than detail to be dealt with; there was also the probler. 
of increasing returns. Despite his attempts to deal with this problem, 
’'arshall had not been able to do the impossible and reconcile competi
tive equilibrium with increasing returns. MIhilst his work did not 
expose the problem as directly as had Cournot, nevertheless he brought 
the problem to a wider, non-mathematical audience. Subsequent 
economists, whilst often misled by Marshall's tergiversations, were 
bound to eventually seize on this central problem in the Principles. 
Certainly in England Marshall's Principles was central to the imperfect 
competition revolution of the inter-war years, in that it was through 
this book that general economists became aware of the increasing returns 
problem.

In line with the Classical economists Marshall only gave slight 
emphasis to monopoly relative to competition. In his view the 
competitive model was generally applicable to capitalist economies, 
and monopoly analysis if applicable at all was only so in a restricted
number of situations. At the same time, however, Marshall was very 
much aware of the importance of increasing returns, particularly in 
manufacturing industry. Given that he had not succeeded in reconciling 
increasing returns with competition, the presence of increasing returns
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must lead to the erosion of competition in real world industry.
Uhen subsequent economists came to realise this, it was perhaps natural 
they would turn towards monopoly; the theorqr of monopoly presented in 
Marshall's Principles. We have seen that Marshall was skeptical over 
the relevance of Cournot's monopoly theory^, yet, nevertheless, he 
was instrumental in making it known to general economists in England. 
Thus, paradoxically, when the attack upon Marshall's competitive theory 
came in the 1920s, it turns out that the construction raised to replace 
it was largely culled from the pages of Marshall again.
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Chapter 10 

Ernn, CoL'T.etition to Monopoly

The period 1700-1926, despite many changes of detail, can generally 
he characterised as a competitive era. Practically all the economists 
we have met, from Smith to Marshall, were competitive economists in the 
sense that they felt capitalist economies were generally subject to 
the laws of competition. Further, they felt, -often implicitly, that 
competition was also an optimal situation in the welfare sense.
'lithin this framework, as we have seen, concepts apd analyses were 
sharpened with the rise in the level of scientific rigour, in 
particular with the application of the powerful tools of r;.athematics, 
mainly in the second half of the 19th century. Further, the period 
saw changes of enphasis and content of competitive and monopoly 
the or}' often associated with these technical developments. Never
theless, despite these many changes the framework remained competitive, 
the analysis of monopoly being reserved to take care of exceptions to 
the competitive rule.

Uie post-Marshaliian era, however, saw a radical departure 
from this traditional view of the relation of competition and monopoly 
in economic theory. Received theory: as developed and expounded in 
"arshall's Principles was suddenly revealed to be inccnsistenL with an 
important aspect of reality: increasing returns. It was, therefore, 
necessary to develop a theory to overcome this problem, and this 
theory was essentially at hand in the theorjr of monopoly. Thus the 
1920s and 1930s saw a move from competition to monopoly in economic 
theory; a move to m.alce the analysis of nonopoly the general theory of 
capitalist economies. In this final chapter, we shall examine this 
move from competition to monopoly in the light of Piero Sraffa’s 
classic article of 1926 which m:ay properly be said to mark the 
turning point with respect to competition and monopoly analysis.
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As is well known, dissatisfaction with received theory was 
expressed in the 1920s hy a. number of writers in the pages of the 
Economic Journal.^ hliilst some of these contributions were wide of 
the mark, they nevertheless were indicative of a general feeling of 
disquiet over Marshall’s competitive analysis. In order to meet 
objections raised, Pigou, who was Marshall’s successor in the Cambridge 
chair, clarified and extended Marshall’s analysis in reply." But 
despite Pigou’s undoubted theoretical superiority over most of the

3protagonists, his defence of Marshall’s analysis was essentially a 
rearguard action. Ihilst he fought a brilliant campaign, Pigou had 
tne misfortune, as he was also to have over Keynes’ General Theory, 
of being on the wrong side. No matter what defence he took, he could 
not, like Marshall get round the inconsistency of increasing returns 
end competitive theory. The only answer to this problem was to abandon 
comretitivc theor^'.

1. The first paper of note was J.P. Clapha.m,* Of Empty Economic Boxes’, 
concric Journal, vol. XIO-̂ II, 1922, pp. 305-lb. This and a number of
other important contributions are reprinted in George J. Gtigler and 
Jenneth Moulding, eds, headings in Price Tlie cry ( George Allen and 
Ihvin: Ion don, 1956), ^art II. For a more complete list of all the 
important 1920s articles, see’Editor’s Mote : Increasing Petums and 
the Representative Firm: A symposium’ Economic Jouma] , vol.
1930^1. T9.

2. See A.C. Pigou, The Economics of Melfare (Macmillan: London, 1920) 
Subsequent editions appeared in 192b, I929 and 1932. Of his various 
papers on value theory in the 1920s, see, in particular, A.C. Pigou,
’An Analysis of Supply’ E c on omi c J ou m a l , vol. XXXVIII, 1926.

3. See, in particular, the early debate between Pigou, Clepham and
'"obertson on Empty Economic Boxes in the Economic Journal, vols. 
X]SiII-XXXIV, 1922-b, reprinted in Stigler and Eoulding, op. cit., 
pp. 119-159• This stricture about the poor quality of some of Pigou’s 
omonents as economic theorists does not of course extend to Sraffa.
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In 1933, Joan Robinson end Edward Cliaxberlin both published books 

designed to re-orient the theory of vaJ.ue away froi ■ the treclitionsl 
competitive viewpoint.^ Diese books, their similarities and

pdifferences are not the exjilicit concern of this thesis." However, 
one point concerning both of them is of interest. Diis is their 
attenpt to introduce monopoly analysis generally into value theory; by 
sssuiûing that producers face negatively sloped demand curves, whilst 
ignoring the problem of inter - dependence of those demand curves.
Tie main thrust of both the imperfect competition and monopolistic 
competition theories was to allow market power into the analysis 
on the one hand, and yet to largely neutralise this advance on the 
other by ignoring the oligopoly probler: the interaction of such 
power between producers. This solution to the problems of competitive 
the or}', it will be argped below, itself involved problen;s which we re 
to prevent the effective abandonment of competitive theor}’-.

Tb'e fraiuework of this final chapter will be centred on Eiero 
Graffa’s classic 1926 article, ’The Laws of Returns under Competitive 
Conditions’. Diis brilliant essay clearly marks a turning point in

].. Jean Robins on, The Economics of Imperfect Competition (1933)
( Ih cr i 1 Ian : T,on don, 1969 ) : Rdward H . C]i amber lin, Tne Dieory of T'onopo- 
listic Competition, A reorientation of the theory of value (1933)
(9xford iJniversityr Press , 1962).

^. '̂or a comparison of these theories, and also a general rehearsal 
cf the evidence, starting 'with Graffa's 1926 article (see below), see 
c.T.G. Ghackle, The Years of High Tiioory: Invention and Tradition in 
Economic Thought, 1926-1939 (Cambridge University ^ress, 196t).

chle tfkes the view that Robinson and Chamberlin put fonrard 
essentially identical theories to replace competitive theory, ^or a 
contrary view, see Plaug, Economic Theory; in Retrospect, pp. 398-b03. 
Gee also Gchumpcter, History of Economic Analysis, pp. II5C-II92.

Graffa, ’The Laws of Returns under Competitive Conditions,
R con 01 i c J ourna.l, vol. EE'’7VI, 1926, pp. 935-^0 reprinted in Gtigler and 
Eoulding, Readings in ~̂ rice Tieory, pr. lRC-197. All references are 
to letter source.
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the development of competitive and monopoly analysis. It is divided 
into two sections: the first critical, the second suggestive. In 
the first part, Graffa proposes and largely accomplishes the 
demolition of Marshall’s competitive analysis based on the laws of 
increasing and decreasing returns. ly applying the rules of logical 
consistency, Graffa powerfully demonstrates that Marshall’s partial 
competitive analysis is unable to occupy the central position in 
value theory^ as the general model of price determination in capitalist 
economies. Having accomplished this demolition job, Graffa goes on, 
in the second part of his paper, to sketch out an laternative solution 
which, by employing elements of monopoly analysis, enables the problems 
cf competitive theory to be overcome. lie thus proposes, although 
this part of his paper does not fully work out his ideas, that the 
answer to the problems of Marshall’s theory lies in a move from 
competition to monopoly. Both Graffa’s destructive and constructive 
ideas are examined in section I below. Gection II then assesses 
the implications of Graffa’s ideas for the further development of 
CCI petition and monopoly analysis.
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I. The Contribution of Sraffa

Sraffa’s paper is divided into critical and constructive parts, 
and ve shall take these in turn. The first section, whilst not 
referring explicitly to Marshall, is nevertheless a sustained 
attack on his competitive value theory. This theory as Sraffa notes 
had found almost universal acceptance among economists at the start 
of the 20th century:-

’V striking feature of the present position of economic science 
is the almost unanimous agreement at which economists have arrived 
regarding the theory of competitive value, which is inspired by the 
fundamental symmetry existing between the forces of demand and those 
of supply, and is based upon the assumption that the essential causes 
determining the price of particular commodities m-ay be simplified and 
grouped together so as to be represented by a pair of intersecting 
curves of collective demand and supply .

Diis solution, however, contains a fundamental fault with respect 
to the laws of returns, which Sraffa set himself to expose:-

"in the tranquil view which the modem theory of value presents 
us there is one dark spot which disturbs the harr.ony of the whole.
Tnis is represented by the supply curve, based upon the laws of 
increasing and diminishing returns. That its foundations are less 
solid than those of the other portions of the structure is generally 
recognised. That they are actually so weak as to be unable to support 
the weight imposed upon them is a doubt which slumbers beneath the

1. ’Laws of Returns’, p. l8C. Sraffa contrasts this situation with 
the controversies over the theory of value which characterised the 
l?th century. He suggests that the present concensus, whilst it may 
be due to the theory now being correct, may also be due to loss of 
interest occasioned by its degeneration from being a practical tool 
of analysis to "a pedagogic instrument" (ibid., pp. l8C-l).
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consciousness of n&ny, but which most succeed in silently suppressing. 
From time to time someone is unable any longer to resist the pressure 
of his doubts and expresses them openly; then, in order to prevent 
the scandal spreading, he is promptly silenced, frequently with some 
concessions and partial admissions of his objections, which, naturally 
the theory had implicitly taken into account. And so, with the lapse 
of time, the qualifications, the restrictions and the exceptions have 
^iled up, and have eaten up, if not all, certainly the greater part of 
the theory^. If their aggregate effect is not at once apparent, this 
is because they are scattered about in footnotes and articles and 
carefullv segregated from one another.

It is not the purpose of this article to add anything to the 
r^le, but simply to attempt to coordinate certain materials, separating 
what is still alive from what is dead in the concept of the supply 
curve and of its effects on competitive price determination."'’

Flie central thrust of Sraffa’s critique is that given the assuiup- 
tions of marshall’s competitive thec]p;, end in particular the assumption 
of partial equilibrium it is difficult to envisage many industries 
subject to either decreasing or increasing returns. Tlie notion of 
particular equilibrium is crucial in this. In order to focus attention 
on a particular competitive industip it is necessary to assume that 
"the conditions of production and the demand for a commodity can be 
considered, in respect to small variations, as being practically 
independent, both in regard to each other and in relation to the

^nd demand of all commodities."^ Whilst "a slight degree of 
interdependence" is inevitable, it m̂ ay be overlooked "if it applies 
to quantities of the second order of smalls".^ Thus an increase in 
cost in the industry,'- under consideration which affects its price and 
output, will in turn affect deniand and price in related industries, 
and. produce a feedback effect on demand and price in the first 
industry. But such a feedback effect is of only secondary importance, 
and may safely be ignored in studying the industry,' in question.

]. ibid., p. 181. 2. ibid., p. iŜr

3. ibid., p. I8U.
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On the other hand, however, if a change in production in the first 
industry, changes costs in related industries as well as itself, such 
an effect is not of the second order of smalls, and cannot he ignored 
in the analysis of the first industry. To apply the competitive 
theory to particular industries it is thus necessary to ensure that 
the laws of returns do not upset the partial equilibrium assumption.

Consider, first, diminishing returns,^ In this case, three 
possibilities present themselves. Firstly, the industry may experience 
rising costs from employing a substantial portion of a "fixed" factor, 
fnis case is, however, ruled out since, as the first industry expands 
production, this causes the costs of other industries using the fixed 
Factor to rise, and since these other industries are likely to produce 
partial substitutes for the first industry’s product (for example,
U(ricultural produce where land is the "fixed" factor) there will be 
a feedback effect on the first industry’s demand which cannot be 
ignored.^ This argument is lessened if the first industry employs 
a small part of the fixed factor only (the second possibility), but 
in this case it can increase its production "by drawing; ’marginal 
coses’ of the constant factor from other industries" rather than

1. ibid., pp. 16)|-I.

2. TVie factor does not have to be absolutely fixed in supply, but
merely such that it can be increased "only at a more than proportional 
cost" (ibid., p. I8h).

3. This argument is nerhsps the weakest point in Sraffa’s case for 
it involves the assumption that industries which use large quantities
of common fixed factors commonly produce commodities which are related
(substitutes) in consumption. A counter-example, however, might be 
users of coal, the electricity industry and the railways^ (;re are 
assuming for the moment that all industries are competitively organised, 
Rnd that railways are run on coal). Thilst coal-fire power stations 
right only increase production at increased cost, and this ruLght push 
up luilway costs, this is not like Ip- to affect the demand for energy, 
^ther suppliers of energ]: (the oil and gas industries) are not affected 
bp the coal price rise, and so Marshall’s analysis appears to hold.
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by intensifying its use of its existing supply.^ If it dees this, 
the increasing costs it experiences are likely to be negligible, 
and. if the2'- &re not then the first argument comes into effect. Hie 
third possibility is that the industry under consideration employs the 
whole of the fixed, factor. But this possibility whilst logically 
secure, can in reality only represent a minute class of reel world 
commodities. It thus appears that the Marshallisn analysis of 
increasing costs, setting aside the unrealistic third possibility, 
cannot be applied to the problem, of competitive price détermination.

purning to increasing returns, again we find, three possibilities 
opresent themselves Firstly, Marshall’s "external economies which 

result froiL the general progress of industrial environment" must be 
excluded from view since such economies will affect all industries and 
30 violate our particular equilibrium assumptions.^ Cn the other hend,

"reductions in cost connected with an increase in a firm’s scale 
of production, arising from internal economies or from the possibility 
of distributing the overhead charges over a larger nur..ber of product 
units, must be put aside as being incompatible with competitive 
conditions". '

liiis leaves but one possibility, that decreasing costs are associated 
Vv/'ith economies which arise between these two extremes. Such intermed
iate economies are, however, rare:-

"Eut it is just in the ndddle that nothing, or almost nothing,
IS to be found. Those economies which are external from the point 
of view of the individual firm, but internal as regards the in dus tig' 
in its aggregate, constitute precisely the class which is most seldom 
to be met with. As Marshall has said in the work in which he has 
intended to approach most closely the actual conditions of industry.

1. op. cit., p. 185.

5. ibid., pp. 185-6.

3. The quotation is from Marshall, Principles, Book V, chapter xi, 
p. hkl,

^ . ’ Laws o f  F e t u r n s ’ , pp . I 85- 6 .
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’the economies of production on a large scale can seldom be allocated 
exactly to any one industry: they are in great measure attached to 
groups, often large groups, of correlated industries’."̂

Thus, the one case where increasing returns are logically feasible,
where external economies are available to the industry under 
consideration but not related industries, turns out to be empirically 
unimportant. As with increasing costs, Sraffa argues that apart 
from unimportant cases Marshall’s partial competitive analysis is not 
consistent with increasing returns.

Before we turn to Sraffa’s constructive suggestions, it is worth
while to pause and consider the fundamental nature of his critique of 
Marshall. Marshall took the Classical analysis of (long run) 
competitive equilibrium, and integrating it with the age old notions 
of increasing and decreasing returns, he put forward a comprehensive 
analysis of price behaviour in the long run, suggesting that a rise 
in demand may increase price (decreasing returns); leave price 
unchanged (constant returns); or lower price (increasing returns).
Tlie central feature of Marshall’s analysis was its partial equilibrium 
nature and his focus of attention on the individual industry, as 
exemplified by his representation of each law of return in a diagram 
(see Figure 10.l). Sraffa’s critique was then that the logic of 
' arshall’s analysis restricted his use of decreasing or increasing 
returns (parts (a) and (b) of Figure 10.l) to cases which were 
empirically insignificant. Thus, setting aside the empirically

Figure 10.1

(a)
i 0

price

0 output

priceprice

0 output0 output

1. ibid., p. lP6. Tlie quotation is from Marshall, Industry and 
Trade, p. I8f.
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unimportant case where the whole of a fixed factor is used in the 
industry, part (a) of Figure IC.l is not consistent, since if the
industry uses enough of the fixed factor to bring forth significant
increasing costs, costs in related industries will be raised lowering
their output, and shifting DF’ in the industry under consideration.^'
Tnus, in part (a.) of figure 10.1 the demand and supply curves would
not be independent, so that it would be inconsistent to use this
diagram. Similarly, part (b) of Figpire 10.1 is also only applicable
to the empirically unimportant case of externalities restricted to
this single industip/-. If externalities affect related industries as
Veil, the demand and supply curves of part (b) of Figure 10.1 are
not independent. On the other hand, internal economies give rise to
a tendency to monopoly, so that Marshall’s competitive assumptions are
violated. Thus it appears that in the general case it is not possible
to represent competitive equilibrium in an individual industiq^ under
increasing or decreasing costs. Marshall’s novel generalisation of
Classical competitive analysis to increasing and decreasing costs is
found to be inconsistent with his assumptions, except in empirically
trivia] cases, so that parts (a) and. (b) of Figure 10.1 must be thrown
cut. Clearly this represents a major attack on Marshallian competitive
analysis, and we shall argue in section II below that, at least in 
effect, Marshall’s analysis is unable to stand up to it.

Its immediate implication is that Marshallian competitive analysis 
rust be restricted to the case of constant returns as a general rule 
(case (c) of Figure 10.l). That is we must jettison the Marshallian 
contribution with regard to the lews of returns and. return to the 
Classical case where cost of production alone determines price:-

fnorma.l cases the cost of production of commodities produced 
competitively - as we are not entitled to talie into consideration the 
causes which may make it rise or fall - must be regarded as constant 
in respect of small variations in the quantity produced. And so, as 

simple way of approaching the problem of competitive value, the old 
and now obsolete theory^ which makes it dependent on the cost of produc
tion along appears to hold its ground as the best available."^

1. Mote, however, the objection raised above.

2. ’Laws of Returns’, pp. 186-7.
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Thus if we wish to take a broad view of competitive price determin
ation in a particular industry, as a "first approximation" we should 
assume constant costs. Such a policy has two advantages. Firstly, 
it emphasises "the fundamental factor", that the predominant 
influence in the determination of competitive price is cost of 
production. And secondly, when we get doim to the detail of cases, 
it does not lead us to suppose that we can take care of factors such 
as increasing and. decreasing returns within our framework of analysis, 
ss Marshall attempted to do.

Mext, when we consider a further approximation to allow us to 
consider increasing and decreasing returns, consistency implies that 
we must consider industries simultaneously. Thus, whilst Marshallian 
partial analysis cannot deal with these cases, they can be dealt with 
in a general equilibrium system.^ However, Sraffa argues that, given
the present state of our knowledge, systems of even much less 
complexity offer no hope of fruitful application to real world 
conditions. Furthermore, even if operational such a general equilibrium 
syster would not be able to deal with externalities arising from djT.amic 
considerations. And, moreover, internal economies are, as always, 
ruled out by our competitive assumptions. It is at this point in his 
r-rgument that Frnffa malies his radical suggestion that when we wish 
fo consider industries other than at a first approximation it is 
necessary to abandon competitive theoi^y complete]y:-

”lt is necessary, therefore, to abandon the rath of free 
competition and. turn in the opposite direction, namely, towards 
r onopoly.

ihen in I933 Joan '^obinson attempted to put this course of action 
:nto practice, she explicitly noted her debt to Sraffa in her 
concertion of tiie task:-

"Mr. Sraffa’s article must be regarded as the fount from which 
r ■■ work flows, for the chief anm of this book is to atter.pit to carry 
out his pregnant suggestion that the whole theory of value should be 
ti'eated in ten .s of monop^cly analysis.""'

:. ibid., p. 187. 2. ibid., p. I87.
c* Fconcmics of Imperfect Competition, p. xiii. See also ibid.. 
Introduction, pp. 3-8.
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However, it is imirortant to note that the solution suggested by 
Robinson, and for that matter Chaivberlin (in the large group),^ 
differed from the solution sketched out by Sraffa in I926. The 
difference amounts to the fact that Sraffa, unlike Chamberlin and 
Robinson was particularly aware of the problem of producer inter
dependence in the general case of "monopolistic competition", and 
that much of his attention was directed towards this problem.
-lis is, of course, as might be expected, given that, in the first 
part of his article, Sraffa had largely demolished Marshallian value 
theory on similar grounds of logical inconsistency due to interdepend
ence of forces. VJhat it means for our purposes, however, is that 
Sraffa’s proposed move towards monopoly represented more than a 
simple replacement of received competitive theory with received 
monopoly theory. Our purpose in the remainder of this section is to
examine the sense in which Sraffa proposed that economic theory2
should turn "towards monopoly".

One of the ideas deriving from the ’traditional’ view of competition 
and monopoly was that these theories represent polar cases between 
which real world markets in practice lie:-

"Of course, when we are supplied with theories in respect of the 
two extreme cases of monopoly and competition as part of the equipment 
required in order to undertake the study of the actual conditions in 
the different industries, we are warned that these generally do not 
fit exactly one or other of the categories, but will be found 
scattered along the intermediate zone, and that the nature of en 
industiy will approximate more closely to the monopolist or the

1, Chamberlin did in fact consider the oligopoly problem as well 
as the large group (Theory of Monopolistic Competition, chapter iii, 
and chapter v, g t). However, the main thrust of his theoretical 
contribution was focussed on the large group case.

2. Tnis aspect of Sraffa’s contribution appears to have been neglected 
in the literature. Unfortunately, it is not possible to examine all
its ramifications here. It is suggested in the next section, however, 
that it presents an area where research effort may offer high returns.
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competitive system according to its particular circumstances, such 
as whether the number of autonomous undertakings in it is larger or 
smaller or whether or not they are hound together hy partial

agreements, etc.”'"

The implication of this view is then

"that when production is in the hands of a large number of 
concerns entirely independent of one another as regards control, the 
conclusions proper to competition may he applied even if the market in 
which the goods are exchanged is not absolutely perfect, for its 
imperfections are in generel constituted by frictions which may 
simply retard or slightly modify the effects of the active forces 
of competition, but which the latter ultimately succeed in substantially 
overcoming."“

In Sra^fa’s view such a position is, however, "fundamentally 
inadmissible". It would only be acceptable if the forces designated 
"frictions" are transitory and unstable so that they offer no firm 
basis for theoretical development. Cuch, Craffa contends, is not the

3
case with the so-called "frictions" at work in competitive theory."'

He proposes, therefore, to reconstruct price theoiy, and he 
selects for this purpose two "effects" which have the feature of being 
found frequently in industries which appear to be competitive ;-

’Laws of Returns’, pp. 18T-8.

2. ibid., p. 188.

3. oraffa’s conclusion here has practical bearing on the more 
recent debates over methodology and economic theoiq-, centreing on 
Friedman’s work: see, in particular, M. Friednian, ’The Methodology 
of Positive Economics’, paper 1 in Essays in Positive Economics 
(University Press: Chicago, i960). Sraffa’s basic position that the 
existence of permanent and stable forces, inconsistent with the 
assumptions of a the01%/ (viz. internal economies and price-makers, in 
the case of competition) necessitate its reconstruction, appears 
fundamentally unassailable. This issue is returned to in greater 
detail below.
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"These two points in which the theory of competition differs 

radically from the actual state of things which is most general are: 
first; the idea that the competing producer cannot deliberately affect 
the r.arket price, and that he may therefore regard it as constant 
wnatever the quantity of goods which he individually may throw on the 
^aiket; second, the idea that each competing producer necessarily 
produces normally in circumstances of individual increasing costs.

Both of these ideas commonly do not hold in apparently competitive 
industries, and yet they are basic assumptions of the competitive 
model. Sraffa, therefore, proposes to reconstruct value theory on 
the basis of the assumptions that firims can sell extra output only
at lower prices (i.e. negatively sloped individual demand curves) and

2that costs may be decreasing. The results of applying such assumptions, 
as we shall see, "render the manner in which equilibrium is attained 
extremely similar to that peculiar to monopoly".^

Consider a group of firi.ms producing s. differentiated product
I.e. a product for which buyers are not indifferent between the differ
ent producersi-

"Tne causes of the preference shown by any group of buyers for a 
particular firm, are of the most diverse nature, and Diay range from 
long custom, personal acquaintance, confidence in the quality of the 
product, proximity, knowledge of particular requi rements and the 
lossibility of obtaining credit, to the reputation of a trade-mark, 
or a sign, or a name with high traditions, or to such special 
features of modelling or design in the product as - without constituting 
It a distinct commodity intended for the satisfaction of particular 
needs - have for their principal purpose that of distinguishing it 
from the products of other firms.

]. ’Laws of Returns’, pp. 188-9

2. ibid., pp. 189-90.

3. ibid., p. 188.

i b i d . ,  p p .  19C-1.
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Whatever the basis for preference, the implication of it is that some 
buyers are willing to pay "something extra in order to obtain the 
goods from s particular firm rather than from any o t h e r . E a c h  firm 
"'irnt then be envisaged as possessing its own distinct market within 
the general market. Any firm wishing to extend its own market by 
invading that of its competitors must incur heavq/ marketing expenses 
to break the barriers of preference. However, within his own market, 
each firm has a privileged position "whereby it obtains advantages 
which - if not in extent, at least in nature - are equal to those 
enjoyed by the ordinary monopolist".^

Clearly in this conception firms are similar to a monopolist, 
lake the monopolist, the degree of independence a firm has in fixing 
price is indicated by the elasticity of the demand curve: "the less 
elastic the demand for his product, the greater is his hold on his

O
market". At one extreme, we might distinguish the case of "absolute 
monopoly" where the elasticity of demand is unity, so that as he 
raises his price the monopolist diverts no expenditure away from his 
product." The presence of rival firms producing near substitutes

]. ibid., p. 191.

9. ibid., p. 191. Craffa’s representation of general markets being
divided into a series of distinct markets for each firm should be 
interpreted as merely a pedagogical device. Compare Marshall’s 
particular end broad markets in the Erincipies, Book V, chapter xii, 
pp. 51-7-9.

3. ibid., p. 191.
L. That this is the extreme ca.se is ea.sily seen when it is remembered
that monopoly equilibrium can only occur at a point where the elasticity
of demand exceeds unity (ibid., p. .191, n. l). If the monopolist’s 
demand curve has (just more than) unit elasticity throughout its length 
he can raise his price without diverting any sums of money to rival 
producers, and so his monopoly power is at a maximum.
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for hic product, increases the absolute value of the elasticity of 
our fin. *s demand curve. fnd, at the other extreme, when the demand 
curve is infinitely elastic, we have perfect competition. Tiius the 
general case appears to be one of finite elasticity of demand, and
perfect competition is then a special case of a genera] monopoly

.  -, 1r oce l .

Consider now a firm, raising price froL. a low level. As he does 
sc "he is fors alien by c portion of his purchasers".' This is "the 
direct effect". If sums set free are expended on a large number of 
different commodities, the indirect effect on the firm is of the 
second order of smalls and can be neglected. If, however, the sums 
set free are spent on one or a few rival commodities, the indirect 
effects I ust be taken into account. It is this latter case, Sraffa 
coi'tends , to which Marshall’s discussion of speciel markets can be 
upplied.  ̂ But whereas Marshall argued that price determination in 
special markets was consistent in a broad way with competitive price 
deteri. ination in general m.arkets, Craffa carries the logic of his

1. Since "absolute ronopoly" is an unlikely occurrence even in 
industries traditionally regarded as monopolies, it appears that all 
cases up to perfect competition are covered by Craffa’s intermediate 
1.0del. However, as we shall see in the next paragraph, there does 
exist a distinction in Craffa’a approach which depends on whether 
the inter-dependence of firms can be ignored or not. Given this 
distinction monopoly analysis can; be applied when inter-dependence 
can be ignored; but when, in general, it cannot the analysis becomes 
I ore complex.

2. op. cit. , p. 192.

3. Tlie reference to Marshall is Principles, Book V, chapter xii, 
pp. 1*57-9 •
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discussion to  i t s  c o n c lu s io n :-

"If we extend this method to those industries in which each firm 
has more or less a particular market, we must not restrict its 
employrent to the occasions when we are considering the individual 
producer, hut we must adhere to it also when we examine the manner in 
which equilibrium is attained in the trade as a whole; for it is 
clear that such particular curves can by no means be compounded so as 
to form: a single pair of collective demand and supply curves. Tiie 
method mentioned above is the very same as that followed in cases of 
Grdinary monopoly, and in both cases, in fact, the individual 
producer determines his selling price by the well-known method which 
m.aùes his monopoly revenue or his profits the miaximumi obtainable."^

It is clearly the case of mutual interdependence of producers which 
is the general case, and unlike Robinson and Chamberlin it is to this 
case which Sraffa directs his attention.

To grasp the solution Sraffa is driving at let us consider the
2matter more formally. Suppose that the group consisted of n producers 

(i = l...n), each producing a differentiated product. Then says 
Sraffa

"The peculiarity of the case of the firm which does not 
possess an actual monopoly but has merely a particular market is that, 
in the demand schedule for the goods produced by it, the possible 
buyers are entered in descending order according to the price which 
each of them is prepared to pay, not rather then go entirely without, 
but rather than not buy it from the particular producer instead, of 
elsewhere. That is to say, that two elements enter into the compos
ition of such demand prices - the price at which the goods can be 
purchased from, those other producers who, in the order of a purchaser’s 
preference, imjiiediately follow the producer under consideration, and

1. ’Laws of Returns’, pp. 192-3.

2. Of course, Sraffa’s discussion is not explicit, and, moreover,
in places he appears a little confused. Nevertheless, it is contended 
that the model outlined in the text captures the essence of his 
thought. I have not attempted to provide more than a heuristic 
outline of it; more forria.l investigation would require greater time 
and mathematical resources than at present available to ne.
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the monetary measure of the value (a quantity which may he positive or 
negative) which the purchaser puts on his preference for the products 
of the firm: in question."^

fhilst not following the letter of Sraffa’s specification, it would 
seem that we would capture the spirit of his intention hy writing the 
i"̂  ̂ fin..’ s demand function as

X .  =  X . (p ...p , m.) (10.1)1 1 .1. n X

Ihis equation makes the demand for the i'*'̂ firm’s product, x_. , depend 
on all prices, p^... and his own advertising outlay, m . / '  We would
then ^recict that whilst an increase in his own price reduces demand 
for his product, demand increases as the prices of his rival products 
rise and as his advertising outlay increases. Thiat is:-

H  < 0 . iii 0 (0 H )  : and ^Vi " ’ «p. ' tq > " •
tViUnder these circumstances, the problem for the i firm is to 

select its price and advertising expenditure so as to maximise profits. 
Its pi’ofit function is given by

TF. = n .1 .. x.(p^... p^, m.) - c.(x., m.)

and the solution involves setting

dïïj dm;
^  ' Cri

T.ie general sol.ution tc such a proT'lem, as is well known, ir volves the
estir, atiot: of conjectural variation ter: s cf the :̂ orn , dp./dp.. However,a ^
if re r-a.le a Cournot type assumption that such reaction tens are zero 
(and it 'ill be argued below tl,at such an assumption not only conforms 
v.dt’i Grr.ffa’s intentions but also can be defended on rationality grounds) 
then the equilibrium' conditions si’̂.plify tc

= C (10.9)

(10.3)

’) the i f i r m  will maximise 
'■̂ ofitm t mb ing rival producers’ % rices as river. "ssuming the 
solution to the system, exists, a.nd the system is sta.ble, then

or. cit. , T . 1^3.
\  A_n even more general formulation would allow the advertising

f'utlcg.'S of rival producers also to affect tlu i ' firr’s demand.

^:'dPp + X . -1
h i .
w .

dx. 1
dn." 1

OX;
Ti-TT-

1

r c. 1
I: . = r

^2' cor.forL.ing to equations (10.9) an d (10.:
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the simultaneous solution of equations (10.2) end (10.3) will determine 
the n prices and n advertising outlays, whilst the n output rates are 
then determined hy equations (lO.l).

Hie questions of existence and stability are, of course, more 
complicated than counting equations and unknowns. Sraffa offers an 
essentially heuristic discussion of existence, and we shall do no 
r. ore thrn follow him in this. In order to simplify the problem, we shall 
abstract from the possibility of advertising, end, moreover, consider 
the simple case of duopoly in order to facilitate diagrammatic 
analysis. Under these circumstances, solving our simplified equations 
(10.2), we derive two reaction functions for our two firrs:-

Hie questions of existence and stability then srount to constricting 
these functions so that they intersect at positive prices, in such a 
Way that the system moves towarea this point of intersection.

Suppose that initially each producer sets a low price. Then 
according to Sraffa,

"The individual interest of each producer will urge him to 
increase his price quickly so as to obtain the maximum profit. But 
in proportion as this practice spreads throughout the trade the various 
den and schedules will be modified as a result: for, as each buyer finds 
that the prices of the substitutes upon which he was able to reckon 
are increased, he will be inclined to pay a higher price for the 
products of the firm whose customer he is. So that, even before the 
first increase in price has been completely carried into effect, the 
conditions will be created which may permit every; one of the concerns 
to make a. further increase - and so on in succession.""'

As firr.' 1 raises his price, customers switch to firm 2, thus enabling 
him to raise his price, and so cn. However, Sraffa argues this process 
will converge to a solution:-

op. cit., p. 193.
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"'Is.turally this process speedily reaches its liirit. Hie

customers lost hy a f i m  whenever it raises its price have recourse in
part to other suppliers, and these will return to it when the others 
also have raised their prices; hut in pgj-t they entirely give up

buying the goods and definitely drop out of the market. Thus, every 
business has two classes of marginal customers - those who are at the 
margin only from its own individual standpoint and fix a limit for the 
excess of its prices over the prices generally ruling, and those who 
are at the margin from the standpoint of the general market and fix 
a limit for the general increase in price of the product.’’"

In terms of the reaction curves, Sraffa is assuming that they are
positively sloped and converge tc a solution; that is, that they
usually have the general shape depicted in Figure 10.2. In this
diagram Sraffa contends, that if firm 1 sets price a and firm 2
price h, then firm 1 will raise price to c (maximising profits,
taking p^ as given), causing firm 2 to raise price to d, and so on.

2The system will then converge to a solution at F. "

Fi ure 10.2

-1

Sraffa’s argument concerning existence and stability thus appears 
to rely on two assertions. Firstly, a firm faced with an increase 
in demand will generally respond hy raising price. And secondly, that 
as prices rise the effect of customers leaving the market is to 
eventually bring convergence to an equilibrium. The first assertion, 
as we know, relies on marginal costs not falling too fast, and on 
shifts in demand being less than iso-elastic. Fhilst not generally

1. ibid., pp. 193--.
2. The argument is of course symmetrical if we start from high prices
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the case, Sraffa contends that it is normally sc:-

”lt is, of course, possible that a general rise in the prices of 
a product may affect the conditions of demand and supply of certain 
firms in such a way as to make it advantageous for them to lower their 
prices rather than conform with the rise. But in an industry' which 
'•.as attained a certain degree of stability in its general structure, 
in regard to its methods of production, the number of undertakings 
composing it, and its commercial customs - in respect to which, 
therefore, statical assumptions are more nearly justified - this 
alternative is much less likely to be adopted than its opposite."^

21'*e second assertion regarding convergence appears to involve the 
income effect of price rises swinging the demand curve round to become 
less steep. Tlius if costs are constant for simplicity, a rise in 
ce''and at a low price will raise price if the shift is less than 
isoelastic. As price continues to rise, however, successive shifts 
become more nearly isoelastic as the income effect reduces the monopo
list 's power; until, in the lir-dt, an isc-elastic shift occurs, and 
epuilibriuTi is reached. Clearly, both these assertions involve problems 
of a theoretical nature which may not yield an easy solution.

1. op. cit., p. I9U. Craffa’s arguments for a price rise being the 
normal case seem, however, to be misconceived. Firstly, he argues that 
^rice will only fall if demand is highly elastic, whereas, in fact, it 
is not the elasticity of the demand curve, but the change in elasticity 
(at the old price) due to the shift which is important, (see Fobinsori 
op. cit., chapter . ) His second argument, that given the choice 
between raising or lowering price to increase profits a firm, in the 
interests of stability, will raise it, is, moreover, beside the point. 
(Cee ’Laws of Feturns’, p. I9L). Hiese misconceptions largely vitiate 
bis discussion of indeterminacy in the next paragraph also (ibid., 
pp. 19k-5).
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Nevertheless, the intuitive plausibility of Sraffa’s argument is encouraging 
so tha.t there ray be some prospect of deriving conditions for it to 
held, as a, normal case which are both consistent and not too restric- 

1tive.

Clearly if reaction curves such as depicted in Figure 10.2 can 

be taken as normal, Sraffa’s model offers important implications. In 
the first place, it offers relatively simple, comparative static 
predictions. A rise in marginal costs of firm 1 will cause its 
reaction curve to shift upwards to the left, raising both its, end 
its rivals’, prices. Similarly a general cost rise raises all prices.
On the other side, a rise in demand for firm I’s product raises all

2prices, as does s general rise in demand. ' vJhen the model is expanded
to talie account of advertising it seems that equally strong predictions
Lay also be derived. In the second place, as was noted above, the
model can be regarded as being more general than the perfect competition 
model, which represents the special case where producers are so many
and the product so homogeneous that individual demand curves may be
taken as infinitely elastic. And thirdly, the mndel suggests that in
a world of differentiated products the idea of the industry; loses
meaning. That is, whilst for empirical studies it may be desirable

1. One might ha.?,end a guess that the usefulness of Sraffa’s model 
hinges on the successful solution to this problem. The mathematics 
involved in such a solution appear, at first sight, rather complex, 
however.

2. That is, if the rise in demand is cf the "normal" type.

I. Tiis point was noted with respect to monopolistic competition
by Robert Triffin, Monopolistic Competition and General Equilibrium 
Tiieoiy (harvard University Press, . Sraffa, whilst noting that
generally each firm will charge a different price, seems in the event, 
to draw back from carrying the logic of the argument to its completion 
(see Sraffa, op. cit., pp. 195-^).
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to restrict the number of firr.s, n, in the group; as far as general 
ecuilibriun: is concerned the number, n, in equations (lO.l) to 
(in.3) may be taken to represent all the firms in the economy.

Besides the problem concerning the shapes of the reaction curves, 
two other problems may be briefly mentioned, ^irst, the reaction 
curves in ^kgure ir.P were drawn on the assumption that each firr' 
maximises profit taking other prices as given. Cive-n the shapes of 
the reaction curves the system will then converge to the price vector 
denoted b%- position The question then arises: is such a solution 
rational? One way to look at tliis probler is to compare position 0 
’•'ith another position, at 'hich the sum of profits is maximised. 
Clearl;", it the n producers had perfect knowledge of the conditions 
of the market; and were able to collude freely, they would establish 
the price vector, I', making side payments to redistribute profits as 
necessary, how suppose collusion is excluded. If firms act independ
ently, then position I' will only le a possible equilibriun. position if 
each producer at receives greater rrofits than at E. If, however, 
one producer receives less profits at M, ajp.d so feels he can improve 
;:is position by moving elsewhere, then he will change his price so 
that position cannot be the solution. Moreover, at any position 
other than E, one firni earning less profits than at E will cause a 
sii.'ilar movement. Only at position E will each fin. feel that it 
cen’t ir/.poove its position by changing price, so that E has some 
claim to be called the equilibrium solution. This is likely to be 
the case the more chance there is that one firm will be worse off at 
a position such as and the more imperfect is knowledge in the )' arket, 
two factors which are likely to be more important the greater the 
nuriber of firr, s in the grou%;.

Whilst this argum'ent is essentially heuristic, it does seem to 
yield the prediction that the effect of anti-cartelisation laws would 
be to r.Gve the solution from Î' to E , provoking firms to merge in 
order to avoid the losses associated with the breali up of the cartel. 
Easual empiricism suggests that such an effect was observed in the 
U.I. in the merger boom which started in the late 1950- after the 1990 
Restrictive Trade Practices Act came into operation.
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Hie other problem is, perhaps, in the event more difficult. Hiis 
concerns the question of entry into production. We have seen in this 
thesis that free competition was a widespread assumption in the liter
ature at least since Adam Smith. In Sraffa’s model, however, there 
are no longer industries producing homogeneous products for firms to 
enter into. Moreover, the existence of differentiated products give 
rise to entrez barriers, and Sraffa argues that these are likely to 
restrict new entr;/ : -

"It should be noted that in the foregoing the disturbing influence 
exercised by the competition of new firms attracted to an industrq^ 
the conditions of which permit of high monopolist profits has been 
neglected. Hiis appeared justified, in the first place because the 
entrance of new-comers is frequently hindered by the heavy'" expenses 
necessary for setting up a connection in a. trade in which the existing 
firms have an established goodwill - expenses which may often exceed 
the capital value of the profits obtainable; in the second place, 
this element can acquire importance only when the monopoly profits in 
a trade are considerably above the normal level of profits in the 
trade in general, which, however, does not prevent the prices from 
being determined up to that point in the manner which has been 
indicated.

however, given that entr?/ and exit are an important empirical 
phenomena, it seems necessary to incorporate some assumption 
regarding new competition into Sraffa’s model. Since the extremes 
cf free competition and no entim̂  appear to be unrealistic, some 
assumption relating tc the height of entrg' barriers would seem 
appropriate. VHiat this should be, and how it would affect the other 
parts of the model, cannot, however (like the other two aroblers
referred to above) be discussed further here.

b have attempted to do no more than outline the model of
differentiated oligopoly implicit in Sraffa’s 1926 article, pointing 
out some of its problems and some of its possible virtues. Enough 
has been said, however, to indicate that when he proposed that economists 
should "abandon the path of free competition and turn... towards 
monopoly" he meant more than simply replacing Marshall’s competitive

op* c i t . ,  T . 196.
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theory with his monopoly theory. Rather, in Sraffa’s view, a more 
general theory would incorporate elements of monopoly analysis into 
a. competitive framework. Thus firms, like monopolists, were to have 
negatively sloped demand curves and would he assumed to maximise 
net revenue. But since they would generally be, more or less, in 
competition with other producers, it was necessary to take explicit 
account of this competition in determining equilibrium. Tiiis, as we 
have seen, Graffa did by allowing all prices to enter each firm’s 
demand function. He was then able to outline the solution to such a 
model, although he in no way solved all of its problems. It is perhaps 
a pity that the developments in the 1930s were, to some extent, 
to turn away from the insights into the competitive process 
Contained in Sraffa’s work. We may conjecture that the so-called 
"imperfect competition revolution" might have had a greater chance of 
success had it been more firmly rooted in a Graffian framework.
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IT  . Eroiu Com petition to  Tcnci oly

In this thesis, we have stressed the importance cf "rrshall’s 
Npinciiles in the general development cf perfect competition (and,
L:cnopoly) theory. It was in Marshall's work that the Classical idea 
of free COT.petition was integrated with that of pure competition, to 
foir the f-.odel cf perfect competition. In his classic analysis of 
ncrrrml ecuilihriui; in the short period and the long period, despite its 
incomplete and at times obscure nature, '"arshel 1 put forçard all the 
essentials of the perfect competition m.cdel. Whilst there was a great 
de,-il of scope for amplification and clarification cf Marshall's 
analysis, nevertheless, this work was a tidying up operation, centred 
on ideas explicitly or implicitly in the Principles; ideas which even 
today form the basis of eccnomim teaching with respect tc perfect 
Competition.

The post-’'arshallian debate on competitive theoiy was, therefore,
3 response to the comparatively new model of perfect competition as put 
forward in Marshall’s ^rincigles. As such, much of the debate over this 
CO del ha.c the function of extension and clarification, in the sar.e way 
that, for exai.-ple, the Classical econorhsts worked on Smith's notions 
of the market and natural price, fut, in addition, Marshall’s rod.el 
'•’as "1 awed in that it could not incorporate the possibility of decreas
ing (internal) costs within its framework. Hi is flaw, which Cournot 
had been the first to point out, was brought to the general attention of 
economists through Marshall’s work, despite the latter's attempt to 
cover it in . It was at this point that Craffa wls tc suggest that 
economists drop their general reliance on competition, a tradition which 
dates at least to Adai, Ciith, and instead turn towards monopoly.

Craffa.’s ’manifesto’ raises a. number of questions of a general 
nature, and we shall address ourselves to three of them. Tlie first 
question we shall attempt to answer is: how far do his argum.ents ^gainst 
’'arshalliari competitive theory destroy the basis of the latter? Consider 
■lirst his case against the falling long run supply curve (LES).' 
firstly, it is clear, as Cournot and Marshall had both

1. Of course, what Marshall was to partial competitive analysis, haIras 
WPS to general competitive analysis. However, as was noted in chapter 6
above, 'hlras ’ argyirent was carried on at such a high level of abstract
ion that bis contribution to the development of competitive analysis was 
liiiited in so far as details, such as the equilibriuii. of producers, were 
lost to sight on the ground far below.
?. For a more detailed discussion of the points made in this paragraph 
see M, Blaug, Economic Tlieory in Retrospect, pp. 3Gl-3o9. Gee also 
C.A. Tisdell, Microeconomics, pp. ifG-lfM.
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realised, that a falling LEG curve cannot he due to individual firms
experiencing falling costs as their individual outputs increase. It
follows that the justification for a falling supply curve rust therefore
lie with external economies. But as Sraffa pointed out, such economies
^ust he both static in nature, and, if on individual industry:' is
under consideration, they must be internal to that industry.
Regardless of whether a partial or generel analysis is proposed,
external economies can only be strictly considered if they are
reversible i.e. the fell in LBS due to a rise in demand is such that
if demend falls again, the industry moves back along its LBS curve.“
Hi is consideration elone rules cut most of the economies considered by
’ arsheli which relate to historical non.-reversible shifts, such as
economies due to the localisation of industry or improvements in
transport and communications. If it is then required to limit the 
static externalities considered to those which satisfy the partial
equilibrium assurption, we may a.ree with Elaug that

"in partial equilibrium, analysis, however, it is perfectly 
lemiti.' ate to regard downward-sloping long-run industry supply curves

Oas very rare birds indeed"."

Certainly Ileug's suggested exr-rples, such ms cost savinc_,s associated
with the setting up of a trade journal as a trade expands, as he
points out, do net inspire confidence in the central importance of 

?the case.^

^raffp’s case against rising LBS curves is, however, not so strong, 
wiilst one would certainly expect an industiy which was a small user 
of a. factor of production to have little effect on that factor's 
price, by the same token one must agree with Graffa that such an 
industry conforms as close to the law of constant costs as nahes no 
difference, however, when an industry, by expanding, raises factor 
prices against itself, it is not at once apparent that ^arshallian

1. Gee Elaug, op. cit., pp. 387-3. 2. ibid., p. 389.
3. ibid., p. 388. Other possible external economies suggested by 
Elaug are cost savings in labour turnover and training, and economies 
associated with vertical disintegration. IBiilst such savings may be 
empirically nore significant than the trade journal effect, it does 
not seen a priori that they offer a secure enough basis for the use of 
falling EBB curves generally in partial equilibrium analysis.
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sna]ysis is innspp>licable, Sraffa points out, if the firms of the
^ndustiy^ are the only users of the factor of production under consider
ation, then it is quite appropriate to examine a rising LBS curve in 
a partial context. If the factor of production is, however, a. sub
stantial input in a number of industries, then Marshallian analysis 
only breaks down if the industries produce related goods in consumption. 
If, however, these industries do not produce substitutes in consumption, 
then indirect effects will be of the second order of smails, and may 
be ignored. Thus it is not clear that rising LRS curves are generally 
untenable in Marshallian competitive theory.

As Sraffa pointed cut much of his argument concerning larshsllian 
analvsis focuses on Marshall's partial equilibrium approach. If, 
however, we move fro:, partial to general analysis, it is clear that
a number of Sraffa's arguments, as he realised, no longer hold. Tlius, 
when all industries are considered simultaneously, it is possible to 
allow external economies which are external to the particular industry- 
under consideration. Thus, whilst non-reversible economies are still 
precluded byr our static assurrptions, a wider range of external effects 
:-ay then be incorporated into competitive analysis. Similarly, in 
a general competitive analysis even the limitation, that industries 
using a. common fixed factor cannot produce substitutes in consumption 
is removed. Hence, when we consider general equilibrium^ competitive 
theory is logically tenable as long as individual producers have 
positively'’ sloped, m'arginal cost curves,and we confine ourselves to 
properly^ static effects. Sraffa's arguiient that general analysis is 
tco coriplex to be applicable to real conditions is an argument of a 
separate order, moreover. As far as logical tenability is concerned, 
it is "arshall's partial method rather than competitive theory er sepMhich bears the brunt of most cf his criticisms.'

1. The importance of this assumption was noted in section I above

2. Traffa's case against the practicality of general equilibrium 
analysis is weakened if we support the view that it is possible to 
examine a grou^ of related industries without going to the extreme 
Ox including a.11 industries in the econory.

1
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Eut if Sraffa was unable to show that competitive theory was 
untenable in general analysis, what he did highlight by implication 
was the fact that competitive theory- was inapplicable to much cf 
reality. Tliat is, he highlighted what Shackle has termed "Sraffa's 
bilemma": that a competitive fin. with decreasing costs would have 
no incentive to limit its production.^ As far as reality is concerned, 
as opposed to logical tenability, Sraffa's discussion of the logic 
cf external economies exposed, by implication, the misdirection of 
Marshall's analysis, Uliilst within the competitive framework the 
relevant question appeared tc be can external as opposed to internal 
econories give rise to a falling LES curve; clearly, the more pertinent 
question was: how is economics to deal with the fact that manufacturing 
fiiT's tymically- experience internal economies? Competitive theory'- was 
unable tc address itself to'this latter problem since it assumed 
that firm experience increasing costs. Eut this in itself is enough 
to require the abandonment of competitive theory as the general analysis 
of capitalist price formation.'' It is thus on the grounds of applicab
ility rather than logic that Sraffa's call to turn from competition 
theory in the event is justified.

1. C.L.S. Shackle, The Years of High Hieory, pp. 13-1’'. Sheckle notes 
that the problem, might as well be called "'Marshall's dilemma" or,
1Tesumablyp Cournot's dilemma. His assertion that Marshall, despite 
having all the tools at his disposal, failed to combine them to solve 
the problem seriously misrepresents Marshall. TTie latter in fact 
chose to defend the competitive approach rather than jettison it.
(Cee ibid.,p. 19.)

2. The so-called Chicago argument that competitive theory; should not 
be judged on its assumptions will be discussed below under our 
Second question relating to competitive theory.
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This leads on to our second question: is the theory of perfect cor
petition in some sense fundamental to economic theory, so that to
utandon it would he to abandon economic theory also. This view, as 
we have seen, was held by a number of economists in the 19th century
and was survr.ed up by J.S. Mill in his fanous assertion that

"only through the principle of competition has political economy 
5ny pretension tc the character of a science".^

In the present century this view has been echoed by,amongst others,pd.R. Hicks. Faced with the dilemma of falling marginal costs, Hicks 
considers the possibility of turning to monopoly theory. Such a 
policy he, however, viewsd c.s risguided:-

’Vet it has to be recognized that a general abandonment of the 
assumption of perfect competition, a universal adoption of the assump
tion cf monopoly, must have very destructive consequences for economic 
theory."^

In Hicks view, "the stability conditions" become indeterminate under 
monopoly, so that "the basis cn which economic laws can be constructed 
is therefore shorn away". In his view, which was also Marshall’s

1. J.3. Mill, Principles, Book II, chapter iv, p. 239. Me have already
briefly considered this second question. Gee chapter 1.
2. J.P. Hicks, Value end Capital. An Inquiry into Gome Fundamental 
Principles of Economic Theory, 2nd edition, (Clarendon Press: Oxford,
1968), pp. 82-89.

3. ibid., p. 83.
b. ibid., p. 3H. Hicks appears tc mean by this that it is no longer 
possible to predict that a rise in demand will raise price, or even, 
in certain cases, whether it will raise output. (in addition, he 
implies that the effect of a rise in marginal cost is determined only 
because of perfect competition in factor markets: a curious assertion), 
^icks does not, however, think it worthwhile tc explore the conditions 
that would make a demand shift determinate.
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viev, the answer we.s to stick with coETetitive theor;/-:.-

"It is, I "believe, onl:’" possible to save anything from this
wreck - an cl it lust "be remembered that the threatened wreckage is that 
of the greater pert of general erwi]ibrium theory- - if we can assume
that imrkets confronting raost of the firm.s with which we shell be
dealing dc not differ very greetly from perfectly competitive
markets. If we con suppose that the percentages by which prices
exceed marginal costs ere neither veip' Isrge nor ver̂ ' variable, and
if we can suppose (what is largely a consequence of the first assumption)
that marginal costs do generally increase with output at the point of
equi.l ibriui:. ( diirinisliing marginal costs being rare), then the ].sws of
-n economic systei; working under perfect competition will not be
appreciably varied in a system which contains widespread elements of
Eonopoly. At least, this get-away seems rrell worth tigdng. he must
be aware, however, that we are taking a dangerous step, end probably
Uniting to a serious extent the problems with which our subsequent
analysis will be fitted to deal. Personally, however, I doubt if
rost of the problems we shell have to exclude fcr this reason are
capable of much useful analpysis b%/ the methods of economic theory."^

^ut it seems that hicks' position is untenable. In the first 
place, as we have stressed before, perfect competition is an economic 
theory and rust not be confused with econoriic science itself, 
xo ai'gne that to abandon perfect cor petition is to abandon much of 
economic theory is rot a logical but a historical argument. Clearly 
if ].ost economists since hdarr Giith, and including Kicks, have 
er.ployed competitive assur.ptions then the greater part of economic 
theory is s.t stalce. In such circumstances, economists would 
naturally and quite rightly only abandon it if it could be demonstrated 
t-mat a superior and r.ore general theory" was available to take its 
place, fud, in the absence of such a theory-, to abandon perfect 
competition would be to largely abandon economic theory. Eut this does 
not admit the impossibility of replacing perfect competition at 
some time as the general theory of price determination.

Besides its historical position, another main attribute of 
perfect competition, as Kicks was of course aware, is its simplicitly.

ibid., pp. 8)1-85.
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Schur peter has noted this point cdmdratly :-

It has been stated above that the economists of the period under 
survey (l6T0-191^) substantially retained the habit of their ’classic’ 
predecessors, which was to consider ’coj;petition’ as the normal case 
fror which to build up their general analysis; and that like those 
predecessors they overrated the range of application of such an analysis
  Îcreover, while not all of them were uncritical eulogists of
competition, nearly all of them were apt to yield to the specific 
bias of the economic theorist that has nothing to do with political 
preference, the bias for easily manageable patterns. End it stands 
to reason that the theorist’s generalized description of economic 
behaviour is greatly simplified by the assumption that the prices of 
&-11 products end ’factors’ cannot be perceptibly influenced by the 
individual household and the individual firm, and hence rmy be treated 
ss given (as parameters) within the theory of their behaviour. These 
prices will then be determined, in general, by the mass effect of the 
actions of all households and a.ll firms in ’markets’, the irechanisiis 
of which are relatively easy to describe so long ee the households and 
’̂iri.s have no choice but to adapt the quantities of commodities and 
services they wish to buy or to sell to the prices that rule, he nay 
call this the Principle of Excluded Strategy and accordingly say that 
the bulk of the period’s puie theory was a pure theory of a static 
equilibrium tliat excluded strategy.”"

To abandon perfect competition would involve the abandonment of a theory 
"̂̂ ich had the r erit of dealing with complex reality in a simple manner. 
'■'Cat is at stake is the belief, in a partial framework, that prices 
are determined by the opposition of two forces of supply end demand in 
general in the economy^. Such a simplifying abstraction as "the 
"arshallian cross" inevitably iiist have a great hold over the minds
of eccnoiists, and combined with the traditional use of competitive 
theory in the period from 17^0 this fact represents a very powerful 
conservative force.

1. ^ c h u :p e te r - ,  op . c i t . ,  p .  972.
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The argument that a theory has great rower hecause it enables the 

reduction of comrlex reality to manageable proportions, and the 
argument that an hypothesis has historically been the basis upon which 
much of economic theory/' generally has been constructed, are neces
sarily important considerations to be taken into account in evaluating 
perfect competition.^ Tliey are, however, sub si duary to the question 
as to whether perfect competition theory has been contradicted empiri
cally. Kick's view that we can apply competitive theory if we assure 
that firrrs only set price above marginal cost by a small, constant 
amount, and if we assume (for the sake of argument) that marginal 
costs are rising in equilibrium, appears to be no more than, as he 
says, a get-cut. If we assume that marginal costs are rising when 
for m.any producers they are not, we are, in the final event, contraven
ing the rules of science. Es draffs pointed out it is not possible 
to subsume under the head of "frictions" forces which are neither
u. Ptransitory nor unstable.^ Such a policy is "fundamentally inadmissable", 
cud it should be the economic theorist’s aim to construct a new 
theory to take account of such forces.

At this noint in our discussion it is necessary to consider

1. Vç have not brought in a. third consideration 'rith respect to 
perfect competition; nare-ly, its supposed positive welfare features. 
2his is in accordance with cur policy of confining our attention
to positive competitive theory. Thatever the normative properties 
of perfect competition, it seems reasonable to suppose that such 
considerations would be of restricted interest if perfect competition 
was replaced as the general positive theoiyr of price.

2. See Sraffa, op. cit., pp. 187-8, and section I above.
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briefly the views of Friedman (and Stigler) on this issue.^ Since
I have no desire to move onto the shifting ground that Friedrrian
habitually moves on, I shall rather erect a straw man with neo-Friedmanite
views with which to conduct the discussion. Cuch a man might suggest
that positive theories or hypotheses consist of a complex mixture of
two elements: a system of tautologies or "language" by which concepts
and ideas are organised into a consistent filing system; and a set of
substantive hypotheses designed to abstract essentials from complex 

Preality. These latter have the property that they give rise to 
predictions or implications which are, moreover, capable (at least 
in principle), of being refuted by empirical evidence. Then

"the Only relevant test of the validity of a hypothesis is
comparison of its predictions with experience. The hypothesis is 
rejected if its predictions are contradicted ("frequently" or more 
often than predictions from an alternative hypothesis); it is accepted
if its predictions are not contradicted; great confidence is attached

1. Reference will be made to ^'ilton Friedman, ’The I'ethodology of 
■Positive Economics’, in Essays in Positive Economics (University of 
Chicago Press, I966) pp. 3-^3 . fee also C.J. Stigler, ’Monopolistic 
Competition in Retrospect’, in Five lectures on Economic ^rincirles 
(London Rchcol of Economics, IfRf) reprinted in Charles K. Rowley 
ed.. Readings in Industrial Economics (^acmillan: London, 1972) pp. 
131-1)-')'. Other pertinent contributions are: ^.C. Erchibald,
’ Cl'.ar.berlin versus Chicago’, Review cf Economic Etudiés vol.
"^sbruaiy IO63, up. (3-h, followed by a comment from Friedman (ibid., 
pp. fR-7) and 3 reply by Erchibald (ibid., pp. f8-7l). These ]ast 
four references are reprinted in Rowley, op. cit., %p. l^rf-l^f.

^riedr.an , op. c i t . ,  pp. 7-0
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te it if it he 3 survived r.cny opportunities for contrsdiction. " '

testin' of the conformity of "ossumptions" with reality is then a 
procedure if -ich is misguided. Assumptions of o theorp* ere by definition 
unrealistic, since the aim of the theoip^ is to abstract crucial 
relations frcr complex reality, so that to exaiinc the realism of 
nssui; X tr'ons is to :̂ unc ament ally misunderstand the nature of the scien
tific rpx roach. It is only by testing predictions that an economic

o'hecry can be evaluated.

ince we are not concerned so i.uch with the rethodolcgical points 
raised as with their application to the case of the perfect competition 
model, let us now suppose that our straw man tabes the position that 
to reject the model on the increasing returns issue is to evaluate its 
assurp'ticns rather than its predictions, and hence is not justified."" 
then stated like this (and it must be noted that both Friedman and 
Ctigler when considering the perfect competition case remain 
strangely silent on the increasing returns issue) it appears that 
Friedman's m.ethcdolcpy' breaks dovn. ' Es Friedmsn himself admits, 
when we strip a theory doim to its logical bones, the distinction 
between its assumptions and the predictions become to an extent 
arbitrary:-

1. ibid., pp. 8-0. 0 . ibid., rassim.
S. Archibald (Chamberlin versus Chicago’, p. 1)|8 in Fow'ley, op, cit.) 
argues, however, that the perfect competition model predicts that costs 
will be increasing. It is argued in the text that the issue of whether 
increasing costs is an assumption or a prediction is irrelevant to the 
evaluation of the perfect competition model.
h . khilst not wishing to enter the methodological arena fully, it 
appears that Fricdmnn has a case when he argues that aasui-ptioris such as 
the number of firriiS or the homogeneity of the product in reality are not 
directly relevant to the evaluation of the model. (Compare Sraffa’s 
COE,ment that industries riay appear competitive and yet not conform with 
the perfect competition model (Laws of Returns, p. l83)). On the other 
hand, it apyears to me that the increasing costs "assumption" (if "as
sumption it be) is an entirely different kind of "assun’ption", and of 
direct relevance to the validity of the theory. It may be this is what 
Friedman was driving a.t in his distinction of the abstract model and the 
set of rules which define its applicability (op. cit., p. ? \ \ )  . Be that 
as it may, the increasing returns problem is not raised by Friedman in 
hi is discussion of A'arshall’s value theory (ibid., pp. 3)^-39).



"The possibility of interchanging theorems end axioms in an 
abstract model implies the possibility of interchanging "implications" 
and "assumptions" in the substantive hypothesis corresponding to the 
abstract model, which is not to say that any implication can be 
interchanged with any assumption but only that there may be more than 
one set of statements that impjly the rest."-

Trie dr .an does not pursue the logic of this arĝ uiient to its conclusion, 
however, but rather argues that the problec under study will define 
the division between "assumptions" and "predictions", and that once 
defined, the comparison between assuimptions and the evidence will 
only give rise to the possibility of indirect refutation of the

phypothesis. But such an argument is essentially ad hoc. If the
abstract i. odel is a logical whole, then not only does the distinction
between assumptions and predictions in tha.t whole become arbitrary,
but, also, so does the restriction of empirical testing to sore
parts of it and not others. If we argue that the perfect competition
Fodel c SHUT es increasing costs, our straw rran would say in that case
it rust not be judged refuted if the industries it is applied to
experience decreasing costs. On the other hand, if we say the perfect
competition m.odel ; redints that in ecuilibrium producers will have 
increasing costs, then evidence of increasing returns refutes the

otncsis. lit t'i.e cistinction between these approaches is only one 
cf words, and Friedj.m offers no sound basis for preferring one to 
the other, father it would seem that each component of the abstract
I. odel r ap be tested against reailitp' in order tc evaluate its applica- 
' i-fg. ^hth respect to the present issue, it seems that increasing

:".a rhinal costs are an integral part of the perfect competition theory, 
be they classified as an assumption or a prediction, amd that the 
widespread evidence of decreasing costs represents refutation of the 
tneoip'-.

It Seems to be equally true that if a theou; is refuted at one
point (say, with respect to an "assumption"), it will be refuted at 
cfeers (wih respect to "predictions"), piiis appears to be the
c'-'se. ™us, Archibald points out, for example, that perfect competition
theory predicts that producers will have no incentive to advertise,
since individually they will net be able to affect total demand for

i b i d . ,  pp . ? r - 2 7 .  2 .  i b i d . ,  p .  28.
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the product, and they can produce as much as they like at the current 
price. End y e t  producers do advertise.1 Equally, it seers likely
that over some issues perfect competition theory will not he refuted 
since after all it would say little for economics as a. science if a. 
theory central to it was refuted in every particular instance to which 
it was applied. Friednan’s attempt to argue, given this last possibi
lity , that the competitive model or the monopoly model should be 
applied to particular instances depending on which gives the correct
X rediction, is, however, essentially ad hoc, not to say promiscuous,

2and need not be commented on further here.

having completed this detour via Friedman, what conclusions do 
we emerge with concerning the possibility of turning from competition 
to monopoly? In the last analysis, ’̂'riediî’an and Hicks and a number 
of other writers, are responding to fact that regardless of the pros 
and cons of perfect competition theory, there does not exist a 
viable alternative to perfect competition as a general model of price 
determination. Such an alternative model must have the properties of 
being more general than perfect competition, presumably including the 
latter as a special case, and it must be able to solve problems which 
the perfect competition model cannot. Yet the theory' of imperfect or 
monopolistic competition, as Friedman notes, has "none of the attributes 
t h M  rcuia nake it a truly useful general theory".^ it succeeds
in introducing product differentiation, it does so at a great cost in 
terms of abstraction, and, moreover, it gives rise to more complex 
iredictions than perfect competition. But, as has been noted before, 
its main fault is that it abstracts, in the event, froi. the most 
important feature of reality given that firms are recognised to possess 
i'crket power; namely', oligopolistic interdependence, what Cournot 
called "the competition of producers". As soon as firms are a]lowed 
to be more than just quantity* adjusters, it is necessary in general to

1. Archibald, ’Charberlin versus Chicago’, in Fowley, op. cit., 
pp. llT-50.

2. Friedman, op. cit., pp. 36-38. See also Stigler, ’Monopolistic 
Competition in Retrospect’, in Rowley, op. cit., pp. l-t2-U. (Stigler 
appears to have changed his views, however, in ’Archibald versus
Clii c&(: o ’, in ^bwley, ibid., p. 185.)

3. op. cit., p. 38.
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take account cf the interdependence of their actions, er Graffs, 
noted. To take the case where they have market power hut where they 
don’t have enough tc affect their rivals, is to take a case which if 
not contradictory, is certainly only a very special case.

Thus, the projected move fror. competition to monopoly was in the 
event not successful, not because the perfect competition model has 
not been refuted, but because the absolutely necessary condition for 
such a rove, that a better theory exists tc replace it, was not fulfilled 
riven this it is no wonder that Hicks wishes to stick with the 
competitive model, or that Friedman suggests that we should employ 
the theories we have a.s ""est we can.  ̂ Hut this situation is highly 
r.ns''tis-"'’ctory. the one hand, we have competitive theoiq- which,
w'.-ilGt it m.ay give correct predictions in some cases, more generally, 
"‘ails to 3p.y anything, useful about important real world phenomena, 
suck .'•s product differentiation, advertising, F and D expenditure.

]. Friedman, in fact, agrees that economics needs a i ore general 
t1 ■.c-ciy of price:-

"It would be hi^lily desirable to have a more general theory than 
'krs^'alj’s, one that would cover at the same time both those cases in 
"’■'ich differentiation of product or fewness of numbers makes an essential 
difference and those in which it does not. Fuch a theory would enable 
us to handle problems we now cannot and, in addition, facilitate 
determination cf the range c:̂  circurstences under which the simpler 
theory can be regarded as e good enough a.pp.roxir ati on. To perform 
this function, the rcre general theory must have content and substance; 
it must have implications susceptible to empirica.l contradiction and 
of substantive interest and ii.iportance. " (ibid., p. 38).
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mergers and cartels, or the tendency to increasing concentration.
On the other hand, monopolistic competition theory; also foils to say 
"uch of use about these things, and, in addition, does not give such 
clear predictions even with regard to the traditional areas where 
perfect competition does give results.^ Lacking a general theory, 
economists have turned to ad hoc theorising concerning particular 
problems, or have abandoned theory altogether. One only has to 
examine the sorry state of Industrial Economics to realise the extent 
of the damage caused by this failure to replace perfect competition 
^ith a more general theory. Uhilst ad hoc theories may be the best 
that can be done in the absence of a more general theory, clearly 
there is a need to concentrate research resources on the development

o
cf such a theozy.

Feorve Etialer ends his essay on tlie history of perfect competition
3cn an optimistic note, recording the resilience of the theory. Perhaps

it ^ay not be too amiss to end this thesis also on an optimistic note,
-Ibeit : contraiy one to Etigler’s. This is to conjecture that further
anal;, tical advance will be made towards fill ing the hiatus which even
today competition end monopoly snalysis finds itself in. hhilst views 
on future research can only be speculative» there does l̂ot seem, to be
r -̂ undaj .ental reason why such research cannot be successful. It may 
he indeed, ts we ^cve indicated in this chapter, that the ideas put
forward by Graffs fifty years ago, will provide a pointer towards
-here such t solution mry lie. '"uch a suggestion ^ay not be fashionable,
bn+ rr- ve have seen in this thesis the development of economic analysis
is a slew process, '̂ t may be that fraffa’s call "to abandon the path
c.'' free competition end turn in the opposite direction, namely, towards
onopoly" will, in the slow progress of economic science, be the course

tunt ? ■ ■.ore generfl theony of price will fol low.

For an assessment of tlie predictions cf monopolistic competition 
theory, see Archibald, ’Chamberlin versus Chicago’ in Rowley, op. cit.,
pp. 1^5-183.

It is here that Frieih.̂ an and Ctig.ler, I feel, are rest open to 
criticisr. '"hi1st, given the present situation, they may be right to 
criticise ionopolistic competition, or suggest the ad hoc application 
cf existing theories to particular situations; on a broader view, such 
arguments predicate the present situation, and by this token neglect
the possibility of developing a. more general theory. However, much 
■^riedi :n says it would: be desirable to have such a  ̂ research
works against, rather than for, such an end, and in the last analysis
one feels that his position reflects his basically conservative views 
of the world.
3. ’Ferfect Competition, historically Contemplated’, p. IT.
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R.CLARKE Ph.D. THESIS 1977
Sunmary of Thesis

This thesis is concerned to trace the development of the 
theories of perfect competition and monopoly in the history of 
economic thought, from 1700 to 1926. It is shown that in the process 
of this development the concepts of competition and monopoly were 
to undergo a number of transformations as they developed from . 
essentially crude beginnings in the pre-Smithian era to a much more 
fully worked cut form at the end of our period.

In particular ve stress the distinction between the Classical 
view of competition and monopoly and that of the French mathematical 
economist, Augustin Cournot. The Classical economists, following 
A him. Smith (iTTo), were concerned to analyse free competition, the 
^chanism by which economic resources cove between trades in order 
to equalise profit differentials. In their analysis monopoly was 
tic at ad the opposite of free competition and used to denote cases 
where bar*riers to such movement exist. In contrast, Cournot (1833) 
^'~ysec the notion of unlimited or pure competition, a market 
sti“ucture under which producers are so numerous that each acts as 
t. price-taker. In his analysis, monopoly is defined as the case of 
a single producer, and pure competition and monopoly represent polar 
cn-'-s 2n a classification of market structures based on the number 
of producers in the market.

The modem theories of perfect competition and monopoly are seen 
evolving from a synthesis of these two strands of thought, pre

eminently in the work of Marshall (I890). In this synthesis, Cournot’s 
analysis was integrated with the earlier Classical ideas as far as 
competition was concerned, whilst the Classical analysis of monopoly 
vas ebaadcnad in favour of Cournot’s treatment. This compromise 
Z-va rise to a number of conceptual problems which were to be 
lai^tr-nental in calling into question the traditional belief that 
cci-petitive analysis was generally applicable to capitalist economies.


